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JVBL Mission Statement
The mission of the JVBL is to promote ethical and moral leadership and behavior by
serving as a forum for ideas and the sharing of “best practices.” It serves as a resource
for business and institutional leaders, educators, and students concerned about valuesbased leadership. The JVBL defines values-based leadership to include topics involving
ethics in leadership, moral considerations in business decision-making, stewardship of
our natural environment, and spirituality as a source of motivation. The JVBL strives to
publish articles that are intellectually rigorous yet of practical use to leaders, teachers,
and entrepreneurs. In this way, the JVBL serves as a high quality, international journal
focused on converging the practical, theoretical, and applicable ideas and experiences of
scholars and practitioners. The JVBL provides leaders with a tool of ongoing self-critique
and development, teachers with a resource of pedagogical support in instructing valuesbased leadership to their students, and entrepreneurs with examples of conscientious
decision-making to be emulated within their own business environs.

Submission Guidelines for the JVBL
The JVBL invites you to submit manuscripts for review and possible publication. The JVBL
is dedicated to supporting people who seek to create more ethically- and sociallyresponsive organizations through leadership and education. The Journal publishes
articles that provide knowledge that is intellectually well-developed and useful in
practice. The JVBL is a peer-reviewed journal available in both electronic and print fora
(fully digital with print-on-demand options). The readership includes business leaders,
government representatives, academics, and students interested in the study and
analysis of critical issues affecting the practice of values-based leadership. The JVBL is
dedicated to publishing articles related to:
1. Leading with integrity, credibility, and morality;
2. Creating ethical, values-based organizations;
3. Balancing the concerns of stakeholders, consumers, labor and management, and
the environment; and
4. Teaching students how to understand their personal core values and how such
values impact organizational performance.
In addition to articles that bridge theory and practice, the JVBL is interested in book
reviews, case studies, personal experience articles, and pedagogical papers. If you have
a manuscript idea that addresses facets of principled or values-based leadership, but
you are uncertain as to its propriety to the mission of the JVBL, please contact its editor.
While manuscript length is not a major consideration in electronic publication, we
encourage contributions of less than 20 pages of double-spaced narrative. As the JVBL is
in electronic format, we especially encourage the submission of manuscripts which
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By submitting a paper for review for possible publication in the JVBL, the author(s)
acknowledge that the work has not been offered to any other publication and
additionally warrant that the work is original and does not infringe upon another’s
copyright. If the submitted work is accepted for publication and copyright infringement
and/or plagiarism is successfully alleged with respect to that particular work, the
submitting author agrees to hold the JVBL harmless and indemnified against any
resulting claims associated therewith and further commits to undertaking all appropriate
corrective actions necessary to remedy this substantiated claim(s) of infringement/
plagiarism.
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utilize visual text. Manuscripts will be acknowledged immediately upon receipt. All efforts
will be made to complete the review process within 4-6 weeks.

All submissions, including appendices, should be transmitted in either .docx or .doc
formats directly through the “submit article” portal (preferred) on the journal’s home
page — http://scholar.valpo.edu/jvbl/ — or alternatively as an email attachment to
jvbl@valpo.edu. The submitting author shall provide contact information and indicate
whether there are co-authors to be listed (specifying which one will be the primary
contact).
All material accepted for publication shall become the property of the JVBL.

Review Process
The JVBL seeks work that is clearly written and relevant to the Journal’s central theme,
yet imbued with analytical and intellectual excellence. In this respect, the editorial review
board shall consist of both leading scholars and respected high-level business leaders.
All manuscripts undergo a two-stage review process:
1) The editor and/or his or her representative will conduct a cursory review to determine
if the manuscript is appropriate for inclusion in the JVBL by examining the relevance
of the topic and its appeal to the Journal’s target readership. The editor may: a) reject
the manuscript outright, b) request submission of a revised manuscript which will
then be subject to a comprehensive in-house review, or c) forward the manuscript for
review pursuant to the provisions of the following paragraph.
2) The editor will submit the manuscript to two reviewers emanating from the field of
the paper’s topic, unless the submission is invited. Once reviews are returned, the
editor may: a) accept the manuscript without modification; b) accept the document
with specific changes noted; c) offer the author(s) the opportunity to revise and
resubmit the manuscript in response to the reviewers’ and editors’ comments and
notations; or d) reject the manuscript.

Privacy Notice
The material contained in this Journal is protected by copyright and may be replicated
only in a manner that is consistent with JVBL’s mission, goals, and activities. Commercial
replication is strictly prohibited. Prohibited uses include, but are not limited to, the
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copying, renting, leasing, selling, distributing, transmitting, or transfer of all or any
portions of the material, or use for any other commercial and/or solicitation purposes of
any type, or in connection with any action taken that violates the JVBL’s copyright. The
material is not to be used for mass communications without express written consent but
may be downloaded for purposes of individual member use and communication. All
other uses are prohibited without prior written authorization from the JVBL. For any
information concerning the appropriate use of the material, please contact JVBL editor
Elizabeth Gingerich at 1.219.464.5044 or via email at elizabeth.gingerich@valpo.edu.

Postal Information
The Journal of Values-Based Leadership is published on-line biannually in Winter/Spring
and Summer/Fall by the Valparaiso University Press, c/o College of Business, Valparaiso
University, 1909 Chapel Drive, Valparaiso, Indiana 46383. All hard copies of issues
published after July 1, 2014, will be available on a pay-to-publish basis only. Archived,
hard copy issues are still available in limited quantities. If the latter is desired, please
remit the sum of $10.00 per copy to the Valparaiso University College of Business –
JVBL and indicate which issue and the quantity of copies desired together with your
current mailing address and telephone number. Please visit the Journal (all issues are
digitally archived) at http://scholar.valpo.edu/jvbl/ for additional information. To report a
change of address, contact the Valparaiso University College of Business, 1909 Chapel
Drive, Room 207, Valparaiso University, Valparaiso, Indiana 46383, (telephone):
1.219.464.5044 or e-mail elizabeth.gingerich@valpo.edu.

Article Reprint Permission
No article may be republished in whole or in part without the written permission of the
publisher. Send requests to reprint in writing to Editor Elizabeth Gingerich at 1909
Chapel Drive, Room 207, Valparaiso, Indiana 46383, elizabeth.gingerich@valpo.edu,
1.219.464.5044, fax: 1.219.464.5789. Please remember that existing artwork or
images that you may want to include in a new work may be protected under copyright
law. The unauthorized incorporation of such material into your new work could be a
violation of the rights of the copyright owner. Please be sure to obtain any permission
required from the copyright owner.

Disclaimer
The content of all articles, reports, case studies, book reviews, and surveys contained
herein reflect the views of its individual authors, submitters, and/or interviewees and,
unless expressly so indicated in the text, do not necessarily represent the position of the
Valparaiso University College of Business.

Errata – Winter/Spring 2018
Kris Plunkett, master’s degree student at Texas Tech University, is co-credited as the
fourth author for “Servant Leadership and Its Impact on Ethical Climate,” originally
published in the Winter/Spring 2018 issue of the JVBL.
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LEADERSHIP — ON THE GOLF COURSE
Ritch Eich — Thousand Oaks, California, USA
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Articles
True leadership in the boardroom, the classroom, and yes, on the golf course, demands civility,
respect for others, proper deportment, and attention to etiquette. This editorial emphasizes the
need to check and correct the growing lack of demeanor and increasing disrespect prevalent in the
current environment.
15.

LESSONS FROM HISTORY: THE STARTLING RISE TO POWER OF BENITO MUSSOLINI
Emilio Iodice — Rome, Italy

Rome-based scholar Emilio Iodice examines the circumstances that precipitated the rise of dictator
Benito Mussolini in 1920s’ Italy – xenophobia, cultural bigotry, harsh governing measures, a
condemned media – and draws the conclusion that some of those same hallmark characteristics of
that particular authoritarian government appear to exist in other parts of the world currently.
53.

WHAT’S BROKEN? NOT THE MOLD
Susan Vroman — Wellesley, Massachusetts, USA

Changing workforce demographics in the American workforce indicate that flexible work
arrangements (FWA) are appreciated and valued by employees, yet employers still resist their
support. While not explicit in their rationale, managerial mindsets may hold that deviations from
historical ideal worker frameworks detract from performance potential. As this continues, mothers
are especially stigmatized for using FWA as it differs from traditional, male hegemonic behaviors.
Overlaying the case of a rising executive with a study of historical management theory, it may take
until Generation Y (the generation primarily born in the 1980s and 1990s who are typically
perceived as increasingly familiar with digital and electronic technology) is fully entrenched in
leadership for a difference to break the mold in FWA acceptance.

60.

LEADERSHIP ETHOS AND CULTURALLY ORIENTED STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT: A CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH PROPOSITIONS
Ken Kalala Ndalamba — Luanda, Angola, USA

This paper seeks to identify the importance of Leadership Ethos (LE) as a backbone for Culturally
Oriented Strategic Management (COSM). The paper begins by presenting the concept of LE. It then
briefly discusses vision and values, two attributes of LE. This is followed by discussion of the
relationship between LE and COSM. The discussion arrives at four testable propositions. The paper
offers four action steps for the practice of LE aiming at establishing COSM before concluding with a
summary of its contributions, calling for scholars and practitioners to invest in exploring the
understanding and practice of LE. This is an approach to leadership that promotes and sustains
COSM in organisational management.

71.

METHODOLOGY AND APPLICATIONS OF CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP ETHICS
Elmar Nass —Fuerth, Germany
Ellen Kreuer — Cologne, Germany

A fundamental methodology for Christian leadership ethics is proposed in this article, which the
authors argue has long been pending in the discourse on ethical leadership. They state that it is
necessary to first clarify what characterizes leadership ethics in general, and secondly, what
Christian leadership ethics implies and how this methodology should be classified with regard to
alternative paradigms. They focus on the appropriate localization of a Christian Approach in the
systematics of Leadership Ethics.
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89.

AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP AND LEADERSHIP ETHICS: PROPOSING A NEW PERSPECTIVE
Don Bosco Onyalla — Nairobi, Kenya

Authentic leadership is considered a new field of leadership research. Its formative status makes it
possible to attract unique commentary and re-examination. Based on a comparison between
authentic leadership and leadership ethics and focusing on the theoretical perspective of authentic
leadership, this essay argues for a new perspective of authentic leadership. Consistencies resulting
from the comparison serve to reinforce this essay’s central argument, namely, that just as ethics is
central to all forms leadership, the main perspectives and components of authentic leadership as
well as factors that influence it are also central to the various leadership approaches. In other
words, the centrality of ethics to leadership seems consistent with the centrality of authenticity to
leadership. Therefore, rather than continue research in authentic leadership as a unique leadership
approach, this essay recommends research in concepts such as authentic transformational
leadership, authentic servant leadership, authentic team leadership, authentic transactional
leadership, among other forms of leadership. The essay concludes with a study recommendation,
sampling some research questions and a hypothesis.

102. A MUSLIM PERSPECTIVE OF LEADERSHIP – INSIGHTS FROM OMAN
Khalfan Al Asmi — Muscat, Oman
Cam Caldwell — Alexandria, Louisiana, USA

This paper is presents a Muslim perspective of leadership as viewed from observing leaders in
Muscat, Oman – the capital city of the Middle East country that has grown at the rate of just under
4% per year since 2000 and is awash with residents from places throughout the world. With this
rate of growth and rich diversity, leadership designed to make an equitable impact is required to
govern.

112. TROUBLE’S CLARION CALL FOR LEADERS: JO ANN ROBINSON AND THE MONTGOMERY BUS
BOYCOTT
Rita White Carver — Plano, Texas

Turbulent times are part of the human experience. They provide what Useem calls the “leadership
moment” when one is given the opportunity to define who one is (1998). For Jo Ann Robinson, that
leadership moment came personally in 1949, and publicly in 1955, when she transformed her
trauma into a pro-social action of change. This article is a historical narrative inquiry into the life of
Robinson who launched the Montgomery boycott and helped start the civil rights movement. The
article tells the rest of the story beyond Parks and King, and explores the question: How did
Robinson lead? With no authority, she empowered more than 50,000 African Americans to stand up
and change their world.

126. ARE LEADER BEHAVIOR AND EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE RELATED TO TEACHER EFFICACY?
Edward E. Leonard — Mobile, Alabama, USA
Wanda S. Maulding Green — Mobile, Alabama, USA

Identifying the leader factors that drive student achievement is of paramount importance to school
leaders. With knowledge of those factors clearly understood, the burden of moving a school in a
positive direction would be a much more manageable undertaking. While there is some debate as to
whether leaders directly or indirectly impact student achievement, the preponderance of evidence
seems to suggest an indirect impact. Chief among those indirect factors are those that enhance or
improve teacher performance. One such indirect factor is teacher efficacy which has been shown to
be directly related to student achievement. Leader emotional intelligence has also been posited as
an indirect factor as it impacts teacher performance. This study deals with the relationship between
those factors.

142. LEADERSHIP STYLES AND EFFECTIVENESS AMONG SUB-SAHARAN AFRICAN EMPLOYEES
Samuel Fadare — Lagos, Nigeria

This study contributes to what little knowledge is available by answering the research question of
whether the moderation effect of dimensions of organizational commitment on leadership styles
results in increased leadership effectiveness among sub-Saharan African employees. Based on
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174. PROSOCIAL BEHAVIORS: THEIR MOTIVATIONS AND IMPACTS ON ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
Jennifer Vieweg — Charleston, West Virginia, USA

According to the International Corrupt Perceptions Index 2017, more than six billion people are
living in countries that are plagued by corruption. This article introduces the altruistic approach to
leadership, explores prosocial behaviors, examines motivations for prosocial behaviors, and
investigates how leaders can nurture benevolent cultures in their organizations by encouraging
employees to demonstrate altruism and prosocial behaviors. Specifically, this article explores the
impacts of prosocial behaviors on organizational culture.

LEADERSHIP

cultural cluster homogeneity as offered by the GLOBE study, this study represents sub-Saharan
African employers with Nigerian employees. Nigeria was selected within the sub-Saharan cultural
cluster because, according to the World Economic Forum (2014) on Africa, Nigeria is sub-Saharan
Africa’s largest economy and the most populous nation with over 160 million inhabitants.

186. AN EXAMINATION OF LEADERSHIP THEORIES IN BUSINESS AND SPORT ACHIEVEMENT CONTEXTS
Mary Kovach — Oxford, Ohio

This manuscript examines the impact of transformational leadership in multiple contexts,
specifically in business and competitive sport, and applies predominant leadership theories. The
review contains a variety of large-scale, multi-site, individual studies as well as meta-analyses on a
global scale that are all related to transformational leadership. These studies demonstrate how
transformational leadership transcends disciplines and exemplify the value of transformational
leadership, resulting in higher achievement outcomes.

203. TRUST IN TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP: DO FOLLOWERS’ PERCEPTIONS OF LEADER
FEMININITY, MASCULINITY, AND ANDROGYNY MATTER?
Ghulam Mustafa — Aalesund, Norway
Babar Nazir — Islamabad, Pakistan

This paper takes an authenticity perspective to examine whether followers’ perceptions of a leader’s
feminine, masculine, or androgynous characteristics influence the relationship between
transformational leadership and followers’ perceived trust in the leader. The research was
quantitative in approach. A cross-sectional survey design was used to collect data from employees
from different public and private sector organizations in Pakistan.

223. EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE AND ITS EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES IN A LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT SCHOOL
Brian W. Lebeck — Maxwell AFB, AL, USA
Nicolais R. Chighizola — Maxwell AFB, AL, USA

Emotional Intelligence (EI) and its impact on performance are of paramount importance to both the
corporate world and military in the realm of leadership development. The purpose of this study was
to understand how specific EI skills and behaviors are exhibited by high performing graduates of an
in-residence Professional Military Education school, which primarily focuses on leadership
development and effectiveness.

Book Review
236. LEADERSHIP CPR: RESUSCITATING THE WORKPLACE THROUGH CIVILITY, PERFORMANCE, AND
RESPECT
by Ritch Eich
Reviewer: Amy Bentley –Temecula, California, USA

Case Study
238. BUILD YOUR LEADERSHIP BRAND ― A CASE STUDY ON INDIA’S MEGASTAR CHIRANJEEVI
by Professor M. S. Rao, Ph.D. – Hyderabad, India
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_______________________________________________________________
Leadership … on the Golf Course

_______________________________________________________________
― Ritch K. Eich, Member of the JVBL International Editorial Board
True leadership in the boardroom, the classroom, and yes, on the golf course, demands
civility, respect for others, proper deportment, and attention to etiquette. As a rule, golf
clubs, whether public or private, take a dim view of bad behavior that violates traditional
rules of civility and etiquette. In fact, it is this very atmosphere of mutual respect and
dignified demeanor among members and guests alike that draws many fans to golf.
So, why is bad behavior like public drunkenness an increasingly acceptable condition
during an increasing number of high-visibility tournaments? Clearly, this behavior is not
representative of golf, a game, by the way, that is often called “the game of kings.”
Rory McIlroy, a four-time PGA champion, recently commented on the poor behavior of
many fans in a recent article by ESPN Senior Writer Bob Haring, noting that more fans
now felt emboldened to yell out questions and comments to him from the gallery. McIlroy
suggested that at least part of the problem was the easy availability of alcohol, especially
hard liquor cocktails. The article went on to quote several other well-recognized golfers
including Tiger Woods, Justin Thomas, and Hideki Matsuyama, who recounted their own
experiences of dealing with obnoxious behaviors including heckling and loud talk in the
gallery, much of it no doubt fueled by excessive drinking.
So, what is driving such disrespectful behavior? Everyone will have his or her own pet
theories on this, but perhaps the divisive, even abusive nature of today’s public
discourse – especially as it applies to politics – has finally filtered down to the golf
course. After all, we are all saturated daily – whether through social media apps or
clicking through the various news channels – by all manner of rude, disrespectful, or
even hateful comments about the opinions and beliefs from those on “the other side.” If
you’re paying attention, even just a little, it’s absolutely exhausting and frankly,
distressing.
This growing barrage of unruly, toxic behavior affects golf fans just like anyone else, and
it is having a wholly predictable and contagious impact in my considered judgment. After
all, it seems as if it’s a lot easier to do something you know is wrong or “out of character”
when everyone else is doing it. If many of your political leaders are openly vandalizing
our democratic values including the first amendment; undermining the most basic
principles of trust as well as traditionally accepted forms of ethical and moral behavior;
then, doesn’t it follow that it’s no doubt easier to be indolent and unquestioning and
shamelessly join the wrecking crew?
VOLUME XI • ISSUE II • Summer/Fall 2018
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In the past, it was our collective sense of what we often defined as inappropriate
behavior and the personal guilt we felt when we exhibited it to help keep society in
check. As Roman statesman Lucius Annaeus Seneca (5 BC – 65 AD) is quoted as saying,
“Shame may restrain what law does not prohibit.” Doesn’t it sometimes seem as if all
that is dashed away so that practically anything goes including public drunkenness and
undignified behavior during golf matches?
In organizational behavior and communication courses I’ve taught at business schools,
with all due respect to Seneca, I’ve used the term guilt rather than shame. Without
drawing too fine a line between the two, I believe guilt can be constructive but shame
can more often be destructive. Simply put, the former is about feeling about how we
acted while the other is more about our inner self. In many ways, feeling guilty can help
remind us that there are longstanding societal expectations and norms; shame can often
connote a deeper emotion like a basic flaw in our character.
McIlroy’s criticism of fan behavior in the article was moderated and respectful, aside
from the generalized advice to avoid obvious inebriation during tournaments. But
perhaps players themselves could do more to model respectful ways for interaction
during tournaments and reestablish more productive behavioral guidelines through
leadership. Here are some suggestions that could be adopted during both practice
rounds and in tournaments:
•

•
•
•

•
•

When the pros approach the tee box or are just about at the green, encourage
them to lift up their heads and smile, nod and say, “thanks for your help” to the
volunteers, or “thanks for coming” to those in the gallery.
When the gallery applauds a great shot, the golfers should smile more often at
the gallery and tip their cap.
When the pro heads to the practice range or to the practice tee before or after he
or she plays, simply acknowledge the crowd gathered there in some pleasant way.
When the would-be pro is in qualifying school (Q School), include a module about
how etiquette – especially to those numerous fans who travel some distance to
the venue, pay handsomely to either volunteer at the tournament or buy
expensive tickets to park and watch – has been historically an important part of
the game.
When the pros complete their round, encourage them to spend 10-15 minutes
greeting families, especially those with small children, and signing autographs.
The owners of the clubs where tournaments take place, the leaders of the PGA
Tour, and corporate leaders whose companies sponsor hospitality tents and
suites, advertise and hold a myriad of promotions at major golf courses need to
step up to the tee and take greater responsibility for their patrons and fans and
eject those who won’t behave.

Big money is clearly at stake on today’s PGA Tour (which is clearly important as many
community non-profit organizations benefit directly from tournament proceeds) and
improving how fans behave can only help the golfers stay focused on their game. These
suggested changes would further the mission of the daily duffer and the PGA pro alike;
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enable all to better enjoy a day at a regular PGA Tour stop; and remind us all of the
importance of behaving as responsible fans and classy citizen-leaders.
________________________________________________________
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Lessons from History: The Startling Rise to Power
of Benito Mussolini
EMILIO IODICE, ROME, ITALY

Democracy is beautiful in theory; in practice it is a fallacy.
All within the state, nothing outside the state, nothing
against the state.
Yes, a dictator can be loved. Provided that the masses
fear him at the same time. The crowd loves strong men.
The crowd is like a woman.
If only we can give them faith that mountains can be
moved, they will accept the illusion that mountains are
moveable, and thus an illusion may become reality.
Italian journalism is free because it serves one cause
and one purpose…mine!
Better to live a day as a lion than 100 years as a sheep.
– Benito Mussolini
******************
What a man! I have lost my heart! Fascism has
rendered a service to the entire world...If I were Italian, I
am sure I would have been with you entirely from the beginning of your victorious
struggle against the bestial appetites and passion of Leninism. – Winston Churchill
Mussolini is a brilliant thinker whose philosophy, though unorthodox, flows out of the
true European tradition. If he is a myth-maker, he is, like Plato's guardians, conscious
that “the noble lie” is a lie. – Richard Crossman, British Member of Parliament
(Mussolini) The greatest genius of the modern age. – Thomas Edison
To Benito Mussolini, from an old man who greets in the ruler, the “Hero of Culture.” –
Sigmund Freud

Unfortunately, I am no superman like Mussolini. – Mahatma Gandhi
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Rise to Power
Democratic regimes may be defined as those in which, every now and then, the people
are given the illusion of being sovereign, while the true sovereignty in actual fact resides
in other forces which are sometimes irresponsible and secret.
We have buried the putrid corpse of liberty. – Benito Mussolini
It Could Not Happen Here
Thinkers and intellectuals claimed totalitarianism was impossible in a nation that was a
symbol of western civilization. Yet revolution was in the air. It
was a period of growing up anger and social discontent. Fear,
economic and social insecurity, and a sense of helplessness
drew a fanatical minority to aggressively follow a man who
preached a new way that would snuff out the rules that
weakened the country. They were tired of incompetent and
dishonest politicians who failed to keep promises and failed to
govern effectively and courageously.
Doubts came about the ability of freedom to solve the
country’s problems. Foreign conflicts exhausted the Republic
in more ways than one. The economy was weak; millions were
searching for meaningful work, and millions more were
seeking an ideology to live by that was not rooted in the policies and practices of the
extreme left. Patriotism was being transformed into nationalism.
Benito Mussolini, Prime Minister
of the Republic of Italy, 1922,
Courtesy of Klimbim

A strong sense of “US” against “THEM” was rising in the heart of the electorate.
Prejudice grew against foreigners and all things alien to the society. The elites no longer
influenced events. The establishment sought a savior to preserve and magnify their
power and wealth. The press was vilified, coerced and then controlled. Even so, many
believed that the country’s institutions and leaders would resist the tidal wave that was
to strike at the very heart of the Republic. They were wrong.
The arrogance, cunning and audaciousness of one man, and his supporters, would bring
about a style of leadership that was the fruit of pride, insecurity, corruption, ignorance,
tyranny and bigotry. The ruling classes and the people ultimately put their faith and fate
in hands of a man who promised to make his country great again.
Less than a century ago he skyrocketed to the highest office in his land and literally
swept away the liberties his people fought for in their battle to be united and free. He
was 39 years old. He was the youngest Prime Minister in his nation’s history. He would
call himself “Il Duce,” the leader. He would create the New Testament for modern
dictatorships. For twenty years he would rule his country with cunning, fanfare, vigor,
might, violence, audaciousness, and most of all, fear. Only war would bring an end to his
regime. His fame would circle the globe and be forever synonymous with tyrannical rule.
His name was Benito Mussolini.
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Fascism is a religion. The twentieth century will be known in history as the century of
Fascism…Believe, obey, and fight. – Benito Mussolini
For us Fascists, what is important is not to live long but to live with dignity.
– Fernando Mezzasoma, Minister of Public Culture
By 1919, Benito Mussolini had been through numerous
experiences as a teacher, a reporter, and Socialist Party
official, soldier, and war veteran. He was 35. He had failed at
nearly every endeavor. He was not a successful journalist or
party loyalist. He ran for office and lost. His violent temper,
endless energy, ego and lack of discipline
drove
him
in
various
directions
simultaneously. He changed his mind and
political views from a pacifist to an
interventionist; from a socialist to a rightwing opportunist. Despite his failures, he
would not give up. He moved to prepare
himself for events to turn in his favor.
Symbol of the National
Fascist Party with the
Roman “Fasces”
representing unity,
Courtesy Istituto Luce
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Creation of the Fascist Party

Benito Mussolini, 1919, Courtesy
Biografiaonline and Istituto Luce

Mussolini formed his own newspaper and a new party composed of
angry war veterans, students and former union members. They were
anxious to reform Italy with a new philosophy based on a sense of
pride and extreme nationalism all under the banner of Fascism. Benito
Mussolini was their founder and leader.

Fascists agitated against the left in streets
and neighborhoods across Italy. Socialist
offices, institutions, and Party newspaper
headquarters were attacked and burned.
Militias organized throughout the country in
anti-Bolshevik crusades, breaking up
strikes, and fighting labor unions and farmer
coops. The Fascist squads, dressed in black
shirts and uniforms, were supported by the
local police, landowners, merchants, and
industrialists. They used violence to destroy
any organization they felt could be in
opposition to the doctrine of Fascism.

Fascist Militia, Courtesy Istituto Luce

“Thousands of people were beaten, killed, or forced to drink castor oil and run out of
town. Hundreds of union offices, employment centers, and party newspapers were
looted or burnt down. In October 1920, after the election of a left administration in
Bologna, Fascists invaded the council chamber, causing mayhem and nine deaths. The
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council was suspended by the government. Later, Socialist and Catholic deputies were
run out of parliament or had their houses destroyed. The biennio nero (“two black years”;
1921–22) destroyed opposition to the Fascists. Union organizations were crushed. The
Federterra (farmer’s coop) shrank from some one million members to fewer than 6,000
in less than five years. Unable to defend basic democratic rights or to prevent the
criminal activities of a private militia that operated openly and nationwide, the state had
lost all credibility.”1
Within two years, the Fascist militia of “Black Shirts,” as they were now called, controlled
areas throughout Italy. Leaders became local bosses and built power bases backed by
land owners and members of the urban middle class as well as clerical workers and
shopkeepers. The Fascists garnered support from those seeking law and order and the
preservation of local and national values. With his following growing, Mussolini waited for
his opportunity to enter the arena of power.
His moment arrived in 1921.

Election to Parliament
For my part I prefer fifty thousand rifles to fifty thousand votes. –
Benito Mussolini
Mussolini’s impoverished upbringing as the son of a socialist
blacksmith from the small town of Predappio in northern Italy;
his education as a teacher and his philosophical roots based on
the writings of Nietzsche, Sorel, and Max Stirner prepared him
to lead with force, vigor and if need be, violence. He hungered
for power. Mussolini campaigned vigorously in the
parliamentary elections of 1921. He won a seat and headed up
a group of 35 Fascist deputies. He now had a party and a platform and a voice in Italian
politics. His following grew to over 250,000.2
The Honorable Benito Mussolini,
Member of Parliament, 1921,
Courtesy Istituto Luce

The Fascists organized their own strategic groups so they could
broaden and deepen their popular base. Trade unions were
formed with postal workers, taxi drivers, and other parts of the
labor community to replace Catholic and Socialist associations
and increase Fascist Party membership. Mussolini had
successfully organized a movement that spread to nearly every
corner of Italy. Now he saw his opportunity to seize control.

The March on Rome
“Either the Government will be given to us or we shall seize it by marching on Rome.”
– Benito Mussolini
1

H. Roger Violet, Encylopedia.com 2016.
Encyclopedia of World Biography, the Gale Group, Benito Mussolini, 2004.
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After entering the Parliament, Mussolini began planning his next move. First, he formally
established the National Fascist Party which boasted 320,000 members. “On 24
October 1922, Mussolini declared before 60,000 people at the Fascist Congress in
Naples: ‘Our program is simple: we want to rule Italy.’”3 As he spoke, Black Shirts were
occupying the Po plain near Milan and major points of the King Victor Emanuel III,
country. They were organizing by the thousands to march on the Courtesy Istituto Luce
Eternal City to take control of the government.
Two days after Mussolini’s speech in Naples, the former Prime Minister, Antonio
Salandra warned the then Prime Minister Luigi Facta of Mussolini’s plans to descend on
the capital with thousands of Black Shirts to demand his resignation and be appointed
head of the government. Facta asked King Victor Emmanuel III permission to suppress
the Fascist uprising. The King refused.
The King was afraid that any attempt to
stop the Fascists could lead to civil war.
Victor Emanuel was also concerned with
the growth of communism which was
opposed to the monarchy and had little
respect for democratic and religious
principles.4 He believed Mussolini could
fight the trend toward the extreme left and
bring law and order where other
governments had failed. Mussolini also
had the support of the establishment
including major industrialists and key
political leaders. They believed that once

Mussolini with his Fascist leaders during the March on Rome,
Courtesy Istituto Luce

in power they could control Mussolini
and set the direction of his policies
and programs. They were wrong.5

Fascists on the March to Rome, October 22nd, 1922, Courtesy
Corriere Della Sera

On October 28, 1922, Mussolini
executed his plan. Each step was
managed and choreographed for
effect. He wanted to show the country
that he and his Black Shirts were an
organized force that respected the
law contrary to the dangerous and
destabilizing
actions
of
the
Communists and Socialists.

3

Francis Ludwig Carsten (1982). The Rise of Fascism. University of California Press, p.62.
Carsten (1982), p. 64.
5
Renzo De Felice, Historian, explained that the monarchy had a nationalist tendency and was concerned about
its future. See:Mussolini il fascista - La conquista del potere cit., 365-66.
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As hordes of Militia marched, rode and flowed
from large cities, hamlets and towns from all
parts of Italy, Il Duce made sure that
photographers and reporters were there to see
him and hear him speak about the imminent
danger to peace and stability in Italy and how
only he could bring security and safety.6 In
actuality, he remained in Milan while his
followers took to the roads of Italy on their way
to Rome.
Over 30,000 Black Shirts entered the walls of
Rome and occupied various parts of the city.
“Rome or Death,” Black Shirts marching to the capital,
(Mussolini
would claim it was 300,000) The
October 28th, 1922, Courtesy Istituto Luce
Fascists
met no resistance from the authorities. Il Duce
remained in Milan waiting anxiously for the King to
make the next move. The key ruling groups
supported Mussolini. The military, church,
business, agriculture and the monarchy saw their
positions threatened by the chaos and
revolutionary actions of the extreme left.
His solution was to use squads of black shirted
young men to restore law and order throughout Benito Mussolini greets King Victor Emmanuel III
Italy and suppress the labor movement by to become Prime Minister of Italy, October 30,
attacking workers and stopping strikes. At the 1922, Courtesy Istituto Luce
same time, he was concerned that his plans could
run afoul. He worried that the army
would be called out to stop the Fascist
advance on the capital and he could
be arrested for insurrection.
Instead, a few minutes passed
midnight on October 28, 1922,
Mussolini dream of power and glory
come true. A telegram arrived. It read:

Mussolini departing the Parliament after meeting the heads of the
Senate and Chamber of Deputies, October 30th, 1922, Courtesy
Istituto Luce

6

“His majesty, the King, has asked me
to invite you to Rome with his desire
to consult with you. Best wishes,
General Cittadini, Assistant to His
Highness, Victor Emmanuel III, King of
Italy”7

Nicholas Farrell, Mussolini: A New Life. London: Phoenix Press, 2003, pp. 154-155.
Europinion.it http://www.europinione.it/mussolini-lincarico-di-governo-e-il-protocollo-di-corte/.
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Benito Mussolini rushed to Rome to meet his destiny. His train left the station of Milan at
8:00 p.m., on the night of October 29, only to arrive in Rome at 11:30 a.m. the next
day.The 15-hour journey consisted of innumerable stops to greet thousands of Fascist
well-wishers. At 11:45 a.m., he was received by the King. His meeting was cordial as
Victor Emmanuel conferred on him the responsibility to form a new government.8
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Prime Minister of Italy

That afternoon he went to work. He met with the leaders of the Senate and Chamber of
Deputies and promised to create a government of unity. In two days he formed a cabinet
and presented it to the King. The March on Rome was over and Benito Mussolini was the
new Prime Minister of Italy, 17 months after winning his first election.

First Speech as Prime
Minister

Mussolini speaking before the Parliament, Courtesy Istituto Luce

Two weeks later, on November 16,
1922, Mussolini came before the
Chamber of Deputies and the
Senate to present his list of
ministers. The setting was dramatic.
The gallery was packed with
journalists
and
spectators,
especially Black Shirts. The great
hall was filled with Italy’s major
political officials.

Mussolini had derided the nation’s key
elected leaders. He accused them of being
old and hard of hearing because most of
them were elderly.9
He rose dramatically to the podium. He
spoke with a rhythmic flow of carefully
pronounced words that seemed like
flaming arrows fired at his audience. It
would be his iconic style of oratory. He
would use it to hypnotize and frighten the
masses. He did not look at the assembly
before him. Mussolini spoke arrogantly
with a dry, cold, and threatening voice. His
words were brutal, menacing and
ominous:10

Mussolini’s Cabinet and the first meeting of the Council of
Ministers, 1922, Courtesy Istituto Luce

8

Ibid, Europinion.it, December 29, 2013, by Lorenzo.
Fedel Giorgio (1978). Per Uno Studio Del Linguaggio Di Mussolini, Il Politico, 43(3), pp. 467–495.
10
ll “duro linguaggio” di Mussolini alla Camera, su archiviolastampa.it.
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“With 300,000 armed men, determined to carry out my orders, I could have punished
those who have vilified and tarnished Fascism. I could make this deaf and grey hall
filled exclusively with Fascists. I could. But I have not…at least not for now.”
He pledged a Fascist organized state to assure law and order and to strengthen the army
and navy. He ended his speech by invoking the Almighty: “May God assist me in the
successful completion of my arduous toil.”
The next day Mussolini’s government won a strong vote of
confidence with 306 votes for in the Chamber of Deputies and
116 against. In the Senate he secured an even higher
consensus with 196 votes in favor and only 19 against.11 Benito
Mussolini could now claim that power was bestowed on him by
democratic means, even though it was claimed that many votes
were cast out of terror and intimidation from the Fascists.12
Benito Mussolini was the man of the hour.
“He was in fact eminently a product of a particular crisis, World
War I, and a special social class, the petty bourgeoisie.
Mussolini's capture of power was classic: he was the right
national leader at the right historical moment.”13

Mussolini on the cover of Time
Magazine, August 6, 1923,
Courtesy Time/Life

The New Government
“No one understands him, (Mussolini). By turns shrewd and innocent, brutal and gentle,
vindictive and forgiving, great and petty, he is the most contradictory man I have ever
known. He cannot be explained. – Fernando Mezzasoma, Fascist Leader and Minister of
Public Culture
“World War I left the Italian
economy in chaos – runaway
spending, high taxes, budget
deficits, war debts, inflation
and unemployment. Mussolini
recognized that he probably
wouldn’t be able to retain
power very long if the chaos
continued. Lenin’s communism
ruined what was left of the
Russian economy, so Mussolini
Fascist Squadristi, 1923, Courtesy Istituto Luce
didn’t want to go down that
road. Mussolini appointed Alberto De’ Stefani, a man with free market economic views,
Remigio Izzo (2010). “Mussolini: duce si diventa,” Gherardo Casini Editore, Rome, ISBN 9788864100142,
p.107.
12
Renzo De Felice, Mussolini il fascista - La conquista del potere cit., pp. 528-534.
13
Ibid, Encyclopedia of Biography.
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The new Prime Minister moved with lightning speed to amass power in light of the severe
economic and social situation. In a matter of months Mussolini managed to publicly
institutionalize the National Fascist Party, the Fascist Grand Council and the Voluntary
Militia for Public Security composed of Fascist “squadristi.” They would also serve as his
personal army.
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as his Minister of Finance. De’ Stefani simplified the tax code, cut taxes, curbed
spending, liberalized trade restrictions and abolished rent controls. These policies
provided a powerful stimulus. Between 1921 and 1925, the Italian economy grew more
than 20 percent. Unemployment fell 77 percent.”14

By the middle of 1923, he passed the Acerbo Law that granted a two thirds majority of
the seats in the Parliament to the party that gained over 25% of the votes. The new
electoral law was organized for the election of 1924. If successful, Mussolini would have
a strong majority to support his plans. King Victor Emmanuel supported his moves in an
effort to deal with the difficult economic and social challenges facing Italy.
Mussolini had the King issue a royal decree to institute the first form of welfare to help
the poor and to provide government assistance to orphans and abandoned children. He
also handled several foreign policy issues that gave him extensive popular notoriety and
came to agreement with the Confederation of Industry to begin active state intervention
in the economy.15 At the start of 1924, he signed a treaty with Yugoslavia recognizing
Italy’s territorial claims to the city of Fiume which bordered Yugoslavia in the northeast of
Italy. He formally opened diplomatic relations with Russia. In the same year he signed a
territorial arrangement with the United Kingdom recognizing Italian claims in Somalia.

Elections of 1924

Sometimes it is said that man cannot be trusted with the government of himself. Can he
then be trusted with the government of others? Or have we
found angels in the form of kings to govern him? Let history
answer this question. – Thomas Jefferson
If the people cannot trust their government to do the job for
which it exists – to protect them and to promote their common
welfare all else is lost. – Barack Obama
We do not argue with those who disagree with us, we destroy
them. – Benito Mussolini

Giacomo Matteotti, 1924,
Courtesy Istituto Luce

In April, 1924, new parliamentary elections were held. The
voting occurred in a climate of violence, voter fraud, and
intimidation, despite Mussolini’s appeals to his Party to the
contrary.16 At the same time, he encouraged getting out the
vote and vigorous campaigning and rallies by the Fascists to

14

Ibid, Powell.
Renzo De Felice, Mussolini il fascista - La conquista del potere cit., pp. 557-570.
16
Ibid, De Felice, pp. 406-07, 440-44, 481, 584.
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gain popular support. The final result was beyond his expectations.17 The National
Fascist Party, and its allies, won 275 out of 375 seats giving Mussolini a solid majority.
With the new electoral law, he now had 65% of the votes in the new Parliament.
One parliamentarian, Socialist Giacomo Matteotti, denounced Mussolini and his Party for
the hostilities and illegalities committed during the campaign. On May 30, Matteotti
courageously rose to speak in the Parliament. Amidst threatening jeers and shouts from
the Fascists, he listed Mussolini and his loyalists’ crimes against democracy and the
Italian Constitution including rigging the election, corruption, terrorizing the electorate.
He also accused Mussolini of selling out to a foreign oil company to allow drilling off the
Italian coast. Matteotti demanded that the election be nullified. He shouted, “Kill me but

not the ideas within me…My speech is ended. Now prepare your speech for my
funeral.”18 Matteotti knew his fate was sealed.
Less than a month later, Giacomo
Matteotti was kidnapped and
murdered. Three Fascist militants
were arrested, convicted, and
sentenced to six years in prison.
Mussolini was not implicated but
was accused by the opposition of
engineering the crime.19 Even
though he may not have ordered
the murder, it was clear that
Mussolini and his henchmen
created an atmosphere of
fanaticism and violence that led
to it being committed.

Funeral of Giacomo Matteotti, June, 1924, Courtesy Istituto Luce

In the weeks following the assassination of Matteotti, many members of the Fascist Party
renounced their membership and some demanded the resignation of Mussolini. They
challenged his ability to govern and control events. Mussolini’s political life was on the
line. In response, Il Duce confronted his accusers in the Party and assured them of his
devotion to the principles of the Fascist revolution.

17

Ibid, De Felice p. 563.
Beppe Giulietti, Giacomo Matteotti: ‘Uccidete me, non le idee che sono in me,’ 10 giugno 2014, https://
www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2014/06/10/giacomo-matteotti-uccidete-me-non-ucciderete-le-idee-che-sono-in-me/12
1581/.
19
Ibid, De Felice, p. 620.
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The ferocious accusations of the opposition and the press gave him an unexpected
opportunity. On January 3, 1925 he spoke before the Chamber of Deputies. The murder
of Matteotti had created a grave political crisis
that had to be confronted. He insisted on his
innocence in the Matteotti affair yet accepted the
political and moral and historic responsibility of
what transpired. He dared anyone to show proof
of his involvement or that of his government.
With his speech, Mussolini re-established his
control over the Fascist Party and his control over
the affairs of the nation.20 The speech also put
an end to democracy in Italy. “I alone assume
Prime Minister Benito Mussolini in his office in
political,
moral, and historical responsibility for all
Palazzo Venezia 1925, Courtesy Istituto Luce
that has happened.” Mussolini told Parliament.
“If Fascism has been a criminal association,
then I am the chief of that criminal
association...”21
The next day he ordered the Prefects in every
Italian city to suppress manifestations, in
particular,
from
“communists
and
subversives.” He instituted control of the
press through censorship to deal with the

Mussolini as the Image of “Il Duce” (The Leader) and his
followers, photo credit, all posters.co.uk

political emergency facing the nation. Orders
went out to Fascist leaders to prohibit
disorderly actions on the part of militants.22
Police officers closed opposition newspapers
and arrested 111 “dangerous subversives.”23
Mussolini’s allies from other political parties
that formed part of his government resigned
in protest. He immediately substituted them
with Fascists.

Fascist Party Headquarters in Rome, Courtesy
Istituto Luce

20

The January 3rd speech marked the beginning of the Fascist Dictatorship according to Mussolini in: History
of a Year: The Time of the Carrot and the Stick, Mondadori, 1944, p. 175 (in Opera Omnia, vol. XXXIV, and
p. 411).
21
Ruth Ben-Ghiat, An American Authoritarian, The Atlantic, August 10, 2016.
22
Ibid, De Felice, pp. 722-23.
23
Ibid, De Felice, p. 726.
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Dictatorship
If I advance, follow me. If I fail, kill me. If I die, avenge me. – Benito Mussolini
Power tends to corrupt and absolute power tends to corrupt absolutely. – Lord Acton
It is true you cannot eat freedom and you cannot power machinery with democracy. But
then neither can political prisoners turn on the light in the cells of a dictatorship. –
Corazon Aquino
Mussolini moved rapidly to establish a police state to control every aspect of Italian life.
He dismantled constitutional guarantees of over sight by the Parliament. The Senate was
empowered to appoint Italian Fascist leaders to head up municipalities replacing mayors
and city councils.
On Christmas Eve, 1925, he formally changed his title from President of the Council of
Ministers to Head of the Government. He was now responsible only to the King. Twenty-

six months after becoming Prime Minister, Benito Mussolini was now the dictator of Italy.

Four months later, the first
of several assassination
attempts were made on
Mussolini. Violet Gibson
tried to shoot him on his
way to an event. Mussolini
later dropped the charges
against her and she was
deported to Ireland where
she died in an insane
Grand Council of Fascism, presided over by Mussolini, Courtesy Istituto Luce
asylum. Gino Lucetti threw a
bomb at Il Duce’s car in September, 1926. resulting in several injuries but none to
Mussolini. The following month, Anteo
Zamboni attempted to kill him and failed.
He was lynched by a mob. Five years later,
a naturalized American citizen, Michele
Schirru, who was born in Sardinia, plotted
to kill Mussolini and was arrested. He was
sentenced to death and executed.24

Mahatma Gandhi meets members of the Opera Nazionale
Balilla, an Italian Fascist youth organization in Italy,
December 15, 1931, Courtesy Istituto Luce

The assassination attempt by Zamboni in
1926 gave Mussolini the opening to outlaw
all political parties. He held parliamentary
elections with a single list of Fascist
candidates prepared by the Grand Council
of Fascism, which was now the highest

Melchior Seele (11 September 2006). “1931: The murder of Michael Schirru.” Libcom.org. Archived from
the original on 22 January 2009. Retrieved 13 March 2009.
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From 1926 to 1929 Mussolini worked to consolidate his hold on Italy by enacting a
series of Fascist laws that concentrated more power into the hands of the regime
including launching a program of Fascist indoctrination of youth
beginning in elementary school.
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constitutional authority in the state. In theory, they could remove Mussolini from office
but only he could convene them and determine their agenda.

Mussolini set up secret police and an intelligence network that
permeated nearly all parts of Italian society in an effort to
suppress opposition to the regime.

Benito Mussolini, Head of the
Government and Head of the
Fascist Party, Courtesy
Istittuto Luce

Under the Act for the Enforcement of Public Security of 1926,
thousands of political opponents were arrested and convicted on
vague charges. They were imprisoned or sent into exile on
remote islands where they were interned and deprived of all
liberties. They were often subjected to cruel treatment and
inhuman punishment both physically and psychologically by their
jailers. Many never returned home.25
The death penalty also returned to Italy.

Elements of Mussolini’s Dictatorship
Fascist education is moral, physical, social, and military: it aims to create a complete and
harmoniously developed human. – Benito Mussolini
The true essence of a dictatorship is in fact not its regularity but its unpredictability and
caprice; those who live under it must never be able to relax, must never be quite sure if
they have followed the rules correctly or not. – Christopher Hitchens, Hitch-22: A Memoir
Dictatorship, by whatever name, is founded on the doctrine that the individual amounts
to nothing; that the State is the only one that counts; and that men and women and
children were put on earth solely for the purpose of serving the state. – Harry Truman
We always have to blame our failures on somebody else, and dictatorships always need
an external enemy to bind their followers together. As the man said, for every complex
problem there’s a simple solution, and it’s wrong. – Umberto Eco, Foucault’s Pendulum
Mussolini constructed the machinery of a modern dictatorship. Each piece fit into a
grand scheme of command, control, and indoctrination. The parts were like the wheels
of a clock, turning and functioning in unison. The Doctrine of Fascism became the bible
of tyrants and the mechanism of an authoritarian regime.
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Dr. Lawrence Brit studied Fascism in great depth and developed 14 elements which
were the key characteristics of Mussolini’s regime. They were also adopted by other
totalitarian leaders:26
1. “Powerful and Continuing Nationalism
Fascist regimes tend to make constant use of patriotic mottos, slogans, symbols,
songs, and other paraphernalia. Flags are seen everywhere, as are flag symbols on
clothing and in public displays.
2. Disdain for the Recognition of Human Rights
Because of fear of enemies and the need for security, the people in Fascist regimes
are persuaded that human rights can be ignored in certain cases because of
“need.” The people tend to look the other way or even approve of torture, summary
executions, assassinations, long incarcerations of prisoners, etc.
3. Identification of Enemies/Scapegoats as a Unifying Cause
The people are rallied into a unifying patriotic frenzy over the need to eliminate a
perceived common threat or foe: racial, ethnic, or religious minorities; liberals;
communists; socialists, terrorists, etc.
4. Supremacy of the Military
Even when there are widespread domestic problems, the military is given a
disproportionate amount of government funding, and the domestic agenda is
neglected. Soldiers and military service are glamorized.
5. Rampant Sexism
The governments of Fascist nations tend to be almost exclusively male-dominated.
Under Fascist regimes, traditional gender roles are made more rigid. Opposition to
abortion is high, as is homophobia and anti-gay legislation and national policy.
6. Controlled Mass Media
Sometimes to media is directly controlled by the government, but in other cases, the
media is indirectly controlled by government regulation, or sympathetic media
spokespeople and executives. Censorship, especially in war time, is very common.
7. Obsession with National Security
Fear is used as a motivational tool by the government over the masses.
8. Religion and Government are Intertwined
Governments in Fascist nations tend to use the most common religion in the nation
as a tool to manipulate public opinion. Religious rhetoric and terminology is common
26
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9. Corporate Power is Protected
The industrial and business aristocracy of a Fascist nation often are the ones who
put the government leaders into power, creating a mutually beneficial
business/government relationship and power elite.
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from government leaders, even when the major tenets of the religion are
diametrically opposed to the government’s policies or actions.

10. Labor Power is Suppressed
Because the organizing power of labor is the only real threat to a Fascist
government, labor unions are either eliminated entirely, or are severely suppressed.
11. Disdain for Intellectuals and the Arts
Fascist nations tend to promote and tolerate open hostility to higher education, and
academia. It is not uncommon for professors and other academics to be censored
or even arrested. Free expression in the arts is openly attacked, and governments
often refuse to fund the arts.
12. Obsession with Crime and Punishment
Under Fascist regimes, the police are given almost limitless power to enforce laws.
The people are often willing to overlook police abuses and even forego civil liberties
in the name of patriotism. There is often a national police force with virtually
unlimited power in Fascist nations.
13. Rampant Cronyism and Corruption
Fascist regimes almost always are governed by groups of friends and associates
who appoint each other to government positions and use governmental power and
authority to protect their friends from accountability. It is not uncommon in Fascist
regimes for national resources and even treasures to be appropriated or even
outright stolen by government leaders.
14. Fraudulent Elections
s
Sometimes elections in Fascist nations are a complete sham. Other times elections
are manipulated by smear campaigns against or even assassination of opposition
candidates, use of legislation to control voting numbers or political district
boundaries, and manipulation of the media. Fascist nations also typically use their
judiciaries to manipulate or control elections.”27

Organizational Innovations

In his 2015 book, Out of Ashes: A new history of Europe in the 20th century, Konrad
Jarausch explained Mussolini’s impact on Europe:28

First, he went beyond the vague promise of future national renewal and proved the
movement could actually seize power and operate a comprehensive government in a
major country along fascist lines. Second, the movement claimed to represent the
27
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entire national community, not a fragment such as the working class or the
aristocracy. He made a significant effort to include the previously alienated Catholic
element. He defined public roles for the main sectors of the business community
rather than allowing it to operate backstage. Third, he developed a cult of one-man
leadership that focused media attention and national debate on his own personality.
As a former journalist, Mussolini proved highly adept at exploiting all forms of mass
media, including such new forms as motion pictures and radio. Fourth, he created a
mass membership party, with free programs for young men, young women, and
various other groups who could therefore be more readily mobilized and monitored.
He shut down all alternative political formations and parties (but this step was not an
innovation by any means). Like all dictators he made liberal use of the threat of
extrajudicial violence, as well as actual violence by his Black Shirts, to frighten his
opposition.
He eliminated local elections and
abolished the right to strike. He allowed
collective bargaining agreements only as
sanctioned by the state. Mussolini created
the Ministry of Corporations to oversee
economic and industrial activity. He named
himself as its first Minister. It was during
this period that the Italian Lire was heavily
devalued which was contrary to Mussolini’s
policies. He wanted a strong Lire as a sign
of prestige despite conditions of austerity Mussolini signing the Lateran Treaty with Cardinal Gasparri
imposed by his regime.29 (To set an on behalf of Pope Pius XI, February 11th, 1929, Courtesy
example, Mussolini never took a salary Istituto Luce
which later affected the livelihood of his widow who was denied a pension because he
had never received a government paycheck.)

Arresting of Mafia leaders in Sicily, 1926, Courtesy Istituto Luce
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In 1926, Mussolini began negotiations
for an agreement he would consider a
major achievement. Three years later,
the Lateran Treaty was signed
formalizing and relations between the
Holy See and the Kingdom of Italy. It
recognized the new State of Vatican City
and provided for financial terms for the
Catholic Church as compensation for
lands lost during the unification of Italy.
The Church was exempted from
taxation. The pact was an important
political move on the part of Mussolini.
He used it as propaganda coup to garner

Attack on the Mafia

Mussolini was determined to eradicate the Mafia from Sicily and have complete political
and social control of the island. In October, 1925, he appointed Cesere Mori, Prefect of
Palermo with special powers to eliminate organized crime. He wrote to Mori:
“Your Excellency has carte blanche, the
authority of the State must absolutely, I
repeat absolutely, be re-established in
Sicily. Should the laws currently in effect
hinder you that will be no problem, we
shall make new laws.”30 Mori conducted
11,000 arrests and thousands of
convictions including some for life
imprisonment. The murder rate dropped
dramatically in Sicily and Mafia leaders
were either sent to jail or escaped
abroad.
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popular support from a nation that was over 90% Roman Catholic.

Mussolini addressing a crowd in Piazza Venezia, Courtesy
Istituto Luce

He was relieved for his duties in 1929, when he discovered that Sicilian political leaders
were supporting organized crime. Even so, the heart of the Mafia had been weakened
and remained as long as the Il Duce was in power.
The Mafia re-emerged after World
War II with the fall of Fascism. One
reason for the return was the
economic and social conditions
that led to the growth of organized
crime in the first place which were
never
fully
addressed
by
Mussolini’s regime.31

The Spell Binder

A rally where Mussolini was scheduled to speak, Courtesy Istituto Luce
Two examples of his style can be found in these YouTube clips:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zizi3rS85f8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hpn9iPLbNDc

Mussolini was and accomplished
orator. He used his ability to sway
the masses to exemplify his power
and to keep his supporters
enthusiastic and united. In an
article entitled, Benito Mussolini,
Crowd Psychologist, Dr. Frank
Lezzi wrote:
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In the annals of recorded history, there are few examples of rulers who relied as
much on the art of oratory to achieve and to maintain control of their countries as
Benito Mussolini. Mussolini was the first ruler in history to
have at his disposal to and to take full advantage of the
loudspeaker electrically to amplify his voice. As a result,
on occasion Mussolini was heard by mass audiences
estimated at more than 400,000 people…Mussolini was
thoroughly confident about his ability to move the masses
emotionally, almost at will.32

The Cult of IL Duce
The Fascist accepts life and loves it, knowing nothing of and
despising suicide; he rather conceives of life as duty and
struggle and conquest, life, which should be high and full,
lived for oneself, but not, above all, for others — those who
are at hand, and those who are far distant, contemporaries,
and those who will come after. – Benito Mussolini

Il Duce cast an image of a
strong, man who could drive
and even fly a plane, Courtesy
Istituto Luce

The Fascists created a personal aura around Mussolini that
penetrated deep and wide into Italian society and in some cases reached abroad.
Examples come from diaries of Italians during the time of the regime. They express
feelings of loyalty, trust, admiration, and even affection for Il Duce. “Of course, assessing
the level or nature of ‘support’ for a totalitarian regime is notoriously difficult. With
opposition forces crushed and dissent often punished, finding reliable evidence of
popular opinion is very difficult. Letters can provide some information…They too present
difficulties with interpretation, as diarists did not necessarily set out simply to record
their unalloyed thoughts and feelings. But they offer a better chance of seeing how
ordinary people viewed Fascism than most other available sources.”33 The National Diary
Archive in Pieve Santo Stefano, Tuscany has collected hundreds of diaries of ordinary
people during the Fascist period. They were literate and often times well-educated and
articulate.34
For example, these were the thoughts of a soldier from Sicily who went to hear Mussolini
speak in Rome:

Without the Fascist revolution… Italy would have fallen prey to Bolshevism, anarchy,
bankruptcy, poverty – and we would have become the laughing-stock and joke of the
other nations, worse than we were before the war.
A woman in Genoa heard one of Il Duce’s radio addresses in 1938 and had this
impression:
32
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“The diary of a young Tuscan woman, who confessed that the Duce made her ‘tremble
with excitement’ (‘I only need to hear his words to be transported in heart and soul into a
world of joy and greatness’), shows well the reverence that many Italians accorded
Mussolini. In August 1939 she wrote:
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My Duce, for a long time you have been talking of coming to Genoa… And I have such
a desire to see you even if only at a distance and confirm that you are not a myth, but
a man, and hear for once your passionate words not through the radio but from your
lips. I am waiting for you soon, my Duce…

O Duce, Duce of our life, commander of an entire people, everyone places their love
in you, everyone hopes in you…Thank you, O Lord, for having given to Italy the pride
and joy of a unique man, the pride and joy of having a man admired and envied by all
the world.35
The disasters that Italy subsequently faced at the hands of the Fascist state were often
blamed on the betrayal of incompetent underlings and rarely on Mussolini as expressed
in this diary of a Florentine hotel manager:

Until they bring me concrete and tangible evidence, I will not be able to believe the
infamy that is being hurled in the face of a man who passionately wanted our
greatness. Have there been any errors… Until now he can
be accused of only one, namely of having too much
goodness…36
During the 20s and 30s journalists, writers and
intellectuals expressed fascination and admiration for the
Italian dictator. The Saturday Evening Post serialized his
auto biography. Time had frequent stories about him as
did the New York Times and magazines and tabloids
around the world. New York Times reporter, Alice Rohe,
said this in her interview with Mussolini shortly after he
became Premier:

Mussolini is one
of
the
most
cultured men in Italy, but he gleaned his
knowledge at no age-dried fonts of learning… He
knows many languages, having worked at jobs
of all sorts to finance himself while he studied
the literature of other lands in their native
tongues… What really fascinated me most about
this man of powerful personality and now Italy’s Il Duce’s words were on buildings throughout Italy,
Premier, was the heights and depths of culture Courtesy Istituto Luce
he revealed. A man who can discuss the various periods of Etruscan frescoes with the

Will Rogers, Courtesy the Spiders den,
and Will Rogers Quotes
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same understanding as he can political economy, who can thrill at the wistful melancholy
of a Chopin Nocturnes… surely is a man who understands much of life.37
American humorist, author and star of stage and screen Will Rogers, visited Il Duce in
1926. “Rogers had a man-crush on Mussolini for years. ‘He has done more things for
his country since the war than any hundred men in any other country,’ he wrote in 1929.
Four years later, Rogers was at it again: ‘Mussolini
could run this country with his eyes shut. In fact,
that’s the way our Congress has been running it.
Mussolini, with no money, no natural resources —
no nothing — has kept his country going, while us,
with a surplus of everything under the sun, are
mangy with representatives and liberty. But we
can’t digest either one of ’em.’”38
Fascist propaganda was all embracing. It reached
deep into the lives of Italians from the school, the
church, and the institutions and even into the
family. It was designed to garner popular support
and to justify the
Mussolini with his wife Rachele and his
children, Courtesy Istituto Luce
authority of Il Duce over
the nation. Pageantry, rhetoric, and
manifestations of all types were held
on a daily basis somewhere in the
peninsula from small towns to large
cities. Local Fascist Parties were
formed nearly everywhere in an effort
to control, monitor, and indoctrinate.
The press was geared to promote
Fascist truth against those who
opposed the regime from external or
internal forces. The unifying theme
Il Duce the aviator, Courtesy
was the cult of Mussolini.
Il Duce portrayed as a
Istituto Luce
“Futurist,” by Alessandro
Bruschetti,
http://fascionable.blogspot.it/2
012/02/futurist-mussolini.html

Il Duce was portrayed as a man of
action, virile, a Renaissance man, a military leader, the head of a
family (even though he had numerous mistresses). “This
reflected his presentation as a universal man, capable of all subjects; a light was left on
in his office long after he was asleep as part of propaganda to present him as an
insomniac owing to his driven to work nature.” 39
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“Mussolini created an image of a valiant and fearless hero. He was a practitioner of
various sports such as fencing, auto racing, skiing, horse riding, lion taming and
swimming. Mussolini's prestige as an aviator in the manner of Charles Lindbergh was
especially important, since for Fascism the airplane embodied qualities such as
dynamism, energy and courage. Mussolini himself oversaw which photographs could
appear, rejecting some, for instance, because he was not sufficiently prominent in a
group.” 40
Fascist themes were action, war, and racial purity, the superiority of Italian civilization
and the weakness of democracy and all things foreign. Education was tightly controlled
to indoctrinate children and spread the word of Fascism and the cult of Il Duce.
The regime’s propaganda claimed that it had transformed Italy and the Italians into a
new people and Mussolini was their guide, their father and their new emperor. Il Duce
was the modern day Augustus who established an empire of peace, prosperity and made
Italy great again.

The Vanderbilt Affair: A Question of
Character
At times the true character of a person is
revealed by one incident. Such was the case
for Mussolini in a tragic event that happened
in July, 1927.

Mussolini at the wheel of his Alfa Romeo with Cornelius
Vanderbilt, July 23, 1927, Courtesy Veloce Today and
Istituto Luce

In a New York Post article of July 28, 1943,
Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr. told the story of his illfated drive in the Roman country side with Il
Duce on July 27, 1927. Vanderbilt was in
Rome to interview Mussolini when the
dictator invited him for a spin in his Alfa
Romeo.

Il Duce took the wheel. He drove recklessly,
according to Vanderbilt. After narrowly missing a wall, the car entered a sharp curve at
nearly 100 miles an hour. Children were on the side of the thoroughfare waving flags.
One child stepped into the road. Mussolini ran over her. He did not stop. Vanderbilt was
shocked. He asked Mussolini to go back. Instead, Il Duce responded, “Never look back,
Vanderbilt, only look forward.” The hit and run episode, that took the life of a three-yearold girl, was recounted many times and became an international incident. Mussolini
denied that it ever happened. Vanderbilt stood on the details of his story until his death
in 1974.41
40
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The event showed the extent of Mussolini’s arrogance and self-centeredness. He was
never held accountable for the death of this little girl who was part of a group of children
there to welcome him. Mussolini’s sense of enormous self-importance would drive him to
make fatal errors that would have a lasting and calamitous effect on the life of Italians
and bring him to an ignoble end.

Mussolini’s Wars: The Beginning of the End
War alone brings up to their highest tension all human energies and imposes the stamp
of nobility upon the peoples who have the courage to make it. Peace is absurd. Fascism
does not believe in it.
War is to man what maternity is to a woman.
There is the great, silent, continuous struggle: the struggle between the State and the
Individual; between the State which demands and the individual who attempts to evade
such demands. Because the individual, left to himself, unless he be a saint or hero,
always refuses to pay taxes, obey laws,
or go to war.
One moment on the battlefield is worth
a thousand years of peace.
– Benito Mussolini
“Wishful thinking, megalomania, and
Fascist ideology gradually overwhelmed
Mussolini’s
common
sense.
He
interpreted diplomatic victories over
Britain and France during the Ethiopian
and Spanish wars (1935-1939) as proof
of his military genius. Because of his
parents’ and older brother’s short lives,
Mussolini expected to die young but
considered himself uniquely capable of
Mussolini with troops in Ethiopia, Courtesy Istituto Luce
leading Italy to greatness. Therefore, he
perceived a fleeting historical opportunity (1935-1945) for spectacular Italian
aggrandizement by pitting Fascist-Nazi power against French-British decadence.
Mussolini decided to gamble for a Mediterranean-African empire through war with the
west. Winning Caesarian glory would gain him the prestige necessary to abolish the
monarchy and create a truly totalitarian state.”42

Conquest of Ethiopia
Mussolini say: “It was only one life my friend. What is one life in the affairs of State? “Butler was court
marshalled for this statement which caused a political incident with Italy. In 2015, P. A. Moed wrote The
Montebello Affair (Createpace publisher) which is based on the Vanderbilt story turned into a novel.
42
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By 1930, Mussolini cast the image of a forceful and successful leader of his country who
was bringing Italy into the 20th century. The violence and oppression of Fascism was
often overlooked in the face of Il Duce’s huge public works projects that were creating
thousands of jobs and fighting the ravages of the Great Depression. He was enormously
popular and had shown positive results in the form of employment, social programs, and
law and order.
The decade of the 1930s would reveal more about Mussolini and his visions of
grandeur. The world would begin to lose its admiration for Il Duce as he carried Italy into
one war after another. Mussolini promised to make Italy great again and restore the glory
of the Roman Empire. To do so required conquest and bloodshed.
In 1935, Italy invaded Ethiopia. The Ethiopians were poorly armed, with few machine
guns, their troops had mainly swords and spears. Having spent a decade accumulating
poison gas in East Africa, Mussolini gave General Badoglio, who was in charge of the
invasion, authority to use this murderous weapon. Mussolini was even prepared to resort
to bacteriological warfare as long as
these methods could be kept
quiet.43

Mussolini and Hitler, 1936, Courtesy Istituto Luce

Atrocities were committed in a
country that was in large part
defenseless. No one would be held
accountable for the thousands of
innocent civilians killed by the
Italian and Fascist forces in
Ethiopia. Once the country fell, Il
Duce claimed that Italy once again
had an empire.

Italy paid a high price for its African conquest. 12,000 Italians died and the material cost
was far greater than Il Duce had planned. The economic
costs were a staggering blow to the Italian budget and
reduced his ability to upgrade the military and deal with vital
domestic issues.
The sanctions imposed by the League of Nations drove Italy
deeper into the economic and military orbit of Adolph Hitler
who came to Italy’s economic rescue.44
In 1936, Mussolini signed an alliance with Hitler and four
years later agreed to the Rome-Berlin-Tokyo Axis treaty in a

Italian postage stamp
commemorating the Alliance with
Germany, Courtesy Istituto Luce
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“pact of steel,” as he described it. The accord sealed the fate of Italy with that of Nazi
Germany and Imperial Japan.

Spanish Civil War

Despite the crippling effects of the Ethiopian adventure on Italy, Mussolini decided to
engage his nation in another foreign conflict. From 1936 to 1939, Italy provided supplies
and assistance to the nationalist forces of General Franco. “During the Spanish Civil War
Italy sent 80,000 men, of whom almost 6,000 belonged to the Italian Air Force, 45,000
to the army and 29,000 to the Fascist militia. Italy also supplied 1,800 cannon, 1,400
mortars, 3,400 machine-guns, 6,800 motor vehicles, 157 tanks, 213 bombers, 44
assault planes and 414 fighters.”45
The burden on Italy of Mussolini’s
conflicts was staggering. “From
1935–39, Mussolini’s wars cost the
equivalent of $500 US billion dollars
in 1999 values, a sum that was even
proportionally a larger burden given
that Italy was such a poor country.”46
The enormous expenses deprived the
country of the ability to modernize its
military as had the French and the
British, especially since the specter of
another great European war was on Jewish residents of Rome, 1943, from Oro Macht Frei, Courtesy New
the horizon which would eclipse the Jersey Jewish News, November 3, 2014
agony of World War I.
World War II would be the most brutal and disastrous adventure in
the history of Italy. The cost in human lives and suffering would be
unimaginable. The sacrifices Italians would make in blood, treasure
and pain would be many times greater than that experienced in
conflicts fought from the start of the 20th century. In the end they
would lose not only their “empire” but also their self-respect.

Racial Laws

In 1938, Mussolini recognized Hitler’s annexation of Austria. The
ties with Germany grew stronger. The same year one of the
blackest chapters in Italian history was written. Mussolini enacted a
series of racial laws targeting the rights of Jews, banning their
books, excluding them from public office and higher education plus confiscating their
assets, restricting their travel and providing for their eventual internship and treatment
Mussolini on the cover of
Life Magazine, September
11, 1939, Courtesy
Time/Life
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In spite of Mussolini’s efforts to rid Italy of Jews, individual Italians not only helped to
protect Jewish property but also rescued Jews from certain death by offering them a
safe haven from those who planned to murder
them. Some Italians made the decision to
protect their Jewish friends and neighbors as a
matter of conscience. As a result,
approximately 80% of Italy’s Jews survived the
Holocaust.48
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along the lines of political prisoners.47 Many notable Italians had already left Italy in
protest to Il Duce’s oppression and suppression of freedom. World famous conductor
Arturo Toscanini and Physicist Enrico Fermi were among them. Many more would leave in
wake of the racial decrees.

World War II

Mussolini declares war, June 10, 1940, Courtesy
Istituto Luce

Tomorrow, the Tripartite Pact will become an
instrument of just peace between the peoples.
Italians! Once more arise and be worthy of this
historical hour! We shall win. Blood alone
moves the wheels of history. – Benito Mussolini

Declaration of War

The German decision to fight is implacable. Even if they were given
more than they ask, they would attack just the same, because they
are possessed by the demon of destruction…Victory has a hundred
fathers but defeat is an orphan.
– Galeazzo Ciano, Foreign Minister
of Italy and son-in-law of Mussolini
Germany’s brazen invasion of
Poland in September, 1939 ended
the era of peace in Europe and
ushered in another great war, 21
years after World War I. Britain tried to persuade Italy to
join the Allies but Mussolini was certain Germany would
be victorious as the Nazi “Blitzkrieg” of lightning warfare
brought one nation in Europe after another to its knees.
“Convinced that the war would soon be over, with a
German victory looking likely at that point, Mussolini
Newsweek Magazine, May
13, 1940, Courtesy Istituto
Luce

Il Duce speaking to Fascists, Courtesy
Istituto Luce
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decided to enter the war on the Axis side just as France was about to surrender. Italy
declared war on Britain and France on 10 June 1940.”49 Franklin Roosevelt said of
Mussolini’s decision, “The hand that held the dagger has struck it into the back of its
neighbor.”50
Il Duce viewed the war as a struggle of
ideologies: Fascism versus the world of
democratic capitalism. It was a battle of
the young against the old. The war was
the natural outgrowth of the Fascist
Revolution.51
Eighteen months later he would declare
war on the United States after the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor,
forgetting that the involvement of America
in the First World War turned the tide.
Pope Pius XII visiting the site of the bombing of Rome of July
19, 1943

Italy suffered one defeat after another
from the outset of the war. From the
sinking of the Italian fleet in Taranto, in the south of Italy, to the sending of thousands of
troops to perish Russia to defeats in North Africa, Greece and the invasion of Italy by the
Allies, Mussolini and his forces faced an endless litany of humiliating failures. When
Rome was bombed in July, 1943, it was obvious that Italy could no longer sustain the
massive losses.

The End
I shall make my own life a masterpiece. – Benito Mussolini
I am Minister of Mussolini. I
shall die with him. – Fernando
Mezzasoma, Fascist Leader, in
May, 1945 shortly before being
executed along with Benito
Mussolini by Italian partisans.

Galeazzo Ciano, center, and other defendants at the Trial of Verona, January
11, 1944, Courtesy Istituto Luce

Fascist leaders along with the
King plotted to overthrow
Mussolini. He was forced to
convene the Grand Council of
Fascism for the first time in
years. At the dramatic meeting
in Palazzo Venezia on the night

“Italy Declares War.” ThinkQuest.org. 8 January 2008. Archived from the original on 20 December 2007.
Franklin Roosevelt Commencement Address, University of Virginia, June 10, 1940.
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“Mussolini: Speech of the 10 June 1940, Declaration of War on France and England,” 2 November 2008.
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The day after the meeting of the Grand Council of Fascists, Mussolini was summoned by
the King. Victor Emmanuel removed him as Prime Minister and had him arrested.
Mussolini was devastated. For a short time, he was sent to the island of Ponza where he
had exiled thousands of political prisoners. Later he was sent to a mountain top
stronghold on the Gran Sasso Mountain where German soldiers, flying gliders, made a
daring rescue of Il Duce and brought him to Hitler.
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of July 25, 1943, the Grand Council voted against Il Duce and, in effect, demanded that
he consign his mandate to the King. His companions in the March on Rome and even his
son in law, Count Galeazzo Ciano, voted for him to resign. Il Duce was betrayed by his
closest advisers and aides.

Less than six months after Il Duce was deposed, those who voted against him were tried
in Verona. They were found guilty in a mock trial and sentenced to death. Last minute
appeals by Mussolini’s daughter to her father to save her husband were useless.
Galeazzo Ciano, Il Duce son in law and
father of his grandchildren, was shot
along with other Fascist leaders who
opposed Mussolini.
Il Duce was taken to Hitler who forced
him to establish a puppet republic in
the town of Salo in the north of Italy. He
wanted Mussolini to encourage Italians
to continue to fight the Allies since the
government of Victor Emmanuel now
supported the Allies against Nazi Il Duce with young Fascists in the Republic of Salo, 1945, Courtesy
Germany. He was in Hitler’s hands and Istituto Luce
the Nazi’s controlled his every move. Il
Duce went from being a revered leader of his country to a puppet in the hands of one of
the evilest figures in history.

Allied tank in Rome near Mussolini’s office in Palazzo Venezia, June
1944, Courtesy Istituto Luce

Il Duce called on his followers
throughout Italy to be with him to
continue the fight. A generation had
grown up in his shadow. Thousands
of young people continued to believe
in him and were ready to follow Il
Duce to destruction. “I am not here
to renounce even a square meter of
state territory,” he said. “We will go
back to war for this. And we will rebel
against anyone for this. Where the
Italian flag flew, the Italian flag will
return. And where it has not been
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lowered, now that I am here, no one will have it lowered. I have said these things to the

Führer.”52

Rome fell in June, 1944. Less than a year later the Allies reached the north of Italy.
Mussolini was forced to flee to Switzerland to save himself and his mistress Claretta
Petacci. They were both captured on the road by Italian partisans.
“In a January 1945 interview, he spoke frankly, knowing the end was near. ‘Now I am a
corpse. I try, yet know that all is but a farce. I await the end of the tragedy and [...] I do
not feel any more an actor. I feel I am the last of the spectators.’”53
Thirty years after his death, an Italian movie, “The Last Act of Mussolini,” was released. It
described his final days this way: “In 1945, Benito Mussolini goes to Milan to talk with
Archbishop Alfredo Ildefonso Schuster to request his help in escaping from Italy. The
Republic of Salò, the last bastion of
fascism, is decaying, and the Americans,
along with the partisans are about to
win control of Milan. Mussolini flees,
pursued by his lover Claretta Petacci,
and manages to get to the northern
village of Dongo. There he clashes with
the Germans, who order him to disguise
himself as an officer of Germany rather
than be captured by the partisans.
Mussolini accepts without objection,
always hoping for a revolt of his loyal
fascists, but they are in jeopardy. When
Mussolini abandoning the Prefecture of Milan, April 25, 1945. The Mussolini is recognized, Walter Audisio,
last known photo of him before his execution, Courtesy Istituto
the leader of the
Luce
partisans, initially
wants to hand him over to the Americans, so that Mussolini
undergoes due process. But the war crimes of the Duce are too
great, so Audisio finally decides to shoot him in front of the Villa
Belmone in the village of Giulino, along with his female
companion.”54

Those who foolishly sought power by riding the back of the tiger
ended up inside. – John F. Kennedy

Conclusion: A Betrayal of Trust

Mussolini’s meteoric rise to power should give freedom loving people a pause for
reflection. We should wonder if such a phenomenon could happen again. It may not
take the same shape or form but the outcome of a totalitarian state overpowering a
52
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He managed in an incredibly short time to redefine the parameters of twentieth century
leadership. He demonstrated the benefits of one-man rule and dictatorial decisionmaking in such a way that it became hypnotically attractive to those too naïve to see the
peril ahead. Fascism became contagious. Its doctrine bounded from one nation to
another. Dictatorships, following Il Duce’s prescription, were established in Brazil and
Nazi Germany in the 1930s and other places like Argentina and Chile years later.
Modern tyrants still adhere to Mussolini’s methods.
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democracy would be the same. Liberty replaced by fear, control and command and
government run by the few over the many. Such an event may not be as far off as we
imagine. The lesson we learn from the rise of Benito Mussolini is as fresh today as it was
nearly a 100 years ago.

Il Duce’s road map was clear: utilize a period of crisis to rise to prominence with free
elections; form a strong core of dedicated and loyal supporters; consolidate power with
the aid of dominant members of the establishment offering them abundance, security,
and law and order; prey on a weak and disorganized opposition; savagely criticize rivals;
create an environment of fear; pour constant scorn on the press and then control it;
communicate actively at all levels; create a cult of personality as a foundation for the
regime; and, finally, launch an autocracy with the support of the military and influential
economic allies.
Mussolini’s achievements in rebuilding the nation’s infrastructure; building new cities;
reclaiming marshes to create new agricultural lands; restoring and preserving the
country’s archeological patrimony; reorganizing government institutions; establishing
new programs for the welfare of families and workers and developing a new legal and
educational system were buried by the tidal wave of Il Duce’s wars and the suppression
of Italy’s democratic principles.
A strong, competent and well-run democracy could have accomplished the same things
as Mussolini. It could have done so without a loss of freedom and certainly without
adventuring into wars of conquest. Instead, Italian despotism, with its inherent lack of
values, engulfed its people in a tempest of sorrow, bloodshed and agony while depriving
them of their liberty.
The Fascist regime left Italy in shambles. It was morally, psychologically and financially
defeated. Hundreds of thousands died. Millions were homeless. The suffering from the
violence, the atrocities and the madness of war was attributed to Mussolini, first and
foremost. The burden rightfully fell on him and his entourage of disciples. The
responsibility of failure was his. Yet it was also the fault of those who allowed him to
amass power and be the ultimate decision maker. He was accountable to no one.
Some may say that Italians fell prey to the spell of Fascism because, at the time, it was a
rural society with most of the population uneducated. We should recall that many
intellectuals, including wealthy and highly educated men and women, became
enchanted with Fascism and Il Duce.
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Here was a man granted unlimited power and unlimited faith in his judgement, integrity,
and sincerity. He could have used it to enrich his nation with a moral uplifting and with
greater economic and political stability based on wise and ethical choices. Instead, he
pursued a path to egocentric power that replaced patriotism with the uncontrollable
monster of blind nationalism. He insisted on substituting war for peace and tyranny for
democracy.
Benito Mussolini was the consummate risk-taker. He gambled that “burying democracy”
with unleash an energy that would raise his country to higher levels of achievement. He
chanced that he could create a people who would be aggressive, bellicose, and driven by
imperial attitudes to restore the glory and grandeur of the past. He bet that war would
bring him greatness and eternal fame. He wagered and lost. In the process, he gambled
away the existence of those who believed in him.
Italians put their lives and the future of their children in his hands. He failed to preserve
the most vital gift the people of a nation can give a leader: their faith, hope, and sacred

trust.

__________________________________________________________________________
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The Fascination with Dictatorial Leadership
It Can’t Happen Here?

The term “dictator” came from the era of the Roman Republic. He was appointed for a
specific task and to deal with an emergency. Once the crisis was over, the leader
relinquished his duties. The appointment of dictators ended with the assassination of
Julius Caesar, the last supreme ruler of Rome before the beginning of the imperial age.55
Today, tyrannical rule is by no means as predictable as it was in the past.

55
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“Dictatorships are often unexpected. They have arisen among prosperous, educated and
cultured people who seemed safe from a dictatorship – in Europe, Asia and South
America.”56
Why is this the case? Why do intelligent, well-educated and experienced people fall
under the spell of tyrannical rule? How can an active minority penetrate a democratic
system and replace it with a totalitarian regime? Is our self-determination truly at risk or
will our institutions and freedom loving people preserve it at all costs?
Democracies end because of incompetent, weak, inefficient, and unethical leadership.
Elected leaders who fail to fulfill their duty to protect and defend civil liberties, political
rights, and the nation’s constitution by doing their jobs capably, courageously and
honestly sow the seeds for the end of liberty. More than 75 years ago an organization
was formed to fight tyranny and to track the trends of freedom across the globe.
In October, 1941, Eleanor Roosevelt and the 1940 Republican Presidential candidate
Wendell Willkie along with New York City Mayor, Fiorello H. LaGuardia and other
prominent, bipartisan, civic and political leaders created Freedom House. It was
originally established to support U.S. involvement in World War II to combat the Axis
dictatorships.
After the war, Freedom House took up the struggle against Communism and other
threats to democracy and strongly supported the
United Nations Declaration of Human Rights.

Eleanor Roosevelt and the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, 1948, photo credit
paintingandframe.com.

“Since its founding, Freedom House has helped
shape the debate on the most pressing issues of its
time. It was an aggressive foe of McCarthyism in
the 1950s. It was also an early and strong
supporter of the movement for racial equality.
Throughout its history, Freedom House has
included among its leadership prominent civil rights
leaders, most notably Roy Wilkins, the director of
the NAACP, and Bayard Rustin, a leading adviser to
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.”57

Each year, Freedom House prepares a special
report: Freedom in the World, which assesses the
condition of civil liberties and political rights across the globe. In its 2017 study entitled,
Populists and Autocrats: The Dual Threat to Global Democracy, the organization
described the acceleration of a startling trend: liberty is declining rapidly in “Free”

nations.58
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For over a decade, nationalist and populist forces have made significant inroads in
democratic countries. Setbacks happened in the protection of civil liberties and political
rights from nations rated as “Free” including Brazil, Denmark, France, Hungary, Serbia,
South Africa, South Korea, Spain, and the United States.” Of the 195 countries
assessed, 87 (45 percent) were rated Free, 59 (30 percent) Partly Free, and 49 (25
percent) Not Free… A total of 67 countries suffered net declines in political rights and
civil liberties in 2016, compared with 36 that registered gains. This marked the 11th

consecutive year in which declines outnumbered improvements.”59

The trends are clear: as human rights and political freedoms erode, individual leaders
will pursue their own narrow goals “without meaningful constraints, and without regard
for the shared benefits of global peace, freedom, and prosperity.”60 The most disturbing
aspect of this trend is that it is happening in established democracies. These countries
are losing their liberties at an alarming rate.
What is causing this movement toward authoritarian rule in nations with a long and
revered tradition of freedom? The reasons include:61
• Poor economic policies that do not adequately distribute wealth and create a
strong sense of “haves and have nots.”
• Failed foreign strategies with serious financial and social consequences.
• The constant derision of political opponents coupled with threats of repression
and reprisals.
• Political leaders who seek greater powers to deal with issues that resulted from
bad government decisions.
• People willing to give up freedom to have security and maintain shared values
they believe have been eroded by excessive liberty.
• A growing, hard core of supporters for elected leaders who are creating a regime
without the respect for the separation of powers.
• Support from religious leaders who want to preserve traditions and beliefs.
• Sharp criticism of the press and threats against journalists.
• Unfair taxation, uncontrolled government spending, wars, and economic
stagnation causing anger, frustration, and social dissatisfaction.
• No way to prevent an active minority from wresting control of the political process
even if they do not represent a majority of the people.
• Indifference and a lack of courage on the part of elected officials, the heads of
institutions, and the electorate to fight to preserve democracy at all costs, especially
in times of crises.
• Fascination with apparently strong and decisive leaders who project strength
versus weakness and power over compassion and understanding with the promise to
“get things done.”
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• The power of social media to spread messages of nationalism, and a sense of “us
against them.”
Extremist political movements are growing in freedom loving nations partly because
governments are unable to address the concerns of an angry citizenry that feels
excluded and alienated by leaders they see as incompetent, corrupt, and indifferent. The
beginnings of despotism are being planted by this electorate that is searching for leaders
who will provide easy solutions.
It is dangerous and disingenuous to believe that Europe and the United States are not
facing a risk to the freedom they have won after centuries of struggle to remove the yoke
of oppression from monarchs and absolute rulers. If we do not recognize this threat we
will live to regret it.

It Can’t Happen Here?

When Fascism comes to America it will be wrapped in a flag and carrying a cross.
– Sinclair Lewis

Speech is civilization itself… Opinions cannot survive if one has no chance to fight for
them. – Thomas Mann
Timid men prefer the calm of despotism to the tempestuous sea of liberty.
– Thomas Jefferson
In 1926, German author, Thomas Mann visited Italy. It was a seashore vacation filled
with the delights, sights, and sounds of one of the most beautiful places on earth. Mann
studied not only the places but most of all the people. He observed the impact of the
new regime of Benito Mussolini who had snuffed out Italian democracy and replaced it
with a Fascist dictatorship. Mann saw the elements of psychological and physical
repression.
The bullying tactics and the sense of superiority of the Fascists over the individual. He
saw the cult of personality and the hypnotism of Il Duce on the masses. The time in Italy
inspired Mann to write “Mario and the Magician.” It was prophetic story of a charlatan, a
magician, who enchants his audiences with tricks and bullying tactics that he uses to
control and dominate them. Mann’s work was a parable about Mussolini and
nationalism. The story ends in sadness, sorrow and tragedy.62 Mann’s point was clear:
power can be intoxicating especially if put in the wrong hands and that people can be
preyed upon by emotion, fear, and insecurity. Ultimately it leads to disaster. Mann was
awarded the Nobel Prize three years later.
The seeds of authoritarianism can be planted in a democracy when elected leaders are
weak, incompetent, corrupt, and unable to deal with national crisis. Such was the
Colin Campbell, The Evil Magician Casts a Spell, Donald Trump’s eerie likeness to Thomas Mann’s
Mussolini parable, New Republic, August 15, 2016, https://newrepublic.com/article/136045/evil-magiciancasts-spell.
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setting in Italy in 1922 when Benito Mussolini came to power. World War I was
devastating. The country lost hundreds of thousands of lives and was bankrupt. It gained
little from the enormous sacrifices of the conflict. Millions of angry veterans and students
took to the streets protesting the severe economic and social problems facing the
nation. One man came forward and offered solutions, ideas, a road map that was
wrapped in the flag of nationalism, extremism, bigotry, and violence. His name was
Benito Mussolini.
He was elected to the Parliament in 1921. The next year he was Prime Minister. He
became head of the nation in 17 months. Less than four years later he abolished the
Parliament, removed basic constitutional guarantees and declared himself dictator of
Italy. The opposition was unable to stop him. Italian democratic institutions were
paralyzed and could not halt the Fascist juggernaut. Mussolini was masterful in using his
powers of persuasion and the media to control his followers and the people.
He was a spell binding and hypnotic speaker. He used oratory to convey pride over
compassion and strength over reason. He ridiculed his opponents and then incarcerated
them. He showed his hatred for democracy by eliminating elections and all forms of
choice. The press went from being an instrument of liberty to a voice for the regime.
Italians were indoctrinated with the philosophy of Fascism nearly from birth. Joining the
Party and adhering allegiance to Il Duce became a requirement for survival.
Mussolini matched his dictatorship with progress. His public works projects and
corporate statism created millions of jobs. He instituted social programs and promised to
make his country great again and bring back the Roman Empire. As unemployment
declined and life improved, Italians, to a large extent, followed, believed, and obeyed Il
Duce.
Mussolini spread his message of achievement through every form of communication. He
reached into the smallest of villages and into the family, the school and the classroom,
and even the church. As Italians began to feel better about themselves, he accumulated
more power up to point that he was accountable to no one.
His image of himself as the most intelligent man in Italy, as the savior of his people, and
of the wise, courageous and powerful leader consumed him. He began to believe his own
lies which were repeated to him by a coterie of “yes” men. He saw himself as a modern
Roman emperor. Battle was the true measure of a man, in his view. It was conflict that
was the ultimate test of greatness. He needed wars and conquest to magnify his glory.
As a result, he set out on a course of agony for the people of Italy that was far beyond
anything experienced before.
First came the war in Ethiopia, then the Spanish Civil War, and then World War II.
Mussolini’s wars first created “an empire” that solidified Fascism in Europe which then
led to a cataclysmic defeat that turned him and his dreams of grandeur into ashes.
At the peak of Il Duce’s popularity in 1935, American author Sinclair Lewis wrote a
visionary novel about the possibility of a dictatorship in America. His book, “It Can’t
Happen Here,” was about a charismatic politician who would challenge Franklin
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Roosevelt for the Democratic Party nomination in 1936 and win the White House and
create a dictatorship. Lewis was referring to Huey Long, the Governor of Louisiana. Long
preached against capitalism and special interests and government controlled by the few
over the many. He promised to fight for the rights of workers and to make “every man a
king.” Huey Long was assassinated in the same year “It Can’t Happen Here” was
published. Lewis’s point was that even in the United States, a dictatorship can come
about and that no one should take liberty for granted.
America and democracies around the world do not face the same crises that Italy
confronted or the U.S. went through in the 1920s and 1930s. Today our economies are
stronger. Our social fabric is sounder because of welfare programs. Technology is
continuing to make enormous progress in improving lives and democracy still appears
healthy. In actuality, freedom is fragile and being attacked as never before. As Freedom
House showed in 2017, liberty is eroding in those countries considered “free.”
Nationalist influences are rising. Once again, the forces of communication are spreading
the words and ideas of absolutism. Instead of speeches on balconies we now have social
media. Twitter, Facebook, television, and the internet circulate rumors, falsehoods, facts,
and fiction. They help the autocrat speed messages into the soul of a weak, naïve,
uneducated, and suffering electorate.
The next decade in America and Europe could be a period of economic revival and
growth. Wars and conflicts could subside, after exhausting us financially and morally. In
such an environment, leaders who have risen to power on the message of making our
country great again can gain even more power and influence. As prosperity advances,
the significance of what they espouse could appear stronger.
As Mussolini said, if you believe, obey and fight, you will achieve greatness. Once millions
return to work and find comfort in leaders who advocate autocratic ideas, then the stage
is set for dictatorship. Democracy can perish even in an atmosphere of prosperity.
Despotism in America and Europe will not be of the kind that was used by Il Duce and
other dictators. There will be little pageantry. There will not be political parties with
uniformed squads carrying Billy clubs to suppress and frighten the opposition.
Charismatic leaders will be elected like Mussolini was. The key to their growth will be
their relationship with their followers. They will nourish and cultivate this bond to make it
grow into a strong political movement that snuffs out dissent, constantly challenges the
status quo, and contests the establishment and the political process as we know it.
These are the seeds of repression.
It is up to us to stop the forces of tyranny before they stop us. If it is not us now, then
who and when? Freedom is in danger. If we do not defend it we will lose it.

One ought never to turn one's back on a threatened danger and try to run away from it. If
you do that, you will double the danger. But if you meet it promptly and without flinching,
you will reduce the danger by half. Never run away from anything. Never!
― Winston Churchill
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years as Vice President and Director, he was awarded the title of Director Emeritus and
Professor of Leadership on June 30th, 2016.
He spoke several languages and traveled across the globe. His passions in life were the
Rome Center, its students, faculty and staff, Loyola University, good music, writing and
reading, his family and, in particular, his four grandchildren and god-children. His
academic field of study was “leadership.”
He wrote and published numerous peer reviewed articles on leadership in the Journal of
Values Based Leadership of Valparaiso University in Indiana that have been read across
the globe.
In 2012 his bestselling book on tenor Mario Lanza was published entitled, “A Kid from
Philadelphia, Mario Lanza: The Voice of the Poets.” In 2013 his second book, “Profiles in
Leadership from Caesar to Modern Times” was published by North American Business
Press along with “Sisters,” the story of two extraordinary people, his mother and aunt. In
2014 he published “Future Shock 2.0, The Dragon Brief 2020,” and “Reflections, Stories
of Love, Leadership, Courage and Passion.” In 2016 he launched, “2016, Selecting the
President, The Most Important Decision You Will Ever Make. 2016.” In 2017, his new
book was published: “When Courage was the Essence of Leadership, Lessons from
History and reached number one bestseller status in the world in the field of leadership.
Profiles in Leadership from Caesar to Modern Times and Reflections were translated into
Italian and published in 2017 and immediately reached best seller status. His works can
be found on this Amazon site: https://www.amazon.com/Emilio-Iodice/e/B00HR
6PNFW/ref=dbs_p_pbk_rwt_abau.
Emilio Iodice can be reached at efiodice@yahoo.com.
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Abstract
Changing workforce demographics in the American
workforce indicate that flexible work arrangements
(FWA) are appreciated and valued by employees,
yet employers still resist their support. While not
explicit in their rationale, managerial mindsets may
hold that deviations from historical ideal worker
frameworks detract from performance potential. As
this continues, mothers are especially stigmatized
for using FWA as it differs from traditional, male
hegemonic behaviors. Overlaying the case of a
rising executive with a study of historical
management theory, it may take until Generation Y1
(the generation primarily born in the 1980s and
1990s who are typically perceived as increasingly
familiar with digital and electronic technology) is
fully entrenched in leadership for a difference to
break the mold in FWA acceptance.
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What’s Broken? Not the Mold

SUSAN R. VROMAN
BABSON COLLEGE AND NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY, MASSACHUSETTES, USA

What’s Broken

As a consultant, I often advise C-level executives on strategic talent management
maneuvers such as identifying and developing emerging leaders for succession plans. In
many cases, this advising has confronted the difficulties women in the workforce
encounter when seeking out leadership responsibilities. In one example, the CEO of an
established etail1 company was perplexed when the Vice President of Merchandising
announced she was leaving. He had been proud of his record of taking risks to promote
from within and, while there was no one immediately ready to replace the VP, a new
Director had good potential. However, sales were off, margins were tight, and the
organization was undergoing an acquisition which underscored the importance of
making the right move.
As a graduate of a top tier business school with Big-Five2 experience in the 1990s, the
managerialism models the CEO had learned took hold. Despite being proud of his “kickass company” that “broke the mold” in its innovations, he knew the other vice presidents
were working long hours seven days a week, and left child care to their stay-at-home
1

Electronic-retail, a subset of ecommerce.
The 1990’s Big Five: Ernst & Young, Deloitte & Touche, Arthur Andersen/Andersen Consulting, KPMG, and
PricewaterhouseCoopers.
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wives. Because she had been leaving work early one or two days a week, in sharing the
opportunity with the Director, the CEO stated that before he could formally offer her the
new role, she would have to agree to stop working the “mom hours.” Despite his want to
be cutting edge, he managed the situation no differently than one would have twenty
years ago.
Despite the progressive direction post-modernism has taken management since the
1990s, there is still a strong hegemony which holds the traditional “ideal worker” model
(Williams, 2000, p. 2) in high esteem. As these workers are dedicated to their work
around the clock, this model thereby seemingly excludes mothers of childbearing age.
Although pioneering efforts and successful case studies have demonstrated its potential,
leaders still seem reticent to completely embrace the notion of flexible work
arrangements (FWA). Examining the evolution of management in tandem with Karl
Weick’s theory of enactment helps make some sense of this phenomena, enlightening
us as to why the CEO thoughts that “mom hours” were an issue to be confronted, and
further perpetuating the sexist stigmatization of those who use FWA.

The Evolution of the Ideal

Today’s workforce is comprised of as many as five generations of employees, with three
comprising the majority of workers: Baby Boomers, Generation X, and Generation Y 3
(Helyer & Lee, 2012). When the Baby Boomers entered the workforce, they learned
exacting standards for excellence. Taylor’s scientific methodology (1911) suggested
there was one best way to perform work, which adhered to templates, models, and jobspecific criteria. Compounded by Weber’s bureaucratic (1947) rules, leaders had their
place and their space to do their jobs. For this generation, work activities were bound to
tradition and committed to established and proven modes and models. Workers who
were dedicated to their jobs, available at all times, and loyal to their companies were
labeled as ideal.
Generation X workers came into the workforce in the 1980s and began assuming
leadership roles in the 1990s. By then, management began to look at the workplace
through a social construction (Berger & Luckman, 1966) lens, imparting adapted
meaning to aspects of the environment that were deemed significant. These definitions
became unquestionably accepted and, over time, were sustained as real and true. While
concepts such as “emotional intelligence” began to gain momentum with Goleman’s
Emotional Intelligence (1996), organizations continued to respect and reward ideological
performance. The 1990s also marked the heyday of operational business programs such
as Taguchi and Deming’s Total Quality Management (TQM), Motorola’s Six Sigma
Practices, and business process re-engineering (BPR). Highly controlled methods such
as these had clear benchmarks of success and rote standards for performance. Thus,
although management was evolving toward a more humanistic understanding and

3

The Baby Boomer Generation is defined as those born between 1945-1965, Generation X between 1966-1976,
and Generation Y are those born between 1977-1997.
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Generation Y entered the workforce in the postmodern management 1990s, when
managing the balance of work and life began to gain some traction (Helyer & Lee, 2012).
This group challenged authority and set out to change employer practices more readily
than had prior the generations before them. Michael Foucault’s (1998) writings on
normativity assume managers exert power in an attempt to regulate what workers
perceive to be normal. As Generation Y’ers are more established in leadership echelons,
the rejection of stayed ideals has become a cornerstone of their reputation. Promoting
better work-life management and challenging traditional ideals mobilized a différance
(Derrida, 1976), however it was only the beginning. Family and work are still seen as
competing priorities, and the ideal worker often must sacrifice one for the other.
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transformative approach, leaders perpetuated the ideal worker model as one who could
achieve the desired levels of excellence.

Human Relations and Enactment

Nearly 100 years ago, Mary Parker Follett pioneered a new mode of thought in
management: The Human Relations School (1920). With her focus on enabling workers
to realize their potential and manage their quality of life, she was ahead of her time. But
why was this such a hard angle to accept? Were workers and the scholars writing about
them not at all concerned with life experiences outside of work, and balancing the time
they invested in both arenas? Perhaps it stems from Taylor and Weber’s traditional
ideals of management where a total dedication to work was the only thing that made
sense. Follett understood that to avoid burn-out and disengagement, it was important to
manage with a heartbeat.
In his seminal work, The Social Psychology of Organizing (1969), Karl Weick presents
organizations as social constructions that exist only in the minds of their members. He
posits that managers are bounded by what they see as limitations, but which are actually
deceptive conclusions which they themselves founded upon their own experiences and
presumptions. In fact, the term “enactment” was selected to “emphasize that managers
construct, rearrange, single out, and demolish many ‘objective’ features of their
surroundings” (p. 164). Organizing is likened to grammar in that behaviors are
interlocked into social processes that are intelligible to the participants. Because
members will follow their leaders in thoughts, values, and actions regardless of
environmental cues, managerial behavior will ostensibly determine which actions are
normalized and rewarded.

Making Sense of “Mom Hours”

Most mothers in post-industrial societies return to paid work after varying lengths of
parental leave (Wiese & Ritter, 2012). In the United States, working mothers who return
often find themselves caught between inconsistent social models: the ideal worker who
is available at all times to her employer and the intensive parent who is always at the
ready for her children (Correll, Kelly, O'Connor, & Williams, 2014). Studies suggest that
working mothers in the U.S. are engaged with seeking the work-life balance noted by
Follett, dedicating time to both their professions and their families. With this
phenomenon, many U.S. companies have started to give significant focus to work-life
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initiatives in recent years (Kossek, Lewis, & Hammer, 2010). Seeking the means to help
their employees deal with life stressors as well as fast-paced organizational change,
companies work to both enhance business performance and enable their workforce to
sustain personal as well as professional goals (Ollier-Malaterre, 2010).
Given these rational justifications for enabling mothers with flexible modes to work, why
are we still having conversations about “mom hours”? Perhaps it is because declaring
support for flexible work arrangements and enacting true representative behaviors are
not the same thing.
In the United States, women are clearly the minority players in business leadership
positions (Catalyst, 2017; Deloitte, 2017); thus, most workers’ exposure to hegemony is
limited. As demonstrated earlier, the precedent for accepting anything other than ideal
worker behaviors has not been the traditional American way of business. Taylorism
propelled a hegemony theory, positing that the ideal worker puts absolute dedication to
work ahead of family or personal obligations (Kossek et al., 2010; Munsch, 2016). It has
only been since the 1990s that management has begun to acknowledge alternative
means to accomplish workplace requirements via active discourse. Before that, and for
generations, the way workers demonstrated loyalty and excellence was to be available at
all times -- the prototypical “company man.”
Hindering modern support for work-life balance and flexible work arrangements to
support working mothers and other employees is the modern enactment of
stigmatization. Cultural work-life support can be defined as relational and social support
at work that increases individuals’ perceptions that employees who are jointly involved in
family and work roles are fully valued (Kossek et al., 2010). Cultural support exists on
two levels: the first is between managers and co-workers, and the second is when the
organization establishes which norms and values are engendered (Kossek et al., 2010).
To feel an organization supports mothers who work, managers must cultivate
acceptance (Weick, 1969) of alternatives to the traditional worker model. Evidence of
this came via the “Results Only Work Environment” (ROWE) flexibility structure at Best
Buy which demonstrated the marriage of structure and support had a quantifiable return
on investment (Correll, Kelly, O'Connor, & Williams, 2014; Moen, Kelly, & Hill, 2011).
Thus, it can be said that employers who authentically enact flexible work arrangements
thoughtfully construct not only a structure, but a culture that nurtures and rewards those
who take advantage of alternatives to Taylor’s ideals.
There is evidence that job applicants and employees alike value flexible work
arrangements as a means to enable family-work management (Cegarra-Leiva, SanchezVidal, & Cegarra-Navarro, 2012; Eek & Axmon, 2013; Konrad & Yang, 2012; Thompson,
Payne, & Taylor, 2015; WorldatWork, 2015). However, even when companies offer
flexible work arrangements such as flex-time, flex-space, and telecommuting, workers do
not take full advantage of them. Evidence shows they are sometimes penalized for
taking advantage of such programs in ways that include being passed up for training,
promotions, and special projects (Allen, 2001; Konrad & Yang, 2012). Whether a mother
leaves the office early to watch her child’s soccer game or to be at her ailing father’s
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bedside, she may feel judged sufficiently to discourage future use of flexible
arrangements (Williams, Blair‐Loy, & Berdahl, 2013). Despite the fact that Follett (1920)
demonstrated the importance of managing workers as intricate humans who have
outside drivers and needs, managers still seem to resent workers who take advantage of
flexible work arrangements designed to do just that. The enacted reality of the
workplace, valuing the traditional model of workplace above all else, propels these
behaviors, reinforcing the restrictive golden halo of the “ideal” worker as well.

Conclusion

When it comes to changing the mold for what has come to be known as the “ideal
worker,” what is dictating the enacted behaviors of managers? Certainly, history has set
the precedent given the models scholars have established. Behaviors were identified as
ideal, and with every generation, they seemingly became codified and reinforced along
the way. Despite the many changes in the modern workplace, from Taylor’s mechanistic
factory setting to the modern start-up company, the traditional view of “workplace first”
has held sway. If only Mary Parker Follett were recognized sooner as the prophet of
employee engagement.
In my example, it was not easy for the rising Director to find her way. Although the CEO
felt it was appropriate to delay any promotion announcements until the business righted
itself, this did not happen quickly enough for her to continue the aggressive work
schedule or to justify time away from her family. Although she rationalized that the title
would have been worth it, her family emerged as the most important priority and she
ultimately left the company for a role closer to home. She has made a personal
commitment that, when given the opportunity, she will create a mold for her direct
reports to feel safe and valued regardless of the face-time they provide at the office.
Each leader who begrudgingly makes accommodations for their workers’ FWA or other
modes of work-life management sends a message. While it is necessary to accept that
employees have lives to fulfill outside of the workplace, any resistance enacts a
continued allegiance to the ideal worker model and propels the sexist stigmatization
against those who do not comply. As Generation Y becomes more prominent in
leadership positions, working mothers may find more hope that the différance they seek
to make can truly break the mold.
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Introduction

It is widely acknowledged that no business, no organisation, no endeavour succeeds in
the realisation of its objectives unless a proper and appropriate strategy has been put
into place and successfully implemented (Caldwell & Anderson, 2017). In this respect,
scholars and practitioners in recent decades have intensified debates and discussions
particularly over the role of leadership (Anderson, et al., 2017; Peters & Martin, 2017) in
establishing culturally-oriented strategic management (COSM) with a view of empowering
businesses, organisations, and institutions across the sectors towards a successful
realisation of the set objectives (Korey, 1985; Richardson, 1994; Firoz, et al., 2002;
Bordum, 2010; Esau, 2016; Venkateswaran & Ojha, 2017). In fact, looking at the issue
from an organisational learning (OL) perspective, Trim and Lee (2007: 336) argue that,
“Organisational learning is influential with respect to facilitating the development of an
organisation’s value system and ultimately its culture.” This suggests that the
organisation’s value system (cf. Feurer & Chaharbaghi, 1995) and culture (cf. Mills,
2017) are of paramount importance for contributing in a management system and
approach that sustain and inform the strategy implementation process – underlining,
thus, the role of COSM in an organisational set-up. From a leadership perspective, Esau
(2016) illustrates such a role by exploring how organisational structuring and
institutional capacity development are generators of institutional trust in public
management and administration. The promotion of trust is amongst the objectives of
leadership ethos (LE). In this view, LE is fundamental in sustaining COSM in
organisational management.
The purpose of this paper is to identify the importance of LE as a backbone for COSM.
The paper begins by presenting the concept of LE. It then briefly discusses vision and
values, two attributes of LE. This is followed by discussion of the relationship between LE
and COSM. The discussion arrives at four testable propositions. The paper offers four
action steps for the practice of LE aiming at establishing COSM before concluding with a
summary of its contributions, calling for scholars and practitioners to invest in exploring
the understanding and practice of LE. This is an approach to leadership that promotes
and sustains COSM in organisational management.
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Contrary to the concept of Ethical Leadership (EL) that has been the focus in the debates
and discussions by scholars and leadership practitioners over the past few decades
(Ciulla, 1998, 2003, 2014; Cheng, et al., 2014; Ehrich, at al., 2015; Kalshoven, et al.,
2016; Engelbrecht, et al., 2017) – which concept underpins ethical principles applied in
the practice of leadership – Ethical Leadership focuses on the leadership agent who
must uphold certain principles that serve as fixed points. These ethical principles, in the
words of Caza, et al. (2004:170) “indicate what is right and wrong, appropriate and
inappropriate, by reference to universal standards.” Such an understanding and
practice, however, must go beyond the leadership agent and be instilled in the
organisation as a whole. It must be developed and nurtured as a culture and value
system within the organisation, making it an ethos of the organisation, of a group. Thus,
LE.
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Understanding LE

The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language defines the Greek word
(/ˈiːθɒs/) “ethos” as the disposition, character, or fundamental values peculiar to a
specific person, people, culture, or movement. This suggests that ethos could also
indicate an attitude or predisposition towards others. In summary, the meanings of ethos
focus on the characteristic ways in which a group enacts, embodies, and practices its
convictions and moral judgements and sense of what is right and wrong – including
virtues, social values, goals and obligations, or rules (Conradie & Abrahams, 2006).
LE incorporates the moral judgement by which leadership is embodied within “influence
relationships” (Rost, 1991). For example, one may judge something or someone (an act,
a person, an institution, a society or a form of leadership) to be virtuous, moral, immoral
or indeed amoral – constituting a continuum through which moral duties and
responsibilities are fulfilled. LE is associated with actions which add value, honour
commitments to stakeholders and society, and obey laws (Caldwell, et al., 2015). In
influencing others, leaders are most effective when they are perceived as ethical
stewards – choosing service over self-interest (Block, 2013), maintaining a long-term
perspective about wealth creation, and treating others as trusted owners and partners
(Pfeffer, 1998). A morally virtuous leader is perceived as highly responsible, committed
to the best interests of others, and effective at achieving results that come from highly
motivated and engaged team members (Paine, 2002).

Two Attributes of LE

“Outstanding” leadership is increasingly recognised as a “transformative” relationship
with others (Bennis & Nanus, 2007) that adapts to change, pursues the best interests of
stakeholders, and optimises long-term wealth creation (Pfeffer, 1998). In this respect, LE
incorporates vision and values amongst its vital attributes.

Vision

Vision is regarded as a construct of leadership (Meindl, 1990; Shamir, et al., 1993;
Klein& House, 1998; Hunt, et al., 1999; Jacobsen& House, 2001 in Partlow, et al.,
2015) that received significant attention from leadership scholars over the past few
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decades (Strange& Mumford, 2002; Partlow, et al., 2015). Vision is associated with the
image that one desires to achieve – typically focused on future outcomes (Kouzes &
Posner, 2012). Vision implies the ability “to know” as well as the capacity “to see.” When
associated with leadership, vision is “an imagined or perceived but consistent pattern of
communal possibilities to which others can be drawn, and whose values they will wish to
share” (Morden, 1997: 668-676). Leadership vision identifies future possibilities to
engage others in the pursuit of a worthy goal, while also enabling others to fulfil a higher
personal potential (Barnard, 1938) suggesting that vision must be shared. A shared
vision, according Kouzes and Posner (2012) is characterised by:

1. Imagining possible opportunities – envisioning what can be achieved to create
both a road map to the future and to recognise conditions that can ultimately be
attained (Strange & Mumford 2002);
2. Finding a common purpose – recognising the motivations that bring people
together and the needs which a common purpose fulfils (Rost, 1991);
3. Appealing to common ideals – including sensitivity to the values and ethical
assumptions which motivate others (Ciulla, 1998); and
4. Animating the vision – making possibilities come to life and communicating the
potential that is possible, enabling a leader to inspire others and to bring that
potential to life (Kouzes & Posner, 2012).
Thus, vision is understood in terms of what one actually knows and can apply – in
addition to what one sees or discerns.

Values

Values are guiding principles of conduct reflecting personal but abstract perceptions of
what is good, right, and desirable and are founded upon an interrelated set of ethical
and moral assumptions (Graham, et al., 2013). Values encourage some behaviours
while discouraging others (Schwartz, 1992) Value-consistent behaviour reflects an
underlying ethical foundation (Maio, et al., 2009). Value Activation Theory (VAT)
underscores the role of leaders in conveying the relevance of behaviours and stresses
that contextual factors influence the impact of one’s moral code (Torelli & Kaikati,
2009). VAT argues that leaders’ actions influence follower reactions by promoting
commitment. Follower responses reflect behaviour consistent with the moral standard
set by the leader (Grojean, et al., 2004). In other words, when organisations and their
leaders demonstrate ethically-based qualities such of caring, character, competence,
and capacity to mention but a few (Mayer, 1995; Pfeffer, 1998; Cameron, 2011; Hayes,
2015), they become worthy of trust, commitment, dedication, and extra-role
performance of their employees.

LE: The Backbone of COSM in Organisation Management

A growing number of scholars believe that organisational culture and management
strategy condition each other and must be compatible to secure a better performance of
the organisation (Baird, et al., 2007; Chow and Liu, 2009; Gupta, 2011; NaranjoValencia, et al., 2011; Yarbrough, et al.,2011). This implies that the successful
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implementation of a specific strategy depends on a proper organisational culture – the
fruit of leadership style or a model applied in the organisation. Equally correct is the
argument suggesting that a proper organisational culture leads to a successful selection
and implementation of a specific leadership strategy of the organisation (WronkaPośpiech & Frączkiewicz-Wronka, 2016). This is because of the influence that the
organisational culture exerts on the behaviour of both the follower and the leader which
impacts on the implementation of leadership strategy (Cameron& Quinn, 2006;
Cameron, et al., 2006). To this end, Wronka-Pośpiech and Frączkiewicz-Wronka (2016)
assert that just as organisational culture influences the process of leadership strategy
formulation and implementation, the long-term realisation of leadership strategy may
also influence organisational culture – it could either strengthen or weaken it. The extent
of this impact will depend on whether the leadership strategy is consistent with the
norms, values, and basic assumptions characteristic of the given culture. It is against the
backdrop of the above that the first proposition is as follows:
P1: Unless possible opportunities are imagined, it would be difficult for a leadership
strategy to conduct activities consistent with the principles of action (standards,
values) of the organisation. Such a strategy will exert a positive impact on the
existing organisational culture, because it will further strengthen its values.
In this respect, values and norms are placed at the centre of the discussion as is the
case within the context of public administrative reforms (Hood, 1994; Pollitt &
Bouckaert, 2011; Brewer & Kellough, 2016). For instance, this is a way of conceding
that values are social principles, goals and standards that cultural members (both
follower and leader) believe have intrinsic worth (Hatch & Cunliffe, 2006). Organisations
need to promote and uphold the identified values and norms to secure a better
performance in terms of organisational efficiency and effectiveness. This leads to the
second proposition, which states the following:
P2: LE, with its emphasis on vision and values promotes the identification of a
common purpose amongst organisational cultural members. As such, this leadership
strategy would influence or define an organisational culture of importance in
determining the organisation’s envisaged outcomes.
Fehr, et al., (2015:193) argue that, “the impact of leaders’ moralised actions on follower
behaviour depends on the values that the leaders’ actions reflect.” In other words, Fehr,
et al., suggest that COSM is a result of a belief system and incorporated values from a
leadership relationship between leaders and followers. Values, in the context of this
paper, are regarded as trans-situational notions of what is good, right, and desirable,
implying that each moral foundation partly comprises an interrelated set of values
(Graham, et al., 2013). Values guide attention and action by encouraging some
behaviour while discouraging others (Schwartz, 1992; Verplanken & Holland, 2002).
When they are consistent, values create a pattern of behaviour (Maio, et al., 2009), a
determinant of organisational success. This suggests that beliefs, values, and norms are
very sensitive but fundamental in determining the organisational outcome. Hence, by
engaging and recognising the importance of values, COSM recognises and points to the
role of leadership as that of orienting and guiding such beliefs, values, and norms in a
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way that would be productive to the organisation. Ultimately, “the impact of leaders’
moralised actions on follower behaviour depends on the values that the leaders’ actions
reflect” (Fehr, et al., 2015:193). In this respect, the third proposition states the following:
P3: LE is a particular type of leadership strategy exercised in the organisation with the
view of determining the culture, the strategy of management, and ultimately the
outcome of the organisation by appealing to common ideals.
Additionally, in the context of LE, beliefs, values, and norms help enhance a culture that
empowers leaders with the abilities to inspire others to transcend their own self-interests
in the pursuit of a higher purpose and the organisational excellence (Kim, et al.,
2004;Harrington, 2005; Caldwell, 2017).Such a culture will empower leaders with the
ability to honour their duties to employees of keeping them informed, providing them
with the resources to achieve individual goals, and seeking their highest potential
(Harrington, 2005). Beliefs, values, and norms help foster a culture that empowers
leaders with the ability to honour duties owed to individuals, the organisation, and to
society (Caldwell, et al., 2014). The same culture allows the leaders to recognise and
acknowledge that cooperative efforts through professional will and personal humility are
key to organisational success (Jeung & Yoon, 2016; Caldwell, et al., 2017; Hearsum,
2017). Beliefs, values, and norms lead to a culture that empowers leaders with the
ability to incorporate correct principles in their dealings with others and incorporate a
virtue-based ethical foundation based upon such principles (Caldwell, 2017). Beliefs,
values, and norms help promote a culture that empowers leaders with the ability to
advocate for an increased understanding and greater insight that help people benefit
themselves, the society, and the organisations in which they work (Holberton, 2004).
This leads to the fourth proposition that asserts the following:
P4: The practice of LE enables the organisational leadership to animate the vision by
identifying and securing critical success factors associated with sound beliefs,
values, and norms essential in the setting and establishment of COSM.

Action Steps for the Implementation and Practice of LE

1. Establish mutual trust in leadership relationship within the organisation: Trust in
any organisational relationships is regarded as a defining factor of success or
failure (Hosmer, 1995; Reina & Reina, 2015). Despite trust being acknowledged
as essential in leadership relationships (Covey, 2004), leaders and organisations
are rarely perceived as worthy of such trust (Barney and Hansen, 1994). Trust
behaviour is fundamental; it is associated with cognitive beliefs, affective
attitudes and emotions, conative intentions to act, and actual actions and
behaviours, implying that trust behaviour is the result of beliefs, attitudes, and
intentions (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010).

2. Demonstrate recognition of power dynamics in leadership relationship within the
organisation: Research findings suggest that organisational leaders, who treat
employees as valued and respected individuals rather than as interchangeable
people, see those employees respond with greater commitment and higher
performance, recognising their place and role in the leadership relationship
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(Buber & Smith, 2011). Caldwell and colleagues explained that beneficence,
meaning the treatment of others with a commitment to their welfare, growth, and
wholeness, is the action step of benevolent intention and demonstrates to
followers that they are valued partners (Caldwell & Floyd, 2014).
Leaders are increasingly challenged to “model the way” for employees and
demonstrate that they understand the work to be performed in achieving the
goals of their organisation and providing value for customers (Kouzes & Posner,
2011; 2012). This is a way of demonstrating competence in reaching the
objective, which is an ethical and moral duty and obligation in leadership
relationships. Ultimately, it is only by achieving intended results that leaders and
organisations demonstrate their ability to contribute value to society, to generate
a return on investment, and to survive as viable and ongoing entities.

4. Promote participation in leadership relationship within the organisation: Creating
a culture of engagement recognises the importance of aligned programmes,
practices, policies, and systems that integrate employee efforts and involve
employees as full partners (Pfeffer, 1998; Caldwell, et al., 2015). Covey (2006)
notes that demonstrating participatory leadership is an ethical and moral duty
and obligation in leadership relationships.
Each of these four steps plays a significant role in helping leaders identify with their
ethical and moral duties and responsibilities in demonstrating LE. By establishing
mutually trusting relationships, by recognising power dynamics in the leadership
relationship, by showing effectiveness in reaching the organisational objectives, and by
demonstrating participation in leadership relationships, LE enhances COSM which in
return improves goal achievement.

Contribution of the Paper

LE is a way of making the best world possible and treats others as ends, not means. It
treats others with respect and creates added value. It pursues the welfare of the
organisation and avoids breaking the letter or the intent of the law, as opposed to
pursuing self-interest with guile and taking advantage of self-serving opportunities
(Caldwell, et al., 2015).
In addressing the importance of establishing and promoting COSM in organisation
management, this paper makes four meaningful contributions:

1. It offers an understanding of LE as a backbone of COSM in organisation
management.
2. It presents the ways in which LE creates conditions for the establishment and
promotion of the COSM in the organisation management.
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3. It offers four testable propositions for LE as a backbone for securing COSM in
organisation management.
4. It identifies four action steps for the implementation and practice of LE with a
view of enhancing COSM.

Conclusion

LE, as a means for articulating right and wrong, can create cultural values that align
organisational systems to build trust, value employees, focus objectives, and engage
participants. Based upon vision and values, LE assists decision-makers by establishing
criteria for the strategic governance of organisations that enable them to function both
efficiently and effectively. As a strategic resource, LE provides a behavioural foundation
based upon ethical and moral obligations to create organisational wealth, serve society,
and honour relationships owed to stakeholders. This paper encourages scholars and
practitioners to invest in exploring the understanding of LE as a backbone of COSM in
organisation management.
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Introduction

A fundamental methodology for Christian leadership ethics will here be proposed, which
has long been pending in the discourse on ethical leadership. It is necessary to first
clarify what characterizes leadership ethics in general, and secondly, what Christian
leadership ethics implies and how this methodology should be classified with regard to
alternative paradigms. Our topic is the appropriate localization of a Christian Approach in
the systematics of Leadership Ethics. Thirdly, the practical impact for selected areas of
application will be identified. It will be demonstrated that leadership ethics, in general, is
based on a transparent basis of values and applies to specific scopes. It defines the
relationship between economic efficiency and human utility in a narrower sense as
objective-dualism.
Christian leadership ethics is based on the biblical conception of man and therefore the
arguments are metaphysical. The relevant answer to objective-dualism implies direct
consequences for the design of human resource management, motivation, and
communication. At least from a Christian point of view, it is undisputable that there are,
and should be, Christian leaders in management. But can or should there be Christian
leadership ethics? This has been questioned, in principle, by contemporary philosopher
and theologian, Ferdinand Rohrhirsch – even though recently, several approaches have
raised this claim as demonstrated by the model of Servant Leadership which emanates
from the U.S. and is slowly gaining foothold in Europe. The perspective leadership ethics
by Cornelius Keppeler and the Business Metaphysics by Michael Schramm, provide other
examples. It seems necessary to us to clear the way for a Christian methodology that
transcends-virtue.
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The Essence of Leadership Ethics in a Narrower Sense
Fundamental Question

Due to confusion about its meaning and scope, the conceptual definition of leadership
ethics is considered to be highly important. So we ask: How can we systematically
clearly define what leadership ethics embraces? For it is not only a catalogue of virtues;
it includes aspects of both individual and institutional ethics and is a systematic and
normative reflection on leadership in business. Leadership is the effective influence on
individuals, relationships, and rules within a company, premised on certain values.
Leadership ethics evaluate the practice from a normative perspective under a
transparent set of values. For this purpose, it theoretically designs normative
systematics with transparent values, while those values themselves are the basis of the
normative evaluation of a leadership practice. We distinguish these universally-defined
leadership ethics from leadership ethics in a narrower sense: for a normative
evaluation of leadership culture based on a transparent set of values and involving a
particular scope of application should define a relation of pareto-efficiency and humancentrality without instrumentalizing or substituting one of those objectives.1 In other
words, leadership ethics, in a narrower sense, must evaluate normatively how economic
efficiency and humanistic orientation are understood as non-substitutable ends in
themselves, and how they should be related to each other in the context of leadership.
It is therefore given that neither of the two objectives can be sacrificed for the other
because the determination of the relation between those relevant objectives would
then be skipped completely. If one of the two viewpoints is lost sight of, in the long run,
the execution of the culture of leadership will then lead to either an economic
depersonalization or to a utopian state of lacking efficiency in business. Profitability and
human-centrality, as well as efficiency and humanistic orientation, must both be
recognized as non-substitutable objectives for leadership. The relation of those – based
on certain values – is set in a concrete way. Different ethical leadership paradigms and
approaches are distinguished by the objective to which more importance is attached.
•

A normative individualistic school takes the heuristics of Homo Economicus (HE)
as a basis for business ethics. Hence, an idea of the workforce as a human
resource can be derived for business enterprises in terms of efficiency, which,
however, does not want to relativize (just in terms of this heuristic) the objective
of human-centrality. This is so since the economic calculation serves for the
development of humans, who are not reduced to the HE outside of the economic
context. Efficiency orientation, as an end in itself, initially opposes a heuristically-

Cf. concerning the difference of managers’ human-and-success responsibilities, e.g. Kreuer (2017): 5-6, 18,
as well as comparable concepts for objective-dualism, all of which are constitutive for leadership ethics, in
Kuhn/ Weibler (2012): 46 or Ulrich (1999): 230, 237. Human resource development is defined by Becker
(2003): 492 in an efficiency-mode: Human resource development aims at reaching the company’s targets
(economic efficiency) and at the fulfilment of individual employees’ development goals (social efficiency).
Cf. Ulrich (2010): 28; Kuhn/Weibler (2012a): 23, 94, 107; Fischer/Fischer (2007): 22.
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•

Alternatively, a complex anthropologically-justified nature of man which tries to
consider a human being as a person beyond the counterfactual HE-heuristics
can be postulated. Apart from economic efficiency, the culture of leadership
should serve the personal development of humans, since such ethical models
do not work within their endogenizing economy. It is therefore imperative to
consider the optimization of human development in relation to personal fixed
and variable character traits. Then, in this complexity, the personal development
in the sense of human-centrality is the end in itself which counters the objective
of economic efficiency. At this point, a distinction between deontological
approaches with Kantian characteristics and models with metaphysical (e.g.
Christian) backgrounds must be made.

LEADERSHIP

simplified concept, which remains open for a more complex humanistic
orientation as an end in itself.

Systematics

Every definition of leadership ethics, in a narrower sense, must give an answer to the
determination of responsibility-dualism, based on a transparent normative basis of
values on the one hand, and on the basis of specific application areas of leadership on
the other. Thus, a fundamental systematic approach is given.
The basis of values first identifies the underlying conception of man. It also gives a
general answer to the relation between individuals and teams and the company.
Which development has priority? Which spirit should determine social life: more an
anonymous coexistence or competition against each other, or coexistence as a sense
of duty or even based on affection? Is human-centrality achieved when the individual
subordinates him/herself to a collective in a team or a company? Or rather will a
team or a company be understood as the sum of self-realized individuals? Are there
any interactions? In order to be transparent and comprehensible in their justification,
those and other basic concepts should be backed up by an ideological justification,
which can be normative-individualistic, socialistic, gender-perspective, Kantian,
metaphysical, or discourse-ethical, among others. At the same time, the design of the
conception of responsibility shapes the profile of the value base for leadership ethics.
In this context, the following questions must be asked with regard to an effective
influence on rules, individuals, and relations: How are individual and social
responsibilities justified, understood, weighted and in which culture should they be
implemented?
The basis of values, therefore, also introduces a set of responsibilities, which points
out clearly for whom and to what extent employees and managers are responsible.
By this, it is not intended primarily to focus on aspects of hierarchy, delegation, or
control. But rather it is about the question whether, how, and why respective leaders
may or even should feel in relevant contexts of leadership with effective influence:
responsible for themselves, for the company, for each other, for economic efficiency,
or even for an objective idea of the good (deontologically or metaphysically
reasoned).
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Based on the respective determination of objective-dualism, the scope of application of
this value base constitutes the practised culture of leadership for which the respective
conception of leadership ethics strives. Guido Palazzo distinguishes between the
following fields: respective structures for incentives, the cultures of control and trust, and
the design of decision paths.2 This methodology will now be used as an inspiration for a
threefold division. Leadership in a company is centered within the culture of personnel
planning – its deployment and development within communication (including hierarchy,
power, and delegation) and motivation (including loyalty, identification, control,
incentives). Those three relevant applications are highlighted here by way of example.3
The avoidance of losses in the achievement of goals is always sought. Depending on the
basis of values, however, the priorities within each scope of application are set and
interpreted in a different way. They mark the respective fields of tension of the
interpretations.
•

Personnel planning, deployment, and development significantly determine the
culture of leadership, through means of the selection of managers and other
employees, by team composition, and by promotion and educational programs
and interventions. Depending on the particular value set, there are generally
different characters, individual qualities, and different team cultures – all of
which are aspirational in nature. This, in a consistent culture of leadership, has
direct impacts on the decisions of training and promotion.

•

Communication and its affiliated business structures – such as hierarchy, power,
and delegation, in general – serve the culture of leadership either mainly for
quick decision-making or mainly for the critical participation of as many
employees as possible.

•

A culture of leadership is characterized mainly by its understanding of
performance motivation. How does this reflect Vladimir Lenin’s imperative “Trust
is good, control is better”? How is a culture of trust justified and implemented?
How and why are certain types of control applied? And how can commitment and
corporate identification be influenced effectively in a positive way – by means of
extrinsic incentives or by a culture of intrinsic motivation? The objective of
performance optimization can be pursued by different incentive-based and
educational structures.

The three selected ethical leadership scopes of application have a direct impact on the
answers to very practical questions in daily business: Which characters should assert
themselves as managers?4 Which candidates should be employed and which
2

Cf. Palazzo (2007): 120.
Concerning the meaning of communication: generally cf. Schulz von Thun (2007, 2014) or regarding staff
meetings: Fonk (2010). In terms of the meaning of motivation cf. e.g. Bak (2014); 65-66.For a closer view
into leadership-relevant motivation theories cf. Lewalter (2006) and Mudra (2010).
4
E.g., Kuhn/Weibler (2012a) criticize that recently Machiavellians, narcissists, and psychopaths particularly
are successful.
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educational measures should be adopted? Should managers count more with respect to
cooperative or to top-down decisions, more on control or on trust, more on competition
or on teamwork? Within this context, are extrinsic financial incentives or intrinsic
motivation through discernment and corporate identification more favourable?
Leadership ethics does not leave the answers to chance. Instead, it should offer good
justifications which are derived from the value basis, for their proposed program of a
consistent culture of leadership.

Overview

Now, a methodology can be identified and highlighted. It expresses the requirement of
coherence for plausible leadership ethics after which the basis of values and the
concrete scopes of application follow in a consistent normative logic. Because it should
be sought, the consequent internalization of ethical points of view is present in all
leadership systems (e.g., performance incentive, performance appraisal, rewards and
control systems).5
With respect to the basis of values, it is mandatory to shape a transparent base which
enables normative measurement of the gains of its application. However, leadership
ethics is not closed systematics, since it is quite possible that competing styles or
organization models match the same basis of values. Consequently, even within each
paradigm, the design is open and flexible. It is also possible to adopt findings or
perspectives of alternative ethical leadership models, as far as they do not contradict
their own basis of values. Conversely, a syncretic dilutive basis of values would deprive
the approach of its normative base.

5

Cf. Ulrich (1999): 244.
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Systematics for Leadership Ethics

Christian leadership ethics is based on a Christian basis of values for normative
reflection, i.e., the image of man founded in Jesus Christ, the ensuing responsibility
ideal, and discernment of the relationship between economic efficiency and human
endowment with application in business (human resource management, communication
and motivation culture). Based on Christian ethics, it therefore systematically evaluates
practised cultures of leadership with their moral concepts (e.g., within guidelines,
missions, and visions). From an ethical viewpoint on the basis of values, the location of
such a systematic in comparison to alternative paradigms can now be carried out step by
step.
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There is a similarity between Christian leadership ethics and the Kantian paradigm, as it
also requires an objective normative reference (within the moral law and the categorical
imperatives). Like ethical leadership models from the deontological school (integrative
approaches by Peter Ulrich, Kantian approach by Norman Bowie, and others), Christian
leadership ethics must also presume a complex human anthropology with egoistic and
non-egoistic rationality to define its basis of values. Legitimacy for an effective influence
on norms, individuals, and relations is in both approaches oriented towards a naturegiven human objectivity. Deontological and metaphysical approaches compete in their
basis of values from an ethical perspective, explicitly with approaches from the
normative individualistic school. However, unlike those, they share a post-Tayloristic
rationality6 concept to focus on a normatively substantial humanistic orientation with a
moral standpoint in leadership ethics.

LEADERSHIP

Personal Distinction from Normative Individualism

It is possible to refer to a remote reality from the normative individualistic HE-model,
which is also acknowledged by numerous economists and can be demonstrated in
simple behavioural games. The Governance-theorist Robert Tricker offers the criticism:
“agent theory argues that it has been erected on a single, questionable abstraction that
governance involves a contract between two parties and is based on a dubious
conjectural morality that people maximize their personal utility.”7While economists Ulrich
van Suntum, Alois Stutzer et al. postulate: not only by its methods, but also by its
content, does a change of paradigms emerge. Also results from experimental economic
research represent a major challenge for mainstream economics. They show altruistic
and justice-led behaviours which do not seem readily compatible with HE’s paradigm.8
The economic decision-making model which first derives human motivation from the
price effect (rewards, penalties, wages) neglects psychological findings which show that
human behaviour is mainly controlled by intrinsic motivations. According to the Crowdingout effect, intrinsic motivation – such as a high commitment due to corporate
identification – is substituted by a morality-undermining external pressure. Empirical
studies by Bruno Frey and Alois Stutzer lead to the conclusion that intrinsic motivation
which must be distinguished from egoistic utility maximization and whose development
has a cooperative and performance-enhancing effect, is an integral component of
individual rationality.9 Contrary to the crowding-out effect, a holistic personal
development of this motivation would now lead to a higher personal satisfaction which
comes along with higher commitment. Such indications support a personalanthropological view of leadership ethics as it is still equally represented nowadays
within the deontological and the metaphysical paradigm.

6

Cf. Ulrich (1999): 241.
Tricker (2012): 223.
8
Cf. van Suntum/ Stutzer et. al. (2010).
9
Cf. Frey/Stutzer (2001).
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Both schools take respective systematizations seriously. For this purpose, they introduce
a complex anthropology which includes egoistic and non-egoistic human rationality. In
this context, they can refer to Adam Smith who, within his “theory of moral sentiments,”
explicitly complements the egoistic rationality with an altruistic one: “No matter how
selﬁsh you think man is, it’s obvious that there are some principles in his nature that give
him an interest in the welfare of others, and make their happiness necessary to him,
even if he gets nothing from it but the pleasure of seeing it.”10 Under this condition, a
humanistic orientation of ethics cannot be restricted to the development and promotion
of egoistic utility maximization (to whichever purpose).
This reduction would depersonalize humans as it ignores altruistic and individual
deontological rationality.11 If such anthropology is accepted, it is a duty for management
committed to the human goal to take both rational natural traits seriously and to thus
understand humans as dialogical beings. Whether it is deontological rational ethics
rising up from the tradition of the Enlightenment (particularly Immanuel Kant) or a
metaphysically justified, e.g., Aristotelian or Christian, theonomy – both schools
categorically exclude the priority to a self-referential economic efficiency.12
Indeed, it is assumed that egoistic individual interests are not the only benchmark for
ethical legitimacy within the design of leadership. Therefore, such personal paradigms
for good leadership involve the broad cultivation of non-egoistic human rationality. An
ethically good and effective influence of rules, individuals, and relations is oriented
towards an objectivity, which can either be given by a moral or a natural law, or by the
Bible or a different metaphysically given obligatory guideline.
This objectivity can and should be recognized by human reason. Its content is either
derived transcendently from rationality’s self-awareness and its necessities to think, or
transcendently from the awareness of God or a divine being. Neither perspective is
based on value-neutral assumptions at all, but rather on ideologically-justified normative
postulates, which one may or may not share.13 They imply the assumption of a
discovered objectivity towards which morally good managers and cultures of leadership
should be oriented, as well as an unconditional priority of the human goal.14 They are
convinced that such a priority is neither unrealistic nor contradicts economic efficiency.
Christian Müller sets against the normative individualistic credo of moral freedom that,
by means of game-theoretical reflection, an individual morality in a dilemma situation
can be just as rational and economically successful without everyone aiming to be de10

Smith (1790/2006): 1.
Regarding deontological rationality cf. Sen (2003): 9. If this rationality is assumed, then humans are able to
make rational decisions out of a pure sense of duty, which reduce their own utility.
12
Cf. e.g.Ulrich (1999): 233, 235, 238f.
13
Cf. e.g. Ulrich (1999): 237.There, such a modern neutrality, on contrary to supposedly pre-modern closed
models, is claimed.
14
Within their Stakeholder-Management-centred Integrative Social Contracts Theory, Donaldson/Dunfee
(1994): 265 refer to so-called hyper-norms, which can estimate contractualistic norms’ legitimacy, as they are
fundamental for human existence. Thereby, a normative objectivity is provided, which eludes all kinds of
constructivistic or other types of relativization. Cf. Bruton (2011): 185-190.
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vine.15 Both anthropological-personal paradigms commonly take a human being with a
moral mission not only into consideration in an economic context, but rather support an
integral personal view. For objective-dualism, this means that human centrality is
realized in the assumption of personal responsibility by leadership towards the
correspondingly identified addressees of this responsibility. From a virtue-ethical point of
view, leadership ethics indeed firstly takes managers’ or employees’ qualities within the
company into account. Moreover, there is also the ethical claim that this morality should
be emphasized effectively in other contexts of life, too: “… successful business leader[s]
should have integrity in both his [/her] business and his [/her] personal life.”16

Metaphysical Differentiation from the Deontological Model

Christian leadership ethics argue with metaphysics.17 Deontological models do not
necessarily exclude transcendence in their ideology (in the end Immanuel Kant at least
considered God as an idea that must be thought about). But, contrary to metaphysical
models, they are not based on the concept that managers can or even should derive
norms for leadership from it. This point makes the essential difference between the
otherwise related paradigms: deontological approaches want, like normative
individualistic models, to stay free from metaphysics.
On the contrary, within a metaphysical (religious or esoteric) basis of values, normativity
is derived from the understanding of transcendence, and not transcendently from
rationality’s necessities to think.18 The transcendently good should be the orientation for
a good life in general, and therefore also for leadership within companies. This requires
that managers, especially, recognize, share, and habitually represent this measure of the
good in order to apply it effectively.19 Human dignity is now, as an ethical basis of values,
explicitly derived transcendently. Metaphysical approaches assume a transcendently
reasoned human centrality, which can be understood and operationalized in its content
by virtuous rationality.
Managers, especially with respect to their effective influence, are primarily responsible
as the recognized authority championing the idea of the good and thus, the universal
ethical principles (e.g., the commandments of God, the cosmos, or the metaphorically
identified truth within Plato’s allegory of the cave, among others). By being able to use
their virtuous rationality to identify the good, good leaders carry a main responsibility
towards the objective instance to follow its commandments. This results in a
responsibility for oneself and for fellow human beings so that here, a triple responsibility

15

Cf. Müller (2017): 277.
Bowie (2005): 144.
17
Cf. Melé/Cantón (2014).
18
For esoteric leadership ethics, cf. Dietz (2008) and Werner (2006) for a respective application in the
drugstore-chain dm.
19
Popular example for this is a non-egoistic attitude of a “Caritas in Vertitate,” as it was unfolded by Benedict
XVI (2009) in the encyclical of his same name.
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is essentially given towards which good leadership must first be oriented. Unsurprisingly,
metaphysical approaches also have a missionary claim to liberate humans to God or to
any other transcendently determined idea of the good. However, this is just a gradual
difference from deontological approaches, which, in no less a missionary way, strive for
holistic autonomy.
Even metaphysical approaches do not have to involve any kind of religious conversion.
They potentially include more the employees’ empowerment, made possible through
effective influence, to find a responsible freedom which then makes room for
transcendence. Ferdinand Rohrhirsch understands Christian leadership in this way: as
collaboration to the preparation of the future.20 Human centrality consists of paving the
way for means to fulfil the prescribed good, but not of enforcing it. It is fulfilled within the
triple transcendently justified responsibility. A market and hence economic efficiency are
considered desirable with their service to the now metaphysically justified freedom of
every human being. In turn, economic efficiency gains its legitimacy not only from itself,
but from the morally superordinate human centrality. Human centrality is now
understood as a human liberation to religiously pledged salvation or rather to a different
type of transcendently prescribed good, salvation, or meaning. The togetherness of
economic efficiency and human centrality thereby follows neither an economic nor an
ethical substitution of the other objective. Both have their own entitlement with their own
underlying logic.

Christian Differentiation from the Esoteric Model

The personal Triune God, as a transcendent reference of the good who incarnated
himself in Jesus Christ, distinguishes the Christian model from esoteric and other
religious ones. The Christianly understood principle of personality as a basis of values is
premised on a biblically-justified conception of man and the thereto relating God-given
assignment of welfare for humans. This aspect must be understood in a holistic way.
Work time is lifetime, which therefore must be filled with meaning. This meaning is
oriented towards God’s assignment to also open a way to salvation for human beings at
their workplace. The personal God expects an answer from every human being to his
affectionate call for salvation. In the Christian view, as it can be read in the biblical book
of Genesis, every person, as a creature and an image of God, has an unconditional
dignity which is owed to the creator. This is affirmed by God’s Incarnation in Jesus Christ.
This explains every human being’s unconditional right to develop creativity and
community by personal Individualitas and Socialitas. A human as a free and social being
is furthermore a moral existence who transfers individual utility and social orientation to
decisions, by means of the self-honestly reviewed conscience. According to the biblical
witness, God takes the first step and then expects humans to give corresponding
answers:

20

Cf. Rohrhirsch (2013): 95.
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Answers Relevant for the
Salvation of Humans

Biblical Sources

Moral responsibility for our
lives/overcoming of
constraints

“No longer do I call you servants. […] but
I have called you friends.” John 15:15
“So then each of us will account himself to
God.” Romans 14:12

Love for mankind

Self-love, charity, and love
of God

“You shall love the Lord your God with all
your heart, […] and your neighbour as
yourself.” Luke 10:26-27

Human talents

Creative development of our
talents

“As each has received a gift, use it to serve
one another, as good stewards of God’s
varied grace.” 1 Peter 4:10

Rare goods on earth

Sustainable use and
appreciation of the creation

“The Lord God took the man and put him
in the garden of Eden to work it and keep
it.” Genesis 2:15

LEADERSHIP

God’s Demands
for the Covenant
with Humans
Freedom,
friendship,and
judgement

Normative Aspects in the Biblical Perception of Man

God grants every human being dignity and freedom. He founded a community with the
people in His covenant and entrusts the creation to humans. Moreover, He gives them
grace and forgiveness on the cross and not lastly the certainty of a new life at Easter.
As in the esoteric-anthroposophical approach, the individual development is, with its
moral determination, the first objective in business; therefore, it is also within companies
and their culture. Only the conception of persons and thereby the basis of values, from a
Christian point of view, is defined differently. The human unfolding is not understood as
a purifying process of self-redemption which prepares people for a reincarnation on
earth. Rather, the development of one’s personal natural characteristics is considered
as the human answer to God’s gift of personhood. Human liberation is not a
Pelagianistic act, but finally is God-given for humans. This way human existence, broken
in its weakness (the fragmentary), maintains the same appreciation as the (co)entrepreneurial spirit, which is free within its development. From a Christian point of
view, humans have an assignment towards God and also towards themselves to unfold
their individual and social personality and to appreciate every human life, especially the
weak ones. Therefore, charity’s assignment is to take responsibility for fellow humanity.
In business, this is realized through an effective spirit of togetherness (e.g., within a
team).
As a moral existence, in accordance with the triple biblical commandment of love,
humans also carry a triple responsibility:
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•

Towards God: It is expressed by understanding life in the light of the Creator God,

•

Towards oneself: It is expressed by the self-awareness to be a creation in the

•

Towards fellow humans: It is expressed by acts of absolute charity on the one

by being thankful for His gift and by developing freedom as a moral being in this
light.
image of God with an unconditional dignity, and at the same time by recognizing
the undivided dignity of the weak.
hand and by the service for community life out of an affective spirit of social love
on the other.

The empowerment of people to be able to unfold this triple responsibility is an objectively
understood end in itself for Christian leadership ethics. It is realized through virtues and
norms. Within this responsibility, Christian leadership ethics cannot be satisfied with
institutional ethics, which, within the context of economically determined norms, warn
against individual morality. This would be equal to a de-personalization, since the
development of individual virtue in all areas of life especially is a fundamental function
of personal development. The design of norms and strategies both within and outside of
business in are systematic places for morality and virtue.21 Christian leadership ethics is
therefore always the ethics of virtue and institutions.
Human centrality consists of paving the way for means to fulfil the God-given good. It is
fulfilled both virtue- and institution-ethically in a triple, biblically given responsibility. The
objective of economic efficiency can be derived from the Bible as a careful dealing with
rare resources on the one hand (prevention of wastage) and as an unfolding of individual
human talents on the other. However, responsibility-dualism holds the priority of a not
economically endogenized personal unfolding, while the economic calculus must be set
in its service. Human centrality and economic efficiency are, in relation to God, the
primary objective.22
Human unfolding, also of the Socialitas, sets social-creative performance as well as
critical-creative decision potentials within the workforce free, since humans cannot
completely unfold themselves in isolation. A Christianly-acceptable synthesis of
economic success and human centrality rewards performance as an unfolding of the
Individualitas and promotes the social unfolding within teams as well: not primarily to
increase profit, but for the purpose of the development of one’s natural personal destiny.
Finally, it is the Christian sense perspective of human existence, as it is internalized both
as individual as well as corporate culture, which makes economic success a service
value for the personal unfolding. In this way, it systematically determines the relation of
efficiency and human centrality for business practice. In this manner, economic
efficiency is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the implementation of Christianpersonal human-centrality in business.
21

Cf. Schockenhoff (2007): 113.
For example, Rohrhirsch (2013): 29.
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A good culture of leadership must, in terms of Christianly-understood anthropology,
create room for the unfolding of the triple responsibility (towards God, oneself, and one
another), in both individual- and institution-ethical terms. In general, it applies the
assumption that Christian managers are Christians. They do not only have to develop the
triple responsibility for themselves but should also facilitate respective room for their
employees’ development. To follow one’s own destiny of salvation and to simultaneously
enable employees to comply with their own destiny is the Christian vision of good
leadership.

LEADERSHIP

Applied Christian Leadership Ethics

Norms within the company must serve this purpose, too. Accordingly, a culture of
leadership is good if it includes virtues, norms, and relations which facilitate the
unfolding of the God-given destiny of salvation for everyone, including those within the
workplace. Regarding the use of this given tenet, individuals are – in accordance with
their abilities – responsible for themselves. On the one hand, the Christian’s freedom to
make decisions is taken seriously. On the other hand, there is, of course, a broad scope
for people with different worldviews and religions. It is a central part of Christian
personality to consider the foreign and the different as images of God in all their dignity,
too.
However, it does not go as far as to want to cultivate Christian leadership completely
without Christians. For then the fundamental metaphysical dimension of responsibility
which constitutes the Christian would be missing in practice. Arbitrariness of managers’
confessions would impede the Christian idea of profile, freedom, and tolerance just as
paternalism by force or a discourse polarized on an indispensable consensus would
do.23Uniformity and anonymity are not Christianly acceptable. In contrast to the esoteric
variation of the international drugstore chain DM, the Christian understanding of
personal appreciation in business does not define an employee’s temporary imbalance
or a missing positive charisma as a lack of refinement. Rather, it is a human expression
of our creative ground, which, biblically spoken by Kohelet (preacher), may also have its
time.
Within the fields of motivation and communication, the God-given individual and social
nature of humans have to be taken into account along with a high extent of selfresponsibility and communality. All this requires a concept of help for self-help with a
high degree of solidarity and individual commitment. The norms must first be designed in
the service of mutual trust. Where possible, there should not be a place in which whistleblowing could be desired for breaking conspiracy within a culture of leadership because
distrust and fear basically contradict the Christian ideal of togetherness.
A responsible transparency of corporate objectives and strategies is indispensable. Yet
the limits of a deliberative culture must be kept in mind. Scrupulous moral rumination

23

Concerning the meaning of diversity based on a Christian fundament of values, cf. Rohrhirsch (2013): 84
with reference to Volk (2012).
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which blocks performance is as questionable as the inefficiency of overly-long decisionmaking. A corporate sense of unity in which loyalty is based on the sense-understanding
and which ideally arises from an affective togetherness is – where possible – to be
encouraged.24 For this purpose, Christian confessors as leaders establish room for
freedom based on their conception of man and also where are ideological differences
exist. From the source of Christian belief, this culture therefore facilitates heterogeneity
and diversity from the Christian faith, but it must not poison this source which makes
freedom possible.25 This is the Christian idea of social love, which ultimately concretizes
social peace in the spirit of community. Undoubtedly, its realization remains a visionary
concept, which at least sets a desired objective.
Within a homogenous workforce (e.g., under a commonly shared Christian vision) a strict
hierarchy may be possible. This, however, necessarily presupposes a self-determined
voluntariness of all affected parties, who, in case of doubt, can, or rather must, abolish
this hierarchy. Since also in homogeneity, the co-responsibility, which is owed to the
Christianly understood personality, must not be relativized. In terms of employee
motivation, economic and ethical aspects should not be played off against each other on
a basis of the personal Christian conception of man. Since as soon as the egoistic
aspiration for one’s own benefit is suppressed, or if – inversely – it is assumed as the
only guiding principle, the holistically understood responsibility of a free human before
God is not taken seriously.
Following methodological individualism, different individual action motives are assumed.
Non-explicitly Christian arguments also enhance the explicitly Christian idea of personal
motivation. Jonathan Wolff sees the anthropological reason for the social aspect in a
“human social nature” which nevertheless facilitates the development of a social
responsibility as a “sense of community” by also considering individual egoistic selfinterest-centred thinking.26 Amartya Sen carries forward this idea – even beyond
Christian reasons –when he recognizes that a human, by his very nature, basically
follows his own interest. But, at the same time, by his social endowment, he strives for
collaborative actions.27
Both motivations are each based on their own efficiency potentials which are to be
activated by an appropriate deployment to an optimized allocation, i.e., to an efficient
use of human resources via incentives. The Christian culture of a synergetic motivation
also seeks to challenge the advantages of competition and team motives alike with a
possible reference to such assumptions, now rooted in Christian personality. Efficient
synergy effects result from the fact that the individuals thus mobilized are fully
addressed in their willingness to compete and in their ability to develop a team idea with
24

Regarding the sense-understanding, which is characteristic for Christian leadership and which is also
emphasized within the anthroposophical approach, cf. Rohrhirsch (2013): 83-84.
25
This line of thought corresponds to the so-called Böckenförde-dictum, after which also a democratic society
has to protect the normative sources, which only allow this democratic freedom and which precede every
democracy. Cf. Böckenförde (1967): 75.
26
Cf. Wolff (1991): 29f., 89.
27
Cf. Sen (2002).
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The compulsion to cultivate a dogmatic ideal of freedom contradicts the idea that the
Lord Jesus Christ expects a self-determined free response of humans to His offer of love.
As Individualitas and Socialitas constitute a person, competitive and group-rational team
motivations must both be equally in view. The reductions due to economic
endogenization as well as the killing or re-education of competitive thinking, from this
liberal-personal point of view, lead to a flawed understanding of motivation. This
understanding violates the Christianly understood, self-determined freedom of humans
and at the same time wastes efficiency potentials.
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all their rationality. The idea is that, by a culture of “commitment,” this facilitates a
higher identification with the company, a reduction of free-rider mentality, and the
realization of Christian personality.28

Christian-ethical and managerial perspectives converge here since the reductions of the
conception of man – from a Christian point of view – lead to inefficient allocations in
economic decisions because they are not oriented towards the basic structure of human
rationality (with both competitive and team motivation). Therefore, they neglect the
holistic human perspective because the Christian-personal motivation should make full
use of the efficiency potentials of self-interests (competition) and of collective integration
(team spirit) together, from the point of view of humanity and profitability alike. By this
approach, employees, on the one hand, are easier to motivate. Alternatively, this human
orientation of the performance incentives should optimally challenge the potential for
efficiency which is grounded in human rationality. The holistic essence of human
rationality is here the standard of personal ethical leadership legitimacy.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated that leadership ethics, in a narrower sense, is based on a
transparent basis of values and applies to a concrete scope of management. It
determines the relation of economic efficiency and human centrality without
instrumentalizing one of the objectives or substituting them. Within the present article,
the localization of Christian leadership ethics in contrast to alternative paradigms has
been made clear. First, it was determined that Christian leadership ethics in their basis
of values – unlike the normative individualism – presumes a complex human
anthropology with egoistic and non-egoistic rationality. Furthermore, Christian leadership
ethics is based on a metaphysical basis of values, whereby the normativity is derived
from the understanding of transcendence. Good leadership should therefore – in
contrast to deontological models – be oriented towards the transcendently good.
Compared to other religious and esoteric models, Christian leadership ethics refer to the
Triune God as the transcendent reference of the good. Biblically explained, a human as
God’s creature and image has an unconditional dignity, which justifies every human’s
right to unfold creativity and communality. For the responsibility-dualism, the priority is
set for the non-economically endogenized personal unfolding, into which service the
economic calculus must be set. Good leadership, therefore, implies following one’s own
28 Cf.

van Diek (2004).
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destiny of salvation and empowering employees to comply with their own destiny. As a
result, a good culture of leadership includes virtues, norms, and relations, which enable
every human being, also within the work context, to unfold his or her God-given destiny of
salvation.
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Abstract
Authentic leadership is considered a new field of
leadership research. Its formative status makes it possible
to attract unique commentary and re-examination. Based
on a comparison between authentic leadership and
leadership ethics and focusing on the theoretical
perspective of authentic leadership, this essay argues for a
new perspective of authentic leadership. Consistencies
resulting from the comparison serve to reinforce this
essay’s central argument, namely, that just as ethics is
central to all forms leadership, the main perspectives and
components of authentic leadership as well as factors that
influence it are also central to the various leadership
approaches. In other words, the centrality of ethics to
leadership seems consistent with the centrality of
authenticity to leadership. Therefore, rather than continue
research in authentic leadership as a unique leadership
approach, this essay recommends research in concepts
such as authentic transformational leadership, authentic
servant leadership, authentic team leadership, authentic
transactional leadership, among other forms of leadership.
The essay concludes with a study recommendation,
sampling some research questions and a hypothesis.
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Authentic Leadership and Leadership Ethics:
Proposing a New Perspective

Introduction

Authentic leadership has been described as “one of the newest areas of leadership
research” still undergoing exploration in view of determining its parameters and clear
conceptualization (Northouse, 2013, p. 253). This developmental and formative status
of authentic leadership gives it room to attract some unique commentary and the
possibility of proposing further research. Characteristically, authentic leadership focuses
on the genuineness of leadership and leaders’ authenticity. It is perhaps for this reason
that leadership scholars have presented authentic leadership as an ideal to be sought by
any leader, similar to leadership ethics, and therefore suitable for every form of
leadership.
Based on a comparison between authentic leadership and leadership ethics and
focusing on the theoretical perspective of authentic leadership, this essay argues for a
new perspective of this leadership approach. Consistencies resulting from the
comparison seem to reinforce the argument that just as ethics is central to leadership,
the main components of authentic leadership, which leadership scholars have identified,
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as well as the factors that influence this leadership model, are also central to the various
forms of leadership. The essay focuses on the theoretical perspective of authentic
leadership, which describes what this approach of leadership is and what accounts for it.
Therefore, the main argument of this essay is that while the components that constitute
authentic leadership and factors influencing it are valid, all these combine to constitute
ethical leaders. In other words, the centrality of ethics to leadership seems consistent
with the centrality of authenticity to leadership. To this extent, rather than continue
research in authentic leadership as an independent leadership approach, it would seem
appropriate to begin examining concepts such as authentic transformational leadership,
authentic servant leadership, authentic team leadership, authentic transactional
leadership, among other forms of leadership.
The essay begins with an overview of authentic leadership, including its background,
definitions, and perspectives. The main components of this form of leadership as well as
the factors that influence it are also presented. This primary information from a review of
literature is used in the second part of the essay in which a new perspective of authentic
leadership is proposed. The essay employs a comparative analysis approach, juxtaposing
leadership ethics and authentic leadership.

Authentic Leadership: Background and Perspectives

Leadership scholars have traced research focusing on authentic leadership to corporate
and political scandals in society (Caza & Jackson, 2014; Gardner, Avolio, Luthans, May,
& Walumbwa, 2005; Northouse, 2013). Experiences many societies are facing seem to
bring about a certain longing for honest and genuine leaders, persons who can be
trusted in their leadership positions. According to Northouse (2013), “People’s demands
for trustworthy leadership make the study of authentic leadership timely and worthwhile”
(p. 253). It is worth noting, from the onset, that while research focusing on authentic
leadership seems recent, the human interest in “authenticity” could be considered
timeless.
The leadership approach termed authentic leadership had been identified under
transformational leadership research, particularly in two works, the one by Bass (1990)
and the one by Bass and Steidlmeier (1999). However, its meaning seems not to have
been fully articulated. There was still the need for operationalizing the leadership style
and creating a theoretical framework to explain it so that it is evidence based. An
attempt to articulate the meaning of authentic leadership started with Luthans and
Avolio (2003) in an article that addressed the development of authentic leadership and
positive organizational scholarship.
Drawing inspiration from Luthans and Avolio’s article, a leadership summit was
organized at Nebraska University, focusing on the nature and development of authentic
leadership. This summit has been known as “the primary catalyst” for research on
authentic leadership (Northouse, 2013, p. 261) because it did prompt two sets of
publications: a special issue of Leadership Quarterly in 2005; and another 2005
publication, Monographs in Leadership and Management. Upheavals and instability in
the United States would eventually increase interest in authentic leadership, from 9/11
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Authentic leadership is a complex process, difficult to characterize, the result being
multiple definitions written from varying viewpoints and emphasis (Northouse, 2013;
Chan, 2005). The main challenge that researchers seem to face in developing authentic
leadership theory is defining the construct and identifying its characteristics, hence the
reason for multiple definitions. According to Northouse (2013), “Authentic leadership is a
complex process that emphasizes the development of qualities that help leaders to be
perceived as trustworthy and believable by their followers” (p. 267). He has identified
three possible perspectives for this leadership form: intrapersonal, interpersonal,
development.
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attacks to widespread corporate corruption, to a troubled economy, among other societal
crises.

Intrapersonal perspective. The intrapersonal perspective of authentic leadership focuses
on the person of the leader, and what goes on within the leader including his or her selfknowledge, self-regulation, and self-concept. Some other characteristics, suggested by
Shamir and Eilam (2005) include genuine leadership, leading from conviction, and being
original and not copies. For Northouse (2013), intrapersonal perspective of leadership
“emphasizes a leader’s life experiences and the meaning he or she attaches to those
experiences as being critical to the development of the authentic leader” (p. 254).

Interpersonal perspective. While the intrapersonal perspective looks out for integrity
within an individual leader based on ethical principles (Noelliste, 2013), the
interpersonal perspective is about the relational factors between leaders and followers
in a mutual way (Northouse, 2013; Uhl-Bien, 2006). Under this perspective, “authenticity
emerges from the interaction between leaders and followers. It is a reciprocal process
because leaders affect followers and followers affect leaders” (Northouse, 2013, p.
254).

Development perspective. The development perspective of authentic leadership, on the
other hand, is viewed “as something that can be nurtured in a leader, rather than as a
fixed trait.” (Northouse, 2013, p. 254). This also means that authentic leadership
develops in a person over a lifetime and could even be triggered by significant events in
a person’s life, including and not limited to serious illness or even a new occupation.
This development approach seems most favorable among scholars. Taking this
perspective into account, Walumbwa, Avolio, Gardner, Wernsing, and Peterson (2008)
have conceptualized authentic leadership as developing from and grounded in a leader’s
not only positive psychological qualities but also the leader’s strong ethics. In fact, the
definition by Walumbwa et al. (2008) seems the most often cited. Having conducted a
comprehensive literature review and complemented this review with elite interviews with
experts in this field, they defined authentic leadership as,

a pattern of leader behavior that draws upon and promotes both positive
psychological capacities and a positive ethical climate, to foster greater selfawareness, an internalized moral perspective, balanced processing of information,
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and relational transparency on the part of leaders working with followers, fostering
positive self-development (p. 94).
From this definition and following subsequent considerations by other scholars
(Holmquist, 2018), particularly Avolio, Walumbwa, and Weber (2009), authentic
leadership is composed of four components, which are distinct but related. They include
self-awareness, internalized moral perspective, balanced processing, and relational
transparency. Each of these four types of behavior are developed over a lifetime.
Northouse (2013) categorized these four types of behavior under theoretical
approaches, namely, approaches based on social science research findings.

Self-awareness.Northouse (2013) has described this component of authentic leadership
as “a process in which individuals understand themselves, including their strengths and
weaknesses, and the impact they have on others” (p. 263). This description implies that
as a process, self-awareness is not an end in itself; it is a lifelong process, especially as it
is about an individual leader coming to terms with who he or she really is at that
individual’s deepest level (Ladkin & Taylor, 2010). This has a lot to do with personal
awareness of one’s own core values, identity, emotions, motives, as well as goals. And
as Gardner et al. (2005) have put it, when leaders have a clear sense of who they are
(self-knowledge) including what they stand for, they would have a strong bearing for not
only their decisions but also their actions. This implies a life and profession guided by
some ethical principles and morality.

Internalized moral perspective. A self-regulatory process is implied in this perspective,
with leaders using “their internal moral standards and values to guide their behavior
rather than allow outside pressures to control them” (Northouse, 2013, p. 264). In this
respect, societal or group pressures are excluded. Northouse (2013) further justifies the
self-regulatory claim by positing that “people have control over the extent to which they
allow others to influence them” (p. 264). Those with internalized moral perspective
would act in a manner consistent with the beliefs and moral they express, which seems
similar to what Aristotle termed virtue ethics (Aristotle, 1999; Cronin, 2006).

Balanced processing. This refers to the ability of an individual to analyze information
objectively as well as exploring others’ opinions before he or she makes decisions. It has
to do with avoiding favoritism about particular issues and being unbiased. According to
Northouse (2013), “Balanced processing includes soliciting viewpoints from those who
disagree with you and fully considering their positions before taking your own actions” (p.
264). The idea of authenticity here is reinforced by being open about personal
perspectives while remaining objective in considering the perspectives of others. To this
extent, it is also a self-regulatory behavior that borrows heavily from Aristotle’s virtue
ethics.

Relational transparency. This is about presenting oneself to others in an honest and
open manner. This is consistent with self-regulation to the extent that an individual
controls his or her transparency with others (Kernis, 2003; Northouse, 2013). As Kernis
(2003) argued, relational transparency happens when individuals make deliberate
moves to share what they heartily feel, including their emotions and inclinations with
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This essay seeks to propose a new perspective of authentic leadership based on a
comparison between authentic leadership and leadership ethics. The three perspectives
and the four components of authentic leadership discussed above have provided some
theoretical perspective of this leadership approach. This essay has considered the
factors that influence authentic leadership as being significant in completing the
theoretical overview of this leadership style. It is on the basis of the perspectives of,
components of, and factors influencing authentic leadership that a new perspective will
be proposed. In his discussion of the factors influencing authentic leadership, Northouse
(2013) has formulated three groups: positive psychological capacities, moral reasoning,
and critical life events.
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others appropriately. In this case, both positive and negative aspects of the self are
expressed. It is about open communication with others characterized with the ability to
be “real” and genuine in relating with others, hence akin to virtue ethics.

Positive psychological capacities. Drawn from the fields of positive psychology and
positive organizational behavior, positive psychological attributes on the part of an
authentic leader include confidence, hope, optimism, and resilience (Luthans & Avolio,
2003). All these positive attributes are helpful in enhancing a leader’s capacity to
develop the authentic leadership components. Confidence has to do with self-efficacy,
namely, “the belief that one has the ability to successfully accomplish a specified task”
(Northouse, 2013, p. 265). Various scholars have confirmed that leaders who have
confidence are more likely to be inclined and motivated toward success, including
persistence in the face of obstacles (Bandura, 1997; Luthans & Avolio, 2003;
Northouse, 2013). This fits among the characteristics of a virtuous person (Aristotle,
1999; Cronin, 2006).
Hope has been described as “a positive motivational state based on willpower and goal
planning … Authentic leaders with hope have goals they know can be accomplished;
their hope inspires followers to trust them and believe in their goals” (Northouse, 2013,
p. 265). Meanwhile, the positive psychological capacity of optimism “refers to the
cognitive process of viewing situations from a positive light and having favorable
expectations about the future” (Northouse, 2013, p. 265). Leaders characterized with
optimism are also positive about their capabilities as well as their achievable outcomes.
As Covey (1990) contended, leaders with optimism would approach life not with a sense
of scarcity but with a sense of abundance.
The fourth positive psychological attribute is resilience, which refers to the capacity to
recover from as well as adjust to adverse situations including “the ability to positively
adapt to hardships and suffering” (Northouse, 2013, p. 265). In the context of
leadership, it is about a leader’s ability to bounce back when faced with challenging
situations, drawing strength from these challenges and even becoming more resourceful
as a result of the challenges (Sutcliffe & Vogus, 2003). All the four capacities seem
consistent with ethical principles, which serve to guide various leadership approaches.
Servant leaders, transformational leaders, transactional leaders, all stand in need of
confidence, hope, optimism, and resilience in going about their leadership functions with
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any success. The same could be true of moral reasoning and critical events in a leader’s
life.

Moral reasoning. This has to do with a leader’s capability to make decisions that can be
deemed ethical on issues of right and wrong, good and bad. Northouse (2013) has
described moral reasoning as a lifelong process that enables “leaders to be selfless and
make judgments that serve the greater good of the group, organization, or community,”
including the promotion of justice and rightful things for the community (p. 266).

Critical life events. These refer to the positive or negative major events that shape a
person’s life, which act as potential catalysts in the process of change. Scholars have
agreed that life experiences have an impact on leaders’ performance. For instance,
Shamir and Eilam (2005) saw authentic leadership resting heavily on the understanding
people put on their life experiences. Northouse (2013) remarked that when leaders
understand their personal life experiences including childhood experiences, they become
more authentic. For Luthans and Avolio (2003), life events that are critical have the
power to stimulate growth in individuals, helping them become stronger leaders.
Overall, the perspectives and components of authentic leadership as well as the factors
that influence this approach to leadership combine to provide insights into this form of
leadership. This theoretical framework of the meaning of authentic leadership grounded
in a review of literature could provide the foundation for an analysis that proposes a new
perspective of authentic leadership. Therefore, the next section discusses the proposed
perspective.

Authentic Leadership: Proposing a New Perspective

While leadership scholars have given specific components of what authentic leadership
is and what accounts for it and considering these scholars’ confirmation that authentic
leadership as an approach to leadership is an ongoing research task (Northouse, 2013;
Walumbwa, Avolio, Gardner, Wernsing, & Peterson, 2008), this section proposes a new
perspective for authentic leadership. This proposal seeks to compare authentic
leadership with ethical considerations of the different forms of leadership. The main
argument here is that the combination of the components and the factors influencing
authentic leadership seems to be presented as ideals similar to leadership ethics.
Therefore, rather than having authentic leadership as a unique approach, scholars could
engage in developing authentic transformational leadership, authentic servant
leadership, authentic team leadership, authentic charismatic leadership, authentic
transactional leadership, among other leadership approaches.

Authentic Leaderships and Other Leadership Approaches

Various scholars have argued that the basis of authentic transformational leadership is
altruistic principles (Bass & Steidlmeier, 1999; Kanungo & Mendonca, 1996; Northouse,
2013). Studies focusing on transformational and charismatic leadership (Bass &
Steidlmeier, 1999; Kanungo & Mendonca, 1996) have actually suggested that the
behaviors of authentic transformational leaders (as opposed to pseudo-transformational
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For instance, in discussing the moral components of transactional leadership, Bass and
Steidlmeier (1999) pointed out aspects such as granting others some liberty and
opportunity, which a leader claims for oneself, “telling the truth, keeping promises,
distributing to each what is due, and employing valid incentives and sanctions” (p. 185).
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ones) and authentic charismatic leaders (as opposed to negative charismatic ones) and
their respective strategies of influence need to meet high ethical standards (Kanungo,
2001). In fact, leadership behaviors that seem devoid of ethical legitimacy are
considered lacking in authenticity.

However, despite the identification of these aspects that show moral legitimacy, Bass
and Steidlmeier (1999) have seen transactional leadership as founded on a self-interest
worldview and indicated that such “pursuit of self-interest is found wanting by most
ethicists” (p. 185). This way of thinking had been advanced by Kanungo and Mendonca
(1996) who argued that a worldview of self-interest that characterizes transactional
leadership is devoid of any moral legitimacy. They explained that in serving their selfinterest, transactional leaders use control strategies by exchanging valued resources,
aimed at inducing compliance behavior among followers.
Burns (1978) seems to have shared this argument, describing the self-interest pursuit of
transactional leaders as not only self-absorbing but also manipulative, particularly when
such leaders control their followers by addressing physical and social needs that are at a
lower order, accomplished by concentrating “on method, technique and mechanisms
rather than on broader ends and purposes” (p. 405).It is this essay’s submission that the
arguments above serve to illustrate the affinity between ethical considerations and
authentic leadership. In other words, leaders lacking in ethical legitimacy might not be
considered authentic leaders.
In contrasting transactional with transformational leadership, the ethical factors at stake
seem to merge well with most of the factors that influence authentic leadership. For
instance, Burns (1978) seems to confirm the authenticity of transformational leadership,
arguing that unlike transactional leadership that is self-absorbing and manipulative,
transformational leadership is “moral in that it raises the level of human conduct and
ethical aspiration of both leaders and led” (p. 20).
However, opposed to such a distinction between transactional and transformational
leaders on the basis of ethical considerations, Keeley (1995) has argued for the
possibility of unethical transformational leaders and ethical transactional leaders. He
argued, “Unless leaders are able to transform everyone and create absolute unanimity of
interests, transformational leadership produces simply a majority will that represents the
interests of the strongest faction” (p. 77). Meanwhile, the lack of the requirement for a
“consensus on ends” on the part of transactional leaders but a simple “consent to
means-agreement on rules, rights, and responsibilities” serving their separate interests
seems to give a transactional leader, who is seen to serve the interests of all parties
concerned, a moral basis (Keeley, 1995, pp. 86-87).
While such controversy among scholars about the moral standing of these two forms of
leadership might constitute a moral problem, Kanungo’s (2001) proposed resolution to
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this controversy, namely, reverting to the dimensions of ethical leaderships, can be
favorably compared to the components of and factors that influence authentic
leadership. In other words, one can speak about authentic transactional leaders and
authentic transformational leaders.

Authentic Leadership and Leadership Ethics

Regardless of the form of leadership a leader exhibits, a leader’s behavior can be judged
to be ethical or unethical. Beginning with dominant figures in the tradition of ethics, it is
worth the effort to discuss ways in which leadership ethics seem consistent with what
has been described under authentic leadership. The argument for a new perspective of
authentic leadership, which this essay advances, is based on this consistency.
Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas could be considered the dominant figures in the tradition
of ethics of virtue. However, before these figures, both Socrates and Plato deemed acts
of virtue the basis of morality (White, 1993). For all these figures, a leader who engages
in virtuous acts would pass the test of an ethical leader, which includes refraining from
behaviors that harm others. They considered altruistic motives critical to the day to day
behavior of a good and therefore virtuous leader.
In the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle (1999) has a teleological approach to ethics, which
he sees oriented towards happiness (eudaemonist). Operating within the framework of
the metaphysical categories of potency and act, Aristotle saw human beings in a lifelong
developmental progression from potentiality to actuality, from childhood into adulthood.
Rather than being born virtuous or vicious, human beings are born with that potentiality
to become either virtuous or vicious. As Cronin (2006) has put it, “Aristotle builds up a
picture of the good man by defining the moral and intellectual virtues,” including aspects
such as temperance, generosity, friendship, wisdom, intelligence, prudence, among
other virtues that are cultivated throughout one’s life.
This lifelong cultivation of all these virtues seems consistent with what leadership
scholars have said about how a leader develops, also over a lifetime, the various
components of authentic leadership. Self-awareness for authentic leadership can be
seen as a process of understanding oneself, operationalizing the progression from
potentiality to actuality that Aristotle alluded to. Internalized moral perspective of the
authentic leader is in itself an exercise in growing in virtue. The components of balanced
processing and relational transparency are best operationalized by Thomas Aquinas’
perspective of ethics as they deal with how a leader relates with others.
Apart from addressing the philosophy of natural law, Thomas Aquinas has about two
thirds of his Summa Theologiae devoted to the subject of virtues. He identified three
factors that could be used to determine the ethical nature of one’s behavior, which can
be directly applied to leaders. These factors include: motive, the manifest behavior, and
the social context. These factors take the altruistic dimension of virtuous acts,
particularly if taken in the context of leadership. Aquinas’ meaning is that for a leader to
be ethical, he or she will need to have the right motives by engaging in virtuous
behaviors, which benefit others, and refraining from evil acts that could harm others.
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The components of balanced processing and relational transparency that partly
constitute authentic leadership seem to fit within this description. Under balanced
processing, an authentic leader seeks the opinions of others including those in
disagreement with him or her and takes actions in full consideration of these divergent
viewpoints. Meanwhile, relational transparency of an authentic leader takes the aspect
of seeking others’ opinions to a higher level, with the leader showing honesty and
openness in reaching out to others. Is it not that both components of authentic
leadership operationalize the ethical factors, which Aquinas enlisted, namely, that the
basis of a leader’s motives for behavior and the actions thereafter is the altruistic
dimension?
The factor of the social context raised by Aquinas seems to be operationalized in factors
influencing authentic leadership, particularly the one described as critical life events.
Aquinas’ proposed requirement that a morally right leader needs to consider the
demands of the social situation he or she might face as well as the outcomes of his or
her actions in that specific context serves to illustrate the factor of life experiences,
which are always context-based.
This analysis of Aquinas’ understanding of the ethics of virtues seems to illustrate the
close affinity between leadership ethics and authentic leadership and reinforces this
essay’s argument that all forms of leadership require the components of authentic
leadership to be considered ethical. As Kanungo and Mendonca (1996) explained in line
with Aquinas’ viewpoint, in ethical leadership, the motives, behaviors, and capacities of a
leader result in not only the moral development of the leader but also the followers. Such
mutual moral development serves the interest of the organization and even society at
large, which would make the leader authentic and successful.
Besides Aristotle’s teleological approach to ethics, other perspectives of leadership
ethics have identified deontological and virtue-based theories, which seem to be also
operationalized in authentic leadership and therefore consistent with this essay’s
argument. Northouse (2013) has described the deontological perspective of leadership
ethics as that which “focuses on the actions of the leader and his or her moral
obligations and responsibilities to do the right thing” (p. 426). This is distinguished from
the teleological perspective, which looks at the kind of outcomes a leader’s actions
might produce.
In this case, deontological perspective considers the inherent goodness of the actions,
irrespective of their consequences. Examples include telling the truth, showing respect,
keeping promises, exercising fairness, among others. Having their theoretical basis in
Aristotle who emphasized the vitally important role of character formation by way of
practice and habit, these examples seem to constitute the nature of an individual’s
moral development. Is this not how a leader develops the internalized moral perspective,
which characterizes authentic leadership as discussed above? This seems the case
considering the aforementioned assertion that leaders with internalized moral
perspective act in a manner consistent with the beliefs and morals they express.
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Still in a manner consistent with the authentic leadership component of self-awareness,
White (1993) has observed, “by making our character, will, and intentions central
elements of moral virtue, Aristotle pointed out how critical it is to study our motivation
and master the inner forces that could lead to moral compromises” (p. 4). Again, these
assertions provide a direct link between ethical leadership and authentic leadership and
serve to further the central argument of this essay.
A final consideration of this analysis concerns virtue-based theories, which “focus on
who leaders are as people” (Northouse, 2013, p. 427). Traced back to the ancient
Greeks and the writings of Plato and Aristotle, these theories draw attention not so much
to what leaders do but rather to what they are, with emphasis on becoming virtuous and
good persons. In a manner consistent with Aristotle’s argument discussed above,
Northouse (2013) has observed, “When practiced over time, from youth to adulthood,
good values become habitual, and part of the people themselves. By telling the truth,
people become truthful” (pp. 427-428). He further noted that even though people can be
able to learn and develop good values, “this theory maintains that virtues are present in
one’s disposition” (p. 427). This latter assertion seems consistent with the positive
psychological attributes as one of the factors that influence authentic leadership. In this
regard, considered helpful in enhancing a leader’s capacity to develop the authentic
leadership components, the attributes of confidence, hope, optimism, and resilience
could be part of the virtues present in a leader’s disposition.
Overall, just as leadership scholars have argued for the centrality of ethics to leadership
(Ciulla, 2012; Ciulla & Forsyth, 2014; Northouse, 2013), what constitutes authentic
leadership seem equally central to leadership. Based on the analysis that has been
grounded in a review of literature, the various ethical considerations in leadership seem
consistent with the components of authentic leadership. Furthermore, the factors that
influence authentic leadership seem to be operationalized in leadership ethics.

Conclusion

This essay has compared the key aspects of authentic leadership and leadership ethics
and found consistency. While Northouse (2013) has taken into consideration leadership
devoid of authenticity and stated that there is “a tremendous demand for authentic
leadership” (p. 253), this essay has sought to propose a new perspective about
authentic leadership. The main argument has been that while the perspectives and
components of authentic leadership as well as factors influencing this leadership
approach seem valid, all these aspects of authentic leadership could actually combine to
make ethical leaders. Consistent with this argument, leadership scholars have presented
authentic leadership as an ideal to be sought by any leader, a factor that makes this
leadership approach suitable for every form of leadership. Therefore, this essay has
proposed that rather than continue research in authentic leadership, leadership scholars
could launch studies that examine concepts such as authentic transformational
leadership, authentic servant leadership, authentic team leadership, authentic
transactional leadership, among other forms of leadership. Beginning with a review of
literature and guided by the theoretical framework of both authentic leadership and
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leadership ethics, further research could be guided by the following research questions:
does authentic leadership and leadership ethics share the same principles? Can leaders
devoid of ethical considerations be considered authentic leaders? Is authentic
leadership an ideal leadership construct achieved by ethical leaders? Finally, considering
this essay’s central argument, such a study could be guided by this hypothesis: the
centrality of ethics to leadership is consistent with the centrality of authenticity to
leadership.
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Introduction

As leaders worldwide deal with the stunning reality that only 13% of 30,000 employees
surveyed are positively engaged (Mann & Harter, 2016; Fuller & Shikaloff, 2017) in
support of their organizations and only 18% believe that their leaders tell the truth
(Edelman, 2013), many would-be leaders struggle with what apparently are seriously
deficient leadership models currently being practiced (Hurley, 2011). These widely cited
survey results suggest that trust in business leaders is alarmingly low and that trust in
leaders of governments is even worse. In contrast with this alarming evidence about the
decline in leadership and trust, opportunities still exist for leaders to increase follower
trust and commitment that is so critical to creating competitive advantage (Beer, 2009).
The purpose of this paper is to present a Muslim perspective of leadership as viewed
from observing leaders in Muscat, Oman – the capital city of the Middle East country that
has grown at the rate of just under 4% per year since 2000 (Trading Economics, 2018)
and is awash with residents from places throughout the world. In Muscat, Oman
residents are hard-working, happy, and friendly and actively support their leaders who
typically adhere to the culture and practices of the Muslim faith.
This paper begins with a brief summary of traditional moral perspectives that are implicit
in leadership, summarizing the widely accepted but contrasting points of view of
Lawrence Kohlberg and Carol Gilligan. It then presents a perspective of leadership from
an Islamic perspective, citing a variety of scholars in describing unique Muslim insights
about human relationships, the importance of the pursuit of harmony, and a long-term
view of goal achievement. In presenting this summary, the paper identifies six important
propositions about leadership which have application for would-be leaders – regardless
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Two Perspectives of Morality

Two often-cited models for assessing moral duties are the related but distinctly separate
moral theories proposed by Lawrence Kohlberg (1976) and Carol Gilligan. Kohlberg’s
model, based upon assumptions primarily founded on principles of justice and rationality
(Ellertson, Ingerson, & Williams, 2016), is often described as a masculine framework for
moral development--primarily based upon a cognitive or belief-based view of
relationships and moral duties (Rest, Narvaez, Bebeau, & Thomas, 1999). In contrast,
Gilligan (2016) offered a feminine moral perspective that is clearly affective, feminine,
and based upon caring, relationships and responsibilities (Nodding, 2013).
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of their cultural background or country of origin. The paper then summarizes its practical
contributions for leaders and concludes with a challenge for practitioners and scholars.

Kohlberg’s (1976) original model, consisting of six stages and three levels of moral
development, is a cognitive theory of moral reasoning in responding to moral dilemmas
that was derived from a study of the responses solely of young men. Kohlberg derived
his model from the work of Piaget and suggested that his framework had application
regardless of gender – despite the fact that his research involved young men entirely.
In contrast, Gilligan (2016) argued that a feminist moral perspective was much more
affective and closely tied to moral responsibilities associated with interpersonal
relationships and caring about moral duties owed to others. Gilligan’s (1982) moral
framework intentionally incorporated the responses entirely of women and was
developed to document the unique nature of the feminine perspective in examining
moral duties. Known in the ethics literature as the Ethic of Care, Gilligan’s research
affirmed that moral outcomes needed to focus on much more than rationality, justice,
and rules of law (Held, 2006).
Kohlberg’s moral development model is clearly more rule- and justice-based and goaloriented – seeking ideal outcomes and classified as a teleological ethical framework
(Brady, 1999). Gilligan’s Ethic of Care is a feminine ethical perspective that seeks to
honor others, protect their interests and rights, and pursue their individual welfare as an
axiological ethical classification (Brady, 1999). In many ways, the contrasting moral
frameworks mesh comfortably within the two goals of leadership identified in the original
Ohio State and Michigan leadership studies. Both of those studies concluded that
leadership focused on both the pursuit of task-based outcomes and the maintaining of
interpersonal relationships; and both acknowledged that leaders who integrated both
factors were likely to achieve superior practical results (Chemers, 1997). Consistent with
this summary of the masculine and feminine perspectives of moral development and
their Muslim applications, we present our first proposition.
P1: Because Omani Muslim leaders appear to be high in both masculine and
feminine moral values, the followers of those leaders will perceive their leaders
high in personal integrity.
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Integrity, or the ability to honor commitments and keep promises, is one of the three
most important conditions precedent to organizational (Caldwell & Clapham, 2003) and
interpersonal trustworthiness (Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995; Colquitt, Scott, &
LePine, 2007). Because integrity and trustworthiness are so closely related, we suggest
our second proposition.
P2: Because Omani Muslim leaders appear to be high in both masculine and
feminine moral values, the followers of those leaders will perceive their leaders
high in trustworthiness.
Lennick and Kiel (2011) have suggested that high moral intelligence consists of 1) a
commitment to create value short-term, 2) a commitment to create value long-term, and
3) a commitment to doing no harm. The moral perspective of Omani Muslims integrates
both masculine and feminine ethical frameworks that incorporate the adoption of
interpersonal moral responsibility as well as the application of rational and responsible
leadership in honoring duties to stakeholders which encompass the three obligations of
moral intelligence.

Islam and Leadership

Ali, (2009) has suggested a model of Islamic leadership that incorporates cultural,
religious, and traditional management insights. In this assessment of the Muslim
perspective of leadership, we build on the work of scholars to describe this integration of
these three factors that affect Islamic leadership and present six propositions related to
Muslim leadership.

Cultural Insights

For Omanis and many other Muslim countries, there is a logically rational but sometimes
ironic relationship between culture and leadership (Ali, 2009). Culture provides both
meaning and context to what leaders do and “induces followers to respond and act in a
particular way” (Ali, 2009, p. 161). The complexity of the Omani culture and the evolving
nature of the role of women in that culture has changed the dimensions of leadership,
the expectations of leader roles, and the historic rationale about leadership norms – with
major changes in the role of women since Sultan Qaboos extended to women the right to
work and to obtain tertiary education (Goveas & Aslam, 2011). In the face of evolving
norms and cultural and economic change, we propose our third proposition.
P3: Because Omani leaders have become more pressured to be inclusive about
women and their place in society, more responsive to the input of others, and
more willing to share responsibility current Omani leaders will be perceived as
more responsive and inclusive than their predecessors of previous generations.
In Hofstede’s classic study of national cultures, he identified the six factors that typically
describe culture. Hofstede (2003) described culture as collective programming of the
human mind within a cultural group that distinguishes the members if that group from
other groups. Table 1 provided below, briefly summarizes the six well-recognized cultural
dimensions of Hofstede’s I2003) cultural model and suggests how those factors apply
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Brief Summary

Impacts for Oman

Effects on Leadership

Power
Distance

This dimension includes the
degree which less powerful
members of organizations
and institutions accept and
expect that power is
distributed unequally.

Oman is high in Power
Distance and
differences in status
are recognized. The
recent effort to upgrade
the status of women
has reduced this
distance.

Respect for those in the
position of leadership is
very high and leaders are
shown deference in
decision-making – even
when superior options
are available.

MasculineFeminine

Masculinity identifies the
preference for achievement,
heroism, assertiveness and
material rewards for
success whereas Femininity
is the preference for
cooperation, modesty,
caring for the weak and
quality of life.

For a Mid-Eastern
culture, Oman is
relatively neutral in this
factor and women are
increasingly allowed to
obtain an education
and participate actively
in the work force.
However, women
clearly are expected to
be more modest.

Although men tend to be
in many top leadership
roles, women have
increasingly significant
influence in the Omani
society and can now fill
important administrative
roles.

Uncertainty
Avoidance

This dimension identifies
the tolerance of a society for
ambiguity, uncertainty, and
risk.

Oman is quite high in
Uncertainty Avoidance
and prefers to avoid
unnecessary risk or
speculation.

Omani leaders make
carefully thought out
decisions and may move
slowly in making changes
if risk is perceived.

Individualism Individualistic societies have
vs.
loose ties wherein the
Collectivism
emphasis is on the “I”
versus the “we.”
Collectivism, describes a
society in which tightlyintegrated relationships tie
extended families and
others into in-groups.

Like most Mid-Eastern
cultures, Oman is low in
Individualism and
definitely Collectivist in
its perceptions about
the importance of the
group and the family
unit.

The impact of high
Collectivism is reflected
in Omani leaders’
commitment to outcomes
which benefit the entire
community.

Long-term
vs. Shortterm
Orientation

Oman has moved in the
direction of being shortterm focused in its
commercial growth and
economic expansion
but also respects long-

The innate courtesy and
kindness of Omanis
result in their
interpersonal courtesy
and respect for leaders
and their pursuit of long-

This dimension associates
the connection of the past
with the current and future
actions and challenges and
also reflects respect for
traditions.
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Cultural
Criterion
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Indulgence
vs. Restraint

A society high in Indulgence
gratifies present needs
whereas a society high in
Restraint controls
gratification of needs and
regulates it by means of
strict social norms.

term objectives and
tradition.

term positive outcomes.

Because of the high
moral standards of the
Islamic faith, Oman is
very high in Restraint.

The Islamic faith imposes
high moral standards of
ethical leadership.

Table 1 – Hofstede’s Cultural Factors and their Omani Leadership Impact
within the Omani culture – including a summary of the significance of each cultural
factor as it may apply to the Muslim leader-follower relationship in Oman.
Summarizing Table 1, the Muslim culture is high in restraint, uncertainty avoidance,
collectivism, and power distance while being more neutral in time orientation and gender
role identification. Applying this profile and its impact on leaders seems to affirm that
leaders in the Muslim and Omani culture are likely to be highly respected by followers,
focused on what is good for the whole, and concerned about making decisions that
preserve what is good about the status quo and reinforcing of high moral standards.
For Muslims in Omani, culture serves as a normative yardstick which affirms what works
and what does not work and Omani culture determines the boundaries of appropriate
conduct (Ali, 2009). The six dimensions of Hofstede’s (2003) cultural model identify how
Muslim norms affect much of Omani society, the expectations held for leaders, and the
degree to which the leadership relationship affects interpersonal assumptions and
human interaction.
As noted in Table 1, the Islamic culture places a high priority on relationships and
responsibility and honor and integrity are defining values. Culturally, relationships
respect the importance of harmony and incorporate the notion of “a soft landing” by
which to resolve conflicts. Respect for leaders preserves their prestige and group
members honor the leader’s role by focusing on solutions that reinforce harmony.
Success is emphasized from a big picture perspective and is viewed by Omanis as a
journey rather than an end point. Accordingly, substandard leadership decisions are met
with high follower patience and gentle feedback to help a leader make decisions that are
better choices. Our fourth proposition incorporates this great respect for Muslim leaders
in Omani.
P4: Because power distance is high and leaders are highly respected, Omani
leaders are more likely to be shown patient respect regarding decisions that they
make than leaders of other countries.
Two frequently heard Arabic phrases in the Omani culture reflect the Islamic perception
about the pursuit of virtuous results. One phrase,  العربية ألهامدوليالor “Alhamdulillah,”
means “All the praises and thanks be to Allah.” This phrase not only emphasizes the
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humility of the Islamic faith but the acknowledgement of dependence upon God for a
successful outcome (McIntosh, 2017). Similarly, the phrase  إن شاء هللاor “inshallah”
literally means “if God wills” in Arabic. Both phrases suggest great reliance upon the will
of God (McIntosh, 2017). However, The Quran teaches that Muslims have a personal
obligation to do much more than to simply turn responsibility for problems to Allah.
Faithful Muslims who follow the Quran must make a full effort on their own part, and only
then do they believe that Allah will bless their efforts. This important distinction also
applies to the leader-follower relationship wherein followers assist leaders to succeed –
even when a leader may make a decision that a follower deems to be imperfect.
Consistent with the values reflected by these two often-used Omani phrases, our fifth
proposition:
P5: Omani followers of Muslim leaders are more likely to demonstrate the Islamic
faith’s commitment to supporting leader efforts even when they disagree than
followers who disagree with their leaders in non-Muslim societies.

Management Factors

The Islamic faith is centered on the pursuit of peace and justice (Gulen, 2011). Muslim
and Islam both are derived from an Arabic three letter word that means “surrender or
submit to God” and the goal of every Muslim is to achieve a state of inner peace (Unal,
2013). Ali (2009) explained that Islamic individuals are held responsible for promoting
and enforcing justice and noted that The Qur’an (4:58) requires that “When ye judge
between people that ye judge with justice.” This masculine emphasis on justice is
balanced by the Omani cultural commitment to open hospitality, welcoming kindness,
and omnipresent deep familial love – distinctly feminine moral virtues consistent with
the Ethic of Care (Held, 2006). The Omani greeting, “As-salam alaikum” or “Peace be
unto you” conveys the warmth of the Muslim greeting extended to each person and
reflects the authentic concern, generosity, and kindness that is the foundation of Omani
relationships (Trip Advisor, 2017). Omanis balance this masculine commitment to
justice with a feminine caring about the importance of relationships. Consistent with this
summary of the Omani Muslim leaders’ foundation assumptions about interpersonal
relationships, we present our sixth proposition.
P6: Omani Muslim leaders are perceived as more ethical than other Muslim
leaders who are not from Oman because of the influence of both the masculine
and feminine moral standards that permeate the Omani culture of human
relations.

Practical Implications

Understanding the nature of Omani Muslim leaders offers valuable insights for Omani
leaders who may not have consciously reflected on how they interact with others as well
as for followers who work directly for those leaders or for companies that interact with a
firm led by an Omani Muslim. Regarding the practical implications and applications of
this paper we identify four significant insights.
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1) Omani Muslim leaders have high moral standards that integrate both masculine
and feminine ethical values. Omani Muslim leaders combine highly rational
justice-based values characterized by Lawrence Kohlberg’s (1976) masculine
theory of moral development as well as the caring, responsibility, and concern for
relationships which up the feminine Ethic of Care developed by Carol Gilligan
(2016). This high level of moral commitment encompasses the three duties of
moral intelligence and is a legitimate basis of confidence for those who
interrelate with Omani Muslim leaders.
2) The characteristics of the Oman culture described herein provide useful context
for understanding the values and tendencies of Omani Muslim leaders. The six
dimensions of the Hofstede cultural model help to clarify that these leaders are
concerned about values that benefit the collective Oman community. The
Hofstede model also affirms that Omani leaders tend to be conservative, risk
averse, and highly committed to virtuous outcomes. By framing opportunities in
terms of long-term and short-term benefits to the entire Oman community, those
who do business with Omani leaders are likely to be able to appeal to the values
of the culture in an exchange relationship.
3) Recognizing the Oman respect for leaders and the pursuit of organizational

harmony reinforces the value of a collaborative approach with Omani leaders.
The values of the Omani society are biased toward supporting their Omani
leaders and pursuing an organizational outcome that promotes organization
harmony. Being patient and sensitive to the value of internal organization support
for leaders – even if and when those leaders make decisions that do not optimize
organizational outcomes – is a wise strategy for dealing with Omani Muslim
leaders, as opposed to reacting prematurely if a leader makes a decision that
may not be in his organization’s best interests.
4) Testing the six propositions of this paper provides opportunities for increasing
one’s understanding of individual Omani leaders. Hofstede noted that differences
in cultural attributes within a cultural group may be as broad as the differences
between national cultures. Accordingly, individuals working with Omani leaders
may wish to test these propositions as they do business with Omanis to
determine whether the propositions are on target with the leader with whom
those individuals are currently dealing. Although the propositions of this paper
support the general insights provided by this paper, it is nonetheless wise to
double-check how the responding Omani leader will act with regard to these
propositions.

Conclusion

The ability to communicate effectively with others is a valuable leadership quality for
generating follower trust, just as understanding how that leader thinks enables those
who work with and for that leader to support that leader’s efforts in achieving
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As Oman continues to grow in economic health, in population, and in its status in the
region’s economy, the success of its leaders and their ability to earn the trust and
followership of others becomes extremely important. By clarifying the qualities and
characteristics of Omani leaders, those who work with those leaders – whether as
employees, customers, or cooperating partners – can benefit and can create more
effective relationships that enable stakeholders to create stronger alliances and improve
their ability to achieve personal and organizational goals.
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organizational excellence. As leaders and team members improve their understanding of
one another, their organizations improve and their working relationships become both
more satisfying and more productive.
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Trouble’s Clarion Call for
Leaders:
Jo Ann Robinson and the
Montgomery Bus Boycott
RITA WHITE CARVER, PHD
PLANO, TEXAS, USA

Abstract
Turbulent times are part of the human experience. They provide what Useem calls the
“leadership moment” when one is given the opportunity to define who one is (1998). For Jo
Ann Robinson, that leadership moment came personally in 1949, and publicly in 1955,
when she transformed her trauma into a pro-social action of change (Williams & Allen,
2015). This article is a historical narrative inquiry into the life of Robinson who launched the
Montgomery boycott and helped start the civil rights movement. The article tells the rest of
the story beyond Parks and King, and explores the question: How did Robinson lead? With
no authority, she empowered more than 50,000 African Americans to stand up and change
their world.

Introduction

Troubles, trials, trauma, and tragedy – these are the realities of life as a human being.
These turbulent times often showcase the worst in mankind, but there is another side.
These same challenging moments can call forth the best in mankind, becoming the
womb of leadership where would-be leaders choose to emerge. These times are, as
Abigail Adams stated, the qualities, which “wake into life and form the character of the
hero and the statesman” (Adams, 1780). They are what Michael Useem refers to as the
“leadership moment” – a moment in a life when one is given the opportunity to define
who one really is authentically, at the core (1998).
Montgomery, Alabama provided that leadership moment for Jo Ann Robinson personally
in 1949 and then publicly in 1955 to transform her traumatic experience into a prosocial action of change (Williams & Allen, 2015). Her action allowed her to help inspire
more than 50,000 blacks to boycott the Montgomery’s bus line for the stated goal of
protecting their rights and launching the civil rights movement. “Negroes have rights,
too” (Robinson, 1987, pp. 45-46). This article is a historical narrative inquiry into the life
of Jo Ann Robinson, the unknown leader of the Montgomery bus boycott, who helped
provide the platform for a youthful Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. to capture the attention of
a nation, and launch the civil rights movement. The article explores the question: How
did Robinson lead? In an era when women, especially African American women, did not
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For the purpose of this study, leadership will be defined using a definition built on that of
James MacGregor Burns and modified by Donald Phillips: “Leadership is leaders acting –
as well as caring, inspiring, and persuading others to act” (1998, p. 23). True leadership
involves taking action – caring about one another, inspiring each other to become their
better selves, and persuading each one to act. This is the leadership Robinson, who with
the support of the Women’s Political Council, exercised in Montgomery, Alabama.
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lead, how did this woman rise to the challenge, embrace the crisis in her community, and
empower over 50,000 African Americans to stand up for themselves?

Statement of the Problem and Theoretical Framework

The article explores the basic question women today are still asking: How does a woman
lead? The answer is built on a theoretical leadership model defined by Ronald Heifetz in
his book, Leadership without easy answers, which basically states that the true leader
mobilizes “people to tackle tough problems” (Heifetz, 1994, p. 15). Burns affirms
Heifetz’s definition when he states: “Leaders take the initiative in mobilizing people for
participation in the processes of change, encouraging a sense of collective identity and
collective efficacy, which in turn brings stronger feelings of self-worth and self-efficacy”
(Burns, 2003, p. 25).
Heifetz’s critical distinction on a leader is built on society’s ideas about how it views
making progress on social problems (1994). For one group, Heifetz defines leadership as
“influencing the community to follow the leader’s vision” (1994, p. 14). In this definition,
influence resides with the leader. It is his vision, and his goal to get society to look to him
for answers. He is the classic “great-man” leader. When things go wrong, the fault rests
with the leader. For the second group, Heifetz defines leadership as “influencing the
community to face its problems” (1994, p. 14). In the second definition, progress on
problems is the hallmark of leadership, but the leader achieves progress by mobilizing
people to face the problems of the day. In the second model, communities make
progress on problems because leaders challenge and help them do so. Leaders
persuade them to act (Phillips, 1998). When things go wrong, the fault lies with both the
leader and the followers.
Robinson was a leader who led by mobilizing others – by caring and inspiring others to
act – by tapping an emotional nerve, which allowed them to unite for themselves in what
Martin Luther King, Jr. simply called “a miracle” (King, 1958, p. 54). With this theoretical
framework, this study will explore how Robinson led a city to change a nation.

Background

For years, the stories of the Montgomery bus boycott revolved around two individuals:
Rosa Parks and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. The intent of this article is not to diminish
their roles, but rather to provide the rest of the story. As Douglas Brinkley in his book,
Rosa Parks, wrote: “More than any other individual, including Gray and even Parks
herself, it was Robinson who organized the Montgomery bus boycott” (2000, p. 122).
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Although King refers to Robinson in several places in his book, Stride toward freedom:
the Montgomery story, her place in history may have been overlooked or simply forgotten
if not for the work of historian David Garrow, author of Bearing the Cross: Martin Luther
King, Jr., and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (1986), and J. Mills
Thornton, III, professor of the University of Michigan. In his foreword in Robinson’s book
(1987), Garrow states that he first came across Robinson’s name and that of the
Women’s Political Council (WPC) in a study written by Thornton called the “Challenge and
response in the Montgomery bus boycott of 1955-56” (1980). Based on further
research, Garrow reviewed documents accumulated by the Montgomery County District
Attorney’s office and came across a letter dated May 21, 1954, from Robinson on behalf
of the WPC to Montgomery Mayor W. A. Gayle demanding improved conditions for black
riders and threatening a citywide boycott. The document identified two significant
historical facts: 1) There existed a group of African American women who took the lead in
creating the Montgomery bus boycott; and 2) The letter was dated more than a year and
a half before the boycott demonstrating a level of significant pre-boycott activity (Garrow,
1986).
Garrow followed up his finding by searching for and finding Robinson in 1984 in Los
Angeles, California (Robinson, 1987). During his visit, Robinson shared with him her
autobiographical manuscript, which with Garrow’s assistance, was published in 1987,

The Montgomery bus boycott and the women who started it: The memoir of Jo Ann
Gibson Robinson. With the publishing of her book, Robinson’s firsthand story became
available for research.

Robinson’s Leadership Moment

In 1949, Robinson was 33 and living in Montgomery, Alabama where she began
teaching English at the Historically Black College and University, Alabama State College
(Robinson, 1987). She had already been married and had a baby; but after her child’s
death, she became bitter. Her marriage ended, and she began graduate school at
Atlanta University. With her M.A. in English and literature, Montgomery was a new
beginning for Robinson. That December she planned a trip home to see her family in
Ohio, and writes, “I was as happy as I had ever been in my life that Saturday morning”
(1987, p. 15).
On that particular Saturday morning in December, Robinson rose early and drove her car
loaded with her suitcases to the airport, checked her bags, and then returned to the
college campus where she locked her car in the garage. Her plan was to take the short
bus ride to her friend’s who had volunteered to take her to the airport. Robinson then
proceeded to the bus stop (Robinson, 1987).
When the bus arrived, Robinson happily boarded observing there were only two other
passengers: a white woman in row three and a black gentleman seated near the back.
Robinson took her place in row five and immediately closed her eyes envisioning the
wonderful time she would have for the next two weeks with family and friends in Ohio.
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Robinson ran to the front of the bus and stepped down when she suddenly remembered
she was supposed to use the back door. Fortunately, the door opened. Robinson
stumbled out the door, humiliated and in tears, and ran to the college (Robinson, 1987).
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From a faraway place, Robinson described hearing a harsh sound yelling, but she was
too happy to be bothered. As the words were repeated, Robinson opened her eyes
realizing the bus had stopped. The bus driver was out of his seat, charging for her and
shouting for her to get up from her seat. His hand was drawn back as if he were planning
on striking Robinson (Robinson, 1987).

As a professional woman, Robinson owned her own car. She was unaccustomed to
abiding by Montgomery’s bus seating practices that required individuals of “color” to
reserve the front ten seats for white riders. Robinson writes about the experience: “I felt
like a dog. And I got mad, after this was over, and I realized that I was a human being,
and just as intelligent and far more trained than that bus driver was. But I think he
wanted to hurt me, and he did...I cried all the way to Cleveland” (1987, p. xiii).
The experience became Robinson’s personal defining moment, which led her to focus
her energies on ending segregated bus seating (Robinson, 1987). “It was then that I
made up…my mind that whatever I could add to that organization that would help to
bring that practice [segregated busing] down I would do it” (1987, p. xiii-xiv).
Robinson returned from her Christmas vacation with one thing on her mind – to put an
end to busing segregation. She attended the next Women’s Political Council meeting
where she shared her experience and inquired if others had similar experiences.
Robinson soon learned her experience was not unique (Robinson, 1987). Numerous
members shared similar abuse at the hands of the Montgomery bus drivers.
Based on the experiences of the women of the WPC, Robinson used her sphere of
influence to begin preparing to stage a bus boycott when the “time was ripe and the
people were ready” (1987, p. 17). Robinson understood the need to ensure she was not
acting alone, but in collaboration with others.

The Importance of the Bus Ride to African Americans in the South

Although African Americans were emancipated in the mid-1800s, by the early twentieth
century, “it was becoming clear that the Negro would be effectively disfranchised
throughout the South, that he would be firmly relegated to the lower rungs of the
economic ladder, and that neither equality nor aspirations for equality in any department
of life were for him” (Woodward, 1966, pp. 6-7). The daily bus ride was one of the few
places in the South where blacks and whites were segregated under the same roof and
in full view of each other.
A segregated bus ride dramatized the painful humiliation of the Jim Crow system
(Birnbaum & Taylor, 2000). The Jim Crow system of public transportation required that
every public bus have both a “colored” section in the back and a white section in the
front. When the white section filled up, the blacks were required to move farther toward
the back. When the “colored” section filled up, blacks had to stand even when seats in
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the white section were empty and available (Robinson, 1987). This Jim Crow rule of
public transportation affected nearly twenty to twenty-five thousand black people in
Montgomery who rode the city buses intermittently each day. It was estimated that three
out of five of these individuals suffered some humiliating experience on the public transit
lines.

The Women’s Political Council

Robinson was a member of the Women’s Political Council (WPC), which was started by a
professor at Alabama State College, Dr. Mary Burks, in 1946 when she was not allowed
to join Montgomery’s League of Women Voters (Robinson, 1987). The WPC’s original
purpose was to inspire Negroes to live above mediocrity by elevating their thinking,
encouraging literacy, registering and voting, and improving their group status. As
Robinson described the organization, “We were ‘woman power,’ organized to cope with
any injustice, no matter what, against the darker sect” (1987, p. 23).
When Robinson was asked to become the president of the WPC in 1950, she eagerly
accepted. As the new president, Robinson took the initiative to make things happen. She
called Montgomery’s Mayor Gale and requested an audience with him and the two city
commissioners. Five members of the WPC joined her, and together they worked for a
time with the mayor’s staff in helping to solve problems where blacks were concerned
(Robinson, 1987). When the struggle for integration on the buses began, however, the
friendship ended.
In 1952 matters got worse when a white bus driver and Negro man got into an argument
over a dime fare (Robinson, 1987). When the Montgomery police arrived, they shot and
killed the black man. His name was Brooks. By 1953, members of the WPC had received
some thirty complaints against the bus company. During the period from 1954 – 1955,
the complaints about the abuse on the buses that were being received by the WPC
multiplied. “The black Women’s Political Council had been planning the boycott of
Montgomery City Lines for months…The idea itself had been entertained for years”
(Robinson, 1987, p. 20). As a college town, the WPC believed Montgomery was capable
of integrating.

The Time Is Ripe – 1955

During 1955, while complaints continued to come into the WPC, other complaints were
sent to many of the 67 other black civic organizations – demanding action. “The masses
of blacks, incapable of defending themselves, wanted competent people of their race to
intercede with [the] proper officials for better treatment on transportation lines and other
public facilities” (Robinson, 1987, p. 27).
On March 2, 1955, Claudette Colvin, a fifteen-year-old student who was quiet, reserved,
and religious, was arrested for failing to give up her seat in the black section when the
bus became full. The news of Claudette’s arrest traveled fast and some members of the
WPC called for a boycott, “but some members were doubtful; some wanted to wait. The
women wanted to be certain that the entire city was behind them, and opinions also
differed where Claudette was concerned” (Robinson, 1987, p. 39).
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Then came the fateful day of December 1, 1955. A prominent, well-respected, middleaged black woman named Rosa Parks29 was arrested for refusing to give her seat to a
white man. “I was thinking that the only way to let them know I felt I was being
mistreated, was to do just what I did – resist the order” (Garrow, 1986, p. 12), Parks
later recalled. The time had come, and she demonstrated the courage to say, “Enough!”
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In October 1955, Mary Louis Smith, 18, was arrested and fined for refusing to move to
the back of the bus. Because her case was unpublicized, she was found guilty, paid her
fine, and was back riding the bus before anyone really knew (Robinson, 1987).

Word of Parks’ arrest spread like wildfire through the black community. E. D. Nixon,
NAACP local leader, and liberal white attorney Clifford Durr and his wife went to jail and
secured Parks’ release. According to Nixon, he and the Durrs discussed the possibility of
Parks30 being a test case because of the strength of her character (Thornton, 2002).
Parks’ trial was to be on Monday, December 5. “But nothing was done. A numbing
helplessness seemed to paralyze everyone” (Robinson, 1987, p. 44). A leadership void
existed. The question was: Would anyone step up?

Robinson’s Second Defining Leadership Moment

At 11:30 p.m., December 1, 1955, Robinson’s phone rang. Fred Gray, Montgomery’s
own black attorney, good friend, and former student, returned Robinson’s call from
earlier in the day (Robinson, 1987). Gray had been out of town and was shocked at the
news of Parks’ arrest. Robinson shared she thought it was time the WPC should
distribute thousands of notices calling for a bus boycott on Monday, the day of Parks’
trial (1987).
Gray asked one simple question: Are you ready? (Robinson, 1987). Without a pause,
Robinson assured him she and the WPC were. Robinson hung up the phone. On the back
of an envelope, she scribbled a note: “The Women’s Political Council will not wait for
Mrs. Parks’ consent to call for a boycott of city buses. On Friday, December 2, 1955, the
women of Montgomery will call for a boycott to take place on Monday, December 531
(1987, p. 45).
Robinson was alone in her decision to act. There was no one and no time to call. If
something was going to get done, the defining moment demanded she would need to do
something now. As a true leader, she chose to act. Using her skill set of strengths, first
she penned the note with the passion and heart of a victim who knew firsthand the
terrors of riding the bus.
29

Rosa Parks had been put off a Montgomery city bus back in 1943 for boarding at the front rather than the rear
(Parks, 1996, p. 13).
30
Rosa Parks, at the time of her arrest, was serving as the secretary and a youth worker in the NAACP’s
Montgomery branch (Keller & Reuther, 2006, p. 1090).
31
Varying historical accounts have Robinson calling Edgar Nixon, or Ralph Abernathy calling Robinson based
on a call from Nixon. Based on the detail of Robinson’s account, it seems odd she would omit mentioning a call
from Nixon if it did occur. Thornton, however, in his book, Dividing Lines, states that Robinson essentially took
the matter out of Nixon’s hands (Thornton, 2002, p. 61).
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Another Negro woman has been arrested and thrown in jail because she refused to
get up out of her seat on the bus for a white person to sit down. It is the second time
since the Claudette Colvin case that a Negro woman has been arrested for the same
thing. This has to be stopped. Negroes have rights, too, for if Negroes did not ride the
buses, they could not operate. Three-fourths of the riders are Negroes, yet we are
arrested, or have to stand over empty seats. If we do not do something to stop these
arrests, they will continue. The next time it may be you, or your daughter, or mother.
This woman’s case will come up on Monday. We are, therefore, asking every Negro to
stay off the buses to work, to town, to school, or anywhere on Monday. You can afford
to stay out of school for one day if you have no other way to go except by bus. You can
also afford to stay out of town for one day. If you work, take a cab, or walk. But
please, children and grown-ups, don’t ride the bus at all on Monday. Please stay off of
all the buses Monday (1987, p. 45-46).
Robinson then put in place the plan she had strategized months before. She was ready
to give the African American citizens of Montgomery the power to choose to make a
difference in their own lives.

The Plan

Robinson called John Cannon, a friend and colleague at the college, who had access to
the college’s mimeograph equipment (Robinson, 1987). He, too, had experienced abuse
on the buses and was willing to assist. She next called two trusted senior students. They
met at school in the middle of the night and by 4 a.m. the leaflets were duplicated, cut,
bundled, and ready to be delivered. A strategy for distribution was then developed. With
the bundles loaded in the cars, routes outlined, Robinson went and taught her 8 a.m.
class. After class Robinson and her two students dropped off tens of thousands of
leaflets…at schools, businesses, beauty parlors, churches, factories, everywhere. “No
one knew where the notices had come from or who had arranged for their circulation,
and no one cared...but deep within the heart of every black person was a joy he or she
dared not reveal” (Robinson, 1987, p. 47).
Unfortunately, a fellow teacher, who was not a part of the WPC or even a resident of
Montgomery, secured a copy of the leaflet and carried it straight to the office of the
president of Alabama State College, Dr. H. Councill Trenholm (Robinson, 1987). When
Robinson returned to campus, there was a message from the president asking her to
come to his office.

The Cost

Robinson went to President Trenholm’s office and felt fear for the first time (Robinson,
1987). According to Thornton, Trenholm was furious because she put the school in
danger of white retaliation. He even threatened to dismiss her (2002). Robinson told
Trenholm of the outrages, the humiliations of riding the buses. She told him about Colvin
and Parks, both who had been arrested and jailed. His anger turned to concern.
“Your group must continue to press for civil rights” (Robinson, 1987, p. 50). He
instructed Robinson, however, that she needed to remain behind the scenes and not to
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involve the college. As Robinson explained, “I kept a low profile and stayed as much as
possible in the background…not from fear from my own well-being, but rather out of
deep respect for Trenholm, for Alabama State college, and for its faculty and student
body – all of whom would have been unavoidably implicated in case of trouble” (1987, p.
10). Trenholm32 did require Robinson to reimburse the school for the paper she used to
run off her 52,500 leaflets (Robinson, 1987). He also remained her unofficial advisor in
the matter of the boycott. Whenever Robinson needed advice, she would call Trenholm’s
wife, Portia, and communicate the need or question no matter what the hour. “Dr.
Trenholm…never sent me away without submitting workable solutions to almost
insoluble problems” (Robinson, 1987, pp. 51-52).

Leadership and the Black Church

A number of Montgomery’s black ministers were gathered together on Friday morning
allowing them all to receive their notices of the boycott at the same time (Robinson,
1987). The ministers definitely were needed for moral support and Christian leadership.
The boycott was the first time in the history of Montgomery that the black ministers
united for civic improvement – to offer their leadership to the masses. Although the
ministers seemed enthusiastic about the one-day boycott, many were not sure they
wanted their names associated with the event because they were fearful of white
retaliation (Stanton, 2006). Nixon supposedly was instrumental in shaming the ministers
into action.
A meeting was called for Friday evening. “By the time the 75 or so leaders [ministers]
convened, they found themselves faced with a fait accompli; the boycott had already
been called by Robinson’s leaflets” (Thornton, 2002). “Had they [the ministers] not done
so [backed the boycott], they might have alienated themselves from their congregations
and indeed lost members, for the masses were ready, and they were united!” (Robinson,
1987, p. 54).

Spreading the News

According to Robinson’s account, it was a maid who gave a copy of one of the leaflets to
her employer who then contacted the Alabama Journal and Montgomery Advertiser
(Robinson, 1987). In other works, Nixon claimed that responsibility.33 Whatever the
source, throughout the weekend the local newspapers, radio stations, and television
stations, gave the boycott full coverage. If there had been any concern someone might
not have received the message of the boycott, by Sunday night, there was no more
concern. Everyone knew.
32

Dr. Trenholm did not participate publicly in the boycott; he did, however, serve on the board with city and
bus officials to help end the boycott (Robinson, 1987).
33
Mr. Nixon claimed that on December 2, 1955, he personally gave a copy Mrs. Robinson’s leaflet to Joe
Azbell, a white reporter for the Montgomery Advertiser, with the comment, “I’ve got a big story for you”
(Gaillard, 2004, p. 11). Thornton points out that, “the memory of each participant has necessarily been shaped
to some extent by his or her knowledge of and reaction to subsequent events. In the final analysis, the historian
must ground his or her judgment in the sense one derives from the contemporary documents” (Thornton, 2002,
p. 606, n101).
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The plan, devised by Mrs. Robinson and the WPC, stated that beginning at 5:30 a.m.,
Monday, December 5, Negroes would congregate at the corners (Robinson, 1987). There
they would be picked up by Negro Taxis at the reduced rates of 10 cents per person, or
by one of the 200 private cars being offered free to bus riders for Monday only
(Robinson, 1987, p. 20). The question was: How would Montgomery's African American
citizens respond?

African Americans Act on Their Own Behalf

On the morning of December 5, 1955, the first buses went for their regular morning
pickups. No passengers waited at the bus stops. “Instead, hundreds of people were
walking or boarding taxis or private cars” (Robinson, 1987, p. 58).
King described how he and his wife, Coretta, awoke earlier than usual that morning.
Because a bus stop was just several feet from the Kings’ home, they could observe the
opening scene from their front window. “I was in the kitchen drinking my coffee when I
heard Coretta cry, ‘Martin, Martin, come quickly!’… As I approached the front window,
Coretta pointed joyfully to a slowly moving bus: ‘Darling it’s empty!’” (King, 1958, p. 53).
By mid-morning, blacks had made history. Never before had they united in such a
manner. “It was becoming apparent that we had reached almost 100 per cent. A miracle
had taken place” (King, 1958, p. 54). The black people received open respect and
admiration from the many white individuals who looked on.
The importance of what happened on December 5, 1955, cannot be overstated. African
Americans at the grassroots level took responsibility for what happened to them. King
described the once dormant and quiescent African American community as now being
fully awake (1958). Robinson stated that the one day of protest created a “new person”
in the Negro creating a new spirit and a new feeling, and there was “no turning back”
(1987, pp. 75-76).
On the evening of December 5, 1955, over 6,000 black people plus local reporters filled
the Holt Street Baptist Church for the first of many mass meetings of the boycott. That
evening, Dr. Martin Luther King was elected to be the president34 of the newly formed
Montgomery Improvement Association (MIA).35 He was only 26 at the time, but his
background had prepared him for the leadership. He was the only minister in
Montgomery to have a Ph.D., and one could easily discern his wisdom and brilliance. He

“In Montgomery, the long-standing hatred between Edgar Nixon and the working-class blacks of west
Montgomery on the one hand and Rufus Lewis and the middle-class blacks connected with Alabama State
College on the other had for more than a decade before the beginning of the bus boycott made black unity
exceedingly difficult to achieve” (Thornton, 2002, p.13). The selection of the new minister, Dr. King, as
minister may have been the only workable solution.
35
The MIA was pledged to “protect, defend, encourage, enlighten, and assist the members of the black
community against unfair treatment, prejudice and unacceptable subordination…[and] to keep down violence,
to make Christian-like, and to follow the ‘passive resistance doctrine’ of non-violence” (Robinson, 1987, p. 64).
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Robinson Stays Involved

Robinson stayed involved with the movement she helped start by serving on the
executive board of the Montgomery Improvement Association with other men and
women from the community. She was asked by King to produce a regular newsletter,
which was called the MIA Newsletter. In response to the newsletter, thousands of dollars
were being sent to the MIA from across the state and around the world (Robinson,
1987). “The time had come for the black people to stop ‘waiting on the Lord,’ and to help
God ‘make rough ways smooth’” (Robinson, 1987, pp. 75-76). The first day’s boycott had
to go on. For once the blacks felt they were in the driver’s seat. “They were ‘somebody’”
(Robinson, 1987, p. 76).
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was well read, and familiar with the great thinkers of various civilizations. There was no
doubt that the people wanted King to lead them (Robinson, 1987).36

Building Momentum

The one-day boycott grew into 381 days of personal sacrifice for those who chose to
endure physical discomfort rather than submit to the humiliation of the segregated bus
ride (King, 1958). Some of the boycotters were older, but still they chose to walk as
much as twelve miles a day simply to become their own agents of change.
The boycott began as a local event, but when the home of King was bombed on January
30, 1956, the attention of the nation turned to Montgomery, Alabama (Robinson, 1987).
King was immediately accepted and respected nationally and internationally as the
leader. In his response to the bombing after ensuring his wife and daughter were not
hurt, King responded:

It is regrettable that this has happened, but we must remain peaceful, for we believe
in law and order. Don't get panicky; don't get your weapons. We are not advocating
violence… This movement will not stop, for what we are doing is right and just!
(Robinson, 1987, p. 132).
On January 31, 1956, Fred Gray, Robinson’s attorney friend, filed suit on behalf of his
five clients in the U.S. District Court who had all suffered on buses.
In mid-February, a grand jury was asked to investigate the boycott. The grand jury found
the boycott to be illegal and indicted 115 boycott leaders who were to be arrested the
next day including Robinson. King and Abernathy were picked up first (Robinson, 1987).
Eventually all of the individuals turned themselves in, posted bond and were released.
King’s trial was set first. As anticipated, he was found guilty and the case was appealed
in federal court. When a ruling came down from federal court in favor of King, the City
announced it would appeal the decision to the U.S. Supreme Court. The months drug on.
Even Montgomery’s white business leaders tried to end the boycott, but to no avail
36

Dr. King had noted three major problems in the Negro community of Montgomery which must be remedied
before true social progress could be made: (1) lack of unity among leaders; (2) a community crippled by the
indifference of the educated group; and (3) apparent apathy of Negro ministers when presented with social
problems (King, p. 34-35).
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(Garrow, 1986). The city’s white leaders would not budge even though the boycott was
costing the bus company an estimated $3,000 a day (Garrow, 1986).
On November 13, 1956, while King and his aides awaited a ruling in local court on the
legality of the car pool, they received word: “The United States Supreme Court today
affirmed a decision of a special three-judge U.S. District Court in declaring Alabama’s
state and local laws requiring segregation on buses, unconstitutional” (Ebony, 1971, pp.
5-7). Montgomery’s African American citizens had won!
When the U.S. marshals arrived in Montgomery, Alabama, on December 21, 1956, to
serve the Supreme Court order on Montgomery’s city officials, and the Montgomery City
Lines resumed full operation, Montgomery’s African Americans boarded the buses
including Parks and King who took seats in what had been the “white-only” section
(Robinson, 1987). The Civil War had freed the African Americans from physical bondage,
but Robinson had helped free their souls to act and dream on their own behalf.

How Did Robinson Lead?

Robinson led as an individual who happened to be a woman and empowered the black
person to become his or her own person. As she wrote, “The people did it!” (1987, p. 3).
Robinson demonstrated what Heifetz in his book, Leadership without easy answers,
refers to as leadership without authority – “the domain to which women have been
restricted for ages” (1994, p. 184). Heifetz observed that it is often when there is a
scarcity of leadership from those in authority, that individuals without authority exercise
leadership. Montgomery’s African Americans lacked cohesive, action-oriented
leadership. Into this vacuum of leadership, Robinson through her planning and little
pamphlet calling for action provided Montgomery’s blacks with a way to act on their own
behalf. Through the lens of Heifetz’s “mobilize people to tackle tough problems”
leadership model, Robinson led without authority and helped change a people and a
nation.

Mobilizing Others to Tackle Their Tough Problems

Robinson led, not alone, but from the circle of influence she had through the WPC.
Heifetz states that individuals without authority often must build and broaden their
informal authority to gain leverage (1994). She was a collaborator who knew how to
build teams. She treated people with respect and dignity when throughout the early
fifties, she met with the white city managers trying to find a point of agreement. Her
leadership was personal. She led from what Heifetz would call the frontline (1994). She,
as well as three out of every five black citizens in Montgomery, had experienced the
abuse and humiliation at the hands of Montgomery's all white bus drivers (Robinson,
1987).
Based on the facts of the boycott, Robinson was a skilled strategist and organizer. Even
without authority, Robinson’s boycott plan came together and got people to work.
Robinson was a gifted writer who wrote from her heart who within the space of just over
200 words in her pamphlet motivated Montgomery’s blacks to act for the first time in
their history on their own behalf. Her impassioned plea for action struck everyone: “If we
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After Robinson’s humiliating experience on the bus, she was determined to end bus
segregation for the people of Montgomery. The bus boycott was not about where one sat
on the bus; it was about justice and human dignity. Robinson was working to protect
other men and women like herself. She painted a dream, which gave others the
motivation to act…to tackle, as Heifetz explained, their own tough problems (1994).
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do not do something to stop these arrests, they will continue. The next time it may be
you, or your daughter, or mother” (1987, pp. 45-46).

Conclusions

The Montgomery bus boycott was never about one actor or leader (King, 1958). It was,
according to King, “the chronicle of 50,000 Negroes who took to hear the principles of
nonviolence, who learned to fight for their rights with the weapon of love, and who, in the
process, acquired a new estimate of their own human worth” (1958, p. 9). Turbulent
times create the “leadership moments” described by Useem (1998) when individuals are
given a choice: 1) Sit on the sidelines in silence; or 2) Take up the cause and lead. For
Robinson, her choice was to act. Her leadership birthed a new attitude among African
Americans in Montgomery. As she wrote: “They seem to recognize . . . that freedom is
bought with a price, that nothing of value comes easily . . . they are a new people” (1987,
p. 178). In the midst of today’s turbulent times, the question remains: Who will choose to
take up today’s opportunities and lead the world’s citizens to tackle their own tough
problems for better change?
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Are Leader Behavior and Emotional Intelligence
related to Teacher Efficacy?

EDWARD E. LEONARD
WANDA S. MAULDING GREEN
MOBILE, ALABAMA, USA

Introduction

Identifying the leader factors that drive student achievement is of paramount importance
to school leaders. With knowledge of those factors clearly understood, the burden of
moving a school in a positive direction would be a much more manageable undertaking.
While there is some debate as to whether leaders directly or indirectly impact student
achievement, the preponderance of evidence seems to suggest an indirect impact. Chief
among those indirect factors are those that enhance or improve teacher performance.
One such indirect factor is teacher efficacy which has been shown to be directly related
to student achievement. Leader emotional intelligence has also been posited as an
indirect factor as it impacts teacher performance. This study deals with the relationship
between those factors.
In an expansive study for the Wallace Foundation, Leithwood, Louis, Anderson, and
Wahlstrom (2004, p. 5) found that “the total (direct and indirect) effects of leadership on
student learning account for about a quarter of total school effects.” Moreover,
Leithwood, et. al, (2004, p. 5) share that “there are virtually no documented instances of
troubled schools being turned around without intervention by a powerful leader. Many
other factors may contribute to such turnarounds, but leadership is the catalyst.” Waters,
Marzano, and McNulty (2003) in a meta-analysis of the relationship between leadership
and student achievement came to essentially the same conclusions, stating the “data
from the meta-analysis demonstrate that there is, in fact, a substantial relationship
between leadership and student achievement.” A study of transformational school
leadership (TSL) by Sun and Leithwood (2012) found that “TSL has small but significant
effects on student achievement.” Labby, Lunenburg, and Slate (2012) hold that,

The qualities that principals possess and the styles of leadership are two factors
critical to the effective operation of the school. Effective principals generate
optimism, passion, and an atmosphere of trust and cooperation to lead their staff in
a manner to motivate students to high levels of academic achievement. Successful
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Other recent studies regarding the influence of leadership on student achievement
indicate similar results. Branch, Hanushek, and Rivkin (2013), in a study of schools in
Texas, found that “highly effective principals raise the achievement of a typical student
in their schools by between two and seven months of learning in a single school year;
ineffective principals lower achievement by the same amount.” Valentine and Prater
(2011, p. 8) report similar findings in a state-wide study of leadership and student
achievement. “The results from this study should serve as encouragement to
practitioners and others interested in the effect of school leadership on student
achievement since the preponderance of evidence supports an affirmative answer to the
question “Can principal leadership enhance student achievement?” Hardman (2011, p.
923), in a study of teacher perceptions on the impact of leadership on student
achievement, found that “leadership styles were statistically significant predictors of
student achievement.”
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leaders envision their role as eliciting the maximum potential from others. To
accomplish this task, principals demonstrate the ability to radiate appropriate needs
and then move between being directive and non-directive with spontaneous
competence (p. 5).

Notwithstanding the general agreement and findings that school leadership is related to
student learning/achievement, the nature and strength of that relationship is still
uncertain. Reiterated, Leithwood, et. al. 2004, questioned whether the leadership
effects were direct or indirect. Similar questions arose in a more recent meta-analysis by
Karadag, Bektas, Çogaltay, and Yalçin (2015, p. 83) revealing when “educational
leadership studies were examined, it was found that leadership is associated with
student achievement” but also indicated “there are ongoing discussions as to whether
this effect on student achievement is direct or indirect.” Identifying the direct or indirect
effects leaders have on student learning/achievement is imperative to the further
development of leadership theory.
Leader effects may be related to a leader’s hard technical skills and knowledge such as
designing, budgeting, scheduling, or evaluating/monitoring. A second possibility is that
leader effects may be related by what Maulding and Leonard (2016) defined as
Leadership Intelligence (LSI),

LSI is a construct that represents the level of leadership capacity an individual
possesses at any given time. It addresses the characteristics, dispositions, and the
‘soft’ people/relational skills of individuals including credibility, competence, ability to
inspire, vision, and emotional intelligence. Within each of these five areas are
specific subsets of characteristics, dispositions, or skills such as ethical behavior,
discernibility, enthusiasm, commitment, and resilience (to name a few) that
contribute to each component, respectively (p. 3).
Or perhaps, leader effects may be related to the leader behaviors, the dispositions, the
leadership style/approach of the leader, (i.e., transformational or transactional
leadership style/approach), and/or to the circumstances and conditions leaders create
or impact. These may include support for instruction, provision of instructional support
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services, teacher efficacy, school climate/atmosphere, job satisfaction, community
support, parental involvement, or even something as straightforward and important as
the ability to maintain student discipline.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to examine the relationships between and among leader
behaviors, leader emotional intelligence, and teacher efficacy. More specifically, the
study dealt with three questions. Are leader behaviors related to leader emotional
intelligence? Are leader behaviors related to teacher efficacy? Is leader emotional
intelligence related to teacher efficacy?

Leader Behavior and Emotional Intelligence

It seems well settled that leader behavior has a significant impact on individual and
organizational performance. What a leader says and does sets the tone for the
organization and the organization’s members. However, characteristics that are linked to
successful leadership, have not been universally accepted and continue to emerge.
Emotional intelligence (EI)is one of those relatively new leadership characteristics that
impact organizational and individual performance and emerged from the work of
Goleman in the 1990’s. Goleman (1995) suggested that in the workforce there tend to
be “stars” who seem to rise above the rest. In his 1995 book Emotional Intelligence,
Goleman defined EI as “the capacity for recognizing our own feelings and those of
others, for motivating ourselves, and for managing the emotional will in ourselves and in
our relationships” (p. xii).
Goleman further contends that although it takes a particular IQ for benchmark success,
some with the highest IQs never truly excel in life. Similarly, those with an average IQ
necessary for a particular vocation may advance rapidly. Sternberg supported Goleman’s
belief (1996) by stating that IQ alone is a weak predictor of job performance.
Emotional intelligence has been described by Salovey and Mayer (1990, p. 186) as “a
form of social intelligence that involves the ability to monitor one’s own and others’
feelings and emotions, to discriminate among them, and to use this information to guide
one’s own thinking and action.” Blair, in a 2002 study, revealed that leaders who were
successful in multiethnic contexts possessed the ability to demonstrate transformational
leadership and change in an in-depth examination of 12 schools. In particular, “strong
leadership” was characterized by more emotional forms of communication as well as
such characteristics as “courage and perseverance (as well as resilience)” (pp. 184–
185).
Reed (2005, p. 30) states that “new organizational performance theory suggests
collective emotional intelligence may predict relationships between emotionally
intelligent leadership, organizational climate, and organizational performance.”
Emotional intelligence ability measures and the empathy of the leader (Clark, 2010) was
noted to contribute to competencies of teamwork, attentiveness, and managing conflict
(after controlling for cognitive ability and personality). In 2012, (Lam & O’Higgins) in a
study to examine leader influence based on emotional intelligence, found that employee
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job satisfaction was mediated by the leaders’ EI. Finally, the 2013 Primal Leadership:
Unleashing the Power of Emotional Intelligence by Goleman, Boyatzis, and McKee touted
“emotional intelligence” as a necessary skill for leaders. Emotional intelligence, then,
has become one of the defining characteristics of the best leaders and leads to the first
question addressed in this study. Are leader behaviors related to leader emotional
intelligence?

Leader Behavior, Leader Emotional Intelligence and Student
Achievement/Learning

As shared in the introduction, leadership has been shown either directly or indirectly to
effect student learning/achievement. However, the mechanism(s) of that/those effect(s)
remains to be determined. Assuming direct effects are limited, at least two questions
arise. What leader behaviors are indirectly related to student learning/achievement?
And, what leader characteristics are indirectly related to student learning/achievement?
Potential answers to that question can be found by examining factors leaders can impact
directly, that are recognized as being related to student learning/achievement and are
therefore subject to indirect leader influence. One such factor is the teachers who
populate a school. The literature is replete with research indicating that teacher quality
has a substantial impact on student learning/achievement (Sanders & Rivers, 1996;
Darling-Hammond, 2000; Wayne & Youngs, 2003; Knoeppel, Logan, & Keiser,2005;
Goe, 2007; Alvarez, 2008; Goe & Stickler, 2008; Lomos, Hofman, & Bosker, 2011;
Curry, 2016). Identifying, quantifying or operationally defining teacher quality has also
proved to be confounding as no one single definition has emerged. West et al. (2014)
share there is little consensus among educational scholars defining a “quality teacher”
in spite of the significance of quality teaching. Even so, one factor that is prominent
among the variables that are viewed as contributing to teacher quality is teacher
efficacy.
Zee and Koomen (2016, p. 981) in a meta-analysis of forty years of teacher self-efficacy
(TSE) research share that “Results suggest that TSE shows positive links with students’
academic adjustment, patterns of teacher behavior and practices related to classroom
quality, and factors underlying teachers’ psychological well-being, including personal
accomplishment, job satisfaction, and commitment.” Other researchers have found
similar results (Ji-Won Son, Seong Won, Chungseo, & Oh Nam, 2016; Künsting et.al,
2016; West et. al, 2014; and Curry, 2014).

Teacher Efficacy and Student Achievement/Learning

Within the walls of the schoolhouse is the climate that has no visual identity but is
palpable to those who experience it. It is embedded in the minds of the employees,
students and stakeholders, and “can be shaped by the work of the leader…” (Peterson &
Deal, 2012). Evidence of this climate can be measured in many ways, but for the
purpose of this study was measured based on teacher efficacy in relationship to the
leader.
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One of the earliest and most commonly cited definitions of teacher efficacy comes from
Berman, McLaughlin, Bass, Pauly, and Zellman, (1977, p.136) who defined teacher
efficacy as “the extent to which the teacher believes he or she has the capacity to affect
student performance.” They go on to share that,

The regression coefficients of the effects of a sense of efficacy are among the
strongest relationships in our analysis. As Table 5.1 indicates, teacher sense of
efficacy is positively related to the percent of project goals achieved, the amount of
teacher change, improved student performance, and continuation of both projects
methods and materials. Teachers’ attitudes about their own professional
competence, in short, appear to have major effects on what happens to projects and
how effective they are.
Furthermore, a 2001 study by Price revealed that principals’ relationships with their
teachers had a profound impact on teacher self-efficacy.
However, as with teacher quality, the literature occasionally provides aberrant results. In
a study of 5th grade students’ achievement in math and science, Alrefaei (2016, p. 81)
found “there was no significant relationship between fifth grade teachers’ sense of
efficacy and students’ achievement in the benchmark test in mathematics and science.”
Nonetheless, given the overwhelming support in the literature considering teacher
efficacy as a primary factor in student achievement/learning, this conclusion seems
reasonable. Two questions of interest in this study then become the second and third
question listed in the purpose of the study. Are leader behaviors related to teacher
efficacy? Is leader emotional intelligence related to teacher efficacy?

Quantitative Methods

Three instruments were employed in the study. Two of the instruments were utilized to
gather information regarding specific behaviors of the leader and the emotional
intelligence of the leader. The third instrument was employed to measure the efficacy of
the teacher both personally and in relationship to his/her teaching.

Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ)

Leadership was assessed employing the Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire—
Form XII (LBDQ). The LBDQ questionnaire was administered as a survey of leaders’ selfperception of their own leadership behaviors. The Leader Behavior Description
Questionnaire is widely recognized in the field as an appropriate measure of leadership
behaviors. The LBDQ is composed of 100 items and yields a total score and 12
subscales scores. Those subscales as defined in the Stogdill, R. M. in the Manual for
leader behavior description questionnaire—Form XII are:
1. Representation – speaks and acts as the representative of the group.
2. Demand Reconciliation – reconciles conflicting demands and reduces disorder to
system.
3. Tolerance of Uncertainty – is able to tolerate uncertainty and postponement
without anxiety or upset.
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4. Persuasiveness – uses persuasion and argument effectively; exhibits strong
convictions.
5. Initiation of Structure – clearly defines own role, and lets followers know what is
expected.
6. Tolerance and Freedom – allows followers scope for initiative, decision, and
action.
7. Role Assumption – actively exercises the leadership role rather than surrendering
leadership to others.
8. Consideration – regards the comfort, well-being, status, and contributions of
followers.
9. Production Emphasis – applies pressure for productive output.
10.Predictive Accuracy – exhibits foresight and ability to predict outcomes accurately.
11.Integration – maintains a closely-knit organization; resolves inter-member
conflicts.
12. Superior Orientation – maintains cordial relations with superiors; has influence
with them; is striving for higher status. (Stodgill, p. 3).

Trait Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire (TEIQue)

Emotional intelligence of the school leader was measured employing the 30-itemTrait
Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire (TEIQue-SF) short form instrument. According to the
Technical Manual for the Trait Emotional Intelligence Questionnaires the short form “is
based on the full form and includes two items from each of the 15 facets of the TEIQue”
(Petrides, 2009). The facets are:

Adaptability…flexible and willing to adapt to new conditions.
Assertiveness…forthright, frank, and willing to stand up for their rights.
Emotion perception (self and others) … clear about their own and other people’s
feelings.

Emotion expression… capable of communicating their feelings to others.
Emo management (others)…capable of influencing other people’s feelings.
Emotion regulation…capable of controlling their emotions.
Impulsiveness (low)…reflective and less likely to give in to their urges.
Relationships…capable of having fulfilling personal relationships.
Self-esteem…successful and self-confident.
Self-motivation…driven and unlikely to give up in the face of adversity.
Social awareness…accomplished networkers with excellent social skills.
Stress management…capable of withstanding pressure and regulating stress.
Trait empathy…capable of taking someone else’s perspective.
Trait happiness…cheerful and satisfied with their lives.
Trait optimism…confident and likely to “look on the bright side” of life (Petrides,
2009).
However, the TEIQue-SF “does not yield scores on the 15 TEIQue facets” (Petrides,
2009, p. 454). “Alternately the TEIQue-SF yields scores in four sub-scale areas; wellbeing, self-control, emotionality, and sociability.” In a study examining the psychometric
properties of the TEIQue Short Form Cooper and Petrides (2010) found that “Results
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replicated Study 1, with the instrument showing good psychometric properties at the
item and global level” (2010, p. 186) an indication that the instrument is compatible
with the measurement of emotional intelligence.

Teacher Efficacy Scale (TES)

The Teacher Efficacy Scale (TES Short Form) instrument was employed to measure the
efficacy of the teachers from the schools of the principal respondents. The instrument is
comprised of 10 items. According to Hoy and Woolfolk (1993) the TES is recognized as
an appropriate measure of teacher efficacy. Scores are reported as item totals in two
areas, General Teaching Efficacy and Personal Teaching Efficacy. Of teaching efficacy
Hoy and Woolfolk state, “it appears to reflect a general belief about the power of
teaching to reach difficult children and has more in common with teachers’ conservative
or liberal attitudes toward education. For this reason, we have labeled the dimension
general teaching efficacy” (Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993, p. 365). Of the second area they
relate, the “second dimension appears to be the more accurate indicator of the teacher's
personal sense of efficacy and is labeled personal teaching efficacy” (Hoy & Woolfolk,
1993, p. 366). Area totals are derived by summing the indicated response on a polarized
1–6 scale, 1 representing strongly agree, and 6 representing strongly disagree.

Research Subjects

A convenience sample of school leaders was secured from school administrators
enrolled in the doctoral program at the local institution and/or leaders employed by local
school districts. School leaders from 16 schools completed the TEIQUE and LBDQ.
Teaching faculty from the 16 schools, totaling 512 teachers, completed the TES. The
instruments were administered online via Qualtrics, an internet-based research
company.

Quantitative Findings

Survey data was analyzed employing SPSS Version 23. Correlations were performed
between the total score of each instrument and where appropriate the subscales of the
respective instruments. The findings are presented in Tables 1-4.

LBDQ and TEIQue Correlations (Table 1 and Table 2)

The small correlation of 0.052 found between the total scores on the leader Trait
Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire (TEIQue)and the total scores on the Leader
Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ)was not statistically significant. As might be
anticipated, given that no statistically significant correlation was found between LBDQ
and TEIQue total scores, there were no statistically significant correlations found
between the LBDQ subscale and the TEIQue total scores. Interesting to note that while
nine of the correlations are small or moderate (ranging from 0.012 to 0.251), three of
the correlations are negative. The negative correlations were small to moderate as well
(and range from – 0.365 to – 0.180). The demand reconciliation correlation (rec in Table
2) was negative as were the tolerance of uncertainty correlation (tol_of_un in Table 2),
and the role assumption (role_assump in Table 2).

TEIQue and TES Correlations (Table 3)
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No significant correlations were found between the TEIQue total scores of school leaders
for either general teacher efficacy or personal teaching efficacy as measured by the
Teacher Efficacy Scale (TES). Each of the correlations were small;0.162 between TEIQue
total scores and general teacher efficacy, and 0.253 between TEIQue total scores and
personal teaching efficacy.
Analysis of the Leadership Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ) total scores and
the Teacher Efficacy Scale (TES) scores yield similar results with one exception. No
significant difference was found between the leader LBDQ total scores and TES
personal teaching efficacy scores but a significant correlation was found between the
LBDQ total scores and TES general teacher efficacy scores. The personal teaching
efficacy score correlation was positive and small at 0.197. The general teacher efficacy
correlation in contrast was negative, moderate at r (16) = - 0.587 but statistically
significant at the .05 level two tailed p = 0.017.
Table 1: TEIQue Total Score Correlation with LBDQ Total Score
tei_total

ldbq_total

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

tei_total
1
16
.052
.847
16

ldbq_total
.052
.847
16
1
16

Table 2: TEIQue Total Score Correlation with LBDQ Total Score
tei_total

rep

rec

tolerance_uncer

persuasion

structure

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

tei_total
1
16
.216
.421
16
-.280
.294
16
-.365
.164
16
.078
.774
16
.069
.800
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N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

tolerance_free

role_assump

consideration

prod_emphasis

pred_accuracy

integration

superior_orientation

16
.121
.654
16
-.180
.505
16
.225
.402
16
.012
.966
16
.114
.675
16
.251
.349
16
.065
.812
16

Table 3: TEIQue Total Score Correlations with TES Teacher Efficacy and TES
Personal Efficacy
TEIQue_total

General_Teaching_Efficacy

Personal_Teaching_Efficacy

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

tei_total
1
16
.162
.548
16
.253
.344
16

Table 4: LBDQ Total Score Correlations with TES Teacher Efficacy and TES Personal
Efficacy
ldbq_total

General_teaching_efficacy

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
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ldbq_total
1
16
-.587*
.017

N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

16
.197
.465
16

Conclusions and Discussion
Leadership Behaviors and Emotional Intelligence
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Personal_teaching_efficacy

The results of the study suggest that there is little or no relationship between leader
behaviors and leader emotional intelligence. Moreover, for some leader behaviors, the
relationship between leader behavior and emotional intelligence is negative, as leader
emotional intelligence increases those specific subscales scores tend to decrease. This
inverse relationship may be a related to the nature of the behaviors described by those
subscales. Demand reconciliation, for example, deals with reconciling conflicting
demands and reducing disorder to system. The duality of that behavior may produce a
cognitive dissonance that is reflected in a negative emotional feeling by the leader.
Similarly, the tolerance of uncertainty addresses the ability to tolerate uncertainty and
postponement without anxiety or upset, clearly another situation in which the duality of
the behavior required by the leader could lead to dissonance and a negative emotional
feeling. Finally, role assumption describes leader behavior wherein the leader actively
exercises the leadership role rather than surrendering leadership to others. Given the
current emphasis of shared/distributed leadership the internal conflict generated by this
decision could lead to dissonance and a negative emotional feeling. Again, though, taken
as a whole, the data indicate that the relationship between leader behaviors and leader
emotional intelligence is tenuous and uncertain at best.
These findings conflict with previous findings by the authors. In a 2012 study of
emotional intelligence, resilience, and leader behaviors, Maulding, et. al. concluded that,

The findings of the study indicate that both emotional intelligence and resilience are
significant predictors of leadership from the perspective of self-analysis of
administrators whether subjected to quantitative or qualitative analysis. As a leader’s
emotional intelligence and resilience increase, leadership capacity increases. These
results would seem to indicate that the relationship between leadership
characteristics and emotional intelligence and resilience is substantial. These factors
(the positive influence of the leader) have been shown to have a positive and
profound impact on teacher efficacy and school culture (Hattie, 2009), which in turn
enhance student achievement (p. 26).
The findings also diverge from those of Goleman (1995), Blair (2002), Reed (2005),
Clark (2010), Lam and O’Higgins (2012), and Goleman, Boyatzis, and McKee, (2013)
discussed previously. Additionally, the findings differ from those of Parrish (2015) who
found that “emotional intelligence is recognized as a highly relevant and important
requirement for academic leadership in higher education.” In a study of emotional
intelligence and school, DeRoberto (2011, p. 122) elaborates the “findings indicated
that all four dimensions of emotional intelligence contributed to variability in all three
dimensions of the learning organization (Supportive Learning Environment; Concrete
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Learning Processes and Practices; and Leadership that Reinforces Learning).
DeRoberto’s finding also differs from those found in this study. The divergence of
findings may reflect the small sample utilized in this study and/or the nature of the
leader self-perception of the leaders who participated. That is, they may view their
behavior as leaders to be less related to emotional understanding and practice than to
rational, objective understanding and practice.

Leader Emotional Intelligence and Teacher Efficacy

Analysis of the data indicates that leader emotional intelligence is positively though not
statistically significantly related to teacher efficacy when viewed as either general or
personal teacher efficacy. While there is a dearth of studies in the literature that
specifically examine the relationship between leader emotional intelligence and teacher
or employee efficacy, there are also studies that deal with employee characteristics
related to efficacy such as motivation (Bandura, 1982; and Canrinus, Helms-Lorenz,
Beijaard, Buitink, & Hofman, 2012). Brown (2006) in a study of leader emotional
intelligence and employee motivation in a transportation organization found the “survey
results suggested no correlation between leaders’ use of emotional intelligence and the
motivational behavior of employees/followers” (p. iii). In fact, Brown’s analysis revealed a
small negative correlation between the two variables. Clarke (2016), in a meta-analysis
of studies between of the relationship between leader emotional intelligence and
employee motivation, found no relationship. The conclusion was that the “results shows
that emotional intelligence had a negative but not significant relationship with
motivation.” Again, the correlations found were small and negative. The small negative
correlations aside, the findings here align with the findings in those studies, that there is
no relationship between leader emotional intelligence and employee, in this case
teacher efficacy.

Leadership Behaviors and Teacher Efficacy

The correlation found between leader behaviors and personal teacher efficacy, was
found to be small and positive but not statistically significant. This finding aligns with the
work of Nir and Kranot (2006). They found, based on a study of leadership style and
teacher efficacy, “that teachers’ perceived general efficacy (GTE) is not related to school
principal’s leadership style, but rather reflects a wider perception that goes beyond the
characteristics of organizational contexts.” However, those findings conflict with those of
Mehdinezhad and Mansouri (2016, p. 54) who found that, [sic]“there is a significant
relationship between the components of principals’ leadership behaviours and teachers’
sense of self-efficacy.” Similarly, the findings conflict with those of a study of the
relationship between principal behaviors and teacher efficacy by Walker and Slear
(2011) who stated that, “Findings suggest that teacher efficacy is significantly affected
by principal behaviors.” The differences in these findings point to the unsettled nature of
the relationship between these variables.
The correlation between general leader behaviors and teacher efficacy was found to be
moderate, negative and statistically significant. This finding does not align with any of
the forgoing studies but instead indicates a different and potentially important
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Limitations of the Study

Certain aspects of the study warrant mention as limitations to the generalization of the
results of the study. First, and most importantly, while the number of faculty subjects is
large at 512, the number of school leader subjects was small (n=16). A larger leader
sample with a correspondingly large faculty sample would provide a stronger basis for
generalization. A second consideration is that for some schools the faculty response
approached one hundred percent participation while for other schools the percentage of
faculty response was much smaller approaching at 10 % or less. Faculty size could also
be a limitation as there was a large amount of variation in the size of the faculty at each
school ranging from four to well over fifty. Regarding this same aspect of the study,
faculty participation was voluntary.
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relationship. This finding illustrates that, at least in some instances, leader behaviors
may have a depressing effect on teacher efficacy even when those leader behaviors are
directed toward generally accepted leader responsibilities/duties. What this may
represent is a strong difference in the perception of the leader’s behavioral intent.

Suggestions for Future Research

It seems apparent from the results of this study that further research is required to begin
to define the leadership factors that indirectly impact student achievement. A first
suggestion would be to expand the sample size. A larger leader sample with a
correspondingly larger faculty sample would provide a stronger basis for generalization. A
second consideration would be to author a study in which all faculty members
responded. A pivotal question that might also be explored is to determine the key
factors today that impact teacher development and student results in important ways.
Another consideration could be to examine the relationship between leader behaviors,
leader emotional intelligence, and other factors as previously listed: a leader’s hard
technical skills and knowledge such as designing, budgeting, scheduling, or
evaluating/monitoring; a leader’s “soft” people/relational skills with individuals including
credibility, competence, ability to inspire, vision, and emotional intelligence; the
leadership style/approach of the leader; the circumstances and conditions leaders
create or impact such as support for instruction, provision of instructional support
services, teacher efficacy, school climate/atmosphere, job satisfaction, community
support, parental involvement, or even something as straightforward and important as
the ability to maintain student discipline; or Leithwood et. al’s (2004, p. 89) suggestion
that “school conditions, classroom conditions, teachers, or leaders professional learning
experiences” be examined.
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Leadership Styles and
Effectiveness Among SubSaharan African Employees
SAMUEL FADARE, PHD
LAGOS, NIGERIA

Introduction

Scholars such as Yiing, Zaman, and Ahmad (2009) and Walumbwa, Lawler, Avolio, Wang,
and Shi (2005) suggest the existence of significant moderating effects in relationships
between leadership styles and leadership effectiveness. A search through the
OneSource database, however, determined that most studies on moderating effects
between leadership styles and leadership effectiveness predominantly have an Anglocentric focus. Indeed, no study was found that considered the possibility of dimensions
of organizational commitment moderating the strength or direction of relationships
between transactional and transformational leadership styles and leadership
effectiveness among sub-Saharan Africans. According to Barbeschi (2002), in any
organization, like countries, there are cultural and political realities that affect the way
diverse workforces function. Given a dearth of research that examines Anglo-centric
leadership theories in the context of sub-Saharan Africa and the assumptions of implicit
leadership theory regarding the attributes, traits, and skills required for effective
leadership in organizations (Javidan, Dorfman, de Luque, & House, 2006), any research
that explores the full range of leadership theories and their practical application in
societies other than where they were developed would make a significant contribution to
existing knowledge available in this area of organizational leadership.
This study contributes to what little knowledge is available by answering the research
question of whether the moderation effect of dimensions of organizational commitment
on leadership styles results in increased leadership effectiveness among sub-Saharan
African employees. Based on cultural cluster homogeneity as offered by the GLOBE
study, this study represents sub-Saharan African employers with Nigerian employees.
Nigeria was selected within the sub-Saharan cultural cluster because, according to the
World Economic Forum (2014) on Africa, Nigeria is sub-Saharan Africa’s largest economy
and the most populous nation with over 160 million inhabitants. In terms of the general
demographics of the selected cultural cluster, the United Nations (n.d.) estimated
Nigeria’s population in 2015 to be 183.5 million people. This represents the largest
population in sub-Saharan Africa with Ethiopia’s population a distant second at 90
million people. The World Bank (n.d.) estimated sub-Saharan Africa’s population in
December 2014 at approximately 973.4 million people. The choice of Nigeria removes
the need for translation, as English is Nigeria’s official language of communication.
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Possible leadership styles and leadership outcomes have been an area of great interest
in leadership literature, particularly since the advent of the Multifactor Leadership
Questionnaire (MLQ-5X) over 25 years ago. Response to the interest during this period
has seen research outputs on the effects of leadership styles on leadership outcomes
that include those of leadership effectiveness and organizational performance. Amirul
and Daud (2012), for example, examined the relationship between leadership styles and
leadership effectiveness among Malaysian government-linked companies and found that
leaders at all organizational levels demonstrate the full range of leadership styles, with
transactional leadership being demonstrated the most in Malaysian government-linked
companies, followed by transformational leadership, and finally the passive or avoidant
leadership. The laissez-faire leadership style, however, negatively correlated with
leadership effectiveness.
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Literature Review

Barbeschi (2002) posited that the process of forming good organizational relationships
requires (a) growing and maintaining good working relationships among individuals who
set out to work for a common goal and (b) the individual and collective completion of
tasks (p. 45). Barbeschi argued that organizations have both technical and
political/cultural dimensions. While the technical dimension includes visible features
such as structures, control systems, and procedures, the political/cultural dimension
includes features that are intangible but strategic, such as underlying assumptions
about the organization’s culture, symbols, rituals, games, and myths (p. 46). Following
suppositions of the culturally endorsed implicit leadership theory, Javidan et al. (2006)
argued that it is a fallacy to assume that because a leader is successful in one country,
the same leader will be successful in other countries. Culturally endorsed implicit
leadership theory is an extension of the implicit leadership theory as leadership styles
considered effective by individuals in organizations may differ on the basis of the set of
beliefs that people hold in terms of the attributes, skills, behaviors, and other
stereotypes that are accepted as contributing to or impeding outstanding leadership (p.
72). Javidan et al. also reported that the GLOBE study provided convincing evidence to
suggest that “people within cultural groups agree in their beliefs about leadership” (p.
73).

Transactional Leadership

Burns (1978) divided leadership styles into transactional leadership and transforming
leadership. Burns explained that while transactional leadership takes place when “one
person takes the initiative in making contact with others for the purpose of an exchange
of valued things” (p. 19), transforming leadership occurs when “one or more persons
engage with each other in such a way that leaders and followers raise one another to
higher levels of motivation and morality” (p. 20). Burns opined that while leaders may be
born, leadership behavior could also be learned because great leaders are not only able
to teach their followers, but great teachers are able to lead others; thus, they “treat
students neither coercively nor instrumentally but are joint seekers of the truth and
mutual actualization” (p. 449). According to Bass (1985), it is impossible to attribute the
way people behave only to a simple performance–reward relationship or cost–benefit
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formulation as it appears there are unconventional variables found only in excellently run
organizations, which influence the behavior of people in those organizations. Bass
(1985) explained that while leaders of traditional organizations set goals, monitor, and
reward performance, leaders of exceptional organizations do not; rather, they inspire
employees to transcend themselves and do more than is required of them. Bass (1985)
posited that transformational leadership was made up of four factors: charisma or
idealized influence, inspirational leadership, individualized consideration, and
intellectual stimulation.
Lewin et al. (1939) introduced the laissez-faire leadership dimension alongside
authoritarian and democratic leadership. While these three leadership styles are
associated with traditional groups and organizations, the authors pointed out that with
laissez-faire leadership, there is “complete freedom for group or individual decision,
without any leader participation” (p. 273). Lewin et al. (1939) further reported that
laissez-faire leaders make it clear to followers from the outset that they would provide
infrequent comments on work-related activities unless questioned (i.e., information is
supplied to followers only if and when followers specifically ask the leaders; p. 273).
Starting with laissez-faire leadership, then transactional leadership, and, finally,
transformational leadership, Bass and Avolio (1994) presented the full range of
leadership styles in the form of a continuum. The mechanism for the transformational
leadership style to produce better outcomes compared to the transactional leadership
style, they asserted, was attributed to what they termed as the four I’s (i.e., intellectual
stimulation, individualized consideration, idealized influence, and inspirational
motivation).

Transformational Leadership

According to Burns (1978), unlike transactional leadership, transforming leadership has
a moral element, as transforming leaders focus on engaging the full person of their
followers (p. 4). Burns (1978) categorized transforming leadership into four: (a)
intellectual leadership (involving the use of “analytical and normative ideas”; p. 142), (b)
revolutionary leadership (leadership to effect complete change of an entire system), (c)
reform leadership (moral leadership dealing with the issues of strategy and conflict; p.
170), and (d) heroic leadership (a leader that rises as a solution provider during times of
major crisis). Yukl (1999) pointed out that transformational leadership stresses the
importance of emotions, ethics, and moral behavior (p. 285). Yukl (2013) argued that as
a result of the trust, admiration, loyalty, and respect that followers feel toward their
leader, the leader is able to influence and motivate his or her followers, making them
mindful of the significance of completing tasks and encouraging them to transcend their
own self-interest for that of their organization (p. 286).
Spreitzer et al. (2005) theorized that individuals’ traditional or cultural values moderate
the relationship between all dimensions of transformational leadership and leadership
effectiveness. Spreitzer et al. (2005) suggested that while there is likely to be some
degree of cultural value differences in the effectiveness of different dimensions of
transformational leadership (p. 221), for Asian and North American leaders, individuals’
traditional cultural values moderate the relationship between four (intellectual
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Organizational Commitment

Meyer and Allen (1991) described organizational commitment as a mindset, feeling, or
belief that concerns how employees relate with their organization and their “desire,
need, and obligation to remain” (p. 62). The authors introduced a three-component
framework with affective commitment referring to the desire to remain, continuance
commitment referring to the need to stay, and normative commitment referring to the
obligation to stay. Meyer and Allen (1991) conceded that a drawback of the framework
was that while the framework highlights what the major variables associated with the
three commitment components were, “the model does not provide a complete summary
of existing research findings” (p. 68). Meyer and Allen (1984) argued that organizational
commitment is represented more by the continuance commitment dimension and less
as affective or emotional commitment. They further argued that employee commitment
in general was to allow them to consistently carry on their line of activity, which may be
traced to the accumulation of side-bets such as time, effort, and money “that would be
lost [to the individuals] if the activity were discontinued [or the individuals leave the
organization]” (p. 372). Meyer and Allen (1991) contended that beyond the continuance
(need) and affective (desire) commitment dimensions, normative commitment also
existed as a third dimension of organizational commitment. The authors defined
normative commitment as employees’ “obligation to remain with the organization” (p.
66). Meyer and Allen (1984) posited that a common theme among the three approaches
to organizational commitment is that commitment is a psychological state and typifies
the employee–organization relationship and affects employees’ decisions on whether to
remain or leave the organization (p. 67).
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stimulation, articulating a vision, appropriate role model, and expectations of high
performance) out of six specified dimensions of transformational leadership on
leadership effectiveness with the two other dimensions being group goals and
individualized support (p. 212).

Allen and Meyer’s (1990) correlational analysis demonstrated that constructs of
affective commitment and continuance commitment were empirically distinct from one
another; however, while affective commitment and normative commitment were also
different, their constructs were found to be largely correlated. Referring to Meyer and
Allen (1991), Meyer and Allen (1997) reported that rather than view affective,
continuance, and normative commitment as types of organizational commitment, it was
more appropriate to view them as components, as employee relationship with their
organization may be made up of all three elements to different extents (p. 13). Meyer
and Allen pointed out that a number of studies have found affective commitment to be
strongly correlated with normative commitment. The implication of the correlation,
therefore, they suggested, is that “feelings of affective attachment and sense of
obligation to an organization are not independent of one another” (p. 122).
Felfe et al. (2008) found the strongest relationship between affective commitment and
normative commitment (p. 229). At the individual level, Felfe et al. reported that while
there is either no relationship or a negative relation between transformational leadership
and continuance commitment, transformational leadership is crucial for developing and
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maintaining affective and normative organizational commitment in Western countries (p.
218). They reported, “Overall, in collectivistic countries, affective commitment in
particular is more meaningful for outcomes than in a western country” (p. 229). They
also found evidence to suggest that there is a thin line between affective commitment
and normative commitment for employees in collectivistic cultures. Wang et al. (2010)
explained that while normative commitment is generally accepted to be one of three
dimensions of organizational commitment, results from Allen and Meyer (1990) and
Meyer and Allen (1997) suggested that the dimension was interrelated to affective
organizational commitment with no significant difference in the two organizational
commitment dimensions in terms of organizational outcomes (p. 399). Wang et al.
(2010) reported that contract staff was more likely to demonstrate affective commitment
to management companies than transferred permanent staff (p. 407). Further,
organizational support from the management company had a significant positive
influence on employees’ affective and continuance commitment to the management
company (pp. 407-408).

Leadership Effectiveness

Zaccaro et al. (2004) attempted to identify how leaders differed from nonleaders. They
posited that the traits theory appeared to be regaining popularity and examined recent
research on leader attributes. While the review threw up current controversies on the
best way to identify and assess the qualities, traits, and attributes that make for effective
leadership, the review was also able to summarize relevant literature conceptually as
well as empirically and offer several hypotheses intended to guide further research in
this area. Leadership theories discussed by the authors included those of trait-based
and situational leadership. According to Carlyle’s (1841) suppositions, great men should
be given the powers they need and should have as they are heroes who are naturally
bestowed with exceptional physical and/or intellectual powers. As these powers are only
available to a few, it is the duty of every ordinary man to reverence these great men or
heroes. Carlyle (1841) opined that societal progress is not made through the long
passage of time but occurs only when willing individuals who have the right
temperament are identified as heroes and can lead followers. Hofstede (1980) identified
several cultural dimensions that differentiated cultures one from another, including
power distance, masculine versus feminine orientation, individualism versus collectivism
orientation, uncertainty avoidance, and assertiveness. Hofstede (1980) concluded that
societal culture did indeed differ and affected the values of people in the workplace. On
the premise that culture is a collective and not an individual characteristic, and using
data generated from the administered questionnaires, Hofstede (1980) identified four
dimensions that could be used to compare every employee in the different countries.
These four dimensions were power distance, uncertainty avoidance, individualism, and
masculinity. Thus, Hofstede (1980) concluded that there is no ideal leadership style as
national cultures influenced organizational culture.
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Meyer and Allen (1991) explained that the three dimensions of organizational
commitment have one thing in common—commitment is a psychological state that
describes the relationship between employees and the organizations they work for; the
psychological state subsequently impacts decisions made by employees on whether to
remain with their organization or whether to leave (p. 67). Meyer and Allen (1991)
asserted that organizational effectiveness was not only a function of a stable workforce
but a function of dependable employees who consistently perform their duties over and
above role requirements (p. 73). Citing prior studies, the authors reported that
organizational commitment has been shown to be positively correlated with variables
such as on-the-job behavior, attendance behavior, individual and group-level
performance, and employee turnover. On the premise that transactional and
transformational leadership styles are moderated by organizational commitment among
Nigerian employees to produce effective leadership, the following moderating
hypotheses are proposed:

LEADERSHIP

Interactive Effect of Organizational Commitment on Transactional
and Transformational Leadership

Figure 1: Moderating effect of organizational commitment

Analysis
Cohen, Cohen, West, and Aiken (2003) reasoned that if a relationship between
independent variable Y with a dependent variable C does not remain constant over
different levels of a third variable D, such a relationship is described as having a C x D
interaction (p. 10). However, if the strength of the relationship between C and Y reduces
as the value of D increases, then C is said to be moderated by changes in D (p. 10).
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According to Cohen et al., using multiple regression/correlation models allows for the
computation of different parts of the strength of relationships and permits “statistical
hypotheses testing, estimation, construction of confidence levels, and power-analytic
procedures (p. 10). In linear models, a set of predictor variables are used to model
outcome variable Y such that:

Yi = β0 + β1 X1i + β2 X2i+…+ βk Xki + ei

(1)

where Yi is the dependent variable, β0 is the intercept, β1 to βk are the vectors of
coefficients, X1i to Xki are the vectors of explanatory variables of i at a point in time, and ei
in the model is the residual error term that captures any variations in the model that
cannot be attributed to independent variables used in the model. According to Cohen, et
al. (2003), moderation analysis requires the use of multiple regression analysis. This is
done by adding a third term M to the multiple regression model that is meant to regress
independent variable X on dependent variables Y. The moderation effect is specified by
the interaction of X and M in explaining Y. Thus:

Y = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + β3m + β4 (x m) + e

(2)

In this case, while x1 represents the control variable, the role of M as a moderating
variable is accomplished by estimating the parameter β4, which is the estimate for the
interaction term. Note that because of the interaction between independent variable X
and moderating variable M, a new interaction variable is formed; in other words, the
interaction term is the product of the two main effects. This was used to test the
moderation effect.

Method

Hair, Black, Babin, and Anderson (2010) recommended that for a representative sample
to be generalizable, there should be between 15 to 20 observations or respondents for
every independent variable in the multiple regression model (p. 171). The three
dimensions of transactional leadership and five dimensions of transformational
leadership were treated as independent variables. Taking a maximum of 20 respondents
per independent variable, a sample size of 160 was required. The study also included
seven control variables made up of gender, age, tenure with one’s direct supervisor,
tenure with the organization, status position in the organization, industry, and level of
education. Also, using the maximum of 20 respondents per control variable, a sample
size of an additional 120 respondents was required. In total, this study used 300
participants. Data from employees working within five key industries and different
companies were collected. To ensure anonymity and confidentiality, the survey was
administered electronically.

Instrumentation

For independent variables, the study used the Form 5X-Short of the Multifactor
Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ; Bass & Avolio, 1997). The MLQ consists of 45 items
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that follow a 5-point Likert-type scale format (0 = Not at all, 1 = Once in a while, 2 =
Sometimes, 3 = Fairly often, and 4 = Frequently, if not always) for rating a broad range of
leadership styles ranging from laissez-faire leadership to transactional leadership and
transformational leadership. For the moderating variable, the study used the Affective
Commitment (AC) and Continuance Commitment (CC) subscales as contained in Meyer
and Allen’s (1997) Organizational Commitment Scale (OCS). Each of the two subscales
contains eight items. According to Meyer, Stanley, et al. (2002), these are the scales
most commonly used in empirical studies. The OCS is a self-scoring questionnaire with
responses rated using a 5-point Likert scale (0 = strongly disagree and 4 = strongly
agree). For the leadership effectiveness dependent variable, Ehrhart and Klein’s (2001)
Leadership Effectiveness Scale was used. The six-item measure requires that
respondents think of their leader and state the extent to which the respondents believed
they (a) worked at a high level of performance under their leader, (b) enjoyed working for
their leader, (c) got along well with their leader, (d) found the leadership style of the
leader compatible with their own, (e) admired their leader, and (f) felt this leader was
similar to their ideal leader. Similar to other scales used in this study, the responses
were on a Likert-type scale (1 = little or no extent to 5 = a great extent).
Seven control variables were included in the analysis, these included gender, age, tenure
with one’s direct supervisor, tenure with organization, status or position in the
organization, industry, and level of education. Gender was dummy-coded with 0 = female
and 1 = male. Data on the actual age and tenure with supervisor were collected as scale
variables so that they are made readily available for our analysis. Status position in the
organization was collected based on the following hierarchy: nonmanagerial employees,
unit heads, departmental managers, and senior managers. Industry data were collected
in the following categories: commercial, financial, educational, manufacturing, and
services. These were all dummy-coded as 1 or 0 for each of five categories. Data on level
of education was coded from 1 to 6 based on the level of formal education attained with
high school diploma (1), associate degree (2), bachelor’s degree (3), master’s degree (4),
postgraduate degree (5), and doctorate degree (6).

Data Collection Procedures

For anonymity and confidentiality of the surveys administered, a SurveyMonkey form was
administered electronically to participants. To administer the questionnaire, an email
notification system was used and reminders were also sent to those yet to respond to
the survey. The LinkedIn platform provides a functionality that allows electronic mails to
be sent to any member of the network selected. In addition, only chartered accountants
admitted to the forum by its administrator can send emails to other members in the
forum. Thus, emails sent by members of the forum to icanprofessionals@yahoo
groups.com are electronically delivered to the 4,000+ members of the group.
SPSS Version 21 was used to facilitate hierarchical multivariate analyses. Hierarchical
regression refers to a simple ordinary least-square regression technique that allows
independent variables to be entered into the analysis in a sequential order based on
theory and the outcome of prior research rather than computer algorithms, as is the
case with stepwise regression (Kerlinger, 1986). This approach is particularly useful
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when there is a requirement to identify increments in explained variances or a
requirement to explain or evaluate changes in regression coefficients. This is different
from stepwise regression analysis, where models are automatically built by successively
adding or removing variables based on the t statistics of their estimated coefficients.

Results

The survey instruments were administered to participants between March 25 and May
25, 2016.
Table 1: Full-Scale Field Testing Participants by Industry

Industry

Response %

Response count

Commercial
Financial
Education
Services
Manufacturing
Total

3.0
45.8
7.2
37.7
6.4
100.0

7
108
17
89
15
236

Response Rates

Of the 300 participants surveyed, 236 submitted responses to the survey, representing a
response rate of 78.33%. Out of the 236 responses received, 228 were deemed usable
as data for all sections were provided, representing approximately 96.6% of submitted
responses and 76% of the target 300 sample size. Eight responses were excluded as
they contained missing data from one or more of the survey sections, representing
approximately 3.4% of returned responses. As a result, 228 responses were used for our
analysis.

Demographic Overview

Demographic data of the target population collected included those of gender, age,
education, status in the organization, length of time working with current supervisor, and
length of time working for organization.
Table 2: Demographic Characteristics of Participants (N = 236)

Variable
Age
Under 21 years of age
21-29 years of age
30-39 years of age
40-49 years of age
50-59 years of age
60 years of age or older
Education
High school graduate
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n

%
0.4
9.8
28.4
50.0
10.6
0.9

1
23
67
118
25
2

0.4

1

0.4
23.3
64.4
6.0
5.5

1
55
152
14
13

73.6
26.4

174
62

20.8
24.2
19.9
35.2

49
57
47
83

11.0
15.7
21.2
52.1

26
37
50
123

6.8
8.1
12.7
72.5

16
19
30
171
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Associate’s degree
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree
Postgraduate
Doctorate degree
Gender
Male
Female
Status in organization
Nonmanagerial
Unit head
Departmental head
Senior management
Length of time working with current supervisor
Less than 6 months
6 months-1 year
1-2 years
More than 2 years
Length of time working with current organization
Less than 6 months
6 months-1 year
1-2 years
More than 2 years

Analysis

It was observed early in the hierarchical regression process that the seven control
variables were too many to be controlled all at once. All categorical control variables
were, therefore, limited to two categories since regression treats variables as scale.
Because of concerns about the number of control variables, two regression models were
run: (a) control variables gender, position (nonmanagerial/managerial) and education
and (b) the independent variables were added. Thus, gender was coded as 0 and 1 and
job status was divided into two categories (nonmanagerial and managerial) and coded
as 0 and 1.

Testing Hypothesis 1a

Hypothesis 1a stated that affective commitment among sub-Saharan African employees
moderates the relations between contingent rewards and leadership effectiveness.
Sharma, Durand, and Gur-Arie (1981) explained that a moderator variable is “one which
systematically modifies either the form and/or strength of the relationship between a
predictor and a criterion variable” (p. 291). This implies that moderator variables are
able to affect the direction and/or power of modal relationships. Given the proposition
stated in Hypothesis 1a, the affective commitment variable was applied (as a moderator)
to the relationship between contingent rewards (as the predictor variable) and leadership
effectiveness (as the dependent variable) with the expectation that a positive moderator
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variable strengthens the relationship between the independent variable and dependent
variable. Hypothesis 1a (and other hypotheses onwards) is reported in four hierarchies
(i.e., control variables, moderating variables, interaction variables, and significant
variables, respectively). Note that for all models specified, N = 228. * p < .05. **p < .01.
To test these relationships, all control variables were first entered as independent
variables in the first block with leadership effectiveness entered in as the dependent
variable (Model 1). The control variables explained 1% of the total variance in leadership
effectiveness, F(3, 224) = 1.67, p > .05 with only the gender control variable being
statistically significant at p < .05 (Model 1). In the second block, the moderating variable
AFFECTCOMMIT was computed and added as another level of the hierarchy to moderate
the relationship between contingent rewards and leadership effectiveness. Total
variance explained by the model was 1%, F(5, 222) = 1.41, p > .05 (Model 2). None of
the control, independent, and moderating variables were statistically significant. Overall,
the model was not statistically significant, and there was no change as a result of
moderation. The interaction variables were computed as the product of the independent
variable (contingent rewards) and the moderator (affective commitment). The total
variance explained by the model was 2%, F(6, 221) = 1.63, p > .05 (Model 3). Only
gender was approximately statistically significant (b = -.32, p = .053). All nonstatistically
significant independent variables were removed to create Model 4 with the gender
control variable remaining the only statistically significant variable in the model. The total
variance explained by the model was 2%, F(2 225) = 3.17, p < .05 (Model 4). As a result,
Hypothesis 1a is not supported.

Testing Hypothesis 1b

Hypothesis 1b stated that affective commitment among Sub-Saharan African employees
moderates the relations between management-by-exception (active) and leadership
effectiveness. Affective commitment variable was applied (as a moderator) to the
relationship between management-by-exception (active) and leadership effectiveness
with the expectation that a positive affective commitment variable strengthens the
relationship between the management-by-exception (active) variable and the leadership
effectiveness variable. To test these relationships, all control variables were first entered
as independent variables in the first block with leadership effectiveness entered in as
the dependent variable (Model 5). The control variables explained 1% of the total
variance in leadership effectiveness, F(3, 224) = 1.67, p > .05, with only the gender
control variable being statistically significant at p < .05 (Models 5 - 8). In the second
block, the moderating variable AFFECTCOMMIT was computed and added as another
level of the hierarchy to moderate the relationship between management-by-exception
(active) and leadership effectiveness. Total variance explained by the model was 1%,
F(5, 222) = 1.11, p > .05 (Model 6). None of the control, independent, and moderating
variables were statistically significant; overall, the model was not statistically significant
and there was no change as a result of moderation. The interaction variables were
computed as the product of the independent variable (management-by-exception
[active]) and the moderating variables (affective commitment). However, there was no
increase in the total variance explained by Model 7 after all variables were subsequently
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Model 1
SE
b
0.74
0.16 -0.2
0.74 -0
0.17 -0

Model 2 (MOD)

Model 3

Variable
Constant
Gender
Education
Status
ContRewd
AffectCom
mit
ContRwdX
Affect

B
4.18
-0.34
-0.19
-0.02

∆R 2
F
df

0.01
1.67
3/224

0.01
1.41
5/222

0.02
1.63
6/221

∆R 2

0.02

0.01

0.01

Model 4

Sig. (p )
B SE b Sig. (p )
B SE
b Sig. (p )
B SE
b Sig. (p )
0 4.33 0.94
0 2.04 1.68
0.225 3.71 0.3
0
.035* -0.3 0.17 -0.1 0.071 -0.32 0.17 -0.14 .053*
-0.33 0.2 -0.1
.037*
0.802 -0.23 0.75 -0
0.76 -0.32 0.74 -0.03
0.673
0.913 -0.02 0.17 -0 0.902 -0.02 0.17 -0.01
0.909
0.11 0.09 0.09 0.206 1.06 0.59 0.84
0.071
-0.15 0.18 -0.1

Model 5
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added in the second block, F(6, 221) = 1.06, p > .05. Only the gender control variable
was statistically significant with its coefficient indicating that it is inversely related to
leadership effectiveness (b = -.33, p = .049). All nonstatistically significant independent
variables were removed to create Model 8 with the gender control variable remaining the
only statistically significant variable in the model. The total variance explained by the
model was 2%, F(1, 226) = 4.97, p < .05 (Model 8). As a result, Hypothesis 1b, is not
supported.

0.411

0.65 0.52 0.25

0.208

-0.32 0.19 -0.86

0.101

Model 6 (MOD)

0.02
3.17*
2/225

Model 7

Model 8

Variable
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Education
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MgtbyExA
ctive
AffectCom
mit
ActiveXAf
fect

B
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-0.34
-0.19
-0.02

SE
b Sig. (p )
B SE b Sig. (p )
B SE
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B SE
b Sig. (p )
0.74
0 4.49 0.94
0 5.62 1.58
0 3.99 0.1
0
0.16 -0.2
.035* -0.32 0.17 -0.1 0.055 -0.33 0.17 -0.14 .049*
-0.34 0.2 -0.2 .027*
0.74 -0
0.802 -0.25 0.75 -0 0.742 -0.3 0.75 -0.03 0.687
0.17 -0
0.913 -0.01 0.17
0 0.975 -0.02 0.18 -0.01 0.901

∆R 2
F
df

0.01
1.67
3/224

0.01
1.11
5/222

0
1.06
6/221

0.02
4.97*
1/226

∆R 2

0.02

0

0

-0.01

0.03 0.08 0.03

0.689

0.44 0.53 -0.39

0.41

-0.11 0.18

0.526 -0.47 0.44 -0.18

0.285

0.16 0.17 0.44

0.374

-0
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Testing Hypothesis 1c

Hypothesis 1c, stated that affective commitment among sub-Saharan African employees
moderates the relations between management-by-exception (passive) and leadership
effectiveness. Affective commitment variable was applied (as a moderating variable) to
the relationship between management-by-exception (passive) and leadership
effectiveness with the expectation that a positive affective commitment variable
strengthens the relationship between management-by-exception (passive) variable and
leadership effectiveness variable. To test these relationships, all control variables were
first entered as independent variables in the first block, with leadership effectiveness
entered in as the dependent variable (Model 9). The control variables explained 1% of
the total variance in leadership effectiveness, F(3, 224) = 1.67, p > .05, with only the
gender control variable being statistically significant at p < .05.
In the second block, the moderating variable AFFECTCOMMIT was computed and added
as another level of the hierarchy to moderate the relationship between management-byexception (passive) and leadership effectiveness. Total variance explained by the model
was 1%, F(5, 222) = 1.55, p > .05 (Model 10). With the exception of the gender control
variable, none of the control, independent, and moderating variables were statistically
significant. The additional variables and the effect of moderation explained 1% of the
total variance in leadership effectiveness; overall, however, the model was not
statistically significant.
The interaction variables were computed as the product of the independent variable
(management-by-exception [passive]) and the moderating variables (affective
commitment). The total variance explained by Model 11 was 1%. Only the gender control
variable was statistically significant with its coefficient indicating that it is inversely
related to leadership effectiveness (b = -.32, p = .054). All nonstatistically significant
independent variables were removed to create Model 12 with the gender control variable
remaining statistically significant in the model (b = -.33, p = .034). The total variance
explained by the model was 3%, F(3, 224) = 3.08, p < .05 (Model 30). As a result,
Hypothesis 1c is not supported.

Testing Hypothesis 2a

Hypothesis 2a stated that continuance commitment among sub-Saharan African
employees moderates the relations between contingent rewards and leadership
effectiveness. Continuance commitment variable was applied (as a moderating variable)
to the relationship between contingent rewards and leadership effectiveness with the
expectation that a positive affective commitment variable strengthens the relationship
between contingent rewards variable and leadership effectiveness variable.
To test these relationships, all control variables were first entered as independent
variables in the first block, with leadership effectiveness entered in as the dependent
variable (Model 13). The control variables explained 1% of the total variance in
leadership effectiveness, F(3, 224) = 1.67, p > .05, with only the gender control variable
being statistically significant at p < .05, (b = -.34, p = .035).
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In the second block, the moderating variable CONTINUCOMMIT was computed and
added as another level of the hierarchy to moderate the relationship between contingent
rewards and leadership effectiveness. Total variance explained by the model was 1%,
F(5, 222) = 1.64, p > .05 (Model 14). With the exception of the gender control variable,
which was statistically significant at p ≈ .05, (b = -.32, p = .053), none of the control,
independent, and moderating variables were statistically significant. The additional
variables and the effect of moderation explained 1% of the total variance in leadership
effectiveness; overall, however, the model was not statistically significant.
The interaction variables were computed as the product of the independent variable
(contingent rewards) and the moderating variables (continuance commitment).
The total variance explained by Model 15 was 1%. Only the gender control variable was
statistically significant at p ≈ .05, with its coefficient indicating that it is inversely related
to leadership effectiveness (b = -.32, p = .054). All nonstatistically significant
independent variables were removed to create Model 16 with the gender control variable
remaining statistically significant in the model (b = -.34, p = .027). The total variance
explained by the model was 2%, F(1, 226) = 3.08, p < .05 (see Model 16). As a result,
Hypothesis 2a is not supported.

Testing Hypothesis 2b

Hypothesis 2b stated that continuance commitment among sub-Saharan African
employees moderates the relations between management-by-exception (active) and
leadership effectiveness. The continuance commitment variable was applied (as a
moderating variable) to the relationship between management-by-exception (active) and
leadership effectiveness with the expectation that a positive affective commitment
variable strengthens the relationship between management-by-exception (active)
variable and leadership effectiveness variable.
To test these relationships, all control variables were first entered as independent
variables in the first block with leadership effectiveness entered in as the dependent
variable (Model 17). The control variables explained 1% of the total variance in
leadership effectiveness, F(3, 224) = 1.67, p > .05, with only the gender control variable
being statistically significant at p < .05 (b = -.34, p = .035). In the second block, the
moderating variable CONTINUCOMMIT was computed and added as another level of the
hierarchy to moderate the relationship between management-by-exception (active) and
leadership effectiveness. Total variance explained by the model was 1%, F(5, 222) =
1.64, p > .05 (Model 18). With the exception of the gender control variable, which was
statistically significant at p = .05 (b = -.32, p = .035), none of the control, independent,
and moderating variables were statistically significant. The additional variables and the
effect of moderation explained 1% of the total variance in leadership effectiveness;
overall, however, the model was not statistically significant.
The interaction variables were computed as the product of the independent variable
(management-by-exception [active]) and the moderating variables (continuance commit-
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ment). The total variance explained by Model 19 was 1%. Only the gender control
variable was statistically significant at p ≈ .05 with its coefficient indicating that it is
inversely related to leadership effectiveness (b = -.32, p = .055). All nonstatistically
significant independent variables were removed to create Model 38 with the gender
control variable remaining statistically significant in the model (b = -.34, p = .027). The
total variance explained by the model was 2%, F(1, 226) = 4.97, p > .05 (Model 20). As a
result, Hypothesis 2b, is not supported.
Model 9
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Testing Hypothesis 2c

Hypothesis 2c stated that continuance commitment among sub-Saharan African
employees moderates the relations between management-by-exception (passive) and
leadership effectiveness. Continuance commitment variable was applied (as a
moderating variable) to the relationship between management-by-exception (passive)
and leadership effectiveness with the expectation that a positive affective commitment
variable strengthens the relationship between management-by-exception (passive)
variable and leadership effectiveness variable.
To test these relationships, all control variables were first entered as independent
variables in the first block with leadership effectiveness entered in as the dependent
variable (Model 21). The control variables explained 1% of the total variance in
leadership effectiveness, F(3, 224) = 1.67, p > .05, with only the gender control variable
being statistically significant at p < .05 (b = -.34, p = .035). In the second block, the
moderating variable CONTINUCOMMIT was computed and added as another level of the
hierarchy to moderate the relationship between management-by-exception (passive) and
leadership effectiveness. Total variance explained by the model was 1%, F(5, 222) =
1.64, p > .05 (Model 22). With the exception of the gender control variable, which was
statistically significant at p ≈ .05 (b = -.32, p = .053), none of the control, independent,
and moderating variables were statistically significant. The additional variables and the
effect of moderation explained 1% of the total variance in leadership effectiveness;
overall, however, the model was not statistically significant.
Interaction variables were computed as the product of the independent variable
(management-by-exception [passive]) and the moderating variables (continuance
commitment). The total variance explained by Model 23 was 2%. None of variables were
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statistically significant. While all nonstatistically significant independent variables were
removed, the gender variable was used to create Model 42, as it was the closest to
statistical significance at p = .062 within Model 23. In Model 24, the gender control
variable remained statistically significant in the model (b = -.34, p = .027). The total
variance explained by the model was 2%, F(1, 226) = 4.97, p > .05 (Model 24). As a
result, Hypothesis 2c is not supported.

Testing Hypothesis 3a

Hypothesis 3a stated that affective commitment among sub-Saharan African employees
moderates the relations between idealized influence (attributed) and leadership
effectiveness. Affective commitment variable was applied (as a moderating variable) to
the relationship between idealized influence (attributed) and leadership effectiveness
with the expectation that a positive affective commitment variable strengthens the
relationship between idealized influence (attributed) variable and leadership
effectiveness variable. To test these relationships, all control variables were first entered
as independent variables in the first block with leadership effectiveness entered in as
the dependent variable (Model 25). The control variables explained 1% of the total
variance in leadership effectiveness, F(3, 224) = 1.67, p > .05, with only the gender
control variable being statistically significant at p < .05 (b = -.34, p = .035).
In the second block, the moderating variable AFFECTCOMMIT was computed and added
as another level of the hierarchy to moderate the relationship between idealized
influence (attributed) and leadership effectiveness. There was no change in total
variance explained by the model with F(5, 222) = 1.64, p > .05 (Model 26). With the
exception of the gender control variable, which was statistically significant at p ≈ .05 (b =
-.32, p = .051), none of the control, independent, and moderating variables were
statistically significant. The additional variables and the effect of moderation did not add
further variance to the leadership effectiveness variable; overall, however, the model
was not statistically significant.
The interaction variables were computed as the product of the independent variable
(idealized influence [attributed]) and the moderating variables (affective commitment).
The total variance explained by Model 27 was 1%. Only the gender variable was
statistically significant at p < .05 (b = -.34, p = .039). All nonstatistically significant
independent variables were removed with the gender variable used to create Model 28.
In Model 28, the gender control variable remained statistically significant in the model (b
= -.34, p = .027). The total variance explained by the model was 2%, F(1, 226) = 4.97, p
> .05 (Model 28). As a result, Hypothesis 3a is not supported.

Testing Hypothesis 3b

Hypothesis 3b stated that affective commitment among sub-Saharan African employees
moderates the relations between idealized influence (behavior) and leadership
effectiveness. Affective commitment variable was applied (as a moderating variable) to
the relationship between idealized influence (behavior) and leadership effectiveness with
the expectation that a positive affective commitment variable strengthens the
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The control variables explained 1% of the total variance in leadership effectiveness, F(3,
224) = 1.67, p > .05, with only the gender control variable being statistically significant
at p < .05 (b = -.34, p = .035). In the second block, the moderating variable
AFFECTCOMMIT was computed and added as another level of the hierarchy to moderate
the relationship between idealized influence (behavior) and leadership effectiveness.
There was no change in total variance explained by the model with F(5, 222) = 1.08, p >
.05 (Model 30). With the exception of the gender control variable, which was statistically
significant at p ≈ .05 (b = -.32, p = .051), none of the control, independent, and
moderating variables were statistically significant.

LEADERSHIP

relationship between idealized influence (behavior) variable and leadership effectiveness
variable. To test these relationships, all control variables were first entered as
independent variables in the first block with leadership effectiveness entered in as the
dependent variable (Model 29).

The additional variables and the effect of moderation did not add further variance to the
leadership effectiveness variable; overall, however, the model was not statistically
significant. The interaction variables were computed as the product of the independent
variable (idealized influence [behavior]) and the moderating variables (affective
commitment). There was no change in total variance explained by Model 31 with F(6,
221) = .94, p > .05 (Model 31). Only the gender variable was statistically significant at p
< .05 (b = -.33, p = .048). All nonstatistically significant independent variables were
removed with the gender variable used to create Model 32 In Model 32, the gender
control variable remained statistically significant in the model (b = -.34, p = .027). The
total variance explained by the model was 2%, F(1, 226) = 4.97, p > .05 (Model 32). As a
result, Hypothesis 3b is not supported.
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Testing Hypothesis 3c

Hypothesis 3c stated that affective commitment among Sub-Saharan African employees
moderates the relations between inspirational motivation and leadership effectiveness.
Affective commitment variable was applied (as a moderating variable) to the relationship
between inspirational motivation and leadership effectiveness with the expectation that
a positive affective commitment variable strengthens the relationship between
inspirational motivation variable and leadership effectiveness variable.
To test these relationships, all control variables were first entered as independent
variables in the first block, with leadership effectiveness entered in as the dependent
variable (Model 33). The control variables explained 1% of the total variance in
leadership effectiveness, F(3, 224) = 1.67, p > .05, with only the gender control variable
being statistically significant at p < .05 (b = -.34, p = .035). In the second block, the
moderating variable AFFECTCOMMIT was computed and added as another level of the
hierarchy to moderate the relationship between inspirational motivation and leadership
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effectiveness. There was no change in total variance explained by the model with F(5,
222) = 1.08, p > .05 (Model 34). With the exception of the gender control variable, which
was statistically significant at b = -.32, p = .050, none of the control, independent, and
moderating variables were statistically significant. The additional variables and the effect
of moderation did not add further variance to the leadership effectiveness variable;
overall, however, the model was not statistically significant.
The interaction variables were computed as the product of the independent variable
(inspirational motivation) and the moderating variables (affective commitment). There
was no change in total variance explained by Model 31 with F(6, 221) = .94, p > .05
(Model 35). Only the gender variable was statistically significant (b = -.33, p = .050). All
nonstatistically significant independent variables were removed with the gender variable
used to create Model 36. In Model 36, the gender control variable remained statistically
significant in the model (b = -.34, p = .027). The total variance explained by the model
was 2%, F(1, 226) = 4.97, p < .05 (Model 36). As a result, Hypothesis 3c is not
supported.

Testing Hypothesis 3d

Hypothesis 3d stated that affective commitment among Sub-Saharan African employees
moderates the relations between intellectual stimulation and leadership effectiveness.
Affective commitment variable was applied (as a moderating variable) to the relationship
between intellectual stimulation and leadership effectiveness with the expectation that a
positive affective commitment variable strengthens the relationship between intellectual
stimulation variable and leadership effectiveness variable.
To test these relationships, all control variables were first entered as independent
variables in the first block with leadership effectiveness entered in as the dependent
variable (Model 37). The control variables explained 1% of the total variance in
leadership effectiveness, F(3, 224) = 1.67, p > .05, with only the gender control variable
being statistically significant at p < .05 (b = -.34, p = .035). In the second block, the
moderating variable AFFECTCOMMIT was computed and added as another level of the
hierarchy to moderate the relationship between inspirational motivation and leadership
effectiveness.
There was no change in total variance explained by the model with F(5, 222) = 1.08, p >
.05 (Model 38). With the exception of the gender control variable, which was statistically
significant at (b = -.33, p = .051), none of the control, independent, and moderating
variables were statistically significant. The additional variables and the effect of
moderation did not add further variance to the leadership effectiveness variable; overall,
however, the model was not statistically significant.
The interaction variables were computed as the product of the independent variable
(inspirational motivation) and the moderating variables (affective commitment). There
was no change in total variance explained by Model 31 with F(6, 221) = .93, p > .05
(Model 39). Only the gender variable was statistically significant (b = -.33, p = .048). All
nonstatistically significant independent variables were removed with the gender variable
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used to create Model 40. In Model 40, the gender control variable remained statistically
significant in the model (b = -.34, p = .027). The total variance explained by the model
was 2%, F(1, 226) = 4.97, p < .05 (Model 40). As a result, Hypothesis 3d is not
supported.

Testing Hypothesis 3e

Hypothesis 3e stated that affective commitment among Sub-Saharan African employees
moderates the relations between individualized consideration and leadership
effectiveness. Affective commitment variable was applied (as a moderator) to the
relationship between individualized consideration and leadership effectiveness with the
expectation that a positive affective commitment variable strengthens the relationship
between individualized consideration variable and leadership effectiveness variable.
To test these, all control variables were first entered as independent variables in the first
bloc, with leadership effectiveness entered in as the dependent variable (Model 41). The
control variables explained 1% of the total variance in leadership effectiveness, F(3,
224) = 1.67, p > .05, with only gender being statistically significant at p < .05 (b = -.34, p
= .035). In the second block, the moderating variable AFFECTCOMMIT was computed
and added as another level of the hierarchy to moderate the relationship between
individualized consideration and leadership effectiveness.
There was no change in total variance explained by the model with F(5, 222) = 1.43, p >
.05 (Model 42). With the exception of the gender control variable, which was statistically
significant at (b = -.32, p = .054), none of the control, independent, and moderating
variables were statistically significant. The additional variables and the effect of
moderation did not add further variance to the leadership effectiveness variable; overall,
however, the model was not statistically significant.
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Testing Hypothesis 4a

Hypothesis 4a stated that continuance commitment among Sub-Saharan African
employees moderates the relations between idealized influence (attributed) and
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leadership effectiveness. Affective commitment variable was applied (as a moderating
variable) to the relationship between idealized influence (attributed) and leadership
effectiveness with the expectation that a positive continuance commitment variable
strengthens the relationship between idealized influence (attributed) variable and
leadership effectiveness variable.
To test these relationships, all control variables were first entered as independent
variables in the first block with leadership effectiveness entered in as the dependent
variable (Model 45). The control variables explained 1% of the total variance in
leadership effectiveness, F(3, 224) = 1.67, p > .05, with only the gender control variable
being statistically significant at p < .05 (b = -.34, p = .035).
In the second block, the moderating variable CONTINUCOMMIT was computed and
added as another level of the hierarchy to moderate the relationship between idealized
influence (attributed) and leadership effectiveness. Total variance explained by the
model was 1% with F(5, 222) = 1.64, p > .05 (Model 46). With the exception of the
gender control variable, which was statistically significant at p < .05 (b = -.32, p = .047),
none of the control, independent, and moderating variables were statistically significant.
The additional variables and the effect of moderation did not add further variance to the
leadership effectiveness variable; overall, however, the model was not statistically
significant. The interaction variables were computed as the product of the independent
variable (idealized influence [attributed]) and the moderating variables (continuance
commitment). The total variance explained by Model 47 was 1%. Only the gender
variable was statistically significant at p < .05 (b = -.33, p = .048). All nonstatistically
significant independent variables were removed with the gender variable used to create
Model 48. In Model 48, the gender control variable remained statistically significant in
the model (b = -.34, p = .027). The total variance explained by the model was 2%, F(1,
226) = 4.97, p > .05 (Model 48). As a result, Hypothesis 4a is not supported.
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Testing Hypothesis 4b

Hypothesis 4b stated that continuance commitment among Sub-Saharan African
employees moderates the relations between idealized influence (behavior) and
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To test these relationships, all control variables were first entered as independent
variables in the first block with leadership effectiveness entered in as the dependent
variable (Model 49). The control variables explained 1% of the total variance in
leadership effectiveness, F(3, 224) = 1.67, p > .05, with only the gender control variable
being statistically significant at p < .05 (b = -.34, p = .035). In the second block, the
moderating variable CONTINUCOMMIT was computed and added as another level of the
hierarchy to moderate the relationship between idealized influence (behavior) and
leadership effectiveness. Total variance explained by the model was 1% with F(5, 222) =
1.47, p > .05 (Model 50). With the exception of the gender control variable, which was
statistically significant at p < .05 (b = -.32, p = .047), none of the control, independent,
and moderating variables were statistically significant.

LEADERSHIP

leadership effectiveness. Affective commitment variable was applied (as a moderating
variable) to the relationship between idealized influence (behavior) and leadership
effectiveness with the expectation that a positive continuance commitment variable
strengthens the relationship between idealized influence (behavior) variable and
leadership effectiveness variable.

The additional variables and the effect of moderation did not add further variance to the
leadership effectiveness variable; overall, however, the model was not statistically
significant. The interaction variables were computed as the product of the independent
variable (idealized influence [behavior]) and the moderating variables (continuance
commitment). The total variance explained by Model 51 was 1%, with F(6, 221) = 1.22, p
> .05 (Model 51). Only the gender variable was statistically significant at p < .05 (b = .33, p = .047). All nonstatistically significant independent variables were removed with
the gender variable used to create Model 52. In Model 52, the gender control variable
remained statistically significant in the model (b = -.34, p = .027). The total variance
explained by the model was 2%, F(1, 226) = 4.97, p < .05 (Model 52). As a result,
Hypothesis 4b is not supported.

Testing Hypothesis 4c

Hypothesis 4c stated that continuance commitment among Sub-Saharan African
employees moderates the relations between inspirational motivation and leadership
effectiveness. Continuance commitment variable was applied (as a moderating variable)
to the relationship between inspirational motivation and leadership effectiveness with
the expectation that a positive continuance commitment variable strengthens the
relationship between inspirational motivation variable and leadership effectiveness
variable. To test these, all control variables were first entered as independent variables
in the first block with leadership effectiveness entered in as the dependent variable
(Model 53). The control variables explained 1% of the total variance in leadership
effectiveness, F(3, 224) = 1.67, p > .05, with only gender being statistically significant at
p < .05 (b = -.34, p = .035). In the second block, the moderating variable
CONTINUCOMMIT was computed and added as another level of the hierarchy to
moderate the relationship between inspirational motivation and leadership
effectiveness.
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There was no change in total variance explained by the model with F(5, 222) = 1.95, p >
.05 (Model 54). With the exception of the gender control variable, which was statistically
significant at (b = -.33, p = .044), none of the control, independent, and moderating
variables were statistically significant. The additional variables and the effect of
moderation did not add further variance to the leadership effectiveness variable; overall,
however, the model was not statistically significant.
The interaction variables were computed as the product of the independent variable
(inspirational motivation) and the moderating variables (continuance commitment).
There was no change in total variance explained by Model 55 with F(6, 221) = 1.294, p
> .05 (Model 55). Only the gender variable was statistically significant (b = -.33, p =
.043). All nonstatistically significant independent variables were removed with the
gender variable used to create Model 56. In Model 56, the gender control variable
remained statistically significant in the model (b = -.34, p = .027). The total variance
explained by the model was 2%, F(1, 226) = 4.97, p < .05 (Model 56). As a result,
Hypothesis 4c is not supported.

Testing Hypothesis 4d

Hypothesis 4d stated that continuance commitment among Sub-Saharan African
employees moderates the relations between intellectual stimulation and leadership
effectiveness. Continuance commitment variable was applied (as a moderating variable)
to the relationship between intellectual stimulation and leadership effectiveness with the
expectation that a positive continuance commitment variable strengthens the
relationship between intellectual stimulation variable and leadership effectiveness
variable.
To test these relationships, all control variables were first entered as independent
variables in the first block with leadership effectiveness entered in as the dependent
variable (Model 57). The control variables explained 1% of the total variance in
leadership effectiveness, F(3, 224) = 1.67, p > .05, with only the gender control variable
being statistically significant at p < .05 (b = -.34, p = .035). In the second block, the
moderating variable CONTINUCOMMIT was computed and added as another level of the
hierarchy to moderate the relationship between inspirational motivation and leadership
effectiveness. The total variance explained by Model 58 was 1% with F(5, 222) = 1.46, p
> .05 (Model 58). With the exception of the gender control variable, which was
statistically significant (b = -.33, p = .046), none of the control, independent, and
moderating variables were statistically significant. The additional variables and the effect
of moderation did not add further variance to the leadership effectiveness variable;
overall, however, the model was not statistically significant.
The interaction variables were computed as the product of the independent variable
(inspirational motivation) and the moderating variables (continuance commitment).
There was no change in total variance explained by Model 59 with F(6, 221) = 1.263, p
> .05 (Model 59). Only the gender variable was statistically significant (b = -.33, p =
.047). All nonstatistically significant independent variables were removed with the
gender variable used to create Model 60. In Model 60, the gender control variable
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As a result, Hypothesis 4d is not supported.

Testing Hypothesis 4e

Hypothesis 4e stated that continuance commitment among Sub-Saharan African
employees moderates the relations between individualized consideration and leadership
effectiveness. Continuance commitment variable was applied (as a moderating variable)
to the relationship between individualized consideration and leadership effectiveness
with the expectation that a positive continuance commitment variable strengthens the
relationship between individualized consideration variable and leadership effectiveness
variable.

LEADERSHIP

remained statistically significant in the model (b = -.34, p = .027). The total variance
explained by the model was 2%, F(1, 226) = 4.97, p < .05 (Model 60).

To test these relationships, all control variables were first entered as independent
variables in the first block with leadership effectiveness entered in as the dependent
variable (Model 61). The control variables explained 1% of the total variance in
leadership effectiveness, F(3, 224) = 1.67, p > .05, with only being statistically
significant at p < .05 (b = -.34, p = .035). In the second block, the moderator
CONTINUCOMMIT was computed and added as another level of the hierarchy to
moderate the relationship between individualized consideration and leadership
effectiveness. There was no change in total variance explained by the model with F(5,
222) = 1.95, p > .05 (Model 62). With the exception of the gender control variable, which
was statistically significant (b = -.32, p = .052), none of the control, independent, and
moderating variables were statistically significant. The additional variables and the effect
of moderation did not add further variance to the leadership effectiveness variable;
overall, however, the model was not statistically significant.
The interaction variables were computed as the product of the independent variable
(individualized consideration) and the moderating variables (affective commitment).
Total variance explained by Model 63 was 2% with F(6, 221) = 1.20, p > .05 (Model 63).
With the exception of the statistically significant gender variable (at p = .050), which was
used to create Model 64, all nonstatistically significant independent variables were
removed. In Model 64, the gender control variable remained statistically significant (b = .34, p = .027). The total variance explained by the model was 2%, F(1, 226) = 4.97, p <
.05 (Model 64).
As a result, Hypothesis 4e is not supported.
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Three scholarly leadership articles have provided evidences to support these arguments
in a variety of cultures and contexts. Khasawneh, Omari, and Abu-Tineh (2012) provided
evidence that suggests that transformational leadership is positively related to
dimensions of organizational commitment in a variety of organizational settings and
cultures. Using Chinese and Indian respondents, Walumbwa, Wang, Lawler, and Shi
(2004) determined that transformational leadership is positively related to
organizational commitment, while Swanepoel, Erasmus, Van Wyk, and Scheck (2000)
emphasized that organizational commitment was a function of leadership styles, which
is necessary for organizations to effectively deliver on business strategies and achieve
organizational goals. However, House et al. (2004) cautioned that due to its relatively
high-power distance orientation, leadership in the sub-Saharan Africa cultural cluster
may face a completely different set of challenges in motivating employees and gaining
their trust, admiration, loyalty, and respect than would otherwise be the case in relatively
low power distance societies such as those found in the Anglo and Germanic cultural
clusters.
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Theoretical Implications of Findings

No study was found that considers the possibility of organizational commitment
dimensions moderating the strength or direction of relationships between transactional
and transformational leadership styles and leadership effectiveness among Sub-Saharan
African employees. This study explored the moderation effect of dimensions of
organizational commitment on leadership styles and leadership effectiveness among
sub-Saharan African employees. Secondly, gender was the only demographic variable
that had a significant effect between this study’s predictor and criterion variables. The
significance of the gender demographic as identified in this study further corroborates
the findings of the GLOBE study of which Nigeria was one of the five sub-Saharan Africa
societies sampled. Referring to findings of the GLOBE study, Wanasika, Howell, Littrell,
and Dorfman (2011) explained that one of the main themes that characterizes
organizations and leadership in the sub-Saharan region is that it is “heavily patriarchal
and patrimonial with little role for women in tribal governance. Leadership positions were
based on ascribed status and respect was given to individuals who were male and/or
advanced in age” (p. 239). This implies that in sub-Saharan Africa, leadership may be
attained by being the only male child or the oldest male child.

Study Limitations

Using common method to collect responses was limiting as the same respondents
provided data that were used for the independent, dependent, moderating, and control
variables. However, the limitation was restricted, as use of an anonymous survey
platform meant respondent did not have to provide socially desirable responses. This
was also a cross-sectional study as data were collected from a subset of the population
at one specific point in time.
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Abstract
According to the International Corrupt Perceptions Index 2017, more than six billion
people are living in countries that are plagued by corruption (International Corrupt
Perceptions Index, 2017). In an altruistic model of leadership, leaders act with the
express intent of helping other people (Johnson, 2015). Within this model, good
works manifest themselves as prosocial behaviors or “voluntary behavior(s) intended
to benefit another and consisting of actions that benefit others or society” (Schminke,
Arnaud, & Taylor, 2014, p. 730). These prosocial behaviors can create collaborative
and inspirational environments (Axelsson & Axelsson, 2009), facilitate collectivism
(Clarkson, 2014), and contribute to the long-term sustainability of an organization
(Furnham, Treglown, Hyde, & Trickey, 2016). Leaders can nurture an altruistic
environment in their organizations by motivating employees to participate in
prosocial behaviors (Mallén, Chiva, Alegre, & Guinot, 2014). This article introduces
the altruistic approach to leadership, explores prosocial behaviors, examines
motivations for prosocial behaviors, and investigates how leaders can nurture
benevolent cultures in their organizations by encouraging employees to demonstrate
altruism and prosocial behaviors. Specifically, this article explores the impacts of
prosocial behaviors on organizational culture.

Introduction

According to the International Corrupt Perceptions Index 2017, more than six billion
people are living in countries that are plagued by corruption (International Corrupt
Perceptions Index, 2017). In an altruistic model of leadership, leaders act with the
express intent of helping other people (Johnson, 2015). Within this model, good works
manifest themselves as prosocial behaviors, which are “voluntary behavior(s) intended
to benefit another and consisting of actions that benefit others or society” (Schminke et
al., 2014, p. 730). These prosocial behaviors can create collaborative and inspirational
environments (Axelsson & Axelsson, 2009), facilitate collectivism (Clarkson, 2014), and
contribute to the long-term sustainability of an organization (Furnham et al., 2016).
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This article introduces the altruistic approach to leadership, explores prosocial
behaviors, examines motivations for prosocial behaviors, and investigates how leaders
can nurture benevolent cultures in their organizations by encouraging employees to
demonstrate altruism and prosocial behaviors. Specifically, this article explores the
impacts of prosocial behaviors on organizational culture.
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Leaders can nurture an altruistic environment in their organizations by motivating
employees to participate in prosocial behaviors (Mallén et al., 2014).

Altruism

Egoism involves acting in one’s own self-interest (Avolio & Locke, 2002). In contrast,
utilitarianism involves maximizing positive benefits for all of society (Furnham et al.,
2016). Altruism presents yet another perspective, one that benefits any person or group
other than the acting individual (Furnham et al., 2016). Altruism has been defined as “an
ethical doctrine where the moral value of an individual’s actions depends solely on the
impact on other individuals, regardless of the consequences on the individual itself”
(Furnham et al., 2016, p. 359). It has been found to contribute to the success and
sustainability of organizations (Furnham et al., 2016), communities (Kjeldsen &
Andersen, 2012), and society at large (Kjeldsen & Andersen, 2012; Weng, Fox,
Hessenthaler, Stodola, & Davison, 2015). Also, it has the potential to facilitate
cooperation, build trust, encourage the exchange of information, and improve internal
communication in organizations (Mallén et al., 2014). Therefore, it is important for
leaders to understand the concept of altruism and recognize its potential effects and
impacts so they can capitalize on it to foster organizational sustainability.

Understanding Altruism

The concept of altruism has been studied extensively by researchers in psychology,
sociobiology, political science, economics, and business (Singh & Krishnan, 2007).
According to this literature, altruism involves “‘putting others’ objectives before one’s
own” (Singh & Krishnan, 2007, p. 263), transcending and sacrificing individual interests
for a common purpose (Axelsson & Axelsson, 2009), and demonstrating unselfish
concern for others via constructive service (Reed, Vidaver-Cohen, &Colwell, 2011). In
practice, this involves five basic tenets:
1. Providing benefits to other people or society at large (Avolio & Locke, 2002;
Axelsson & Axelsson, 2009; Coetzer, Bussin, & Geldenhuys, 2017).
2. Seeking outcomes that provide the greatest benefit to others and acting toward
that end (MacAskill, 2017).
3. Acting morally (Batson, 2008).
4. Acting in a voluntary and intentional manner without expectation of reward or
benefit (Mallén et al., 2014).
5. Demonstrating selfless attitudes or self-sacrificial behaviors (Coetzer et al., 2017;
Curry, Smith, & Robinson, 2009; Singh & Krishnan, 2007).
In short, altruism involves doing what is right and acting selflessly and solely in the
interests of others. However, it is not sufficient for leaders to simply understand altruism.
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They must also recognize its potential impacts and be prepared to apply them for the
benefit of their organizations or businesses.

Potential Impacts of Altruism

In our volatile, uncertain, and complex world, leaders must be cognizant of factors that
can impact the viability and sustainability of their organizations. Altruism has proven to
improve overall organizational effectiveness, encourage corporate social responsibility,
and facilitate higher employee job satisfaction (Furnham et al., 2016; Kjeldsen &
Andersen, 2012). More importantly, Mallén et al. (2014) found altruistic behavior to be
the strongest and most reliable predictor of operational success, including organizational
performance. Therefore, altruism has the potential to not only enhance how an
organization operates, but also increase employee retention rates, positively impact the
entity’s bottom line, and improve its long-term outlook.
Conversely, Guttentag (2009) warned of a shadow side to altruism, which is typically
manifested as unrecognized or unintended consequences. For example, volunteer
tourism is an altruistic activity where individuals utilize their vacation time and travel far
distances to perform charitable good works for those in need and the less fortunate.
Guttentag (2009) found that, while many of the volunteers were motivated, in part by
altruism, the outcomes of their efforts were not entirely beneficial. Some negative
impacts developed, including disruptions to local economies, poor work products, the
introduction of cultural changes, and a callous disregard for the personal preferences of
the local populations and the ultimate recipients of the altruistic acts. Therefore, portions
of what was originally intended as an altruistic act of service became, at best, a
nuisance. At worst, it became a burden on those whom the action was intended to
benefit.
On an individual level, Furnham et al. (2016) found many positive characteristics
correlating with altruism, including:
1. Interpersonal Sensitivity: Trust, straightforwardness, compliance, modesty, and
tender-mindedness.
2. Sociability: Establishing and maintaining meaningful and effective relationships in
the workplace.
3. Inquisitiveness: Openness and a learning approach.
Furnham et al. (2016) suggested that managers seeking to build an altruistic culture in
their organizations be mindful of these traits and take them into account as it relates to
employee recruitment or other hiring activities.
However, Furnham et al. (2016) noted several characteristics associated with altruism,
specifically those with misguided or hidden agendas, which have the potential to impact
the organization negatively. For example, Furnham et al. (2016) notes that dependent
individuals are typically driven by an eagerness to please. Therefore, they may also be
highly altruistic. However, because of their dependent natures, these individuals may
create unexpected negative impacts on the organization. For example, they are less
likely to act independently and support subordinates. Similarly, Furnham et al. (2016)
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Consequently, while altruism has been found to be the most reliable predictor of
operational success, leaders must also recognize and account for its potential negative
impacts on their organizations. Nevertheless, the potential, positive consequences of
altruism provide sufficient incentive for leaders to not only understand altruism but also
appreciate how to facilitate it in their organizations and cultivate organizational success
and sustainability.
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noted that some individuals can be led to demonstrate false altruism (or altruistic
behaviors with insincere motivations). These types of individuals have the potential to
disrupt employee collaboration in the work environment. Therefore, they reflect
weaknesses associated with altruism.

Prosocial Behavior

Prosocial behavior, also known as organizational citizenship behavior (Mitonga-Monga &
Cilliers, 2016), can be defined as acts that are beneficial to other people (Kjeldsen &
Andersen, 2012). They are typically manifested in daily activities, including charitable
donations, community service, teamwork behavior in the workplace, and participation in
research or medical trials (Meier, 2006). According to Mallén et al. (2014), leaders who
demonstrate altruism toward their employees encourage prosocial behaviors in and
between individual team members. Furthermore, Clarkson (2014) argued that prosocial
behaviors encourage and facilitate collectivism in an organization. Ultimately, that
collectivism promotes additional prosocial behaviors. Therefore, altruistic leaders have
the potential to demonstrate prosocial behaviors. This can help develop collectivism in
an organization. This collectivism facilitates an altruistic culture in the organization and
contributes to the enterprises’ long-term sustainability. To nurture an altruistic culture
that will contribute to organizational viability, leaders must understand how to motivate
prosocial behaviors and cultivate collectivism in team members.
Mitonga-Monga and Cilliers (2016) identified five prosocial behaviors in the workplace:
1. Altruistic Helping: Employees who are willing to assist coworkers with heavy
workloads, support them in times of personal challenges, and orient new
employees to the organization (Mitonga-Monga & Cilliers, 2016).
2. Conscientiousness: Employees who exceed the minimum requirements of
diligence, efficiency, accuracy, and commitment in their job roles (Mitonga-Monga
& Cilliers, 2016).
3. Courtesy: Employees who seek to avoid potential personality conflicts and ensure
the rights of associates are respected and maintained (Mitonga-Monga & Cilliers,
2016).
4. Sportsmanship: Employees who work to maintain strong relationships with
coworkers (Mitonga-Monga & Cilliers, 2016).
5. Civic Virtue: Employees who demonstrate organizational commitment by going
above and beyond their job roles by participating in voluntary meetings, attending
social functions, and seeking out organizational communications (Mitonga-Monga
& Cilliers, 2016).
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To nurture altruistic cultures in their organizations, leaders must identify employees and
candidates who reflect the prosocial behaviors of altruistic helping, conscientiousness,
courtesy, sportsmanship, and civic virtue. They must then be intentional about
motivating those employees to exhibit these behaviors in their departments.

Motivations to Prosocial Behaviors

Prosocial motivation is the desire to positively influence both other people (Castanheira,
Chambel, Lopes, & Oliveira-Cruz, 2016; Kjeldsen & Andersen, 2012) and society
(Kjeldsen & Andersen, 2012). The motivation to demonstrate prosocial behaviors can be
influenced by contextual factors, including external cues, internal drivers, and hidden
agendas.

Extrinsic Motivations and Rewards: Extrinsic motivations for prosocial behaviors range
from organizational benefits to personal rewards. For example, Cho and Perry (2008)
found that setting an organizational goal can serve as sufficient motivation for an
individual to demonstrate prosocial behaviors. Similarly, improved organizational
performance and learning (Mallén et al., 2014), individual follower motivation (Reed et
al., 2011), and increased employee performance (Reed et al., 2011) are also prosocial
behavior motivations with significant organizational benefits.
On an individual level, some leaders have demonstrated prosocial behaviors to enhance
their managerial performance ratings (Mallén et al., 2014). Others have utilized the
behaviors to improve how followers perceived their leadership effectiveness (Moss &
Barbuto, 2010) and “raise attributions of charisma among followers” (Singh & Krishnan,
2007, p. 271). Similarly, researchers attribute motivations for prosocial behaviors to
personal reputation (Malik, 2015), self-esteem (Moss & Barbuto, 2010), presenting
positive personal traits (Meier, 2006), family influences (Malik, 2015), aspirations for
mental and physical well-being (Weng et al., 2015), and individual job satisfaction
(Kjeldsen & Andersen, 2012).
As it relates to material or financial rewards, the literature is contradictory. For example,
Luchtenberg, Maeckelberghe, Locock, Powell, and Verhagen (2015) found that a
financial award was effective at motivating young people toward a prosocial behavior
(i.e., participating in a clinical trial). In contrast, Warneken and Tomasello (2009, p.
1787) concluded that “material awards served to diminish” intrinsic motivation in young
children, who they identify as having a natural tendency to altruism and prosocial
behavior (i.e., participating in a helping behavior).
Therefore, both material and noneconomic drivers can externally motivate prosocial
behaviors. However, Cho and Perry (2012, p. 384) determined “intrinsic motivation may
be more effective than extrinsic motivation.” As such, leaders must be aware of the
potential intrinsic motivators for prosocial behaviors.

Intrinsic Motivations and Benefits: Intrinsic motivations to prosocial behaviors primarily
stem from an individual’s desire to help other people, including promoting the well-being
of others (Meier, 2006), relieving the pain of others (Ramsey, 2015), and assisting
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In addition to feelings of empathy and compassion, individuals may be driven to
prosocial behavior due to:
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others (Batson, Duncan, Ackerman, Buckley, & Birch, 1981; Jansen, 2009; Luchtenberg
et al., 2015; Malik, 2015; Warneken & Tomasello, 2008). Barasch, Levine, Berman, and
Small (2014) concluded that emotion can serve as a motivating factor for prosocial
behavior. Batson (2010) and Weng et al. (2015) concurred; they attributed prosocial
behaviors to the emotions of empathy and compassion.

1. Personal Fulfillment: Specifically, “individuals are intrinsically motivated when
they seek enjoyment, interest, satisfaction of curiosity, self-expression, or
personal challenge in the work” (Cho & Perry, 2012, p. 384)
2. Religious Expression: Out of moral duty or to benefit society (Luchtenberget et al.,
2015; Malik, 2015)
Therefore, individuals are driven to exhibit prosocial behaviors to help others, for
personal fulfillment, or out of religious, moral, or civic duties. However, extrinsic rewards
have the potential to suppress intrinsic motivation (Cho & Perry, 2008). They may also
produce ulterior motives with nonaltruistic intentions.

Ulterior Motives: The practicality of altruism has been widely debated as to whether an
individual’s actions can be fully altruistic. An ulterior motive example is an actor who
receives a benefit in the form of pleasure or buffeted self-esteem as a result of a selfless
deed (Batson, 2008; Moss & Barbuto, 2010). While “young children are naturally
altruistic” (Warneken & Tomasello, 2009, p. 456), as humans age they become more
aware of the inherent benefits associated with prosocial behaviors and the potential of
ulterior motives (Heyman, Barner, Heumann, & Schenck, 2014; Warneken & Tomasello,
2009). That is why it becomes more difficult to discern prosocial behavior from selfish
behavior and the altruistic individual from the opportunistic.
Ultimately, “social perceivers expect others to be guided by self-interest” (Crichter &
Dunning, 2011). Berman et al. (2015) noted there is social pressure to be humble about
prosocial behaviors and that people discount prosocial behaviors that produce benefits
or gains for the actor. As such, individuals are more receptive and responsive to actors
demonstrating altruistic prosocial behaviors as opposed to those experiencing the
potential benefits of those same actions (Heyman et al., 2014). Therefore, while
encouraging prosocial behaviors is central to cultivating an altruistic organizational
culture, leaders must also realize that actors may be operating with ulterior motives.
Even the most altruistic, prosocial behavior may be viewed by others with skepticism.
That is why it is important for leaders to cultivate collectivism and build a culture that
supports, respects, and appreciates prosocial behaviors.

Cultivating Collectivism to Create a Benevolent Culture

To capitalize on the opportunities presented by an altruistic organizational culture,
leaders must maximize prosocial behaviors to cultivate collectivism. Collectivism involves
benefitting a group and ensuring the ultimate welfare of the complete group (Batson,
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2008). Researchers have identified conditions conducive to collective cultures. They
include:
1. Establishing a higher-purpose vision (Coetzer et al., 2017)
2. Encouraging employees to act in a way that produces overall benefits and not
individual advantages (Clarkson, 2014)
3. Fostering a group identity (Batson, 2008)
4. Motivating subordinates to relinquish professional territories in deference to interprofessional collaboration (Axelsson & Axelsson, 2009).
According to Clarkson (2014), leaders may facilitate collectivism by establishing
organizational social norms where leaders teach members that prosocial behaviors are
essential to the overall operation of the group. Leaders can apply these tactics to
establish conditions that facilitate a collectivistic approach and encourage prosocial
behaviors in in their organizations. Several leadership styles are conducive to
encouraging prosocial behaviors and ultimately, facilitating an altruistic organizational
culture.

Altruism and Prosocial Behaviors in Leadership

Altruism is a central component to servant, authentic, spiritual (Mallén et al., 2014), and
transformational leadership styles (Reed et al., 2011) and each is associated with
specific prosocial behaviors.

Servant Leadership: Altruism is essential to servant leadership (Coetzer et al., 2014).
Servant leaders demonstrate altruism through prosocial behaviors, like emotional
healing and organizational stewardship (Parris & Peachey, 2012).

Authentic Leadership: In authentic leadership, altruistic leaders demonstrate prosocial
behaviors through transparency (Steffens Mols, Haslam, & Okimoto, 2016), trust (Feng,
2016), and internalized moral perspective (Steffens et al., 2016). Furthermore, to
successfully encourage prosocial behaviors in their followers, authentic leaders must
develop a deep understanding of their own motivations, challenges, opportunities, and
beliefs driving their own prosocial behaviors.

Spiritual Leadership: In spiritual leadership, altruistic leaders exhibit prosocial behaviors
by demonstrating honesty, compassion, justice, courage, humility (Mallén et al., 2014),
vision, hope, faith, spiritual well-being, and the values of altruistic love (Wang & Hackett,
2015).

Transformational Leadership: In transformational leadership, altruistic leaders
demonstrate prosocial behaviors through vision, values, and intellectual stimulation
(Reed et al., 2011), which help produce a collective identity for the organization (Singh &
Krishnan, 2007).
An overarching element that encompasses these leadership styles is visioning. Visioning
enables organizations to navigate the future by mapping out where they want to go,
watching for strategic shifts in directions, and investigating the impacts of incremental
changes. Altruistic leaders can utilize visioning to prepare organizational goals and
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Therefore, elements of altruism can be found in many forms of positive leadership. As
such, practitioners of servant, authentic, spiritual, and transformational leadership,
among others, can utilize various prosocial behaviors associated with their individual
leadership styles to facilitate an altruistic culture within their organizations.
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articulate a vision to empower, engage, and inspire followers (Denis, Kisfalvi, Langley, &
Rouleau, 2011) to prosocial actions, ultimately to improve the group’s long-term
sustainability and viability.

Application: Utilizing Prosocial Behaviors to Nurture an Altruistic
Culture
According to Mallén et al. (2014), managers can nurture an altruistic culture in their
organizations by encouraging prosocial behaviors among their employees. They stated,
“For prosocial behavior, the institutional environment in which people decide to
contribute to public goods is crucial” (Meier, 2006, p. 13). The following prosocial
behaviors have been identified, which encourage overall altruism within an organization:

1. Helping: In a helping culture, employees are motivated to reduce challenges or
increase benefits for their coworkers with the express intent of improving the
welfare of others in the organization (Batson et al., 1981). Employees participate
in a helping culture by assisting others with heavy workloads, orienting new
employees, and alleviating the pressure experienced by those with significant
personal challenges (Singh & Krishnan, 2007). Leaders can facilitate a helping
culture in their organizations by encouraging collaboration and fostering or
rewarding citizenship behavior (Parris & Peachey, 2012).
2. Trusting: According to Axelsson and Axelsson (2009), a trusting culture requires a
high level of trust between leaders and followers. They argued that this type of
culture enables a long-term perspective, compromise, and bending the rules, if
necessary, in the interest of collaboration. Trusting cultures have been found to
encourage prosocial motivation, job performance, and employee satisfaction (Cho
& Perry, 2008).
3. Fulfilling: Leaders in a fulfilling culture create “an environment that allows
employees to feel they are contributing” (Kjeldsen & Andersen, 2012, p. 171) to a
greater goal or a higher purpose. This type of culture requires competent leaders
who enact fair practices and enhance employees’ feelings of autonomy,
capability, and personal responsibility (Clarkson, 2014). To foster a fulfilling
culture, leaders should provide meaningful work (Cho & Perry, 2008), connect
employees to the beneficiaries of their efforts (Castanheira et al., 2016),
establish a vision and core values for the organization (Castanheira et al., 2016),
and provide opportunities to perform altruistic acts (Castanheira et al., 2016).
Therefore, prosocial behaviors can be utilized as a foundation to build helping, trusting,
and fulfilling environments, which subsequently contribute to an overall, altruistic culture
for the organization. In contrast however, Vigoda-Gadot (2006) cautioned that leaderfacilitated altruism can lead to compulsory prosocial behaviors among followers. The
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author suggested these forced behaviors may lead to professional burn out, higher levels
of stress, decreased job satisfaction, lower levels of innovation, and higher levels of
negligence. Ultimately, Vigoda-Gadot (2006) concluded that leader-facilitated altruistic
behaviors can produce destructive results that are counterproductive to leaders’ intents.
While altruism and the motivations of prosocial behaviors have been studied widely,
research on the topics is far from exhausted.

Next Steps

Researchers have extensively debated the practicality of altruism and whether it is
realistically possible for an individual to be authentically altruistic. This debate is
because, as Avolio and Locke (2002) argued, there is an inherent benefit (a good feeling
or a bolstered self-esteem) when acting to benefit someone else. However, other
researchers simply define altruism as an action that benefits others without the
expectation of a reward (Warneken & Tomasello, 2009). Therefore, there is an
opportunity for additional research investigating the altruistic nature of prosocial
behaviors, which produce a positive, yet unintended, benefit to the actor.

Conclusion

In conclusion, this article investigated altruism in the context of leadership. It studied
how leaders can promote prosocial behaviors to facilitate collectivism. It also explored
the extrinsic, intrinsic, and ulterior motivations for prosocial behaviors. Lastly, the author
examined how leaders can build altruistic cultures in their organizations by
demonstrating and encouraging prosocial behaviors. Curry et al. (2009, p. 2) cited Curry
and Robinson as stating, “altruism is the purest form of caring—selfless and noncontingent upon reward—and thus a predecessor of prosocial cognitions and behaviors.”
The author concludes that altruistic leaders can model prosocial behaviors for
employees thereby nurturing a collectivist environment to create an altruistic culture.
This type of culture can ultimately help promote the long-term viability and sustainability
of their organizations.
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Abstract
This manuscript examines the impact of transformational
leadership in multiple contexts, specifically business and
competitive sport. An overview of eight major leadership
theories discussed date from the 1940s to the present date.
These leadership theories include the trait theories,
behavioral theories, the path-goal theory, the leadermember exchange theory, authentic leadership, servant
leadership, situational leadership, and transformational
leadership. Within these contexts, nine studies highlight the
value of transformational leadership. The review contains a
variety of large-scale, multi-site, individual studies as well as
meta-analyses on a global scale that are all related to
transformational leadership. These studies demonstrate how
transformational leadership transcends disciplines and
exemplify the value of transformational leadership, resulting
in higher achievement outcomes.

An Examination of Leadership Theories in Business and Sport
Achievement Contexts

In most achievement-oriented settings, priority is placed on individuals and/or groups
who are involved in the achievement activity reaching and/or exceeding performance
goals or outcomes that are established from the onset of the activity. One essential
component of this outcome-oriented process is the person (or people) designated or
selected as leaders within the achievement activity. Within the marketplace/business
settings, leaders include executives, company owners, departmental supervisors, or
even employee, team, or peer group leaders. In competitive sport settings, leaders are
typically designated as the coaches, athletic administrators, and peers who serve as
team captains. Much of the success of individuals and groups within an achievement
context attributes to the quality of the leaders. Fallesen, Keller-Glaze, and Curnow
(2011) held leadership to be the basis for success and the binding construct in
functioning organizations. In addition, leadership effectiveness has also been examined
by researchers worldwide (Northouse, 2016).
In the seventh edition of his text on leadership theory and practice, Northouse defines
leadership as a “process whereby an individual influences a group of individuals to
achieve a common goal” (p. 6). Thus, effective leadership has become a topic of concern
in applied settings. From a research perspective, the goal of most studies is to identify
the characteristics, traits, behaviors, techniques, strategies, attitudes, and/or values that
distinguish effective leaders from those who are less effective at assisting the individuals
within their achievement context to reach the desired outcome goals. Over the past
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decades, researchers in the leadership effectiveness area have developed and used a
number of theoretical frameworks to conduct their work. These include trait theories,
behaviorally based theories, motivation-oriented theories, among many others (Bryman,
Collinson, Grint, Jackson, & Uhl-Bien, 2011; Day & Antonakis, 2012; Hickman, 2009;
Northouse, 2016). One of the more recent and contemporary leadership theories used
across a range of achievement settings (e.g., business/marketplace and competitive
sport) is the Transformational Leadership theory, which is the ability of leaders to
achieve results greater than the accomplishment of simple product or service
transactions (Avolio, 1999; Bass, 1985; Bass & Avolio, 1993; 1994). In general, the
research conducted to date using this theory has provided considerable support for its
value in the achievement settings identified above. However, Fallesen et al. (2011)
performed a comprehensive review of numerous leadership studies within the U.S. Army,
and none of those studies included transformational leadership. Moreover, Lord, Day,
Zaccaro, Avolio, and Eagly (2017) identified three waves of leadership theory. They
began with (1) behavioral and attitude, then came (2) behavioral, social-cognitive, and
contingency, and (3) transformational leadership, social exchange, team and gender
related is the third wave (p. 434). This paper continues to expand on those research
findings. The purpose of this review paper is to provide an overview of the range of
leadership theories used in selected achievement contexts, with particular emphasis on
the results of the work using transformational leadership theory.
This review begins with a section summarizing the range of theories that have been
proposed and used over the past five decades to examine leadership effectiveness in
relevant achievement contexts. This is followed by a section that introduces and explains
the perspective adopted by Transformational Leadership theorists and researchers. The
section ends with a summary of some major review studies (including meta-analyses,
content reviews, and large-scale, multi-site studies) that have examined the results of
the research on this theory as applied to selected achievement contexts.

Overview of Major Leadership Theories as Applied to Achievement Oriented Contexts
Leadership theories date back 100 years. Through time, experience and various settings,
theories evolved and represented the human side of the construct, bringing
relationships, behavior, and emotion into perspective. The following are theories that
have developed over the course of time, leading to the discussion of transformational
leadership. The theories addressed in this paper include trait theories, behavioral
theories, the path-goal theory, the leader-member exchange theory, authentic
leadership, servant leadership, and situational leadership.

Trait Theories

The first known leadership theories are the trait theories. Trait theories of leadership
were based on the personal characteristics of a given leader. This approach of
identifying specific traits in leaders also dubbed the Great Man approach, because it was
assumed that great leaders of that time, shared similar characteristics, or traits
(Northouse, 2016). Some of these great leaders included Abraham Lincoln and
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Mahatma Gandhi. Welty Peachey and colleagues (2015) researched leadership and
sport and showed the progression of leadership theories over time. They identified trait
leadership studies (Stogdill, 1948), which concluded that a single trait could successfully
anticipate leadership qualities. Judge, Bono, Ilies, and Gerhardt (2002) performed both a
qualitative and quantitative review, which demonstrated a strong, positive correlation
between leadership traits and five particular traits known as the five-factor model. These
traits included neuroticism, extraversion, openness to experience, agreeableness, and
conscientiousness. Robbins and Judge (2017) discussed how the theory was able to
forecast leadership outcomes but indicated trait theories do not necessarily provide
rationalization of leader behaviors. This essentially means that some inherent
characteristics were predictable and gave followers certain expectations of outcomes
based on leadership behavior (e.g., kindness, logic, taking action for the greater good).
Research dating back roughly 100 years (Bono & Judge, 2004) demonstrated those with
particular personal characteristics (such as intelligence, charisma, self-confident, highly
energetic, and demonstrate integrity and expertise) exemplified strong leadership. As
research evolved, an inconsistent correlation between the two developed (traits and
behaviors), causing researchers to consider behavior as a primary component in
developing leaders (Jones & George, 2017).

Behavioral Theories

Behavioral theories of leadership presuppose that particular behaviors are what
distinguish leaders. That is, these theories begin with the assumption that an effective
leader in any achievement context is one who exhibits the behaviors that are most
conducive to group productivity and group psychosocial growth. Research for this theory
began in the 1940s and 1950s (Jones & George, 2017). Robbins and Judge (2017)
advance this concept, believing people can be taught to be leaders through education
and instruction. The Ohio State University (e.g. Fleishman, 1967) conducted extensive
studies examining leader behavior. Their list consisted of over 1,000 dimensions and
after their research, two recurring dimensions were described by the employees:
initiating structure and consideration. Initiating structure is a formal approach to
management, identifying and describing roles and expectations, tasks, and outcomes.
Consideration is built around relationships between the leader and non-leader, through
respect and trust. Similarly, researchers at the University of Michigan (e.g. Bowers &
Seashore, 1966) studied leader behavior in efforts to determine the impact on group
performance (Welty Peachey et al., 2015). Leadership behaviors were categorized into
behavioral orientations – employee and production. The former accounted for a strong
relationship between the leader and follower; the latter focused on the technical aspect
and deliverables of the leader role (Northouse, 2016).

Path-Goal Theory

House (1971) built the path-goal theory by expanding upon the research from the Ohio
State Studies, as well as the expectancy theory of motivation (Robbins & Judge, 2017).
The idea is that the leader takes on the responsibility of creating the framework (the
path) to be successful in achieving specific results (the goal) of the task or project. Jones
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Leader-Member Exchange Theory

The Leader-Member Exchange theory (LMX) is based on the idea that a leader has a
particular group of supporters entrusted with special projects, usually resulting in
increased job satisfaction, higher morale, a reduction in turnover, and stronger
performance. Omilion-Hodges and Baker (2017) defined LMX as the quality of the
relationship between leaders and members. Dwertmann and Boehm (2016) performed a
study with 1,253 participants and concluded that disability can contribute to the quality
of the leader-member dyadic relationship. The differentiating factor of this theory as
compared to others is that it specifically focused on the exchange in the leader-follower
relationship (Northouse, 2016) whereas previous theories focused on one person in the
relationship.
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and George (2017) believed this contingency model was a manner in which to motivate
subordinates with desired outcomes where leaders provided clarity to achieve specific
results. They recognized four types of behaviors: directive, supportive, participative, and
achievement-oriented, and believe the success of each is dependent on the subordinate.

Authentic Leadership

Northouse (2016) described authentic leadership as one that centered on being genuine
and sincere. It returns to an approach that looks at specific characteristics of the leader,
including exemplifying ethical behavior, developing trust, sharing positive values, and
humbly promoting others. Robbins and Judge (2017) argue that authentic leaders are
confident in themselves and confidently act upon their values. These leaders have a
strong sense of self and do not behave differently because of external input. They
espouse and enact their beliefs with passion and naturally, followers are attracted to
such trustworthy leadership.These types of leaders “are thought to promote ethical
conduct and discourage nefarious behavior among their followers” (Lyubovnikova,
Legood, Turner, & Mamakouka, 2017, p. 59).

Servant Leadership

The idea of servant leadership originated about 50 years ago (Greenleaf, 1970) and has
been described as an oxymoron or contradictory in nature. It involves sacrifice on behalf
of the leader, giving up self-interests to provide for others. Northouse (2016)
underscores the focus of the leader – leaders are attentive, empathetic and nurture their
followers. Robbins and Judge (2017) describe it as centering activities around others in
order provide development opportunities, resulting in confidence, inclusion, and
worthiness. Jones and George (2017) describe it slightly differently in that their servant
leader has an internal desire to serve others.

Situational Leadership

Lastly, situational leadership is explained as changing leadership styles based on
circumstance (Luo & Liu, 2014). It proves strong leadership capabilities when a given
leader is in a particular situation and can adjust the way they lead to achieve desired
results. If the leader were not able to transfer his or her skills to a different situation
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when necessary, the leader would be less likely to be successful. Van Wert (2015)
demonstrated how a militaristic type of leadership style might not be appropriate in a
civilian-based organization, and military leaders may not be as successful utilizing the
leadership skills developed within the military, i.e. those skills may not transfer to other
civilian agencies.

Table 1 identifies and defines each of the leadership theories previously discussed
within this manuscript. Additionally, it provides an example of each leadership theory
within a military context to better understand applicability and create a better
understanding of each theory:
Table 1
Motivation Theories defined including Examples within the Military
Theory

Definition

Examples within the Military
When new cadets particularly admire specific characteristics that a
Also known as the "Great Man" theory; the
superior officer (for example) exemplifies. Examples could include
Trait Theories
idea that leadership qualities are based on a
standing up for his/her team, honesty, integrity, work ethic, or
person's traits or characteristics.
confidence.
The idea that leadership was not built upon
traits but on particular behaviors. OSU
Before promoting military personnel, training programs could be
Behavioral
ultimately identified two behaviors (initiating mandated to develop particular behaviors to ensure future leaders
Theories
structure and consideration) in which
have a positive impact on their subordinates.
leaders exemplified.
In foreign territory, the directions are specifically laid out for each
To ensure the success of the initiative, this
soldier to successfully accomplish the mission. Because there is
theory holds that leaders are responsible for
Path-Goal Theory
direct line-of-sight to achieving the goal, each soldier can see not only
providing a clear path to achieve
how they can be successful but how they contribute to the overall
predetermined goals.
success of the mission.
This theory capitalizes on the relationship
When making a major strategic decision, the General may call a
between leaders and followers; results of number of people respected for their expertise into the room to make
Leader-Member
the implementation of this theory include
that decision, including those that may report to him. Being involved
Exchange Theory
increased job satisfaction and morale,
in the decision makes followers feel more engaged and a sense of
(LMX)
reduced turnover, and stronger
ownership. This results in stronger motivation to be successful, and a
performance.
stronger relationship between the leader and followers.
In the movie, "Hacksaw Ridge," based on a true WWII story, Army
soldier Desmond Doss refuses to carry a weapon and personally
These leaders are not only relatable, but
Authentic
saves over 70 soldiers in the bloodiest battle of the war. He refused
they are true to their values, exemplify
Leadership
to carry a weapon because of his religious beliefs, and earned the
humility and ethics, and demonstrate trust.
respect not only of his fellow servicemen, but the respect of
generations.
Servant
The notion that leaders put others' interests When a soldier intentionally throws him/herself on a grenade, giving
Leadership
before their own.
up his/her life for the lives of the other soldiers.
Situational
Leadership

Every soldier has a different skill set. When soldiers can play on their
The theory that says some leaders excel in a strengths, they can demonstrate expertise and dominate the situation.
given situation.
When put in an unfamiliar situation, there is a learning curve as well as
other factors that could limit the potential for success in that situation.

Transformational
Leadership

The ability of a leader to take a situation
that would normally deliver ordinary results
to extraordinary through inherently
motivating followers.

When a new cadet who has traditionally performed satisfactorily
goes through an internal transformation because of a leader who
believes in him/her. Results show exponential growth and strong
motivation for continued success.
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As this brief summary and review of the leadership theories that have been developed
and used over the past five decades suggest, leadership effectiveness has been
conceived in a variety of ways. Specifically, the earliest theories suggested that effective
(or great) leaders have selected personality traits or characteristics that predispose them
to develop into more effective leaders than their peers who do not possess those traits.
Other theories use a more behavioral approach, indicating that effective leadership
resides in selected behaviors that leaders exhibit (or do not exhibit) that make them
successful or effective in helping their followers reach their desired outcomes. Other
approaches emphasize the way in which leaders interact with their followers as the key
factor in determining how effective those leaders will be. One of the more recent theories
of leadership effectiveness that conceptualized and promoted in the research literature
is the Transformational Leadership theory. In the next section of this paper, this theory,
along with its supporting research base, is explained and summarized.

The Transformational Leadership Approach

A relatively new leadership style, identified as transformational leadership, developed
through the initial work of Downton (1973). Five years later Burns (1978) looked at the
relationship between leaders and followers, focusing on followers’ motives. Bass (1985)
established a scale, or continuum, exhibiting the progression from a lazy (or laissez faire)
leader to a transactional leader to a transformational leader, believing that leaders are
first transactional and evolve to become transformational leaders.
Robbins and Judge (2017) described transactional leaders as those designated in
authority positions who motivate through clear goals, defined roles and following specific
directions or requirements; in contrast, they defined transformational leaders as
“leaders who inspire followers to transcend their own self-interests and who are capable
of having a profound and extraordinary effect on followers” (p. 395). It is plausible that a
leader will develop over time and will typically begin with a transactional style (as
dictated by management), providing specific orders for a given task. Over time, the
leader begins to learn ways to inspire followers, rather than provide direction. From a
theoretical perspective, the leadership styles at the bottom (or far left) of the continuum
(e.g., laissez faire – productive with minimal motivation, and punishment passive –
unlikely to punish) are not effective in stimulating either follower/group performance or
productivity or positive psychosocial responses in the followers/group. The two
leadership approaches identified as transactional appear higher on the continuum than
do laissez faire and punishment passive and labeled as punishment active and reward
contingent. Leaders who establish a clear and consistent set of standards or criteria for
the group/followers characterize both leadership approaches. Those individuals
(followers/group) who meet the expected standards either avoid punishment and/or
achieve the promised rewards. From a theoretical and research-based perspective,
these transactional approaches as exhibited by a leader in an achievement setting are
associated with high productivity and positive achievement outcomes on the part of the
followers. Nevertheless, a more transformational style (if based on punishment active
and/or reward contingent) can enhance not only followers’ productivity but also their
motivation, positive psychosocial feelings, and high group cohesion. Therefore, in an
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ideal achievement context, a leader would exhibit both the behaviors/characteristics of a
positive transactional approach but also exhibit transformational leadership behaviors.
For an adapted version of Northouse’s (2016) leadership continuum, see Figure 1.
Figure 1. The Leadership Continuum:

|---------|--------|- - - - - - - - -|----------|---------|- - - - - - - - - - |----------|---------|
Laissez-Faire

Transactional

Transformational

Leadership Style

From a business perspective, Jones and George (2017) provided three manners in which
managers can transform subordinates:
1. Transformational managers make subordinates aware of how important their jobs
are for the organization and how necessary it is for them to perform those jobs as
best as they can so the organization can attain its goals.
2. Transformational managers make their subordinates aware of the subordinates’
own needs for personal growth, development, and accomplishment.
3. Transformational managers motivate their subordinates to work for the good of
the organization as a whole (pp. 352-353).
Moreover, the following studies demonstrated how transformational leaders further
motivate and inspire their subordinates. For example, Day et al. (2016) integrated other
aspects to consider with regard to transformational leadership, such as promoting a
greater sense of culture and establishing structure. While their research was primarily in
the education system, their results demonstrated support for these components. Wang
et al. (2011) defined transformational leadership as selfless, maintaining that these
leaders sought results for the group, rather than supporting any self-interest. In doing so,
they provided support for an increase in intrinsic follower confidence levels that often
delivered results surpassing expectations. Additional support from their study
demonstrated from a variety of managerial standpoints, including the ability to predict
performance outcomes from various transformational techniques, and train motivated
professionals to become transformational leaders.
Since the advent of the transformational leadership theory some 30-40 years ago, a
plethora of research studies conducted to examine the applicability of its tenants to a
variety of achievement-oriented settings. In the next section of this paper, the overall
results of this research summarized for three particular achievement settings that
include business/marketplace, education, and competitive sport. Within each section,
the results of either recent major content review studies, meta-analyses or large-scale
multi-site studies used provide a summary of the research work to date.
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The studies included within this manuscript were selected based on a number of criteria.
First, a search performed with keywords included: transformational leadership, sport,
physical activity, and business. Second, scholarly databases searched included APAnet,
Google Scholar, OhioLink, ERIC, and EBSCO. Third, additional guidance was sought from
faculty members with prior published research within the transformational leadership
arena.
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Summary of Research Results Using Transformational Leadership
Approach in Business and Sport Achievement Contexts

Studies excluded from the selection based on the following measures. First, only
English-language articles published were selected. Second, these English-language
articles published only in peer-reviewed journals. Third, a Find search performed to
ensure transformational leadership was included in the study. Fourth, these articles
were selected within the last five years. There were three studies selected from 2011
because research for this paper crossed publishing years.
The intention is to provide four to five studies in each context that provide a different
contribution to the argument that transformational leadership is long-term and
transcends disciplines, while covering a vast number of constructs leading to higher
achievement outcomes (e.g. attitude, motivation, social responsibility, values, ethics, job
satisfaction, leader behaviors, trust, and team dynamics).
The review contains a variety of large-scale, multi-site, individual studies as well as metaanalyses on a global scale that are all related to transformational leadership,
exemplifying the impact which transcends disciplines.

Table 2 highlights each of the studies, by context, including authors, scope of the study,
and key points of the study as related to transformational leadership.
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To demonstrate the value of transformational leadership in varying business contexts,
several studies exemplify a variety of ways in which transformational leadership
improves organizational performance. Each of these studies reveals different but
distinctive impacts that transformational leadership has demonstrated, either directly or
indirectly, on organizational performance. These results further support the positive
influence with the presence of transformational leadership. First, Wang, Oh, Courtright,
and Colbert (2011) performed a meta-analysis over the prior 25 years of research on
transformational leadership and follower performance in organizations. They analyzed
more than 113 primary studies that included 117 independent samples. It concluded
through the meta-analytic review that the transformational leadership delivered a
positive impact across five outcomes including individual, work team, and organizational
performance, as well as attitudes and motivation. Signifying that because of
transformational leadership, individuals performed better and were motivated to do so in
a healthy manner. Team performance improved with members demonstrating positive
attitudes ultimately leading to an overall increase in organizational performance.

LEADERSHIP

Results of Transformational Leadership Approaches in Business/
Market-place Contexts

The second business-related study that demonstrates the positive impact of
transformational leadership in a business environment, conducted by Du, Swaen,
Lindergreen, and Sen (2013), performed a research study correlating leadership styles
with corporate social responsibility in organizations. It included 400 organizations with
varying business demographics with respondents in positions ranging from owners and
executives to general management and administration. Through their research, they
demonstrated that when transformational leaders were present in an organization, the
organization was more likely to promote corporate social responsibility. As a result, these
organizations enhance their relationship with stakeholders. Like the Wang et al. (2011)
study, organizations exemplifying transformational leadership improve the organization –
whether it is through measureable outcomes or tangible relationships.
Another study within the business/marketplace context showcasing the value of
transformational leadership was conducted by Muchiri and McMurray (2015). They
performed research in order to evaluate the relationship among transformational
leadership, entrepreneurial orientation, and organizational performance. Through a
number of studies, they demonstrated a positive correlation between transformational
leadership and organizational outcomes. Like the prior two studies, they concluded that
transformational leadership played a considerable role (either directly or indirectly) in
organizational performance.
Next, Groves, and LaRocca (2011) investigated the impact transformational leadership
had on responsible outcomes through studying the various behaviors, values and
follower perceptions. They concluded that the stakeholder values exemplified by leaders
that were congruent with follower values remained a contributing factor in producing
transformational leadership results. These results indicated that when organizational
leaders demonstrated stakeholder value commitment and showed a responsibility for
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outcomes, they were more likely to inspire shared values, thus, leading to improved
organizational performance.
Effelsberg, Solga, and Gurt (2014) conducted a study demonstrating positive
organizational impact utilizing transformational leadership in a business setting. They
researched a follower’s likelihood of exemplifying pro-organizational behavior (SPB) while
testing the impact of transformational leadership. They, too, concluded that
transformational leadership was “to enhance people’s willingness to sacrifice their
personal gain for the benefit of their company,” (p. 140) and that organizational
identification is a necessary component the process of improving organizational
performance. When employees are voluntarily willing to put their organizations first, they
develop motivation to be successful. Ultimately, the contribution of so many employees
in this manner results in greater overall organizational effectiveness.
The last study exhibited the powerful organizational impact of transformational
leadership was conducted by Graham, Ziegert, and Capitano (2015). They examined the
willingness of professional employees in follower positions to participate in unethical proorganizational behavior (UPB). The results of the study indicated that positive language
not only stimulated both the positive behavior by associates, but also an increased
number of ethical decisions made within organizations in which transformational leaders
were inspiring and motivating associates.
Each of these business-related studies further support the notion that transformational
leadership contributes to improved organizational effectiveness, i.e., high achievement
in the marketplace. Transformational leadership created an environment that produced
an increased number of positive attitudes, strengthened motivation, and improved both
individual follower performance as well as team and organizational performance (Wang
et al., 2011). Stakeholder relationships improved as organizations demonstrate and
encourage corporate social responsibility (Du et al., 2013). Transformational leadership
also played a significant role in improving organizational performance (Muchiri &
McMurray, 2015). Another way in which transformational leadership leads to high
achievement is through values. When leaders within organizations demonstrated
stakeholder value commitment and exhibited responsibility for results and performance,
they were more likely to inspire shared values among the workforce, delivering a stronger
performance (Groves & LaRocca, 2011). Transformational leadership contributed
selflessly, putting their personal priorities aside for the betterment of the company
(Effelsberg et al., 2014). Lastly, and in further support of demonstrating the direct
contribution of transformational leadership to organizational achievement, the study
performed by Graham, et al. (2015) revealed that positive language stimulated positive
behavior, which led to an increased number of ethical decisions made in organizations.
The results of this study demonstrated how transformational leadership impacted ethical
decisions, which has a greater positive influence on the local community, stockholders,
employees, the organization’s reputation, and potentially the industry.
Each of these studies have demonstrated different ways in which transformational
leadership has changed outcomes to improve overall organizational effectiveness. These
results have demonstrated improved organizational performance, of which similar
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organizations have not achieved such positive performance outcomes because they
have not exemplified this type of leadership. Transformational leadership has clearly
stimulated the potential for achievement in business contexts, and it has had similar
impacts in other contexts as well.

Four studies presented below in the sport context, not only continuing to support the
successful outcomes because of transformational leadership, but also displaying how
the construct transcends disciplines. These studies were selected because they expand
the argument that transformational leadership produces various outcomes that deliver
higher achieving outcomes than would otherwise be delivered. They exemplify better
response to change, greater satisfaction, more sacrifices for the greater good of the
organization, inspiration, and higher performance expectations.

Welty Peachey, Zhou, Damon, and Burton (2015) published a review encompassing a
content analysis of leadership research within the field of sports management dating
from the 1970s to current day. Their findings specific to transformational leadership
concluded that higher education programs that led by strong transformational leaders
outperformed, and maintained stronger, positive team cultures. Additionally,
transformational leaders had better responses to change and stronger organized
teamwork. These results support the previously mentioned results of Oreg and Berson
(2011), Wang et al. (2011), Smith et al. (2017), and Welty Peachey et al. (2015).
Comparable to the positive impact of transformational leadership in the prior study,
Alvarez, Castillo, Molina-Garcia, and Balague (2016) analyzed international literature
using the constructs of physical activity and sport, as related to transformational
leadership. A cross-sectional longitudinal approach resulted in a positive correlation
between transformational leader behaviors and attitudes, enjoyment and positive
experiences from student athletes. It was concluded that extra efforts from athletes was
a product of leader satisfaction, similar to the results of prior studies across disciplines,
such as Balwant (2016), Jyoti and Bhau (2015), and Eliophstou-Menon and Ioannou
(2016).
Other studies that support the value of outcomes resulting from transformational
leadership outcomes such as Smith, Young, Figgins, and Arthur (2017) examined
transformational leadership in an elite professional sporting environment and found that
those in leadership roles (e.g., coaches and captains) exhibiting transformational
leadership behaviors complemented one another and delivered a stronger vision,
inspiration, higher performance expectations, and clearer communication to the team;
additionally, players better understood socialization and authoritative boundaries within
the team dynamic. Moreover, Cronin, Arthur, Hardy, and Callow (2015) found a positive
relationship between transformational leadership and organizational citizenship, and an
increase in players making more sacrifices for their team (similar results as compared to
employee sacrifice in Effelsberg et al. (2014) study), as a result of transformational
leadership behaviors exhibited a by coaches.
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These four studies further contribute to the body of knowledge supporting
transformational leadership as a mechanism to produce higher achievements in the
sport contexts. They exemplify higher performance, stronger teams, teamwork, and
team cultures along with positive experiences, satisfaction and organizational
citizenship.
The research-based literature reviewed in the previous three sections suggests that the
transformational leadership theory is applicable to leadership effectiveness in three
different achievement-oriented settings: business/marketplace, education, and
competitive sport. In particular, the overall results of this research suggested that a
transactional leadership approach (punishment active and/or reward contingent) may be
linked to positive achievement outcomes on the part of the followers/group but that a
transformational approach enhances followers/group psychosocial outcomes (e.g.,
commitment, satisfaction, prosocial behavior). In general, then, the basic postulates
incorporated in the Transformational Leadership Theory framework appear to be
supported in these three somewhat different, but certainly related, achievement
contexts.
To provide a more focused examination of the research on transformational leadership
theory, a specific achievement context was selected: the military settings. Although the
research on transformational leadership theory within such settings has only recently
begun, several studies conducted and reviewed in the following section of this paper.

Summary of Research to Date

In general, transformational leadership theories have been both impactful and
meaningful to many disciplines. Lord et al. (2017) confirmed transformational leadership
predicts motivation (both individual and team) and team interaction. The research
provided within this manuscript demonstrates the impact of transformational leadership
in eighteen studies (including reviews and meta-analyses) across four different
disciplines. Results in all instances exemplified the positive influence that
transformational leadership had on the people, productivity, and environment. Wong,
Bliese, and McGurk’s (2003) review confirmed that transformational leadership is both
applicable in various contexts and different types of organizations, as well as in military
settings. Hardy et al. (2010) further substantiated the positive impact of
transformational leadership within the military, business, and education, among other
contexts.

Conclusion

Transformational leadership is an advanced concept within the leadership umbrella, as
young leaders often start as transactional (Du et al., 2013). They are challenged with
ensuring tasks are completed on time, within budget, and of high quality. As they are
capable of leading managing more transactions (both in quantity and in variation), they
become experienced in strategy, satisfying the needs of other organizational leaders,
and begin to groom their subordinates. They are urged to create their own visions within
their operational units to achieve one or more organizational outcome(s). The manner in
which they go about this is when they move from goal conception to implementation and
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utilize their subordinates to achieve these goals as a unit. This includes (but is not
limited to) training to develop new skills, enhancing current strengths, developing
individuals and the team. Based on the research provided within this manuscript,
becoming a transformational leader proves to produce higher achievement outcomes in
various contexts.
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Trust in Transformational Leadership: Do Followers’
Perceptions of Leader Femininity, Masculinity, and
Androgyny Matter?
Abstract
This
paper
takes
an
authenticity
perspective to examine whether followers’
perceptions of a leader’s feminine,
masculine, or androgynous characteristics
influence
the
relationship
between
transformational leadership and followers’
perceived trust in the leader. The research
was quantitative in approach. A crosssectional survey design was used to collect
data from employees from different public
and private sector organizations in
Pakistan. The findings show that the
relationship
between
transformational
leadership and trust is weaker when
followers perceive leaders to be high on
masculine and androgynous attributes.
Leaders’ femininity was found to have a
positive effect in the relationship of
transformational leadership with trust in the
leader. The paper suggests practical
implications and directions for future
research.

Introduction

The continued interest over recent decades in the role of dispositional and individual
difference variables in leadership research has been remarkable. Among the individual
difference characteristics, a manager’s gender has been studied as one of the crucial
factors in determining his/her leadership effectiveness. Many such studies have focused
on the influence of gender on transformational leadership and its effectiveness (e.g.,
Eagly & Karau, 2002; Powell & Graves, 2003). However, the bulk of such studies have
not separated the effects of sex from managers' gender-role characteristics of femininity
and masculinity. For example, Vinkenburg, Van Engen, Eagly, and Johannesen-Schmidt
(2011) examined the relationship of gender with transformational leadership, but the
authors did not distinguish between sex and gender role characteristics in their
investigation. Thus, this stream of research has provided little concrete assessment of
the broader picture of gender role characteristics in leadership effectiveness.
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There are, however, a few exceptions that have systematically examined the relationship
of gender roles with different modes of leadership effectiveness, such as effectiveness
evidenced in transformational leadership and followers’ identification with such leaders
(e.g., Kark, Waismel-Manor, & Shamir, 2012). Kark et al. (2012) found gender roles
related to transformational leadership and identification with the leader, but their study
did not show how leaders' traits of masculinity, femininity, and androgyny might affect
the relationship between transformational leadership and its influence on identification
with the leader. Thus, regardless of their simultaneously examining the effects of gender
characteristics on behavioral and affective aspects of leadership effectiveness, their
study does not answer the question of what happens when there is a discrepancy
between the leader's transformational behaviors and his/her gender-related attributes.
Collectively, the existing research has demonstrated that leaders’ gender role
characteristics may play a crucial role in determining a manager's transformational
leadership style, but none of the studies have shown how leaders’ feminine, masculine,
and androgynous attributes interact with transformational behaviors in affecting
followers’ outcomes, such as trust in the leader. The current study takes an authenticity
perspective to examine how leaders’ gender role attributes — femininity, masculinity, and
androgyny — matter to followers’ trust in transformational leadership.

Theory and Hypothesis
Authenticity of Transformational Behaviors and Follower Attributions
Authenticity implies that one acts in accordance with the true self, expressing oneself in
ways that are consistent with inner thoughts and feelings (Harter, 2002, p. 382). In
keeping with this definition, Luthans and Avolio (2003) argue that authentic leaders are
transparent about their intentions and strive to maintain a seamless link among
espoused values, behaviors, and actions. Maintaining such consistency is important
because employees observe not only what is done but also the motivations and beliefs
that underlie leaders’ actions (O’Reilly & Pfeffer, 2000). Earlier research suggests that
consistency between one’s values and actions cultivates perceptions of integrity and
credibility (Gabarro, 1987; Ouchi, 1981), while inconsistency leads to lowered intentions
to trust (McGregor, 1967). Clearly, leaders’ motives and beliefs are not inscribed on their
faces; however, given time, followers are still able to discover them. It is argued that
people gradually shift their focus from readily and easily detected attributes to the
underlying attributes when they closely interact with each other (e.g., Jackson, 1996).
Thus, followers are able to identify leaders’ deep-seated attributes and are affected by
what they sense more than by what they see and hear (Fu, Tsui, Liu, & Li, 2010). This
suggests that leaders’ behavior based on deep-seated attributes may foster greater
followers’ trust in a leader than their superficial behavior (Gardner, Fischer, & Hunt,
2009).
Attribution theory (Jones & Davis, 1965; Kelley, 1973) suggests that individuals evaluate
people in terms of the motives and intentions that they attribute as the cause of people's
behavior. Attributions to internal factors are likely to provide more information about
personality than external attributions. Thus, attribution of behavior to internal factors
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leads to positive responses (e.g., Lowe & Goldstein, 1970). Given the interdependent
nature of the manager–subordinate relationship, subordinates may have a particularly
strong interest in evaluating their manager’s actions in terms of the underlying beliefs
(Kelley & Thibaut, 1978). Leader behaviors are more likely to lead to increased positive
responses if subordinates attribute the cause of such behaviors to the manager's values
and motives. In a similar vein, a manager’s transformational leadership behavior and
subordinates' intentions to trust will be positively related if such behaviors are consistent
with the leader’s internal attributes, such as feminine, masculine, or androgynous
characteristics. This will provide more information about a leader, and followers will have
more confidence in his/her intentions and motives. Inconsistency may lead to
managerial behaviors that are likely to be seen as unnatural by followers, and they may
attribute such efforts to insincere motives (Thomas & Ravlin, 1995) and may respond
negatively to such behaviors. This view is compatible with the finding of Staw and Ross
(1980) that leaders who behave consistently are viewed as more effective. Earlier
research supports this assertion. For example, Thomas and Ravlin (1995) found that
behaviors attributed to causes internal to the manager induced higher trust and
perceived effectiveness. Likewise, Fu et al. (2010) revealed that transformational
behaviors perceived to be consistent with self-transcendent values led to high follower
commitment and lower intentions to leave the organization.

Transformational Leadership and Trust in the Leader

Transformational leadership describes a class of behaviors enacted by a leader
composed of four dimensions: idealized influence, intellectual stimulation, individualized
consideration, and inspirational motivation (Bass, 1985; Bass & Avolio, 1997). Idealized
influence is behavior that arouses follower emotions and identification with the leader.
Intellectual stimulation focuses on follower awareness of problems and viewing
problems from a new perspective. Individualized consideration relates to supporting,
mentoring, and developing followers, while intellectual stimulation is about
communication an appealing vision.
Trust is a willingness of one party (trustor) to be vulnerable to another party (trustee)
based upon positive expectations of the trustor about intentions or behavior of the
trustee (Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995; Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt, & Camerer, 1998).
There are two major perspectives in the literature on the nature of trust in the leaderfollower relationship: one is the character-based perspective, and the other is the
relationship-based perspective (Dirks & Ferrin, 2002). The character-based perspective
implies that followers attempt to draw inferences about the leader’s characteristics such
as integrity, dependability, fairness, and ability and that these inferences have
consequences for follower’s willingness to be vulnerable to their leaders (e.g., Mayer et
al., 1995). From the relationship-based perspective, trust is because of the social
exchange process, which goes beyond standard economic exchange (Brower,
Schoorman, & Tan, 2000). The exchange denotes a high-quality relationship, and issues
of care and consideration in the relationship are central (Dirks & Ferrin, 2002).
According to Dirks and Ferrin (2002), though these two perspectives have different
theoretical backgrounds, but both have a common conceptual core that trust in the
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leader is a kind of positive perception about followers’ willingness to be vulnerable to
their leaders.
From the above, it is evident that the characteristics of transformational leadership are
parallel to the antecedents of trust in the leader, such as ability, integrity, benevolence,
care, and consideration. Past research shows ample evidence of positive relationships
between leaders’ transformational behaviors and followers’ trust in such leaders (Braun,
Peus, Weisweiler, & Frey, 2013; Casimir, Waldman, Bartram, & Yang, 2006; Jung &
Avolio, 2000). Transformational leaders increase followers' trust levels by showing
concern for their needs, honoring agreements, demonstrating the capability and
persistence to achieve vision, and possibly through their own willingness to sacrifice for
the good of their group (Kirkpatrick & Lock, 1993). It has been argued that during the
process of achieving the vision, transformational leaders serve as role models for
perseverance and self-sacrifice to motivate followers to realize the vision (Kouzes &
Posner, 1995). As a result, followers typically come to admire their leaders, identify with
them, and demonstrate a higher degree of trust in them (Conger & Kanungo, 1987;
Gardner & Avolio, 1998). Modeling through transformational leadership stresses that a
leader will lead by example to set up an integrity paradigm. The display of integrity by
transformational leaders is similar to moral leadership (Cheng, Chou, Wu, Huang, & Farh,
2004). Moral leadership refers to leadership that is unselfish, righteous, and fair to all
(Hui & Tan, 1999). Prior research suggests that when subordinates perceive fairness
and justice in the work place, they will trust their supervisors more (Aryee, Budhwar, &
Chen 2002; Konovsky & Pugh, 1994). Moreover, by being a role model and showing
respect for their followers, transformational leaders become more admired, respected
and trusted over time (Bass & Avolio, 1990).
It has been argued that transformational leaders take into account individual followers'
needs, goals, and interests (Li & Hung, 2009; Walumbwa, Orwa, Wang, & Lawler, 2005),
which indicates that a leader respects subordinates, cares for them, satisfies their
individual feelings and needs, and gives them appropriate support. According to earlier
assertions, care and consideration are the main antecedents of follower trust in the
leader (Dirks & Ferrin, 2002). Transformational leaders also frequently empower and
encourage their followers to make their own decisions that can also build followers' trust
in their leaders (Avolio & Bass, 1995). Based on the above, we suggest the following:
H1: Transformational leadership is positively related to employee trust in the leader.

Gender Role Characteristics
Traditionally, “appropriate” sex-congruent traits were those that were considered socially
acceptable for an individual’s biological sex, while non-congruent traits were those
considered not to be socially acceptable, as they were designated to the opposite sex.
However, later research has challenged the adoption of traditional sex-congruent traits,
acknowledging that an individual can display both stereotypically masculine and
feminine traits, regardless of his/her biological sex. Bem (1974) proposed the concept of
androgyny, which suggests that an individual could possess both masculine and
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Femininity is characterized by attributes such as kindness, warmth, compassion, sharing,
and nurturing (Spence, 1993; Spence, Helmreich, & Holohan, 1979). Individuals high on
femininity are likely to ascribe high value to acceptance, interdependence, cooperation,
receptivity, and merging (Alvesson & Billing, 2001). Within the work context, individuals
high on femininity have been argued to be more willing to develop and nurture
subordinates and share power with them (Mustafa & Lines, 2014).
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feminine traits, irrespective of his/her biological sex (Borna & White, 2003; Woodhill &
Samuels, 2004).

Previous research has shown that feminine attributes are associated with
transformational leadership (Ross & Offermann, 1997). Transformational leadership has
communal aspects (Eagly, Johannesen-Schmidt, & Van Engen, 2003), such as a focus on
openness, benevolence, participation, empowerment and the mentoring and
development of subordinates, and such qualities have traditionally been associated with
femininity (e.g., Duehr & Bono, 2006). Past research shows that individuals high on
femininity tend to have superior skills with regard to mobilizing and utilizing social
support (Kitamura et al., 2002; Neff & Karney, 2005; Reevy & Maslach, 2001), which is
typical of transformational leaders.
Based on the above, it is expected that followers will develop perceptions of trust in the
transformational leaders who are high on femininity. Followers will have confidence in
the credibility and integrity of such leaders for maintaining consistency between their
inner motives and their behaviors. Consequently, we suggest the following:
H2. The relationship between transformational leadership and trust in the leader is
stronger when leaders are high on femininity.

Masculinity, Transformational Leadership, and Trust

Masculinity reflects the strength of one’s concern for personal recognition,
competitiveness, control, and achievement. People with a high masculine orientation
tend to be action-oriented, impersonal, assertive, ambitious, and independent (Alvesson
& Billing 2001; Bem, 1974; Hirsch & Morris, 2002; Spence et al., 1979). They have a
strong focus on job accomplishment, competence, and challenge, and have a greater
centrality of work in their lives (Bem, Martyna, & Watson, 1976; Hofstede, 1998; Spence,
1984). Thus, leaders high on masculinity may view their relationships with followers from
an instrumental perspective (Mustafa & Lines, 2014).
Since masculinity emphasizes the pursuit of one’s own success, recognition, and
dominance over others, it is less likely to be consistent with the benevolent, communal,
and developing and empowering nature of the transformational leadership. Earlier
research suggests that leaders with high power motivation often exercise personalized
leadership (McClelland, 1980). Personalized leadership relies on personal dominance,
which stimulates enhancement of personal interests, and thus is both self-aggrandizing
and exploitative of others (House & Howell, 1992). Thus, a high-power motivation is
inconsistent with transformational leadership. Likewise, leaders with a high achievement
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motivation, a characteristic associated with masculinity, tend to focus more on their
immediate concerns of managing employees, which as shown in earlier research is
inconsistent with charismatic/transformational leadership (De Hoogh, Den Hartog, &
Koopman, 2005; Rauch & Frese, 2007). Therefore, we would expect followers to have
low intentions to trust leaders who exhibit transformational behaviors but possess high
masculine attributes. Consequently, we suggest the following:
H3. The relationship between transformational leadership and trust in the leader is
weaker when leaders are high on masculinity.

Androgyny, Transformational Leadership, and Trust
Androgyny has been defined as the possession of high levels of both masculinity and
femininity (Bem, 1974; Woodhill & Samuels, 2003, 2004). Androgynous individuals are
argued to be high on both agentic characteristics, such as being assertive, controlling,
ambitious, dominant, forceful, and independent, and feminine characteristics, such as
being affectionate, helpful, kind, sympathetic, interpersonally sensitive, and nurturing.
Previous studies suggest that androgyny is important for leadership effectiveness (Kark
et al., 2012; Korabik & Ayman, 1989), as such characteristics enable leaders to be more
flexible and adaptable to situational demands (Hall, Workman, & Marchioro, 1998;
Koenig, Eagly, Mitchell, & Ristikariet, 2011). It has further been argued that androgynous
characteristics may be strongly related to transformational behaviors (Kark et al., 2012).
The reason is that transformational leaders are both tough and caring. They command
respect and become role models for their subordinates because of their toughness,
which means not giving in easily to pressure, while possessing self-confidence, and
powers of persuasion. Moreover, masculine characteristics such as resilience, energy,
inspiration, and determination have been argued to be traits of a transformational
leader. Some researchers (Chen & Farh, 1999) have classified transformational
leadership dimensions as either task-oriented or relationship-oriented. For example, the
dimensions of articulation of a vision and intellectual stimulation are classified as more
task-oriented and individualized support and an appropriate role model is classified as
more relationship-oriented. Thus, followers may see the transformational leadership
behaviors as consistent with androgynous attributes and may associate perceptions of
trust with such leaders.
Despite the classification of some dimensions of transformational leadership as taskoriented, such behaviors seem to be more consistent with the communal feminine
attributes than instrumental and individualist masculine attributes. For example,
articulation of a vision is more consistent with the communal orientation of feminine
attributes because a vision presumably involves the group, and communication of an
appealing vision requires use of symbols and values related to the collective. Therefore,
followers will buy a transformational leader’s vision if he/she has feminine attributes. If
the leader has more masculine gender characteristics, followers may not fully buy into
the vision and may even feel betrayed by their leader, thus lessening their trust.
Moreover, transformational leaders do more things that empower followers and make
them less dependent on the leader, such as developing follower skills and selfVOLUME XI • ISSUE II • Summer/Fall 2018
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confidence, eliminating unnecessary controls, and building a culture to support
empowerment (Yukl, 2013), which are more consistent with the communal and nurturing
feminine attributes than the masculine characteristics of assertiveness, domination, and
creation of an image of competence for the leader. Thus, followers may have low
intentions to trust transformational leaders with androgynous attributes because the
high level of masculinity may neutralize the effect of the high level of femininity. The
positive effect on trust will be compromised when followers notice that the leaders’
behaviors are only partially consistent with their underlying attributes, which will offer
incomplete information about the authenticity of transformational behaviors. Thus, the
current understanding lacks consensus regarding the consistency of transformational
behaviors with androgynous characteristics. Based on the above, we propose two
competing hypotheses:
H4a. The relationship between transformational leadership and trust in the leader is

stronger when leaders are high on androgyny.

H4b. The relationship between transformational leadership and trust in the leader is

weaker when leaders are high on androgyny.

Methodology
Sample and Procedure
The data were collected from employees of five different private and public organizations
in Pakistan. The survey questionnaires were manually distributed and collected by the
second author. The participants were randomly recruited, meaning that the distribution
was random and no individual or group was speciﬁcally targeted while administering the
surveys. Out of 140 surveys distributed, 116 were returned, of which 100 were retained
for the analysis. The sample comprised 19 female and 81 male respondents. Surveys
lacking demographic information and with important data missing were not included in
the analysis. The demographic characteristics are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Demographic Characteristics of Respondents (n = 100)
Demographic Characteristics
Gender
Age

Category
Male
Female
30-35
36-40
41-45
45-50
51 and >

Frequency
81
19
1
13
36
26
24

%
81
19
1
13
36
26
24

Measures

To operationalize the concepts used in the study, the following measures were used:

Transformational Leadership

Transformational leadership was measured using 16 items from Bass and Avolio’s
(2000) Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire. This survey includes behavioral items
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measuring idealized influence, individualized consideration, inspirational motivation, and
intellectual stimulation. However, in this study, we combined the four components into a
composite measure of transformational leadership. Using an overall construct of
transformational leadership is in line with prior research that has examined
transformational leadership as a higher order construct (e.g., Judge & Bono, 2000;
Walumbwa, Avolio, & Zhu, 2008). In this study, we treated transformational leadership
as an individual-level variable, because we were interested in how an individual
subordinate’s perceptions of trust are influenced by his/her leader’s transformational
behaviors and gender role characteristics. Transformational leadership has been treated
as an individual-level variable in the research (Avolio & Yammarino, 1990; Walumbwa et
al., 2008).

Trust in the Leader

Trust in leadership was measured using four items from the trust in leadership scale
developed by Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, and Fetter (1990). The Cronbach’s alpha
value previously reported for this scale is 0.73 (Jung & Avolio, 2000). These items are
measured on a seven-point Linkert-type scale, ranging from 1 (strongly agree) to 7
(strongly disagree). High scores indicate high perceived trust in the leader.

Femininity

To measure femininity, six items from Bem’s (1974) scale were used. The respondents
rated items from 1 (never or almost never true) to 7 (almost always true). The earlier
reported Cronbach alpha for this measure is 0.93 (Kark et al., 2012).

Masculinity

To measure masculinity, five items from Bem’s (1974) scale were used. The
respondents were asked to rate the items on a scale ranging from 1 (never or almost
never true) to 7 (always true). The Cronbach alpha for this measure in the previous
literature is 0.81 (Kark et al., 2012).

Androgyny

To measure androgyny, we created a dummy variable based on femininity and
masculinity scores. First, we coded scores as feminine if the respondents’ average
ratings for femininity were above 4 on a scale of 1 to 7, which means that in the view of
the respondents, their leaders often displayed feminine attributes. For coding scores as
masculine, we used the same criteria. Based on this coding, we created two further
categories and coded “1” as “androgynous” and “0” as “others.”

Analysis of Psychometric Properties and Construct Validation

Principal components analyses were conducted in SPSS. Separate factor analyses were
performed for the trust and the transformational leadership scales to examine their
proposed uni-dimensionality. A few items for “transformational leadership” showed
unsatisfactory loadings. This led to the removal of six items from the 16-item scale. The
other 10 items loaded strongly on a single component. The principal component analysis
for the “trust in leadership scale” corroborated the uni-dimensionality of the measure.
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Next, reliability analysis was performed for all measures. Reliability coefficients for
transformational leadership, trust, femininity, and masculinity resulted in alpha values of
0.93, 0.79, 0.82, and 0.80, respectively. Overall, these results suggest that the scales
exhibit adequate psychometric properties. Scores for transformational leadership, trust,
femininity, and masculinity were obtained by averaging the responses to the retained
items in each of the scales. For example, a total transformational leadership score was
obtained by averaging the responses to 10 items. Cronbach alpha values, average
variance extracted (AVE), and factor loadings are provided in Table 2.
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Principal component analysis using a varimax rotation confirmed that the “feminine” and
“masculine” items belonged to two different factors. However, some items showed weak
and cross-loadings. Based on the results of the analysis, two items each were removed
from the “masculinity” and “femininity” scales. An item was regarded as having a weak
loading was removed if its communality value and loading on its principal component
was less than 0.50.

Table 2. Cronbach Alpha, AVE and Factor Loadings
Construct
Transformational
leadership

Trust

Alpha
.924

.795

AVE
.60

.62

Femininity

.778

.63

Masculinity

.927

.87

Items
He talks about most important values and beliefs.
He specifies the importance of having a strong sense
of purpose
He considers the moral and ethical consequences of
decisions
He talks optimistically about the future
He expresses that goals will be achieved
He seeks differing perspectives when solving
problems
He gets others look at problems from many different
angles
He treats others as an individual rather than just as a
member of a group
He considers an individual as having different needs,
abilities and aspirations from others
He helps others to develop their strength
My manager would never try to gain advantage by
deceiving workers
I have complete faith in the integrity of my manager
I feel a strong loyalty to my manager
I would support my manager in any emergency
He is soft
He is sensitive to others’ needs
He shows compassion
He shows affect
He is willing to take risks
He is self-confident
He is determined

Loadings
.892
.779
.738
.780
.765
.884
.680
.739
.712
.784
.754
.758
.871
.762
.791
.948
.652
.762
.930
.945
.932
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Next, the discriminant validity of the constructs was assessed. Discriminant validity
indicates the extent to which a given construct is different from other latent constructs,
and a score of 0.5 for the AVE indicates an acceptable level (Fornell & Larcker, 1981).
Further assessment of discriminant validity was performed by comparing the square root
of the AVE of each latent variable’s AVE to the correlation of the latent variable with any
other construct in the model. According to Fornell and Larcker’s (1981) criterion, a
construct has discriminant validity if the square root of that construct’s AVE is greater
than its correlation with any other construct in the model. This was obtained in our
analysis. The means, standard deviations, reliabilities, and correlations for all of the
survey variables are provided in Table 3.
Table 3: Descriptive Statistics and Discriminant Validity Coefficients
Variable

Mean

S.D.

1

2

3

4

1) Transformational leadership

3.83

0.866

.777

2) Trust in leader

5.39

.988

.395

.787

3) Femininity

4.27

0.677

.433

.238

.793

4) Masculinity

3.83

1.57

.-291

.-433

.-224

.932

Note: Bold numbers on the diagonal show the square root of the AVE. Numbers below the diagonal represent
the construct correlations.

Results

We conducted a separate set of regressions for transformational leadership and its
interactions with femininity, masculinity, and androgyny. In each Model 1, we included
control variables. In each Model 2, we examined the main effect of the transformational
leadership on trust. In each Model 3, we separately examined the interaction effects
produced by transformational leadership and femininity, masculinity, and androgyny on
trust. We tested the moderating effect by examining the significance of the interaction
terms.
Table 4: Results of Regression Analysis
Femininity
Independent
variables
Control
Gender
Age
Main effect
Transformational
leadership
Interaction effects
TL * Femininity
TL * Masculinity
TL * Androgyny

Model
1

Model
2

Masculinity
Model
3

Model
1

Model
2

Androgyny
Model
3

Model
2

Model
3

.067
-.39
.408***
(.000)

.300**

.399***

.286**
-.594***

Dependent variable: Trust in leader.
Entries are standardized Beta coefficients. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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Model
1

-.300**
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As Table 4 shows, in each Model 2, the main effects for transformational leadership are
significant and in a positive direction. These effects support prior literature on the
relationship between transformational leadership and trust in the leader. The addition of
the interaction term in each Model 3 resulted in a significant increase in R square for
transformational
leadership*femininity
(R²
change=0.067),
transformational
leadership* masculinity (R² change = 0.26), and transformational leadership*
androgyny (R² change = 0.062).
The direction of the significant interaction effects suggests that follower perceptions of
the leader’s femininity positively moderate (β = 0.286, p < 0.01) the relationship
between transformational leadership and trust in the leader. On the other hand,
transformational leadership has a negative relationship with trust in the leader when
followers perceive transformational leaders to be masculine (β = -0.594, p <0.001) and
androgynous (β = -0.300, p < 0.01). Thus, the findings confirm H1, H2, and H3.
Regarding the effect of androgyny, we found a negative sign that shows a possible
attenuating effect thus supporting H4b.
Further, we examined each component of transformational leadership for its unique
effects on follower perceived trust in the leader. Although we had no upfront hypotheses
for such relationships in view of the earlier assertions that there is greater justification
for examining the impact of transformational leadership on the dependent measures
than each of its separate components (Walumbwa et al., 2008). The analysis revealed
that individualized consideration explained the highest unique contribution (β = 1.68, p
< 0.001) in follower trust in the leader, and the other three components, i.e.,
inspirational motivation (β = 1.15, p < 0.001); idealized influence (β = 1.13, p < 0.001);
and intellectual stimulation (β = -0.469, p < 0.05) were also significantly related to the
outcome variable. Intellectual stimulation component yielded a negative relationship
with trust, which is unexpected, but makes sense given the context of the study. For
example, this dimension focuses on promoting change, which followers from a
collectivist culture might have perceived as threatening to the established norms and
cherished values that support collective action.
Moreover, we examined which elements of transformational leadership most correlate
with feminine, masculine, and androgynous measures and the analysis showed that
femininity positively and significantly related to inspirational motivation (r = .339 **);
intellectual stimulation (r = .517**); and individualized consideration (r = .432**), but the
direction of relationship with idealized influence (r = .432**) was negative. Masculinity
significantly and negatively correlated with all dimensions of transformational leadership,
while androgyny had a negative significant relationship with intellectual stimulation and
idealized influence.

Discussion and Implications

In support of the plethora of prior studies showing a link between transformational
leadership and trust in the leader (e.g., Braun et al., 2013), we found a significant
positive relationship in support of our hypothesis. This indicates that employees tend to
repose trust in a leader who communicates an appealing vision, provide an appropriate
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role model, and support, encourage, and develop followers his/her followers. However,
the primary purpose of this paper was to examine whether the influence of
transformational leadership on trust in the leader was contingent on followers’
perceptions of the leader’s gender role characteristics. We found evidence of the
contingent role of gender role attributes in the link between transformational leadership
and trust in the leader. The findings show that followers react positively to leaders who
exhibit transformational behaviors and hold feminine attributes. These findings make
sense because transformational leadership has a strong emphasis on communal
aspects, and femininity involves attributes such as being attentive, considerate, and
nurturing (Eagly et al., 2003). The hypothesis that followers will react negatively to
leaders who engage in transformational behaviors but hold masculine attributes was
also supported. This suggests that masculine attributes such as assertiveness,
independence, and control are less likely to be consistent with transformational
leadership that focuses on inspiring, developing, and empowering followers. This may
reduce followers’ tendency to trust leaders whose inner motives do not provide enough
information about their external behaviors.
Our assumptions regarding transformational behaviors leading to high/low perceived
trust in the leader for leaders who possess a combination of femininity and masculinity
led to a rather unexpected finding. The results showed that followers’ perceptions of the
leader’s androgyny led to a negative relationship between transformational leadership
and trust in the leader, which is inconsistent with the bulk of previous literature (e.g.,
Kark et al., 2012). One reason may be that high emphasis on both attributes might have
neutralized the effects of each other. Another explanation may be that leaders could
have both feminine and masculine attributes but differ in which trait ranks higher in
order. It is possible that androgynous leaders in this study might have possessed
masculinity to a higher degree, which would have eclipsed the effects of feminine
characteristics, and followers would have reacted negatively to the transformational
behaviors of such leaders. There is yet another possibility that followers suspected the
intentions of leaders who combined masculine and feminine attributes. In summary,
these findings suggest that followers may not necessarily place more trust in
transformational leaders with both masculine and feminine attributes. However, it may
be possible that the other types of leadership styles that incorporate both instrumental
and relationship-oriented dimensions of leadership matter more for associating trust
with leaders who embrace both feminine and masculine attributes.
Why followers in this study reacted more positively to transformational leaders with
femininity and negatively to those with masculine and androgynous attributes might also
be interpreted as a reflection of the Pakistani context. Pakistan is a country with Islam as
religion of the majority of its residents. According to earlier assertions, Islam is one of the
most influential factors, which has shaped Muslim value systems (Ali, 1986). Islam views
ethics, morality, and authenticity as important components of leadership (AlSarhi, Salleh,
Mohamed, & Amini, 2014). In Islamic teachings, providing guidance to followers,
protecting them, and treating them justly is highly valued (Beekun & Badawi, 1999,
Ahmad & Ogunsola, 2011). Moreover, leaders are expected to concentrate on the
betterment of the collective whole (Ahmad, 2001; Bangash, 2001) instead of pursuing
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The findings may also be a reflection of the society's prevalent culture that is
characterized by collectivist and paternalistic values. In collectivist cultures, individuals
have a tendency to see themselves from a holistic perspective and attach greater
importance to group over individual goals (Hofstede, 2001). In such cultures, pursuit of
self-enhancement and self-achievement values is less likely to be socially legitimized
(Hofstede, 1980). Thus, followers in a collectivist context such as Pakistan may show low
trustworthiness in transformational leaders who emphasize achieving collective goals,
but such behaviors tend to be less authentic because of inconsistency with their inner
attributes.
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individual happiness. This suggests that employees in an Islamic society may react
negatively to any inconsistency in leader’s behavior and his/her deep-rooted
characteristics, which they think is tied to moral standards.

Moreover, Pakistan’s social norms are also deeply rooted in paternalistic values (Aycanet
al., 2000). Organizational life in the country also portrays the paternalistic characteristics
of the society (Mustafa & Lines, 2012). To elicit loyalty and deference from followers, a
leader in a paternalistic setting needs to combine both affection and control in his/her
behaviors. However, followers may show low loyalty and respect to leaders if the main
focus of leaders is to control followers to achieve instrumental objectives than to
promote employee wellbeing at the same time (Kabasakal & Bodur, 2007). Thus, this
can be inferred that employees in this study were less willing/obligated to trust leaders
whose behaviors and inner attributes offered inconsistent information whether such
leaders have a genuine interest in follower care and wellbeing.

Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research

This study attempts to contribute to the understanding of the role of perceived
masculinity, femininity, and androgyny in transformational leadership effectiveness.
Although we conducted the study in a Pakistani context, our findings should be
applicable to societies in which followers are responsive to leaders who promote
collective interests, hold unselfish motives and espouse a benevolent orientation. Thus,
the importance of leaders’ deep-seated attributes may be a contextual, the strength of
the effect may vary across contexts with different social or normative expectations.
Therefore, more conclusive support for a similar pattern of relationships would require
testing the proposed relationships in a sample of employees spanning a larger number
of organizations and societies. Moreover, our data were cross-sectional in nature, which
has its own limitations in making any assertions regarding causality in the proposed
relationships. Future studies could use longitudinal or experimental designs to test the
underlying causality. Further, treating masculinity and femininity as independent
attributes makes it possible to examine different combinations of these characteristics.
In our study, we examined the effect of only one combination — androgyny — and all the
other responses were grouped in the “other” category. Future studies should examine
the effects of other combinations, such as undifferentiated on both traits, high on
femininity and low on masculinity, and high on masculinity and low on femininity.
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Lastly, in view of the inconsistency of our findings with previous literature for the effects
of androgyny, future researchers could investigate the moderating effects of gender role
characteristics in the relationship between certain other leadership styles and trust in
the leader. It is possible that androgyny is more consistent with other leadership styles,
such as paternalistic leadership, strategic leadership, charismatic leadership, and
nurturant-task leadership, compared to transformational leadership. It would also be
interesting to examine such an influence for authentic and ethical leadership.

Practical Implications

Our findings suggest that managers need to give importance to a certain set of attributes
to be effective in terms of transformational leadership and trust in the leader. Managers
will be able to foster the perceptions of trust among followers when they hold feminine
attributes and exhibit transformational behaviors. The findings further indicate that
masculinity and androgyny may be related to other leadership styles and other forms of
leadership effectiveness, but such attributes tend to be less beneficial for
transformational leadership and trust in the leader. Therefore, in organizations where
circumstances necessitate use of transformational behaviors or where leaders exhibit
transformational behaviors but experience a trust deficit from their followers, masculine
or androgynous attributes may turn out to be less useful.
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Abstract
Emotional Intelligence (EI) and its impact on performance are of paramount
importance to both the corporate world and military in the realm of leadership
development. The purpose of this study was to understand how specific EI skills and
behaviors are exhibited by high performing graduates of an in-residence
Professional Military Education school, which primarily focuses on leadership
development and effectiveness. The sample consisted of 621 military officers taking
part in an in-residence professional military education course. EI was measured
using the Emotional Skills Assessment self-report instrument. Findings suggested
that certain dimensions of EI (commitment ethic, empathy, leadership, and
aggression) can predict performance outcomes, but that they only account for 8.6%
of the total variance of the dependent variable (performance outcomes).

Introduction

Leadership – one of the most studied areas of organizational psychology – is a dynamic
and complex process based on myriad interpersonal interactions between groups of
people It involves a willing collaboration of leaders, followers, and associated
stakeholders (Sosik & Jung, 2011). As such, leadership development is naturally of
paramount importance to both the corporate world and the military and continues to
command substantial investment.238But how is this course steered and leadership
ultimately achieved?
Authors’ Note: The research reported in this article does not reflect the views of the United States Air Force
nor the Department of Defense. The article was cleared for release by the United States Air Force Public Affairs
(Case #: AETC-2018-0214).
2
U.S. companies spend almost $14 billion annually in leadership development (Gurdjian, Halbeisen, & Lane,
2014). The United States Air Force (USAF) alone spends millions of dollars in leadership development by
sending over 4,200 officers per year to Squadron Officer School, the purpose of which is “to develop solutionminded, bold and courageous Airmen ready to overcome today’s and tomorrow’s challenges” (Welcome to
Squadron Officer School, 2018). In fact, the school’s stated mission is to “educate Air Force Captains to think,
communicate, cooperate, and lead in the joint environment” (Welcome to Squadron Officer School, 2018).
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Leadership and Emotional Intelligence (EI)

Leadership development and performance outcomes are often guided by emotional
intelligence (EI) – another important area of interest for researchers in the field of
organizational psychology. In fact, previous research has shown that EI is not only a key
characteristic of leadership effectiveness, but that leaders who possess high levels of EI
can effectively control their own emotions and accurately assess and predict emotional
responses of their team members (Clarke, 2010; Goleman, 1995; Mayer & Salovey,
1997; Davies, Stankov, & Roberts, 1998).
EI has been defined as an individual’s “ability to monitor one’s own and other’s feelings
and emotions, to discriminate among them and to use this information to guide one’s
thinking and actions” (Salovey & Mayer, 1990, p. 189). Proposed as a different category
of intelligence, Goleman (1995) asserted that “academic intelligence has little to do with
emotional life” (pp. 33-34). EI has also been conceptualized in other ways that have
blended an awareness of behavioral consequences with cognitive abilities (Sternberg,
1996). In each case, it has been used as a framework for understanding individuals’
personalities and their links to success in job performance (Goleman, 1995).
Research has found that EI is a form of intelligence rather than a set of unrelated social
skills. EI can be operationalized as a set of abilities, be correlated to existing intelligence,
and develop over time (Mayer, Caruso, & Salovey, 2000). A number of factors can impact
the levels of an individual’s EI. Antecedents of EI development have not been definitively
identified outside of the EI of parents (Vernon, Petrides, Bratko, & Schermer, 2008).
However, over time, it has been shown that a person’s EI can increase, as it has been
demonstrated to increase with age (Kafetsios, 2004; Malik & Shahid, 2016; Mayer,
Caruso, & Salovey, 1999; Palmer, Gignac, Manocha, & Stough, 2005). Additionally,
emotional intelligence can interact with feelings of insecurity in the workplace.
Individuals experiencing job-related tension have been linked to negative coping
behaviors (Jordan, Ashkansky, & Hartel, 2002).
So, while one’s emotional intelligence can improve with age, it is possible that certain life
events or circumstances can have negative impacts. Implications of this in occupational
settings are that “EI research has increased awareness of the potential role that a wide
array of emotional competencies may play in the workplace” (Matthews, Zeidner, &
Roberts 2002, p. 542). As emotional intelligence involves the ability to read and
comprehend the emotions of others in a social context, EI represents a critical
component for effective leadership and team performance in today’s dynamic
organizations (Prati, Douglas, Ferris, Ammeter, & Buckley, 2003).
EI has been demonstrated to significantly correlate with performance outcomes in both
the corporate and academic world. Pope, Roper, and Qualter (2012) found a positive
relationship between EI and academic achievement in both adolescents and adults.
While they didn’t find evidence of a “global” EI, they did find that five EI competencies
(conscientiousness, adaptability, empathy, organizational awareness, and building
bonds) did have a significant effect on performance (Pope et al., 2012). Grehan,
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As previously indicated, a person’s EI can affect job performance and academic
outcomes, but it also impacts how they lead. For example, a high EI can help a leader in
generating cooperation, optimism, and enthusiasm among team members (George,
2000).
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Flanagan, and Malgady (2011) also found that EI significantly correlated with outcome
performance through graduate students’ GPA. Furthermore, O’Boyle, Humphrey, Pollack,
Hawver, and Story’s (2010) meta-analysis concluded that EI correlates with job
performance.

Critics of popular formulations of EI have argued that its proponents overestimate the
importance that EI plays in performance outcomes and that emotional intelligence
should be considered a separate form of intelligence (Ashkanasy, Hartel, & Daus, 2002).
Others have noted that while emotional intelligence may play a role in career
advancement, “general intelligence has long been recognized as the single, strongest
predictor of objective performance indicators, such as productivity” (Matthews, Zeidner,
& Roberts, 2002, p. 77). Disagreements with regard to the constraints and definition of
emotional intelligence have also rendered the construct more difficult to verify
(Ashkanasy, Hartel, & Daus, 2002). Some researchers are skeptical of the ability of selfreport emotional intelligence instruments to accurately predict job performance
(Cherniss, 2010; Murphy, 2006). In the current research, we explored the validity and
reliability of a previously established EI instrument and attempted to discern which, if
any, subcomponents of EI significantly impacted performance outcomes.

Research Setting

The purpose of this research was to measure the impact of self-assessed emotional
intelligence among military officers and to identify specific emotional intelligence skills
that are exhibited by high performing graduates of an in-residence Professional Military
Education course focused on leadership development and effectiveness. We sought to
determine whether the emotional intelligence components of assertion, comfort,
empathy, decision making, leadership, drive strength, time management, commitment
ethic, self-esteem, and stress management correlated with performance outcomes. In
the current study, performance outcomes are heavily weighted toward leadership
effectiveness as measured by both the student’s peers and instructor. We also sought to
determine whether any of the three ESAP potential problem areas of Aggression,
Deference, and Change Orientation moderated the influence of high scores in other
areas of the ESAP. Results of this study are intended to inform future studies of the links
between emotional intelligence and success in environments in which peer leadership is
critical to mission accomplishment.

Research Questions

In this study, we sought to uncover the following:
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1. Is there empirical evidence supporting Emotional Intelligence being a predictor of
performance outcomes for military officers in a peer leadership environment?
2. Which dimensions of Emotional Intelligence, if any, predict performance
outcomes for military officers in a peer leadership environment?

Methodology
Research Design

The study was conducted using a non-experimental quantitative research design utilizing
existing data. For the purposes of this study, the researchers were simply attempting to
understand the causal factors that affect change with regards to emotional intelligence
and performance outcomes.

Procedures

The current study utilized existing data collected through Nelson, Low, and Vela’s (2003)
previously validated Emotional Skills Assessment Process (ESAP) scale. Students
complete the ESAP as part of their coursework in an in-residence, Professional Military
Education school. Once the students complete the assessment, they bring the results to
class for further discussion and introspection on how they can become more effective
leaders.

Participants

The target population for the current study was military officers in the United States Air
Force. Per the Air Force Personnel Center’s (AFPC) public website, current as of
December 31, 2017, there are 61,254 officers in the Air Force (AFPC, 2017). Of those
officers, 21.0% are female and 79.0% are male (AFPC, 2017). The sample was drawn
from the larger population of Air Force officers. More specifically, the sample was drawn
from students attending in-residence Professional Military Education. These students
come from all career fields and have 4-7 years of experience as officers in the United
States Air Force. The original sample consisted of 621 participants, but after an
extensive data screening process, the final “clean” data set consisted of 562
participants. Of those participants, 22.1% (124) were female and 77.9% (438) were
male (Table 1). When comparing the target population to the sample, a chi-square test
revealed (2 = .386, df=1, p = .05, CV = 3.84, n = 562) that the sample was
representative of the gender makeup of the larger Air Force population. When examining
the sample with regard to Race/Ethnicity, a chi-square test revealed (2 = 17.65, df= 7,
p = .01, CV = 18.48, n = 553) that the sample was also representative of the larger
population of Air Force officers (Table 2). Finally, the average age of the sample was 30years-old (n = 572) compared to 35-years-old for the general population of Air Force
Officers.
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Table 1: Frequency Table of Sample Respondents by Gender
Gender Frequency
Percent
USAF Officer
Population
Frequency
Male
438
77.9%
48,391
Female 124
22.1%
12,863
Total
562
100.0%
61,254
Note: USAF Demographics (AFPC, 2017)

Table 2: Frequency Table of Sample Respondents by Race/Ethnicity
Gender
Asian
Black
Hispanic
Native
American
White
Pacific
Islander
Other
Total

Frequency

Percent

32
35
24
4
430
8
20
553

5.8%
6.3%
4.3%
0.7%
77.8%
1.4%
3.6%
100.0%

USAF Officer
Population
Frequency
2,989
3,657
4,232
296
48,350
290
1,620
61,434

USAF Officer
Population Percent
4.89%
5.98%
6.92%
0.48%
79.08%
0.47%
52.65%
2.65%
100.0%

Note: USAF Demographics (AFPC, 2018)

Instrumentation

The ESAP was developed using items from accumulative research base of behavior
descriptors of effective behavior (Nelson et al., 2003). The ESAP is a self-report
instrument that was developed for use in educational settings. Nelson et al. (2003)
believed that the ESAP could be used to develop a student-centric approach to learning
built around a student’s specific behaviors. The assessment is a “positive assessment”
designed to help students plan to make changes that help them more effectively
understand specific behaviors that are important in helping them meet personal,
academic, and career goals (Nelson et al., 2003). According to Nelson et al. (2003), “the
instrument is best thought of as the beginning step to emotional learning that links
intervention strategies to the ‘felt’ or ‘perceived’ needs of the individual student” (p. 10).
The ESAP is a 213 item, self-report instrument grouped under five factors (interpersonal
skills, leadership skills, self-management skills, intrapersonal skills, and potential
problem areas) of emotional intelligence (Nelson et al., 2003). The response for each
item is independent from the other responses and provides scale specific measurement
of 10 emotional intelligence behaviors (assertion, comfort, empathy, decision making,
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leadership, self-esteem, stress management, drive strength, time management, and
commitment ethic) and three problem areas (aggression, deference, and change
orientation) (Nelson et al., 2003). The ESAP is scored by taking the sum of each item for
a particular scale. Each individual item contributes to only one of the 13 individual
scales. The total score for each scale represents the self-assessment of current
emotional intelligence skills and problem areas. The 10 emotional intelligence skills are
interpreted by using the total score for each scale to place the respondent into one of
three categories: develop, strengthen, and enhance (Nelson et al., 2003). The three
problem areas scales are interpreted as being low, normal, and high based on the
respondents total scores in each of the afore mentioned scales. Furthermore, the
emotional intelligence skill scores are all positively correlated, whereas, the problem
area scales are negatively correlated to emotional intelligence (Nelson et al., 2003).
The ESAP has been extensively researched and statistically validated; Stottlemeyer
(2002) and Vela (2003) reported a statistically significant relationship between the ESAP
and academic performance. An exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was conducted to
evaluate the underlying structure of the 213 item ESAP using the data collected from
students enrolled in an Air Force, in-residence, Professional Military Education Course. A
principle component analysis was conducted using a Direct Oberlin rotation, since a high
degree of correlation existed between the variables. The Kaisser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)
Measure of Sampling Adequacy was .882, thus indicating that the sample size (n = 573)
was of sufficient size to conduct the EFA. Furthermore, Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity was
p< .001, indicating that a patterned relationship existed within the ESAP. Results of the
EFA found 4 components with eigenvalues > 1, with a total variance explained of
74.33% and 27 (34%) of non-redundant residuals with absolute values greater than .05.
Field (2009) found the Kaiser Criterion to be reliable when the averaged extracted
communalities are ≥ .6 and the sample size is > 250 cases. In this case, the averaged
extracted communalities were .743 with a sample size > 250(n = 573), thus the Kaiser
Criterion can be deemed reliable. Examination of the scree plot (Figure 1) indicated that
two components should be retained.
Overall, the results from the EFA were fairly consistent with the findings reported in the
Emotional Skills Assessment Process: Interpretation and Intervention Guide (Nelson et
al., 2003). While the scree plot did not precisely match Nelson et al.’s. (2003) findings,
the EFA indicated that four components should be retained using the Kaiser Criterion,
which is exactly the same as Nelson et al. (2003) found. Finally, when examining
reliability, Cronbach’s coefficient alpha for the ESAP using data collected from 573 Air
Force in-residence Professional Military Education students was .905 compared to .91
as reported in Nelson et al. (2003).

Figure 1:
Scree Plot for
ESAP
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SPSS Version 25 was used to complete all analyses for the current study. Descriptive
statistics including mean, skewness, and kurtosis for all ESAP variables and the
dependent variable DG score 1 are presented in Table 2.
Table 3: Descriptive Statistics for All Variables (N = 573)
Measure

Minimum

Maximum

M

Std.

Skewness

LEADERSHIP

Analysis and Results

Kurtosis

Dev
ASSN_Total1

7.00

36.00

25.18

5.27

-0.33

-0.37

AGG_Total1

0.00

16.00

6.20

4.66

0.65

-0.55

DF_Total1

0.00

36.00

12.77

7.71

0.60

-0.13

CMFT_total1

6.00

24.00

19.02

3.80

-0.77

0.06

EMP_Total1

3.00

24.00

17.92

5.10

-0.84

0.04

DM_Total1

7.00

24.00

17.05

3.95

-0.43

-0.28

LD_Total1

3.00

24.00

17.58

4.48

-0.62

-0.21

DS_Total1

22.00

50.00

38.43

6.38

-0.69

-0.13

TM_Total1

5.00

24.00

17.65

4.56

-0.68

-0.22

CE_Total1

12.00

24.00

20.33

2.96

-1.11

0.69

CO_Total1

0.00

24.00

7.17

4.99

0.70

0.08

SE_Total1

17.00

50.00

37.51

7.24

-0.75

0.08

SM_Total1
DG_Score1

15.00
38.49

50.00
99.17

36.23
69.15

8.32
15.08

-0.82
-0.03

0.06
-1.03

Of the 14 variables studied, the dependent variable concerning performance outcomes,
DG_score1, had a significant amount of missing data (6.6%). The cases with missing
performance outcome data (DG_Score1) were removed from further analyses. All 580
remaining cases were evaluated for univariate outliers, linearity, and normality. With
regards to univariate normality, Kolmogorov-Smirnov was significant, (p ≤ .001)
indicating non-normality for all 14 variables. However, kurtosis and skewness were less
than ± 1.00 for 12 of the 14 variables examined. The only two that exceeded ± 1.00
were CE_Total1 with a skewness = -1.110 and DG_Score1 with a kurtosis = -1.025.
Hancock and Mueller (2010) found that the assumption of univariate normality could be
maintained with absolute skewness values less than 2.0 and absolute values for
kurtosis less than 7.0, because little to no distortion should occur. Additionally,
examination of the Q-Q plots also revealed that univariate normality could be assumed.
Multivariate outliers were addressed and removed by analyzing the mean scores of the
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ESAP inventory/performance outcomes and calculating the Mahalanobis distance (2 =
36.12, df= 14, p< .001). Multivariate linearity, normality, and homoscedasticity were
also examined by comparing standardized residuals to the predicted value of the
dependent variable (DG_score1). The graphical representation indicated a fairly uniform
pattern throughout the plot with a concentration of scores at the center. Since extreme
clustering of scores at the top and bottom of the plot was not present, assumptions of
linearity, normality, and homoscedasticity can be maintained. Finally, when examining
multicollinearity, VIF values ranged from a low of 1.09 to a maximum of 1.60 for the
predictor values, which is well below the cutoff of 10.0 (Stevens, 2001).
In an effort to find a more parsimonious method of predicting the dependent variable
(performance outcomes), a stepwise multiple regression was conducted to determine
which independent variables from the ESAP inventory (Assertion [Assn_total1],
Aggression [AGG_Total1], Deference [DF_Total1], Comfort [CMFT_Total1], Empathy
[EMP_Total1], Decision Making [DM_Total1], Leadership [LD_Total1], Self-Esteem
[SE_Total1], Stress Management [SM_Total1], Drive Strength [DS_Total1], Time
Management [TM_Total1], Commitment Ethic [CE_Total1], Change Orientation
[CO_Total1]) were predictors of performance outcomes (DG_Score1). The stepwise
multiple regression resulted in a model with 4 of the 13 ESAP inventory predictors
(CE_Total1, AGG_Total1, EMP_Total1, and LD_Total1) included in the model that
significantly predicted performance outcomes (DG_Total1) [R2 = .086, R2adj = .079,
F(4,568) = 13.303, p< .001]. With regard to the individual relationship between each
predictor variable included in the final model and the dependent variable and
performance outcomes, the following relationships were found: Commitment Ethic (t =
3.17, p = .002), Aggression (t = 2.47, p = .014), Empathy (t = -3.52, p = <.001),
Leadership (t = 3.45, p = .001). Table 3 depicts the unstandardized coefficients (B),
intercepts, and standardized regression coefficients () of the four predictor variables
included in the model.
Table 4: Predictors of Performance Outcomes
95% Confidence
Interval
Variable
B
Std
t
Sig.
Lower
Upper

Error
Bound
Bound
(Constant)
50.01
4.63
10.81
0.00
40.92
59.09
CE_Total1
0.76
0.24
0.15 3.17
0.00
0.29
1.22
AGG_Total1
0.34
0.14
0.10 2.47
0.01
0.07
0.60
EMP_Total1
-0.48
0.14
-0.16 -3.52
0.00
-0.75
-0.21
LD_Total1
0.59
0.17
0.18 3.45
0.00
0.25
0.92
Note: N = 573. Stepwise regression with DG_Score1 as predictor variable.

VIF
1.36
1.09
1.34
1.60

Ultimately, the more parsimonious model significantly predicted 8.6% of the total
variance of performance outcomes.
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The findings presented in the current study lend further support to the ESAP as an
instrument capable of predicting performance outcomes. Jin and Wang (2002) found
that the skills of Drive Strength, Time Management, and Commitment Ethic were good
predictors of higher academic achievement. The current study found that high levels of
commitment ethic, empathy, and leadership and low levels of aggression were predictors
of higher outcome performance in a peer leadership environment. Furthermore, while
much of the discussion and studies of EI had been focused on undergraduate students,
this study examined subjects who were typically 10-years older than the average
undergraduate student.
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Discussion

This study lends further support to the notion that Commitment Ethic has positive links
to performance outcomes. It also reveals that Empathy and Leadership are areas of
Emotional Intelligence that are positively linked to performance in a peer leadership
setting. While this finding may not necessarily be surprising, it is noteworthy that the
ESAP is able to discern that an individual is more likely to succeed in a peer leadership
setting solely due to his or her responses to certain items in the assessment.
Effective leadership is dependent upon the ability to interact well with others; a tendency
to be overly dominant in interpersonal interactions can be deleterious to one’s
leadership capacity. Our finding that Aggression was negatively correlated with
performance outcomes is also reflective of extant literature of the subject of EI. While
one may think of aggression as being helpful to a military member, in the context of
emotional intelligence, aggression in the context of EI portends an inability to converse
effectively with others due to communicating in an overpowering and overly strong
manner. It is noteworthy that military members are equally likely to experience worse
performance outcomes in an environment in which they interact with military peers if
their Aggression level is high as measured by the ESAP.

Limitations and Areas for Further Study

While the findings in this study demonstrated that certain areas of EI can be predictive of
a person’s performance in a peer leadership environment, it accounted for only 8.6% of
the variance of performance outcomes. Therefore, other variables are likely to be more
predictive of performance outcomes than an individual’s EI levels. Future research
should be conducted to explore how variables such as general intelligence, physical
fitness, and EI interact and affect performance outcomes. Furthermore, due to the
nature of the analyses being performed, we cannot infer causation between EI and
performance outcomes.
Additionally, the ESAP being a self-assessment, could skew the results due to a variety of
factors, including a bias toward social desirability. A person’s levels of EI may, in fact,
cloud his or her ability to accurately assess themselves, which could induce error into
their overall EI assessment.
As this study examined participants in the military sector, future research could also
determine if individuals with high levels of EI in specific dimensions tend to be more
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likely to enter certain career fields. If particular dimensions of EI are antecedents of entry
into certain careers, this could have profound ramifications for placement and
advancement within these industries. Moreover, it could inform hiring managers seeking
a particular type of candidate with heightened levels of EI in specific dimensions to meet
specific performance outcomes and ultimately a higher level of leadership effectiveness

Conclusions

The purpose of the study was to understand how EI impacted performance outcomes
and which dimensions of EI played the biggest role for a sample of military officers in a
peer leadership environment. Results indicated that certain dimensions of EI can predict
performance outcomes, but that they only account for 8.6% of the total variance of the
dependent variable.
Educating students on leadership has enhanced students’ communication and
commitment to serving, among other benefits, and impacts the way in which leadership
is understood and practiced (McKim and Velez 2017). However, the study results have
the most immediate impact for senior leaders by understanding how a new
manager/leader’s varying levels of EI affect performance outcomes in a peer leadership
environment.
The study revealed that of all the dimensions measured by the ESAP, the only ones that
make a statistically significant impact are the EI dimensions of commitment ethic,
empathy, leadership, and aggression. As such, senior leaders looking to maximize
leadership effectiveness should look to build an organization that attracts individuals
that have ESAP high scores in commitment ethic, empathy, leadership and low ESAP
scores in aggression. Thus, using the ESAP Interpretation and Intervention Guide (2003),
organizations should look for individuals who exhibit the ability to positively influence
and persuade others to make positive impacts to both their organization and
subordinates. They should also be individuals who successfully demonstrate the ability
to complete assignments in a timely manner. Furthermore, they should be able to
demonstrate the ability to provide subordinates with non-judgmental, compassionate,
and honest communication. Finally, they should be individuals who do not dominate or
overpower peers’ and subordinates’ thoughts, words, and deeds in an effort to squelch
diversity of thought within their organizations.
___________________________________________________________________________
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Book Review:

LEADERSHIP CPR: Resuscitating the
Workplace Through Civility,
Performance, and Respect
Amy Bentley — Reviewer

Author: Ritch K. Eich
Publisher: Redwood Publishing, LLC; 1st edition (May 7, 2018)
ISBN eBook: 978-1-947341-12-8
ISBN Paperback: 978-1- 947341-11-1

Ritch K. Eich, a well-respected leadership expert, has just
published his fourth book on the subject titled, LEADERSHIP
CPR: Resuscitating the Workplace Through Civility, Performance, and Respect. It’s
certainly no coincidence that Eich chose to use the words “leadership” in the title along
with the words “civility” and “respect,” because in today’s divisive world, there’s rarely an
occasion to use those three words in the same thought or sentence.
Political discourse and in many cases, the workforce, have become places where civility
and respect are sorely lacking. In his new book, Eich seeks to infuse both with some
much-needed advice on how to bring them back.
Eich is not shy about expressing his disdain for President Donald Trump, whose
leadership style he describes as “erratic” and “values-free.” Eich writes, “In many ways,
his presidency has been the antithesis of the values-centered leadership standards
expressed in this book… his style of leadership, so clearly devoid of ethics and
truthfulness, has done great damage to our national character at home and abroad and
has created an ‘us/them’ mentality that will be hard to overcome anytime soon.”
But Eich’s new book is not another political commentary about Trump, and it doesn’t go
on and on complaining about the president. Leadership CPR is a guide to restoring
traditional values – honesty, empathy, ethics and loyalty – all behaviors Eich covets to
leadership and the practice of leading.
Eich cites numerous interesting examples of positive and caring leaders in business,
sports, the military and government, such as disciplined golf pro Arnold Palmer;
Starbucks Executive Chairman Howard Schultz, who pledged to hire veterans and has
funded several environmental and social justice programs; Aflac CEO and Chairman, Dan
Amos, who has earned a reputation for his ethics, corporate citizenship, civility and
charitable work in the healthcare field; and former United States Senator Richard Lugar,
president of the non-profit Lugar Center in Washington D.C., a think tank. Eich
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commends Lugar for being a leader of bi-partisan initiatives who promoted civility and
cooperation in government to make the government work better for everyone. In a nod to
history and his own personal interest in the military, Eich spends part of a chapter
discussing the philosophy and successes of controversial Navy reformer Admiral Elmo R.
Zumwalt Jr., who Eich calls “a true believer in the importance of service and is an
excellent example to emulate.” Zumwalt worked hard during his years as a military
leader to reduce racism and sexism in the Navy and spent his retirement years working
as a humanitarian. The personal stories of these people, and others, are an interesting
read and an effective way to show good leadership by example
Eich also discusses his remedies for rudeness and offers tips for good behavior, such as
celebrating diversity, respecting women and honoring the First Amendment’s guarantee
of free speech. These ideals might seem obvious to many, but as Eich noted, many
leaders today don’t practice these basic common-sense principles of good behavior and
leadership. He discusses several successful and innovative women leaders he’s worked
with and known over the years and makes a solid, research-based case for the benefits
of having more women as leaders and board members in the workforce.
Like he did in his other three books – Real Leaders Don’t Boss, Leadership Requires
Extra Innings, and Truth, Trust + Tenacity, Eich uses a lot of lists and bullet points in
Leadership CPR, a writing style that’s easy to follow and review quickly and easily.
Leadership CPR is no different. From his section about the “Five W’s of a Winning Team,”
to the lists of lessons learned from successful leaders, to the listing of key concepts at
the end of each chapter, Eich’s newest tome is a refreshing take with lots of takeaways
on what is needed to be a leader today among all the public nastiness, political bickering
and bad behavior in the boardroom.
Eich concludes with a top ten list on ways to stay ahead of the curve, as he puts it,
hoping that his readers will advance their careers with grace, dignity, respect and a
higher moral code than many of their predecessors and peers. We can’t help but hope
that happens.
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Case Study:
____________________________________________________

Build Your Leadership Brand ―
A Case Study on India’s Megastar Chiranjeevi
by M.S. Rao

Abstract

The purpose of this case study is to unveil tools and techniques to build a leadership
brand by focusing on a living example. This study focuses on India’s film industry
superstar, Konidela Siva Sankara Vara Prasad, better known by stage name, Chiranjeevi.
His example shows how building a successful leadership brand requires consistent
efforts, energy, investment, and time. It specifies the outlets used to effectively reach a
target audience such as websites, blogs, emails, interviews, podcasts, and webinars. It
demonstrates how life’s lessons learned can strengthen rather than compromise
character. It implores individuals to learn from their own mistakes and to strive to seek
alternate routes. It concludes that Chiranjeevi is a passionate personality, an
experimental actor, and a living legend in the Indian film industry who has built an
enduring brand.

Introduction
“Branding demands commitment; commitment to continual re-invention; striking chords
with people to stir their emotions; and commitment to imagination. It is easy to be
cynical about such things, much harder to be successful.” ― Sir Richard Branson

Building a leadership brand requires consistent efforts, energies, investment, time, and
resources. Most people fail to accomplish this because they are in a hurry to build their
leadership templates. However, there are several celebrities and leaders who invest their
energies and efforts consistently to excel in their areas and professions and build their
leadership brands successfully. For them, investing efforts is the end product and
building their leadership brands is the byproduct. In this regard, we will take the case
study of India’s film star Chiranjeevi – who has attained widespread public recognition
and admiration through his work in the Indian film industry – to demonstrate how a
leadership brand originated and is nurtured and which ultimately provides similar
opportunities to other aspirants.
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Chiranjeevi ― A Self-Made Man

Initially, Chiranjeevi played the role of a character artiste and villain – taking less
enviable roles – as he was new to this profession and had not yet had a chance to
develop any substantive networking within the Telugu film industry (also known by its
sobriquet, Tollywood). In fact, Chiranjeevi became a self-made man without any lineage
in Tollywood. Lacking familial relationships in Tollywood was the most challenging part of
his career paralleled, in part, by the presence of senior actors, including N.T. Rama Rao,
A. Nageswara Rao, Krishna, and Sobhan Babu who had maintained a seemingly
impenetrable hold in Tollywood for many years. Hence, he accepted whatever roles were
offered to him.

LEADERSHIP

Early in life, Chiranjeevi developed an affinity for movies and a penchant for acting. He
started his journey in Chennai, India with a trunk box to pursue his career aspirations. He
worked diligently to gain a foothold in the local film industry and intentionally surrounded
himself with supportive influences.

He was gradually noticed by those in control of film creation and distribution and began
to receive parts that were heroic in content and perception, thereby creating a particular
niche. There were other film stars including Balakrishna, Nagarjuna, and Venkatesh who
entered into the film industry as a result of their familial connections and influence. They
achieved career success partly due their lineage. Of course, they also worked hard to
prove and establish themselves. But it was a cakewalk for them in Tollywood. However,
Chiranjeevi had to work much harder to establish himself in Tollywood since he did not
have any film connections and readymade fans. He mastered all types of acting skills
including comedy, tragedy, dance, love, romance, and stunts to become a complete
actor.

Chiranjeevi ― An Experimental Actor

Initially, Chiranjeevi encountered stiff resistance in Tollywood as politics permeated all
facets of the industry. But he overcame these obstacles as he was keenly aware that it is
the people who decided the fate of actors and politicians in every country and India was
surely not an exception. His unique combination of innovative stunts, energy,
enthusiasm, dancing style, grace, and charisma distinguished him from other actors and
stars.
He followed the road less travelled. After proving his acting prowess in the movie Khaidi
in 1983, his work and presence had become well known and well respected. Some of his
movies – including Jagadeka Veerudu Athiloka Sundari, Gharana Mogudu, Mutha Mestri,
Indra, and Tagore – catapulted him to superstar status. He tried various genres to excel
as a full-fledged hero by acting in different types of films including Rudraveena, Swayam
Krushi, and Apadbandavudu. He became increasingly image-conscious, however, as his
fan base multiplied exponentially and had begun to expect more auspicious
performances from him.
He tried different scripts and worked under directors and producers who were committed
to issues of social justice. He changed heroines for every film. Gradually, he garnered
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more attention from the public that could be attained by his colleagues. After he evolved
into a stand-alone force in Tollywood, Chiranjeevi plunged into politics – his swift exit
causing a vacuum in the film industry. Some of his former co-actors openly critiqued his
political aspirations and, without hesitation, never refrained from highlighting his
failures.
After almost a decade, Chiranjeevi returned to the film industry with the film, Khaidi No
150, which broke all Tollywood records. His staying power and resiliency secured his
return to Tollywood prominence and placed him in a position where he could compete
with those who had achieved personal success in his absence. Many lost expected roles;
others capitulated to his enduring acting brand. His fan base was unwavering in their reacceptance as was aptly demonstrated by his box office profits.

Tumble Makes Humble

Every person experiences challenging, dark times in his or her lifetime where pause is
given for self-analysis and reflection and where ego is jettisoned and substituted with
humility. This is truly when tumble makes people humble. Trying times can help identify
realistic objectives, support networks, and formidable foes. Chiranjeevi experienced
many of these darker periods but always seemed to emerge stronger and more
endearing to the public. He learned from personal hardships and tried to avoid repeating
poor choices and ill-fated actions.

Chiranjeevi ― A Passionate Personality

Regardless of personal challenges, Chiranjeevi’s audacious vision to steadfastly pursue
his professional goals appeared unconstrained and largely free from the all-consuming
narcissism many expect from established celebrities. He was passionate about his
profession while being fully engaged in matters of social justice. He welcomed feedback
regularly while maintaining a thirst for knowledge to augment his leadership brand.

Chiranjeevi’s Leadership Brand Building

Chiranjeevi is a versatile actor and a multifaceted leader who has diversified his talents
into pursuing many areas including films, business ventures, charitable projects, and
politics. While acknowledged as average in intelligence, he has displayed an
extraordinary passion toward his chosen profession. And although he was not
necessarily regarded as an expert in branding himself initially, he learned it gradually
from his fans and close associates by accepting feedback regularly. He created a cinema
model, carved a niche for himself as a mass-appeal actor, and targeted the market in a
focused manner. After building his credibility and visibility in the Telugu film industry over
the years, he released films systematically by understanding the pulse of the people. He
cemented his position in the film industry and built his leadership brand effectively.
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“I've come to believe that each of us has a personal calling that's as unique as a
fingerprint - and that the best way to succeed is to discover what you love and then
find a way to offer it to others in the form of service, working hard, and also allowing
the energy of the universe to lead you.” ― Oprah Winfrey

Chiranjeevi ― A Living Legend
Chiranjeevi is an experimental actor who doesn’t hesitate to explore new ways of
achieving his career objectives. He follows his directors and acts according to their
instructions with humility. He is simple and humble at his core. In the opinion of this
author, he is the most passionate actor that the Indian film industry has ever witnessed.
He is the living bible of acting. He is a role model for up and coming actors. He is a
lifelong learner who doesn’t hesitate to entertain people through films and serve people
through politics. Time will only tell whether he will succeed as a politician. But it is a
widely-accepted fact that Chiranjeevi has carved out a significant following where others
have failed.
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